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r. ABSTRACT 

A model to simulate the dynamic behavior of shipping 
packages (casks) and their rail car transporters during 
normal transport conditions was developed. This model, 
CARDS (Cask-Rail Car Dynamic Simulator), was used to 
simulate-the-cask-rail car systems used in Tests 3, 10, 
11, 13, 16 and 18 of the series of rail car coupling 
tests conducted at the Savannah River Laboratories in 
1978. On the basis of good agreement between calculated 
and measured results for these tests, it was concluded 
that the model has been validated as an acceptable tool 
for the simulation of similar systems. 

A companion model, CARRS (Cask-Rail Car Response Spectrum 
Generator), consisting of single-degree~f-freedomrepre
sentations of the equations of motion in CARDS, was 
developed to generate frequency response spectra. 

A parametric and sensitivity analysis' was conducted that 
identified the most influential of a selected set of 
parameters and the response variables that are the most 
sensitive to changes in the parameters. 
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DYNAMIC ANALY~IS TO ESTA~LISH NORMAL SHOCK AND VIBRATION 

OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL SHIPPING PACKAGES 

FINAL SUMMARY REPORT 

SUMMARY 

A computer moael CARDS (Cask-Rail Car Qynamic Simulator) was developed for 
the U.~. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to provlde input data for a broad 
range of radioactive material package-tiedown structural assessments. 

CARDS simulates the dynamic behavior of shipping packages and their rail car 
transporters during nor~al transport conditions. The model was used to 
identify parameters that significantly affect the normal shock and vibration 
environments that, in turn, provide the basis for determining the forces 
transmitted to the packages. The determination of these forces is necessary 
for the package-tiedown structural assessments. The objective was to deter
mine the extent to which the shocks and vibrations experienced by the ship
ping packages during normal transport are influenced by, or are sensitive 
to, various structural parameters of the transport system (i.e., package, 
package supports, vehicle characteristics, etc.). 

It was assumed that the greatest shock suffered by the cask-rail car in its 
normal (not accident) transport environment will be that experienced during 
coupling operations in a IIhumping ll or classification yard. An earlier study 
uy the Sanaia Laboratories showed that 99.8% of all train coupling opera
tions occurred at speedS of 11.05 mph or less. Eighteen tests were con
auctea at the Savannah River Laboratory in 1978 during which coupling
velocities as high as 11.2 mph were recorded. The CARDS model was used to 
s imu 1ate six of these tests. On t~e bas LL~~~EULood _aJl!_~~~~~..Q!>!.a_!.~~C! 
between the ca1cu 1atea ana experirnenta 1 resu lts, it was cone 1uded that CARDS 
is an acceptable tool f£.l: s~bs~~e~tsTmUTatlOn_~f cas~:rail_car-~stem-
Q.ehavi<2!:~ri ~~eli!!~L£per~t ions. 

CARLJ~ is a complex tWO-dimensional, multi-aegree-of-freedom model that deter
mines the horizontal, vertical, ana rotational motion of both the package and 
its transporter following impact with an anvil train during coupling opera
tions. It also determines the horizontal motion of each of the cars in the 
anvil train. For the simulation of the Savannah River tests, the current 
version of CARDS has an anvil train that consists of four hopper cars filled 
with ballast. However, the formulation of CARDS provides flexibility for 
the simulation of a broad range of package-car, and package-ear-anvil train 
configurations. 

The CAKU~ model consists of twelve equations of motion, one derived for each 
uegree of freeaom (generalized coordinate), and supplementary auxiliary 
equations. The equations of motion were derived from an energy balance on 
the system (expressed in generalized coordinates). The entire model defini
tion was written in the Advanced Continuous Simulation Language (ACSL). 



A companion model CARRS (Cask-Rail Car Response Spectrum Generator), a model 
to generate frequency response-spectra using calculated results from CARDS, 
was also developed. The equations of motion of the cask-rail car 'system 
were transformed into equivalent single-degree-of-freedom (l-DOF) represen
tation of the relative vertical, horizontal and rotational motions between 
the cask and its rall car platform or support. These equations of motion 
were then used to construct CARRS. The right-hand sides of each of these 
equivalent l-DOF equations of motion represent the time-varying accelera
tions of a platform (rail car) supporting l-DOF devices defined by the 
left-hand sides of the respective equations of motion. The definition of 
CARRS was also written in the ACSL language. 

Frequency response spectra were generated by the spectrum generator, CARRS, 
using the time-varying support accelerations obtained from the simulator, 
CARDS. Response spectra for a base-case cask-rail car system are presented 
in Figures 118 through 123. 

A parametric and sensitivity analysis was conducted to identify those param
eters that significantly affect the normal shock and vibration environment 
and the response of the cask-rail car system. The response of the system 
was defined by the absolute values of the maximum support accelerations, the 
maxim~"1 relative accelerations between the cask and its support, and the ver
tical and horizontal tiedown forces. The sensitivities of these response 
variables to changes in various parameters were determined (see Table 18). 
For all the response variables except the vertical accelerations, the most 
influential parameter is the vertical distance Zp (see Appendix I, NOMEN
CLATURE OF TERMS). The parameter that has the most influence on the verti 
cal accelerations is lOCR, the horizontal distance between the centers-of
gravity of the cask and rail car. The parameter that contributes most to the 
sensitivities (total changes) of the horizontal accelerations is Wp, the 
package or cask weight. The vertical accelerations are the most sensitive to 
lOCR; and the rotational accelerations are the most sensitive to {k },
the set of stiffness coefficients of the vertlcal components of theYtiedowns. 
The tiedown forces DUS1MAX, DUS4MAX, DUS2MAx,and DUS3MAX are the most sensi
tive to the parameters Wp, {kx }, Zp and Zp, respectively. The ranges of 
parameters used to arrive at the sensitivlties were specified at the outset 
in the definition of the cases requested by Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
personnel. More meaningful values of the sensitivities are obtained if 
these ranges represent the uncertainties in the parameters. 
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INTRODUCTION
 

The	 objective of this study was to determine the extent to which the shocks 
and	 vibrations experienced by radioactive material shipping packages during 
normal transport conditions are influenced by, or are sensitive to, various 
structural parameters of the transport system (i.e., package, package sup
ports and vehicle). The purpose of this effort was to identify those param
eters that significantly affect the normal shock and vibration environments 
so as to provide the basis for determining the forces transmitted to radio
active material packages. Determination of these forces will provide the 
input data necessary for a broad range of package-tiedown structural 
assessments. 

A computer model CARDS (Cask-~ail Car Qynamic ~imulator) was developed to 
provide the data for these assessments. A companion model CARRS (Cask Rail 
Car	 Response Spectrum Generator) was also developed to generate frequency 
response spectra using results from CARDS. These two models were used to 
identify parameters that significantly affect the shock and vibration 
environments and, in turn, the forces transmitted to the packages. 

It was assumed that the greatest shock suffered by the cask-rail car in its 
normal (not accident) transport environment will be that experienced during 
coupling operations in a "humping" or classification yard. An earlier study 
by the Sandia Laboratories showed that 99.8% of all train coupling operations 
vccurred at speeds of 11.05 mph or less. Eighteen tests were conducted at 
the Savannah River Laboratory in 1978 during which coupling velocities as 
high as 11.2 mph were recorded. The validity of the CARDS model as an 
acceptable tool for the simulation of cask-rail car systems was established 
by comparison of calculated results with results obtained from six of these 
tests. 

The CARDS and CARRS models were used together to generate frequency response 
spectra, to determine the sensitivity of selected response variables to 
changes in parameters, and to rank the parameters according to their influ
ence and their contribution to the sensitivity of the response variables. 

This report interprets, supplements, consolidates, and summarizes information 
previously published in the following quarterly progress reports: 

1. 

, 
December 31, 1977), Hanford 

1 -

1978. 

2.	 S. R. Fields and S. J. Mech, Dynamic Analysis to Establish Normal Shock 
and Vibration of Radioactive Material Shipping Packages, NUREG/CR-0161, 
(HEDL-TME 78-41), Quarterly Progress Report (January 1 - March 31, 
1978), Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, July 1978. 
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3.	 ~. R. Fields and S. J. Mech, Dynamic Analysis to Establish Normal Shock 
and Vibration of Raaioactive Material Shippin Packa es, NUREG/CR-0448, 

HEDL-TME 78-74 , Quarterly Progress Report Aprl - June 30, 1978), 
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, December 1978. 

4. 

~.	 s. k. Fielas and S. J. Mech, Dynamic Analysis to Establish Normal Shock
 
and Vibration of Raaioactive Material Shippin Pack a es, NUREG/CR-0766,
 
~riEDL- lYlE 79-3 , Quarterly Progress Report ctober - December 31,
 
1978), Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, June 1979.
 

b.	 s. R. Fielas and S. J. Mech, Dynamic Analysis to Establish Normal Shock
 
ana Vibration of Radioactive Material Shippin Packa es, NUREG/CR-0880,
 
HEUL-T~~ 79-29 , Quarterly Progress Report January - March 31,
 

1979), Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, July 1979.
 

/.	 ~. R. Fields and S. J. Mech, Dynamic Analysis to Establish Normal Shock
 
and Vibration and Radioactive Material Shippin Packa es, NUREG/CR-1066,
 
(HEUL- T/VIE 79-43 , Quarterly Progress Report Apri 1 1 - June 30, 1979),
 
Hanfora Engirleering Development Laboratory, October 1979.
 

8.	 ~. R. Fields and S. J. Mech, Dynamic Analysis to Establish Normal Shock
 
and Vibration of Radioactive Material Shippin Packa es, NUREG/CR-1265,
 

HEDL-TME 79-7 ,Quarter y Progress Report Ju y - September 30, 1979), 
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, March 1980. 

9.	 S. R. Fields and S. J. Mech, Dynamic Analysis to Establish Normal Shock 
and Vibration of Radioactive Material Shipping Packages, NUREG/CR-1484, 
(HEDL-TME 80-24), Quarterly Progress Report (October 1 - December 31, 1979), 
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, August 1980. 

10.	 S. R. Fielas, Dynamic Analysis to Establish Normal Shock and Vibration 
ur Radioactive Material Shipping Packages, NUREG/CR-1685, Volume 1, 
(~~UL-TME 80-51), Quarterly Progress Report (January 1 - March 31, 
1980), Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, January 1981. 

11.	 ~. R. Fields, Dynamic Analysis to Establish Normal Shock and Vibration 
of Raoioactive Material Shippin Packa es, NUREG/CR-1685, Volume 2, 

HE L- E 80- 2 , Quarter y Progress eport (April 1 - June 30, 1980), 
Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, April 1981. 

12.	 S. R. Fields, D~namic Ana1xsis to Establish Normal Shock and Vibration 
of Radioactive aterial Shlpping Packages, NUREG/CR-l685, Volume 3, 
(HEDL-TME 80-91), Quarterly Progress Report (July r - September 30, 
1980), Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, April 1981. 
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13.	 S. R. Fields, Dynamic Analysis to Establish Normal Shock and Vibration of 
Radioactive Material Shippin Packa es, NUREG/CR-l685, Volume 4, (HEDL-TME 
80-92 , Quarterly Progress Report October 1 - December 31, 1980), Hanford 
E.ngineering Deve-Ioprnent Laboratory, July 1981. 

14.	 S. k. Fields, Dynamic Analysis to Establish Normal Shock and Vibration of 
Radioactive Material Shippin Packages, NUREG/CR-2146, Volume 1, (HEUL-TME 
81-15 , Quarter y Progress eport January 1 - March 31, 1981), Hanford 
Engineering Development Laboratory, November 1981. 

15.	 S. k. Fields, Dynamic Analxsis to Establish Normal Shock and Vibration of 
kadioactive Material Shippln -Packa es, NOREG/CR-2146, Volume 2, (HEDL-TME 
83-8 , Quarter y Progress eport April 1 - June 30, 1981), Hanford 
E.ngineering Development Laboratory, July 1983. 

NOTICE UF ERRORS IN PREVIOUS REPORTS 

Errors were found in three of the above previously published Quarterly 
reports. These reports are Volumes 2, 3 and 4 of NUREG/CR-1685 (HEDL-TME 
80-72, HEDL-TME 80-91 and HEDL-TME 80-92, respectively). In these reports, 
all frequencies are angular frequencies and should be reported in units of 
raaians/second rather than in units of Hz. This applies to all figures with 
frequency as the abscissa, and to all references to frequency in the texts 
of the reports. 
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TECHNICAL APPROACH AND RESULTS
 

1.0 MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

1.1 CASK-RAIL CAR DYNAMIC SIMULATOR (CARDS) 

A two-dimensional, multi-degree-of-freedom model of a spent fuel shipping 
cask-rail car system was developed. A sketch of the idealized cask-rail car 
system modeled is shown in Figure 1, and the spring-mass model of this system 
is shown in Figure 2. This model was given the name CARDS: An acronym for 
Cask-~ail Car Qynamic ~imulator. 

Each of the masses in the cask-rail car model of Figure 1 is free to trans
late horizontally (front to back) and vertically, and to rotate about its 
axis normal to the plane of the illustration. The system is excited by 
impact with one or more cars (mass MF) at the front coupler. One possible
orientation of the system after impact is shown in Figure 3, and a comparison 
with the initial state is illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 5 is obtained by 
superimposing Figures 2 and 3. (See Appendix I NOMENCLATURE OF TERMS for 
definition of terms used in this report.) 

The model consists of twelve equations of motion, one derived for each degree 
of freedom (generalized coordinate), and supplementary auxiliary equations. 
There are two general approaches that could have been used to derive the 
equations of motion for this dynamic system. The first is known as the 
force-acceleration method and the second is known as the energy method. The 
first method is also sometimes referred to as the method of dynamic eguili~
rium, while the second method may be referred to as the Lagrange-equat~ 
method. The force-acceleration method consists of analyzing the forces and 
the torques applied to the system and relating them to the accelerations. 
In the energy method one sets up the energy expressions for the system and 
applies Lagrange1s equation to get the equations of motion. The energy or 
Lagrange-equation method was used for this study. 

The equations of motion were derived from an energy balance (expressed in 
generalized coordinates) on the system. This energy balance is sometimes 
known as the law of virtual work, which states that the work done on the 
system by the external forces (virtual work) during a virtual distortion (a
small change in one of the generalized coordinates) must equal the change in 
internal strain energy. The work done by external forces includes the work 
done by external loads, by inertia forces, and by damping or dissipation 
forces. The energy balance on the system may be written as 

oW + oW. + oW = 0U ( 1) e ln c 
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where: 

oWe = Work done by external loads
 

oWin = Work done by inertia forces
 

oWc = Work done by damping forces
 

oU = Change in internal strain energy (potential energy) 

For a generalized coordinate qi 

(2) 

aW coW = - oq. (3 )c aqi 1 

oU aU 
= ~ oqi 

1 
(4) 

and 

oW.ln = d -err (~)aq.
1 / 

0qi + ( ~~ i)Oqi (5 ) 

where: 

K = t 1- M X
2 

2 r r r= 
(6) 

aK j • aX 
= '} MX r (7)aq. r r . 

1 t=I- aq.
1 
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(8)
 

~ubstituting (2), (3), (4) and (5) into (1) gives 

(9)
 

or 

( 10)
 

where: 

t = Time 

qi = A generalized coordinate 

qi = Time rate of change of qi 

K = Kinetic energy 

U = Stra in energy 

Wc = Work done by damping forces 

We = Work done by external loads 

This equation is one form of Lagrange's equation. When appropriate expres
sions are written for K, U, W~ and We' all in terms of the generalized 
coordinates ql, q2, ... , qn' dlfferentiated as indicated and substituted into 
the above expression, equations of motion are obtained. There will be one 
equation of_motion for each of the n coordinates or degrees of freedom. In 
all cases considered, aK/aqi is zero, since kinetic energy is a function of 
velocity rather than displacement. For example, consider an energy balance 
on the cask (i.e., the mass Mp), and let the generalized coordinate be the 
vertical displacement Yp, i.e., 

q. = Y ( 11) 
1 P 
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therefore 

( 12) 

(1 M x·2 +.l M Y·2 + ) = M Y ( 13) 
Ipp ~pp ... pp 

and 

( 14 )
 

Also 

~ = __0__ 
oy oyp p 

(US2Y + US3Y) ( 15) 

where: 

( 16)
 

and 

( 17}
 

Therefore 

( 18) 
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and 

Finally, 

dw 
aye = a~ (WC52Y + WC53Y) (20) 

p p 

where: 

WC52Y = -C 52[dt (Y RC - - dt (Y - )Jd 
1 CR 6 RC ) d 

p 1 PR6 p 

x [(Y RC - - (Y - )J (21)1 CR6RC ) p l PR6p

d dWC53Y = -C53 edt (YRC - dt (Y )J+ 1 CF 6RC ) p + 1 PF6 p 

x [(Y RC - (Y )J (22)+ 1 CF6RC ) p + l PF6p

and 

There is no work done by external loads, so 

aW e 
- = 0 (25)aY 

p 
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The equation of motion for the cask is then obtained by substitution of the 
above terms in Lagrange's Equation [Eq. (10)J to give 

d2y 
M ~ - 0 + DUS2 + DUS3 - DWS2 - DWS3 = 0 (26)
P dt 

The twelve derived equations of motion are: 

(1) The Package or Cask 
.. 

MpX p = (kS1 + kS4 )[(XRC + ZRC6RC) - (Xp - Zp6p)J 

. . . . 
+ + CS4)[X RC + ZRC6RC) - (X - 6 )J(C S1 p Zp p

. . 
- (W p1 + Wp4)~pRsgn(Xp- (27)XRC) 

- (Y p - 1PF 6p)J 
. 

+ CS2[(Y RC 
. 

+ 1CR6RC ) 
. 

- (Y p + 
. 

1PR 6p)J 

. 
+ CS3 [(YRC 

. 
- 1CF6RC ) 

. . 
- (Yp - 1PF6p)J (28) 

Ip6 p = - (k S1 + kS4 )Zp[(XRC + ZRC6RC) - (Xp - Zp6p)J 

+ kS21PR[(YRC + 1CR 6RC ) (Y p + 1PR6p)J 

- kS31PF[(YRC - 1CF6RC ) - (Y p - 1PF6p)J 
. . . . 

- (CSl + CS4 )Zp[(XRC + ZRC6RC) - (Xp - Zp6p)J 
. . . 

+ CS21pR[(YRC + 1CR6RC ) - (Yp + ~pR6p)J 

. . . . 
- CS31pF[(YRC - 1CF 6RC ) - (Yp - 1pF 6p)J (29) 
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(2) The Rail Car 

MRCX RC = - (k Sl + kS4 )[(XRC + ZRC6RC) - (Xp - Zp6p)] 

- kSS[(X RC - ZRC6RC) - - kS8[(X RC - ZRC6RC) XTR] XTF ] 

. . . . 
- kSCARS(XRC - XF) - (C S1 + CS4)[(X RC + ZRC6RC) - (X p - Zp6p )] 

. .. . . . 
- CSS[(XRC - ZRC6RC) - XTR ] - CS8[(XRC - ZRC6RC) - XTF ] 

. . 
+ Wp4)uPRsgn(Xp - (30)+ (W p1 XRC ) 

..
 
MRCY RC = - kS2[(YRC - (Yp + t pR6p)] - kS3[(YRC + t CR6RC ) t CF6RC ) 

- (Y p - )] - - - )t pF6p kS6(Y RC + t RC6RC ) kS7 (Y RC t RC 6
RC 

. . .. . . 
- C~2 [(YRC - (Yp + t pR6p)] - CS3[(Y RC + t CR6RC ) t CF6RC ) 

. . . . . . 
- (Yp - )] - - t pF6p CS6 (YRC + t RC6RC ) CS7 (YRC t RC6RC ) 

.• a CPL 
- UCPLBcPLsgn(YRC - tCPL6RC) IkSCARS(XRC - XF) I (31) 

IRC6RC = - (k S1 + kS4 )ZRC[(XRC + ZRC6RC) - (Xp - Zp6p)] 

- kS2t CR [(Y RC - (Y p + t pR6p) + kS3tCF[(YRC + t CR6RC ) t CF6RC ) 

- (Y p - + kSSZRC[(XRC - ZRC6RC) - - kS6tRC(YRCt pF6p)] XTR ] + t RC 6RC ) 

+ kS7tRC(YRC - t RC6RC ) + kS8ZRC[(XRC - ZRC6RC) - XTF ] 

. . . . 
- (CSl + CS4 )ZRC[(XRC + ZRC6RC) - (Xp - Zp6p)] 

. . .. .. 
- CS2tCR[(YRC - (Yp + t pR6p)] + CS3tCF[(YRC + t CR6RC ) t CF6RC ) 

.. ... 
- (Y p - )] + CSSZRC[(XRC - ZRC 6RC) t pF6p XTR ] 
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. . 
- CS61RC (YRC - CS71RC(YRC 1RC6RC ) + 1RC6RC ) 

. . . 
+ CS8ZRC[(XRC - ZRC6RC) - XTFJ 

. . I IaCPL 
+ lJCPL1cPLsgn(YRC - 1CPL6RC) BCPL kSCARS(XRC - XF) 

(32)+ (ZCDGO + 1CPL6RC)kSCARS(XRC - X~) 

(3) The Front and Rear Trucks 

.. . . . 
MTRXTR = kS5[(XRC ~ ZRC6RC) - XTRJ + CS5[(XRC - ZRC6RC) - XTRJ 

. 
- lJTRWXTRsgn(XTR) . BRAKER (33) 

.. . . . 
MTFXTF = kS8[(XRC - LRC6 RC ) - XTFJ + CS8[XRC - ZRC6RC) - XTFJ 

. 
- lJTFWXTFsgn(XTF) . BRAKEF (34 ) 

(4) The Anvil Train (Four Loaded Hopper Cars) 

.. . 
MFXF = kSCARS(XRC - - - - lJFWFsgn(XF) . BRKIRC (35)XF) kFF2 (XF XF2 ) 

. 
M = - - kF2F3(XF2 - - lJF2WF2sgn(XF2) . BRKF2 (36)F2XF2 kFF2 (XF XF2 ) XF3 ) 

.. . 
= kF2F3(XF2 - - kF3F4(XF3 - - lJF3WF3sgn(XF3) . BRKF3 (37)MF3XF3 XF3 ) XF4 ) 

.. . 
= kF3F4(XF3 - - lJF4WF4s'gn(XF4) . BRKF4 (38)MF4 XF4 XF4 ) 
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See Appendix I, NOMENCLATURE OF TERMS, for definitions of the terms used in 
these equations. 

The energy method was used in this study because it is a convenient and 
efficient process for deriving the equations of motion of the cask-rail car 
system. Specifically, several reasons for its selection are: 

(1)	 It has the advantage that, for a multi-degree-of-freedom system, the 
equations that describe the motion of the system are simplified and 
reduced in number because all the internal forces that do no work will 
not appear in the equations. 

(2)	 To express the results of the study as acceleration response spectra, 
it is necessary to relate maximum system response to system frequency. 
One way of accomplishing this is to use the modal method of analysis, 
which is considered to be an energy method because the modal equations 
are derived using the method outlined above. In the modal method, 
responses in the normal modes are determined separately and then 
superimposed to provide the total response. It can be shown that, by 
the use of this approach, each normal mode may be treated as an inde
pendent one-degree system. However the modal method was not used in 
this study. Independent one-degree-of-freedom (l-DOF) systems were 
used to relate system response to system frequency, but the technique 
used was not the modal method. [See Section 1.2, CASK-RAIL CAR RESPONSE 
SPECTRUM GENERATOR MODEL (CARRS)]. 

(3)	 Common practice associates matrix formulation (stiffness matrices, etc.) 
with the alternate method. This is not always necessary; nevertheless, 
it is common to set up a problem in matrix notation when using the 
force-acceleration method. This is not the case with the energy method, 
although each method produces a system of differential equations of 
motion that can be expressed in this form. The formulation of the 
equations of motion using the energy method requires more mathematical 
manipulation, which might be considered by some to be a disadvantage; 
however, in this study, this was felt to be a small price to pay to 
maintain a close feel for the system attributes and to be able to 
subdivide the equations of motion into their various energy components. 

(4)	 The system simulation model is set up in terms of the equations of
 
motion, which are subdivided into the various energy terms. This
 
facilitates modification of the model at any time with a minimum of
 
effort. This provides extreme flexibility in model construction.
 

Both the energy methou and the force-acceleration method are only alternate 
methods of formulating the equations of motion of the cask-rail car system. 
They are not methods for solving the system of differential equations 
obtained.~ecause of the complexity of the system of equations and the fact 
that the equations are non-linear, a numerical method of integration was 
used in this study. 
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The entire model defi~ition was written in the Advanced Continuous Simula
tion Language (ACSL).ll) ACSL was developed for the purpose of modeling 
systems described by time-dependent, non-linear differential equations 
and/or transfer functions. Program preparation can either be from block 
diagram interconnection, conventional FORTRAN statements, or a mixture of 
both. The ACSL program is intended to provide a simple method of repre
senting complex mathematical models on a digital computer. Working from a 
system of equations describing the problem or from a block diagram, the user 
writes ACSL statements to describe the system under investigation. State
ments describing the model do not need to be ordered, since the ACSL proces
sor will sort the equations so that no values are used before they have been 
calculated. This operation of the language is in contrast to the usual 
digital programming languages like FORTRAN, where program execution depends 
critically on statement order. 

All integration in an ACSL program is handled by a centralized integration 
routine. The user has a choice of four numerical integration algorithms: 

(1) The Adam's-Moulton variable-step, variable-order, 
(2) The Gears-Stiff variable-step, variable-order, 
(3) The Runge-Kutta second-order, and 
(4) The Runge-Kutta fourth-order. 

The Runge-Kutta fourth-order algorithm was used in the model developed for 
this study. 

A listing of the CARDS Model is presented in Appendix IV. 

1.1.1 Rail Car Coupler and Draft Gear Subsystem Submodel 

The rail car coupler and draft gear subsystem affects the response of the 
cask-rail car system more than any other component because the shock of 
impact is attenuated and transmitted to the cask-rail car system through 
this device. 

A calculation sequence was developed to simulate the behavior of the coupler 
subsystem for the cask-rail car and the lead car in the group it impacts
during humping operations. This coupler submodel determines the displace
ments of the springs and dampers (dashpots) during normal operating condi
tions, and the displacements and other conditions when one or more of these 
components bottom out at their limits of travel. The submodel was developed 
as a simplified preliminary model to develop and test the simulation of a 
coupler with a friction draft gear. It was given the name CARDT, which is 
an acronym for Cask-Rail Car Dynamic Test model. Later, after validation of 
CARDT by comparlng calculated-results-with some experimental data, the basic 
features of the submodel were incorporated into CARDS. 
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Friction draft gears consist of springs and dampers in parallel; therefore, 
CARDT is based on the spring and damper arrangement shown in Figure 5(a). 
The equations of motion for the simple rail car-coupler subsystem model of 
Figure 5 are 

(39)
 

and 

(40)
 

where: 

X = Displacement of the hammer car (in.)RC 
XF = Displacement of the struck car (in.) 

M = Mass of the hammer car, including lading [lb(force)-s2/ in .]RC
 
M = Mass of the struck car, including lading [lb(force)-s2/ in .]
F 
kT = Total equivalent spring constant of the combined draft 

gears [lb(force)/in.] 

An equivalent spring representing the draft gears separating the cars is 
obtained by combining the spring and damper of each draft gear into a single 
equivalent spring [Figure 5(b)] and then reducing these series-connected 
springs to a single spring [Figure 5(c)]. 

When a force is applied to a parallel arrangement of a spring and damper,
such as that representing the draft gear on the hammer car in Figure 5(a), 
the forces and displacements are defined, respectively, by 

(41)
 

and 

(42)
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where: 

=	 Total force applied to the draft gear on the hammer car 
[lb(force)] 

= Force causing displacement of the spring [lb(force)] 

= Force causing displacement of the damper [lb(force)] 

x =	 Total travel or displacement of the draft gear on the 
hammer car (in.) 

Xl	 = Displacement of the spring (in.) 

X10 = Displacement of the damper (in.) 

The force on the spring is 

(43) 

or, since X = Xl 

(44) 

where:	 Spring constant of the spring in the hammer car draft gear 
[lb(force)/in.] 

According to Roggeveen,(2) in a friction draft gear the friction force is 
caused by the spring force and is, therefore, proportional to it. With this 
in mind, the friction force or force on the damper was defined as 

. 
= \.IoF1sgn(X)	 (45)FDl 

where: 

\.10 =	 A multiplying factor corresponding to a coefficient of 
friction 

sgn(X) = Signum function or sign function 
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The signum function is defined as 

+1 X > 0 .. 
sgn(X) = o x = 0 (46) 

. 
-1 X < 0 

where: X = Total relative velocity of displacement or travel of the 
draft gear (in./s) 

Equation (45) implies that frictional damping in the draft gear is due to the 
sliding of two surfaces with a friction coefficient of ~D, pressed together 
by the spring force Fl. Equation (41), which defines the total force applied 
to the draft gear, may now be written as 

. 
= Fl + ~DFlsgn(X) (47) FTl 

. 
or = Fl[l + ~Dsgn(X)J (48)FTl 

Using the definition of Fl from Equation (44), the equation for the total 
force becomes 

. 
Fn = klX[l + ~Dsgn(X)J (49) 

Corresponding equations for the draft gear on the struck car are 

FT2 = F2 + FD2 (50) 

XI = X = X ( 51) 2 02 

(52)
 

or (53) 
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.
 
and = ' [1 + ~Dsgn(X')]	 (54)FT2	 k2X

where: 

FT2 =	 Total force applied to the draft gear on the struck car 
[lb(force)] 

F2 = Force causing displacement of the spring in the struck 
car draft gear [lb(force)] 

F02 = Force causing displacement of the damper in the struck 
car draft gear [lb(force)] 

XI =	 Total displacement or travel of the graft gear on the 
struck car (in.) 

=	 Displacement of the spring in the struck car draft gear 
( in. ) 

= Displacement of the damper in the struck car draft gear
( in. ) 

The coupler subsystem of Figure 5(a) can now be reduced to the equivalent 
arrangement shown in Figure 5(b). The total forces acting on the draft gears 
may now be expressed in terms of the spring constants of the equivalent 
springs 

(55) 

(56)and 

where: . 
= kl[l + ~Dsgn(X)]	 (57) kRCDG 

., 
= kl[l + ~Dsgn(X)]	 (58)kFDG 
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For two springs in series, the total force applied is the same as that on 
each spring, 

(59)
 

and the total relative displacement or travel of the two springs is equal to 
the sum of the relative displacements of each of the springs, 

x = X + XI	 (60 ) 
T 

For a single equivalent spring, the total force may be defined as 

(61 ) 

where: 

XT =	 Total relative displacement of a single spring representing 
both draft gears (in.) 

kT = Spring constant of the single equivalent spring 
[lb(force)/in.] 

Solving Equations (55), (56) and (61) for tne displacements and substituting 
into Equation (60) gives 

(62)
 

but since Equation (59) is true, Equation (62) may be reduced to 

1 _ 1 + _1_ (63)
~- k kRCDG FDG 

or 
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kRCOGkFDG 
(64)

kRCOG + kFOG 

Before this definition of kT can be used for the s~bmode1 of Figure 5(c), 
bot~ kRCOG and kFOG must be expressed in terms of XT rather than as functions 
of X and X'. The total travel of the combinpd draft gears may be expressed 
as 

(65) 

and the velocity as 

(66)
 

Combining Equations (55) and (61) gives the relationship between X and XT, 

(67)
 

and combining Equations (56) and (61) gives the corresponding relationship 
between X' and XT, 

X' =~XT (68)kFOG 

Differentiating Equations (67) and (68) with respect to time gives 

• k •
TX=·_-X (69)kRCOG T 

and 

k
XI -- k

T XT (70) 
FOG 
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Substituting from Equations (69) ~nd (70) into Equations (57) and (58) makes 
both kRCOG and kFOG functions of XT, 

. 
= kl[l + uosgn(kTXT/kRCOG)] ( 71) kRCOG 

. 
= k2[1 + uosgn(kTXT/kFOG)] (72)kFDG 

but, since only the sign and not the magnitude of XT is of interest and 
since kT' kRCOG and kFDG are always positive, 

· = kl[l + Uosgn{XT)] (73)kRCOG 

and 

· = k2[1 + Uosgn{XT)] (74)kFOG 

Equations (73) and (74) define the equivalent spring constants of the draft 
gears in their "active" state, i.e., when the total displacement lies 
between its upper and lower limits. When these limits are reached, the 
draft gears go "solidi', i.e., they behave like a solid beam with properties
consistent with the structural characteristics of the draft gears and rail 
cars. Consequently, the definitions of kRCOG and kFRG must be modified to 
represent the transition from the "active" to "so lid' states. This is 
accomplished by branching within the submodel equivalent to the following: 

· kRCOG = kl[l + uosgn{XT)] 

and 

kFOG = kSOG2 

(76) 
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where: 

XTL, XTU = Lower and upper limits, respectively, on the travel of 
the combined draft gears (in.) 

kSDG1, kSDG2 = Spring constants of the "solid" draft gears on the 
hammer car and struck cars, respectively [lb(force)/in.] 

In the submodel, this branching is accomplished by the use of switching 
functions. In Fortran notation, 

KRCDG=RSW(XT.LT.XTU.AND.XT.GT.XTL,Kl*(l.+MUD*SGNF(DXT)),KSDG1) (77) 

and 

KFDG=RSW(XT.LT.XTU.AND.XT.GT.XTL,K2*(1.+MUD*SGNF(DXT)),KSDG2) (78) 

where: 

RSW ( ) = A "real switch" function in ACSL (Advanced Continuous 
Simulation Language) 

and SGNF ( ) = A specially constructed "signum function" 

As a simple general example of how the real switch function works in ACSL, 
let 

R = RSW (A,B,C). 

If A is TRUE, R = B, 

Otherwise R = C. 

The foregoing has been a presentation of the development of the coupler sub
system sUbmodel. The same general approach was apg1ied to the suspension 
subsystem submodel since a Barber stabilized truckt ) utilizes friction 
damping where friction is proportional to the load. (See Section 1.1.2, 
Suspension Subsystem Submodels.) 

The coupler submodel described here was used to simulate an actual impact 
between two loaded 70-ton cars at ~6 mph. The calculated results are 
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presented in Figures 6 and 7 as coupler force as a function of ~ime during
impact. Results from the impact test, as reported by Baillie,( ) are also 
presented in Figures 6 and 7 for comparison. 

The results obtained from the model agreed reasonably well with the actual 
results for the periods when the draft gears were "active", but deviated 
considerably for the p~riod when the draft gears became "solid" after bot
toming out. Roggeveen l5 ) simulated the same test using an analogue com
puter and obtained the same general trend of results. He concluded that the 
lower peak force during the actual test could be attributed to energy dis
sipation due to lading slip or cargo shift, and developed a model that 
divided the masses of each car into two masses, one for the car and one for 
the lading. This "two lump" approach of Roggeveen's was not used. In its 
place, an approach was used in which car-to-car characterization functions 
were developed to characterize the behavior of rail cars and their draft 
gears during the "solid" state of the draft gears. The "solid " state of a 
draft gear refers to that state after bottoming out when the draft gear 
behaves as a solid beam. This is in contrast to the draft gear's "active" 
state which is the normal condition before the draft gear spring has reached 
its limit of travel. A characterization function defines a pseudo spring 
constant or resistance function for the draft gear for its "solid" state, 
which accounts for dissipation of a portion of the total kinetic energy of 
the system due to cargo shifting and/or deformation of the cargo or rail car 
during this state. The spring constant defined is unique in that it 
increases gradually at first while the cargo shifts or deforms easily, but 
then rises sharply as the cargo compresses or stiffens. An upper limit is 
imposed on the spring constant during compression which represents near total 
compaction of the cargo. Energy dissipation due to crushing and deformation 
of the cargo during the "solid" state is simulated by removing a large frac
tion of the potential energy stored in the spring before the draft gear 
rebounds or recovers at zero relative kinetic energy of the two coupled cars. 
A car-to-car characterization function was first developed for CARDT and 
then expanded and installed in CARDS. This function was developed to avoid 
having to model each car in a train in detail. 

The first step in the development of a car-to-car characterization function 
was linked to the development and application of a model validation algo
rithum based on Theil's inequality coefficients. (See Section 4.0, MODEL 
VALIDATION). A Theil's inequality coefficient (TIC) is a figure of merit 
computed from comparisions of predicted and measured time-varying (series)
values of a response variable. A TIC ranges in value from 0 (indicating 
equality or perfect agreement) to 1 (indicating maximum inequality or 
poorest agreement). 

Simulation runs were made to define a spring constant for a draft gear in 
its "solid" state. This spring constant was developed by varying certain 
parameters and conditions to minimize a Theil's inequality coefficient for 
comparision of calculated and measured time-varying values of coupler force. 
The system simulated was the impact test wh~r~ two gravel-filled 70-ton 
hopper cards collided at ~6 miles per hour.l 4) The simulation runs were 
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based on "solid" draft gear spring constants that were allowed to vary as 
functions of the relative displacement 

(79) 

beyond the maximum value of Xl for the Ilactive" state. The spring con
stants increased in magnitude as XT increased beyond this "active" limit. 
The spring constants were expressed as the products of pre-selected base 
values and a multiplying factor that varied as a function of XT beyond its 
active limit, as shown in Equations (80) and (81), and conditions (82). 

(80)kSDGl = kSDG10 ~(XT) 

kSDG2 = kSDG20 ~(XT) (81) 

where: 

= base spring constants corresponding to kSDGlkSDG10' kSDG20 and kSDG2 ' respectively [lb(force)/in.] 

~(XT) = a multiplying factor, where 

~(XT) = 1.0, when XT = 5.6 in. } 

(82) 

~(XT) > 1.0, when Xl > 5.6 in. 

The lower limit on the base "solid" state spring constants was set at the 
value of the "active'" state spring constant. The lower limit on the multi 
plying factor was 1.0, and the upper limit was an extrapolation from an 
arbitrary upper value of 6.35 in. set for XT. 

The time-varying coupler force, calculated using Equations (80) and (81), was 
compared with Baillie's data in Figure 8. The calculated coupler force vs 
time curve had the characteristic shape of the experimental curve, but both 
its magnitude and duration were substantially larger than those of the 
experimental curve. It was determined that, if the "solid" draft gear spring 
constants were bounded at some upper value less than that reached at zero 
relative velocity (i.e., dXT/dt = a), the peak coupler force would be 
reduced, but the duration would be increased. It was further determined 
that the duration could then be reduced by extracting a suitable fraction of 
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the potential energy stored in the springs. To accomplish these two effects, 
Equations (80) and (81), and conditions (82), were modified as follows: 

. 
= kSOG10,(XT)[1 + ~XTsgn(XT)]	 (83)kSDGl 

. 
(84)= kSDG20,(XT)[1 + ~XTsgn(XT)JkSDG2 

and 

,(XT) = ,( XT)L when XT ~ 5.6 in. 

(85),( XT) = ,( XT) when 5.6 < XT < 6.35 

,( XT) = ,(XT)U when XT~6.35 in. 

where: ~Xl =	 A multiplying factor representing the extent of energy 
dissipation (0 ~ ~XT ~ 1). 

When the draft gears bottom out and enter their "solid" state, the relative 
displacement XT no longer represents the travel of the combined draft 
gears. The terms XRc and XF are the horizontal displacements of the 
centers of gravit~ (cg) of the hammer car and anvil car, respectively. 
Ouring the "solid" state of the draft gears, the cargo shifts or displaces, 
causing a shift or change in these displacements even though the actual 
travel of the draft gears during this period may be very slight. Conse
quently, the coupler force between the cars becomes a function of the 
resistance of the cargo to shift or deformation. A load-deflection curve 
for the cargo during this period would be based on cargo displacement rela
tive to that of the rail car (i.e., displacement of the cg) and would 
produce a pseudo spring constant with the characteristics of the "solid" 
draft gear spring constants described in the previous paragraph. It is 
assumed that no cargo shifting or deformation occurs during the "active" 
state of the draft gears. This pseudo spring constant or "solid" draft gear
spring constant also contains a term that accounts for the dissipation of a 
large portion of the energy required to shift or deform the cargo. Normally, 
a spring would restore to the system its energy of compression. In cargo 
shifting and deformation, energy is dissipated due to friction and due to 
permanent deformation of the cargo. Therefore, in the model, when the cargo 
is no longer compelled to move in the direction of greater compaction, the 
energy storeo in the spring is discarded from the system by a substantial 
reduction in the spring constant for the recovery phase. This is accom
plished by adjusting the parameter ~XT. During the compaction or shifting 
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of the cargo, when the relative velocity XT is positive, ~XT is set at u 
or some small fraction. At the end of compaction, when the spring would 
normally restore the energy of compaction to the system and when XT is 
negative, ~XT is set at some large fraction. ~XT is defined by 

. 
when XT > a (Compaction)~XT = ~XTC 

(86) 

when ~ a (Recovery)
~XT = ~XTE XT 

where: 

~XTC = An energy dissipation coefficient for cargo compaction 

~XTE = An energy dissipation coefficient for the cargo recovery phase 

The equivalent spring constants of the draft gears in both their "active" and 
"solid" states may be summarized by restating Equation (75) and combining
Equations (76), (83) and (84) to give 

. 
kFDG = k2[1 + Uosgn(XT)] 

(75) 

for the lI active ll state, and 

kRCDG = kSDG10<l>(XT) [1 
. 

+ UXTsgn(XT)J 

kFDG = kSDG20<l>(XT) [1 
. 

+ UXTsgn(XT)] 

for the II so 1id ll state. 
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Using the above expressions for the spring constants of the draft gears in 
the CARDT model. additional runs were made to simulate the 6 mph impact· 
between the two gravel-loaded 70-ton hopper cars discussed earlier. During 
these runs. values of the parameters kSDG10. kSDG20. ~(XT). ~XTC and 
~XTE were adjusted to obtain a coupler force vs time curve that compared
reasonably well with the actual data reported by Baillie(4) for this 
experiment. Final values of these and other pertinent parameters are sum
marized in Table 1. The parameter ~(Xl) is presented in Figure 9. Results 
of these simulation runs are compared with experimental results in Figures 10 
through 13. Coupler forces. relative displacements of the centers of gravity 
of the cars. relative velocities and relative accelerations are compared in 
Figures 10. 11. 12 and 13. respectively. GOOd comparisons were obtained up 
to ~0.076 second after impact. Beyond this time the response variables 
deviate as shown. indicating that further adjustments in the parameters are 
required. The experimental coupler force peaks at about 0.07 second while 
the calculated force peaks at ~0.085 second. The calculated coupler force 
as a function of calculated relative displacement is presented in Figure 14. 
This load-deflection curve for the single equivalent spring separating the 
rail cars encompasses both the "active" and "solid" states of the draft 
gears. The shape of th~ cyclic cur~;)of Figure 14 is not unlike the curves 
presented by Kasbekar(6) and Scales\ for standard draft gears. 

It was noted that a lower value of the spring constant for the "solid" draft 
gear lowers the peak coupler force and increases its duration (i.e •• broadens 
the peak). while a higher spring constant increases the peak force and 
decreases the duration. Tile calculated coupler force curve may be "shaped"
to approach that of the experimental curve by the judicious adjust
ment of the parameters kSDG10. kSDG20. ~(XT). ~XTC and ~XTE. The first 
three parameters tend to raise and lower the peak force with a corres
ponaing narrowing and broadening of its duration. The last two parameters. 
when used with the sign function sgn(XT). cause the coupler force to drop 
to a level consistent with the dissipation of energy due to cargo shifting 
and deformation. The width of the pulse then depends upon the time at which 
XT goes negative. 

After a careful study of the differences between the calculated and measured 
values of coupler force. relative displacement. relative velocity. and rela
tive acceleration compared in Figures 10. 11. 12 and 13. respectively. it was 
determinea that two adjustments were necessary to obtain better agreement. 

The first adjustment made was to the energy dissipation coefficient. ~XTE. 

~XTE was changed from a value of 0.9 to 0.95 (~ee 1able 1). This drops the 
coupler force to a lower value after the veloclty XT goes negative (cargo 
recovery phase). 

The second adjustment made was in the argument of the sign functions in 
Equations (87) and to the control variable for Equatio~s (86). As stated 
earlier. the width of the coupler force pulse depends upon the time at which 
Xl goes negative. The velocity XT cannot be altered since it is deter
mined from the equations of motion of the system; however. the argument of 
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the sign functions and the control variable for Equation (86) can be re
defined to produce the desired results. For this purpose, an "adjusted" 
relative velocity of displacement or travel of the centers of gravity of 
the two rail cars, XTA, was used and Equations (87) and (86) changed to 

. 
= kSDG10cP(XT) [1 + IJXT sgn(XTA )]kRCDG 

(88). 
= kSDG20cP(XT) [1 + IJXTsgn(XTA)]kFDG 

or 

and 

when > 0 (Compaction)XTA 

(89) 

when XTA ~ 0 (Recovery) 

. 
where: XTA =	 Adjusted relative velocity of displacement or travel of 

the cgs of the two rail cars (in./s) 

The adjusted relative velocity is defined as 

(90)
 

or 

(91)
 

where: An adjustment factor or relative velocity to regulate 
the relative velocity XT (in./s) 

The function of ~LA is to make the argume~t and control variable, XTA, go 
negative before XT. A constant value of XLA wou}d give a time plot of ~TA 
similar to that shown in Figure 15. Therefore, XLA becomes an additional 
control variable that can be used to vary the size of the pulse of the 
coupler force.curve by "shaving" slices from its back side. Increasing the 
magnitude of XLA would result in larger slices being removed from the pulse. 
A negative value of ~A would add slices to the pulse. 
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The adjusted relative velocities, XTA and XLA, may be related to the veloc
ities of the rail cars (not the cgls) and the velocities of the cargos on the 
rail cars, respectively, as follows. The velocity of the cg of the hammer 
car is defined as 

(92) 

and the velocity of tIle center of gravity of the anvi 1 car as 

(93) 

where: 

MF = Mass of the anvi 1 car (M) 

MRC = Mass of the hammer car (M) 

MLF = Mass of the lading or cargo on the anvi 1 car (M) 

MLRC = Mass of the lading or cargo on the hammercar (M) 

XRC = Velocity of the cg of the hammer car and its cargo (LIe) 

XF = Velocity of the cg of the anvil car and its cargo (Lie) 

XCRC = Velbcity of the cg of the empty hammer car (Lie) . 
XCF = Velocity 0: the cg of the empty anvi 1 car (Lie) 

MrF = Total mass of the anvil car and its cargo (M) 

(94) 

MTRC = Total mass of the hammer car and its cargo (M) 

= t-Rc + ttRC (95) 
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The relative velocity of displacement or travel of the centers of gravity of 
the two loaded rail cars is defined by 

(96) 

Substitution from Equations (92) and (93) into Equation (96) gives 

(97) 

Replacing XT in Equation (91) with the above gives 

(98) 

Assuming that XLA may be expressed in terms of the velocities of the 
cargos and their mass fractions as 

(99) 

Then Equation (98) may be rewritten as 

(100 ) 

or 

( 101) 
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Equation (101) states that the adjusted relative velocity of the centers of 
gravity of the two rail cars is equal to the difference between the products 
of the mass fractions of the cars and their absolute velocities, if the 
adjustment factor or relative velocity ~I A is defined as the difference 
between the products of the mass fractions of the cargos and their absolute 
velocities. The velocity ~LA may be considered to be the adjusted relative 
velocity of the cargos on the two rail cars. 

The expressions for the spring constants of the draft gears in the CARDT 
model were replaced by Equations (88) and (89), and the simulation of the 
6 mph impact between the two gravel-loaded 70~ton hopper cars was repeated. 
A constant value of 30 in./s was assumed for XLA. Results of this simula
tion run are compared with the results reported by Baillie(4) in Figures 16 
through 19. 

Coupler forces, relative displacements of the centers of gravity of the cars, 
relative velocities and relative accelerations as functions of time are com
pared in Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19, respectively. The calculated coupler 
force as a function of calculated relative displacement is presented in 
Figure 20, and the experimental coupler force as a function of the experi
mental relative displacement is presented in Figure 21. The comparisons 
between the calculated and experimental response variables show some improve
ment over those shown in Figures 10 through 13. The "goodness" of the com
parisons has been expressed in terms of Theil's inequality coefficients for 
each response variable and Theil's multiple inequality coefficient for the 
simultaneous comparison of all the response variables (see Section 4, MODEL 
VALIDATION) • 

The CARDS model was modified to include equations equivalent to Equa
tions (75), (88) and (89), and the function presented in Figure 9. Sets of 
equations were written to represent the linkage between the cask-rail car 
(hammer car) and the first ballast-filled anvil car, and the linkages between 
the remaining three ballast-filled anvil cars. However, an additional con
trol variable was required since the cargo of the cask-rail car (the cask) 
is considered as a separate mass with its own equations of motion. Also, 
the trucks on the rail car are considered as separate masses with their own 
equations of'motion. Consequently since the character of the cask-rail car 
is known and modeled accordingly, that portion of the car characterization 
function for the hammer car-anvil car linkage need not include the effects 
of cargo compaction and energy dissipation. To accomplish this, the control 
variable ReOR was introduced to provide control over the draft gear spring 
constant during the "so lid" state. RCOR was added as a restriction on 
Equation set (88) as follows: 

(102 ) 

.
 
= kSOG20~(XT) [1 + ~XTsgn(XTA)JkFDG 
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when 

XT .s. XTLor XT ~ XTU 

and 

RCOR = 0 

and 

kRCDG 

kFDG 

= kSDG10 

= kSDG20ct> (X
T

)[1 
. 

+ ).I XTsgn(XTA)] } (103) 

when 

XT .s. XTL or XT ~ XTU 

and 

RCOR = 

where: 

RCOR = cask-rail car override variable, with the control functinn 

ReOR = 1.0, to override rail car characterization function 

RCOR = 0, to activate rail car characterization function 

RCOR is a control variable that is set at 1 since the cargo on the cask-rail 
car (the cask) is considered as a separate mass with its own equations of 
motion. The adjustment factor XLA is an input parameter. Similar equa
tions and conditions were defined for the linkages between the other anvil 
cars in the train; however, the control variables equivalent to RCOR were 
set equal to O. 
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When the cask-rail car strikes one or more anvil cars, it will tend to rotate 
abouts its center of gravity such that the striking or front end will tend 
to move downward and the far or rear end will move upward. This rotational 
or pitching motion is opposed by the damping in the suspension subsystems, 
and by frictional damping due to the vertical sliding motion of the coupler 
face on the cask-rail car against the coupler face on the adjacent anvil car. 
The frictional force at the coupler faces is represented as a vertical dash
pot in Figure 22. 

The energy dissipated as frictional work at the coupler faces was defined as 

(104 ) 

where: 

WCRF = Energy dissipated as frictional work, [lb(force)-in.] 

FYRF =	 Frictional force opposing movement of sliding coupler 
faces [lb(force)] 

YCPL =	 Vertical displacement of coupler face on cask-rail car, 
( in. ) 

The frictional force FYRF was defined by the expression 

( 105)
 

where: 

IFCPL I= Absolute value of force applied to coupler faces 
perpendicular to the sliding surfaces [lb(force)] 

. 
YCPL =	 Vertical velocity of coupler face on cask-rail car (in./s) 

(Coupler on anvil car is assumed to be stationary.) 

A multiplying factor representing the fraction of FCPL6 CPL= 
actually applied to the moving coupler faces 

U Coefficient of friction for the sliding of the two couplerCPL= 
faces against each other 

sgn(YCPL) = Signum function or sign function of YCPL 

a.CPL = A factor to allow the damping term to vary as a function 
of the absolute value of FCPL raised to the factor power 
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The force applied to the coupler, FCPL, is the coupler force, i.e., 

(106)FCPL = kSCARS (~C - XF) 

where: 

kSCARS = Spring constant of an equivalent single spring repre
senting the draft gears on cask-rail car and first anvil 
car [lb(force)/in.] 

~C = Horizontal displacement of cask-rail car (in.) 

XF = Horizontal displacement of first anvil car (in.) 

The equivalent spring constant, kSCARS' is actually kT, the spring constant 
defined by Equation (64) as a function of the equivalent spring constants 
representing the draft gears on each car. 

By combining Equations (104) and (105), the energy dissipated as work may be 
expressed as 

or 

(107) 

(108 ) 

where: 

YRC = Vertical displacement of the cg of the cask-rail car (in.) 

eRC = Angle of rotation of the XRC and YRC axes about an 
axis perpendicular to the XRC - YRC plane through the cg
of the rail car (rad) 

= Horizontal distance from vertical centerline of cask-rail 
car to coupler face (in.) 

Differentiating Equation (108) with respect to each of the generalized coor
dinates of the system yields 
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(109 )
 

and 

(110 ) 

These terms were included as energy dissipation terms in those equations of 
motion of the system that define the vertical and angular accelerations, 
YRC and eRC, respectively. Although the coupler force, FCPL, is a function 
of XRC and XF, similar dissipation terms were not derived from Equation (108) 
for these coordinates since it was felt that an energy dissipation term for 
vertical motion in the equations of motion defining the horizontal accelera
tions did not seem appropriate. However, since the existence of these dis
sipation terms is indicated by the use of the energy method, further study 
should be made to determine if these terms are significant. 

1. 1.2 Suspensio~ Subsystem Submode1 

The rail car suspension subsystem is important since it controls the 
vertical and rotational movement of the car during and after impact. Like 
the coupler subsystem, suspension subsystems consist of springs and damp~r~ 

in parallel, as i11u~trated in Figure 22. In a Barber stabilized truck,(3) 
the stabilizing or damping friction force is proportional to the load on the 
truck. Therefore, the spring constants for the equivalent springs shown in 
Figure 22 are defined by equations similar to those for the draft gears, 
i .e. , 

> YRCMAX (111)YRC56 

or ~ YRCMAX (112)YRC56 

and YRC78 > YRCMAX (113) 

or ~ YRCMAX (114)YRC78 
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where: 

u 6'u = Factors that allow the damping term to vary as a function of 7 the absolute value of the velocity raised to the factor power 

= Spring constants for the equivalent springs representing
the rear and front suspensions, respectively [lb(force)/in.] 

= Spring constants of the combined springs in the rear and 
front suspensions, respectively, in their "active" state 
[lb(force)/in.] 

= Spring constants of the combined springs in the rear and 
front suspensions, respectively, in their "solid" state, 
i.e., after they have bottomed out [lb(force)/in.] 

= Vertical displacement velocities of the rail car at the rear 
and front suspensions, respectively (in./s) 

YRCMAX = Maximum downward vertical displacement of the rail car (the 
point at which the suspension springs bottom out or go 
"solid") (in.) 

YRC56' YRC78 =	 Vertical displacements of the rail car at the rear and front 
suspensions, respectively (in.) 

= Multiplying factors corresponding to coefficients of friction 
for the dampers in the rear and front suspensions, respectively 

86,8 7 = Multiplying factors representing the fraction of the load on 
the respective suspensions that is applied perpendicular to 
the sliding surfaces of the damper 

. . 
sgn(YRC56), sgn(YRC78) =	 ?ignum functions,or sign functions of YRC56 and 

YRC78' respectively. 

The signum function is defined as follows for an argument Y 

Y > 0 
. 

sgn( Y) = Y = 0	 ( 115) 

Y < 0 
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Equations (111) and (113) differ from those of the draft gears in two ways. 
First, the sign of the second term is opposite to that of the draft gear 
equations. This is necessary since the sign convention used for the model 
is positive horizontal displacement to the right and positive vertical 
displacement upward. With this convent-ion, the velocity of the vertical 
displacement is negative downward in the direction of the load compressing 
the suspension subsystem. A negative value of this velocity in Equations 
(111) and (113) will result in the addition of the terms in the brackets. 
The net result is that the equivalent springs for the suspension subsystems 
will be stiffer during compression than during relaxation or lifting. The 
second way in which Equations (111) and (113) differ from those of the draft 
gears is due to the multiplying factors 66 and 67. These factors are related 
to the action of the so-called "side springs" that apply the force perpen
dicular to the sliding surfaces of the damping device. These factors repre
sent fractions of the force on the respective suspension subsystems which 
are actually applied to the sliding surfaces for damping. The action of the 
velocity terms in Equations (111) and (113) is to augment the friction fac
tors ~D6 and ~D7. They act in conjunc~ion with the load fractions 66 and 
67 and the friction factors to regulate the amount of energy lost due to the 
forces exerted on the friction surfaces by the side springs. The absolute 
value of the velocity multiplied by a sign function with the velocity as the 
argument is equivalent to the vertical velocity; therefore, the second term 
in Equations (111) and (113) is equivalent to a viscous damping term. How
ever, due to the presence of the factors a6 and a7, greater latitude than 
either pure viscous or pure frictional damping is possible. 

1. 1.3 Pitching Moment Caused by the Offset of the Coupler and the Center 
of Gravity of the Rail Car 

The CARDS model contains a term representing the pitching moment caused by 
the offset of the coupler and the center of gravity of the rail car. This 
term is part of the equation of motion defining the angle of rotation of the 
car. 

Figure 23 is a simplified sketch of the rail car portion of the CARDS model 
that shows how the rotation of the rail car about a lateral axis passing
through its center of gravity is enhanced by the moment of the coupler force 
about the axis. The moment about the center of gravity is 

= ZCDGDUSCAR ( 116) ~CCG 

where: 

ZCDG = Vertical distance between the line of force and the cg 
of the rail car (in.) 

DUSCAR = Coupler force [lb(force)] 
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The coupler force is defined by 

( 117)
 

The vertical distance, ZCDG' is defined by 

( 118) 

where: 

ZCDGO =	 Distance between the centerline of the draft gear and the 
c9 of the cask-rail car (in.) 

= Horizontal distance from the vertical centerline of the9. CPL 
cask-rail car to the coupler face (in.) 

= Angle of rotation of the cask-rail car about the lateraleRC axis through its cg (rad) 

The pitching moment, MRCCG, was added to the equation of motion that defines 
the angle of rotation of the cask-rail car, i.e., 

(119 )
 

where: 

DUSi	 = i-th force on the rail car [lb(force)] 

9.i	 = Distance from the rail car cg to the line of the applied 
i-th force (in.) 

1.1.4 Cask-Rail Car Bending Submodel 

The CARDS model contains a submodel to simulate bending of the cask-rail car 
(hammer car); however, although a spring arrangement to represent bending of 
the car was developed and incorporated into the model, it has never been 
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used or tested. At present, the bending submodel is isolated from the rest 
of the model by the use of switching functions that are in the deactivate 
mode. 

The bending submodel remains isolated since time did not permit a study of 
some potential problems affecting superposition. The system of equations 
that define the present rail car model is based on the rotation (front to 
back pitching) of a rigid, nonbending rail car. The displacement at all 
support points on the rail car (cask to rail car and rail car to trucks) are 
functions of the vertical displacement of the center of mass of the rail 
car, angle of rotation, and a constant (nonbending) distance from the center 
of mass to the support points. When bending of the rail car occurs, the 
center of mass and, therefore, the vertical displacement are no longer 
located on a straight line and can no longer be related to the support points 
simply as a function of the distance and angle of rotation. If the increment 
of displacement due to bending is small, the present bending submodel may be 
used with little error. If the effect of bending is large, modifications 
will be necessary to assure that the displacements of the support points are 
correctly represented. 

It was felt from the start that bending of the cask-rail car would be slight 
and that the effect on system response would be small. Subsequent compari
sons of measured and calculated response variables have tended to re-enforce 
this belief. However, a bending submodel was developed and, although it has 
never been usea or tested, the approach to its development is presented here 
for the recoro. 

The approach used is based on the representation of a beam with lumped masses 
as a far-coupled spring-mass system.~8) The proper spring arrangement to 
represent bending of the rail car was established by considering the rail 
car as a beam, and defining a stiffness coefficient kij to be a force 
applied at point j to produce a deflection equal to unlty in the direction 
of the force, while point i is restrained against translation (zero deflec
tion at i). The coefficients kij represent a force system that is capable 
of translating point j a unit amount while preventing the translation of 
point i. For example, in Figure 24, application of the force kll at posi
tion 1 to give a deflection Yl = 1, while preventing translation or deflec
tions at the other load positions, causes the reactions kRl' k31' k21, and 
kFl at the rear support R, positions 3 and 2, and the front support F, 
respectively. Similar application of forces k33 and k22 yields the reac
tions shown. Because of Maxwell's reciprocal law 

(120) 

and 
( 121) 

Relating the mass or load positions to the reactions, the bending submodel 
of the beam (rail car) may be represented by the far-coupled spring-mass 
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system shown in Figure 25(a). If the front and rear supports are mounted on 
springs (suspension system), the bending submodel is represented by the 
spring-mass arrangement of Figure 25(b). 

The stiffness coefficients or spring constants, kij, for the bending 
submodel are obtained from a determination of fleXlbility influence coeffi 
cients. The influence coefficients are determined, as shown in Figure 26, 
by placing a unit load at one load position at a time (positions 1, 2 and 3 
in Figure 26) and making use of the area-moment method to determine the 
deflections 0i". These deflections are superimposed and then combined 
with the actua1 loads (Fi ) at the positions to obtain the total deflections 

(122 ) 

(123) 

and (124)
 

When this system of equations is solved for the loads, three equations of 
motion are obtained. The coefficients of Yl, Y2 and Y3 in these equations 
of motion are combinations of the 0ij, and can be shown to be equal to the 
appropriate kij. Equations for the Dij and the kij, in terms of the loca
tions of the support points and other rail car parameters, have been pro
grammed into the model. 

The springs representing bending have been incorporated into the cask-rail 
car model, as shown in Figure 27. 

Modeling the Anvil Train 

Ouring humping operations, the cask-rail car may impact "n" loaded cars 
making up a train. The CARDS model consists of the cask-rail car (hammer 
car) and four "anvil" cars in an "anvil train" as shown in Figures 28 and 29. 
Although any number of anvil cars may be considered in the anvil train, only 
four are in the model at present to be consistent with the make-up of the 
train used in the humping tests conducted at the Savannah River Laboratories 
from June 8, 1978 to August 3, 1978. 

The model of the anvil train consists of the four masses, MF, MF2, MF3 and 
MF4' each representing a single loaded car and each separated from the 
other by a coupler. The equations of motion for the four anvil cars are: 
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MFXF = kSCARS(XRC - - - - ~FWFsgn(XF) . BRKIRC (125)XF) kFF2 (XF XF2 ) 

. 
M = kF2F3(XF2 - - kF3F4(XF3 - - ~F3W3sgn(XF3) . BRKF3 (127)F3XF3	 XF3 ) XF4 ) 

. 
M = kF3F4(XF3 - - kF4W4sgn(XF4) . BRKF4	 (128)F4XF4	 XF4 ) 

The terms in Equations (125) through (128) are defined as follows: 

MF, M MF3 and ~4 = Masses of anvil cars 1 through 4, F2 , respectively 

BRKIRC, BRKF2, BRKF3 and BRKF4 = Brake switches for anvil cars 1 through 4, 
respectively. (Brakes are on and locked 
when equal to 1 and off when equal to 0.) 

= Spring constants of equivalent springs 
representing the draft gear combinations 
between cars [lb(force)/in.J 

XF, X XF3 and X = Horizontal displacement of anvil carsF2 , F4 1 through 4, respectively (in.) 

WF, W WF3 and W = Weights of loaded anvil cars 1 through 4, F2, F4 respectively [lb(force)J 

~F' ~F2' ~F3 and ~F4 =	 Coefficients of friction for sliding con
tact between the tracks and the wheels of 
anvil cars 1 through 4, respectively 

The size of the anvil train may be increased by adding additional equations 
between the equations for the first anvil car [Equation (125)J and the last 
anvil car [Equation (128)J. Also, appropriate auxiliary equations for the 
spring constants, etc. must be added to the model. The size of the anvil 
train may be easily varied by using switches as multipliers of the spring 
constants of the equivalent springs representing the couplers separating the 
cars. Cars may be switched into or out of the train, as desired, by simply 
setting these switches either to 1 or to 0, respectively. 
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Some results of a simulation of Test 3 of the humping tests at Savannah River 
Laboratories are presented in Figures 30 and 31 to illustrate how the shock 
of impact is propagated through the train. The coupler force between cars 
as a function of time after impact is presented in Figure 30, and Figure 31 
shows the corresponding horizontal displacements or travel of each car along 
the track. Rebounding and multiple collisions of the cars in the train, with 
energy dissipation, are illustrated in these two figures. Figure 30 shows 
four force peaks in rapid succession initially, due to successive bottoming 
of the draft gears at impact. Friction in the draft gears and at the sliding 
contacts between the wheels and the track continually dissipates the energy 
in the system, resulting in a weakening of the force peaks after the first 
cycle. Some rebounding of the cars due to release of potential energy stored 
in the draft gears appears to occur during the first cycle, which accounts 
for the dips in the displacement curves in Figure 31. The dip in the dis
placement curve for the hammer car is more prominent than those for the other 
cars because it was the only car that did not have its brakes on and locked. 

This simulation of Test 3 was conducted prior to final validation of the 
cask-rail car portion of the CARDS model. The validation was carried out 
using the coupler forces recorded during each of the tests as the shock 
forces causing vibration of the respective systems. (See Section 4.0, 
MODEL VALIUATION.) Time did not permit a repetition of this simulation 
after validation in which the coupler force for Test 3 would be calculated 
along with other variables that describe the response of both the cask-rail 
car and the anvil train. 

1.2 CASK-RAIL CAR RESPONSE SPECTRUM GENERATOR (CARRS) 

Equations of motion were derived for equivalent single degree-of-freedom 
(l-DOF) representations of the relative horizontal, vertical and rotational 
motion between a radioactive material shipping package and its rail car 
(support). These equations of motion (EOMs) were used to construct CARRS 
(Cask Rail Car Response Spectrum Generator), a model to generate frequency 
response spectra using calculated results obtained from the CARDS (Cask Rail 
Car Qynamic ~imulator) model. -- 

Response spectra for the cask-rail car system are obtained by converting the 
coupled EOMs for the cask in the CARDS model into EOMs for equivalent inde
pendent l-DOF systems. The pro~edure for making this conversion is patterned 
after that of Harris and Crede.l 9) Equivalent independent l-DOF equations 
describing the relative horizontal, vertical and rotational motion between 
the cask and rail car will now be derived using this procedure. 

In the CARDS model, the equation of motion for vertical motion of the cask 
is expressed as 

MY = - DUS2 - DUS3 + DWS2 + DWS3 (129)p p 
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where: 

DUS2 = -k S2[(YRC - (Yp + 1 pRS )J (130)+ 1 CRSRC ) p

DUS3 = -k S3[(Y RC - - (Y p - )J (131 )1 CFSRC ) 1 pFSp

· . . . 
DWS2 = CS2 [(YRC - (Yp + 1 pRS )J (132 )+ 1 CRs RC ) p

· . 
DWS3 = CS3[(YRC - - (Yp - )J (133 )1 CFsRC ) 1 pFSp

A sketch of the spring-mass model of the cask-rail car system is shown in 
Figure 2. A nomenclature of terms used in all the equations is presented 
in Appendix 1. Combining Equations (129) through (133) gives 

. 
- (Y p - 1 pF Sp)J + CS2[(Y RC 

· . . 
+ CS3 [(YRC - 1 CF SRC ) - (Y p 

. 
+ 1 CR sRC ) 

. 
- 1 pF Sp)J 

-
. 

(Y p + 
. 

1 pR Sp)J 

(28) 

Let the relative vertical displacement be defined as 

(134 ) 

The relative vertical velocity and acceleration are 

( 135)
 

and 

( 136)
 

Substituting from Equations (134) through (136) into Equation (28) and 
rearranging gives 
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. . . . . . 
+ - )J + - - i pF 6p)J (137)CS2[Yd + (i CR6RC i pR6p CS3[Yd (i CF 6RC 

Further rearrangement of Equation (137) yields an EOM in terms of the rela
tive displacement Yd 

.. 
MpY d + (k S2 + kS3 )Y d + (C S2 + CS3)Y d = MpY RC + (kS3i CF - kS2iCR)6RC 

+ (k S2i pR - kS3ipF)6p 

. 
+ (C S2i pR - CS3ipF)6p (138) 

The cask-rail car configuration used in Tests 1 and 4 conducted at the 
Savannah River Laboratories (SRL) is defined in Table 2 and Figure 32. 
Measurements before the tests show that, for this configuration, the cask is 
not centered on the rail car (along its length) (see Figure 2), i.e., 

However, the lengths ipR and ipF are equal. Using this information, 
Equation (138) may be rewritten as 

. .. 
MpY d + (k S2 + kS3)Y d + (C S2 + CS3)Y d = MpY RC + (kS3i CF - kS2iCR)6RC 

+ (k S2 - kS3)ipR6p 

(140)
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If it is assumed that 

( 141 )kS2 :: kS3 
and 

(142 )CS2 :: CS3 

then Equation (140) may be expressed as 

.. . .. 
MpY d + (k S2 + kS3 )Y d + (CS2 + CS3 )Y d :: MpY RC + kS2(~CF - ~CR)eRC + 0 

. 
(143)+ CS2(~CF - ~CR)eRC + 0 

Dividing Equation (143) by Mp and introducing the frequency 

(144)
 

gi ves 

If the cask had been mounted at the center of the rail car (i.e., if the 
center of gravity of the cask had been placed to coincide with that of the 
rail car), then 1CF would have been equal to ~CR and Equation (145) would be 
reduced to 

(146 )
 

Equation (146) is an EOM for an equivalent single-degree-of-freedom (l-DOF) 
representation of the cask-rail car system with support (rail car) motion YRC . 

When ~CF :: ~CR, the EOM for vertical motion is uncoupled from that for rota
tional motion of the rail car. However, since the cask was not centered on 
the rail car in Tests 1 through 4, Equation (145) must be used to determine 
the response spectra for these tests. 
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The CARDS model equation for horizontal motion of the cask is 

MpXp = -DUSl - DUS4 + DWSl + DWS4 + DWPl + DWP4 (147) 

where: 

DUSl 

DUS4 

= -kSl[(XRC 

= -k S4[(XRC 

+ ZRC9RC) 

+ ZRC9RC) 

- (Xp - Zp9p)J 

- (X p - Zp9p)J 

(148) 

( 149) 

DWSl = 
. 

CS1[(XRC 

. 
+ ZRC9RC) 

. 
- (Xp - Zp9p)J (150) 

DWS4 = 
. 

CS4 [(XRC 

. 
+ ZRC9RC) 

. . 
- (Xp - Zp9p)J (151) 

DWPl = 
. 

-~PRWplsgn(Xp 
. 

- XRC ) (152 ) 

DWP4 
. 

= -~PRwp4sgn(Xp 
. 

- XRC ) (153) 

Combining Equations (147) through (153) gives 

. . . . 
+ (C51 + CS4 )[XRC + ZRC9RC) - (Xp - Zp9p)J 

. . 
- ~PR(Wpl + Wp4)sgn(X p - XRC ) (154 ) 

Let the relative horizontal displacement be defined as 

(155) 

The relative horizontal velocity and acceleration are then 

(156) 
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and 

( 157) 

Substituting from Equations (156) through (157) into Equation (154) and 
rearranging gives 

. . 
MpX RC - MpXd = (kSl + KS4 )Xd + (CSl + CS4 )Xd + ~PR(Wpl + Wp4 )sgn(Xd) 

. . 
+ (k S1 + kS4 )(ZRCSRC + ZpSp) + (C Sl + CS4)(ZRCSRC + Zpsp) (158) 

Aaditional rearrangement of Equation (158) yields an EOM in terms of the 
relative displacement Xd 

. . 
MpXd + (kSl + k S4 )Xd + (CS1 + CS4 )Xd + ~PR(Wpl + Wp4 )sgn(Xd) 

. . 
- (CS1 + CS4 ) (ZRCSRC + ZpSp) (159) 

Uividing Equation (159) by Mp and introducing the frequency 

(160)
 

gives 

( 161 ) 
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Now, if 

ZRC = Zp = 0 (see Figure 2) (162) 

that is, if the tiedown attachment points on the cask and rail car are 
located on horizontal lines through their respective cgls, then Equation (161) 
would reduce to 

(163) 

Equation (163) is an EOM for an equivalent l-DOF representation of the cask
rai 1 car system with support (rai 1 car) mot ion ;(RC' When both ZRC and Zp are 
equal to zero, the EOM for horizontal motion is uncoupled from those for 
rotational motion of the cask and rail car. Since part of the tiedown con
figuration for the cask-rail car system used in the experiments is embodied 
in the cask base, framework, chocks and horizontal load cells, it does not 
seem likely that ZRC and Zp are zero; therefore, Equation (161) probably 
should be used to determine the response spectra for horizontal motion. 

Under certain special conditions, and if 

(164) 

and 

ZRC = Zp = 0 , (162) 

the vertical response spectra may be obtained from the solution of Equation 
(146) and the horizontal response spectra from Eqyption (Jp3). This is 
accomplished by determining the support motions, YRC and XRC' either from 
measurements from experiments or from simulations using a model such as 
CARDS. If the support motions are in no way influenced by the package 
motion, as in the case of earthquake analysis where the groHnd motion is not 
signlficantly influenced by structure motlon, then YRC and XRC may be input 
input to Equabons (146) at:l.d (163)., respectlVely, and the equations solved 
for the maximum values of Yd and Xd at various values of the frequencies 
wx and wy. One plot of maximum response vs frequency is generated for each 
level of damping defined by the last term on the left-hand side (LHS) of 
Equation (146) and the last two terms on the LHS of Equation (163), 
respectively. 
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For the cask-rail car configurations being considered, the support or rail 
car motion is strongly influenced by the motion of the cask. Results from 
the CARDS simulation of Test 3 will now be used to justify this statement. 
This simulation run produced results as functions of time which agreed very 
well with experimental measurements, in terms of both shape and magnitude of 
the time plots. The equations in the CARDS model that define the vertical 
motion of the cask and rail car are 

MpYp = - DUS2 - DUS3 + DWS2 + DWS3 (129) 

and 

MRCYRC = DUS2 + DUS3 - DUS6 - DUS7 - DWS2 - DWS3 - DWS6 - DWS7 + DWCRF (165) 

respectively. Combining Equations (129) and (165) gives 

MpYp - DUS6 - DUS7 - DWS6 - DWS7 + DWCRF (166 ) 

where: 

( 167) 

DUS7 = kS7 (Y RC - iRCe RC ) (168) 

. . 
DWS6 = CS6 (YRC + iRCe RC ) (169) 

. . 
DWS7 = CS7 (YRC - iRCe RC ) (170) 

. 
DWCRF I IQCPL· ( 171)= -~CPLaCPL DUSCAR sgn(YRC - iCPLeRC) 

DUSCAR = Coupler force 

The terms DUS2, DUS3, DWS2 and DWS3 are defined by Equations (130) through 
(133), respectively. 

In the Test 3 simulation run, at the time when the vertical acceleration 
of the rail car (support) YRC is a maximum (0.116 s), these force terms 
have the numerical values shown in Table 3. Using these values in Equations 
(129) and (166) gives 
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-DUS2 = -44754.6
 
-DUS3 = 54094.7
 
+DWS2 = 17889.5
 
+DWS3 = 4904.6 

MpYp = 76285.6 = LF yp (172) 

and 

-Mpyp = -76285.6 

-DUS6 = -74418.0
 
-DUS7 = 51971.8
 
-DWS6 = 0.0
 
-DWS7 = 0.0
 
+DWCRF = 0.0
 

M = -98731.8 = (173)RCYRC LF yRC 

It is clear that, if the force MpYp were not included in the summation of 
Equation (173) (i.e., if the cask were cut loose or isolated from the rail 
car), the deceleration of MRCjthe rail car or support) would be substan
tially reduced. The force MpYp is the following fraction of the sum of the 
absolute values of all the vertical forces acting on the rail car. 

IMpYp I 76285.6 
(174)EJVertical Forces I = 202675.4 = 0.376 

This shows that the vertical motion of the cask stron ly influences the 
vertical motion of the rail car support. 

The influence of the horizontal motion of the cask on the horizontal motion 
of the rail car may be determined in the same way. The equations in the 
CARDS model that define the horizontal motion of the cask and rail car are 

MpXp = - DUSl - DUS4 + DWSl + DWS4 + DWPl + DWP4 (147) 

ana 

MRC~C = DUSl + DUS4 - DUS5 - DUS8 - DUSCAR - DWSl - DWS4 
+ OWS5 + DWS8 - OWPl - DWPR (175) 

respectively. Combining Equations (147) and (175) gives 
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MRC~C = - MpX p -

where: 

DUS5 = kS5 [(XRC 

DUS8 = kS8[(X RC 

. 
DWS5 = -CS5 [(XRC 

. 
DWS8 = -CS8[(XRC 

DUS5 - DUS8 - DUSCAR + DWS5 + DWS8 (176)
 

- ZRC6RC) 

- ZRC6RC) 

. 
- ZRC6RC) 

. 
- ZRC6RC) 

- XTRJ (177) 

- XTFJ (178) 

. 
- XTRJ (179) 

. 
- XTFJ (180) 

DUSCAR = kSCARS(XRC - XF)	 (If ca~culated coupler (181)
force 1S used.) 

= DUSX4 (If measured coupler force is used.) (182) 

The terms DUS1, DUS4, DWS1, DWS4, DWPl and DWP4 are defined by Equations 
(148) through (153), respectively. 

In the Test 3 simulation run, at the time when the horizontal acceleration 
of the rail car XRC is a maximum (0.057 s), these force terms have the 
values shown in Table 4. Using these values in Equations (147) and (176) 
gives 

-DUSl 
-DUS4 
+DWSl 
+DWS4 
+DWPl 
+DWP4 

MpX p 

and 

-MpXp 
-DUS5 
-DUS8 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

= 

= 

= 
= 

-DUSCAR = 
+DWS5 = 
+DWS8 = 

MRCX RC = 

-221589.0 
0.0 

-57230.0 
-57230.0 
-23200.0 
-23200.0 

-382449.0 = EF Xp	 (183) 

382449.0 
31802.7 
31802.7 

-1160000.0 
34563.8 
34563.8 

-644818.0 =	 (184)EF XRC 
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From this it appears that, if the force MpXp were removed from the summa
tion of Equation (184) (i.e., if the cask were cut loose or isolated from 
the rail car), the deceleration of ~C .. (the rail car or support) would be 
substantially increased. The force MpXp is the following fraction of the 
sum of the absolute values of all horizontal forces acting on the rail car 

IMpX pI _ 382449 = 0.233 ( 185)7E"IH~0-r7i~zon~ - 1644182 

This shows that the horizontal motion of the cask strongly influences the 
horizontal motion of the rail car (support); however, since thrs-fraction is 
smaller than that of Equation (174), it appears that the cask affects the 
vertical motion of the support to a greater degree. 

To confirm this conclusion, the CARDS model was adjusted to disconnect all 
components that tend to decrease the magnitude of the deceleration of the 
rail car (i.e., the cask and trucks), and a simulation run was made to 
determine the horizontal acceleration of the rail car. The experimentally 
measured coupler force was used in this simulation. The results of this 
simulation are compared, in Figure 33, to the calculated and experimental 
results for the complete cask-rail car system. It is evident that the cal
culated and experimental results for the full system compare well, but the 
deceleration of the lIisolated ll rail car is substantially greater. The 
deceleration of the lIisolated ll car, as might be expected, follows the coupler 
force curve. The experimental data used in this comparison contained high 
frequency noise that had to be filtered out before comparisons could be made. 
Filtering of these high frequency noise (>100 Hz) components from the experi
mental data was accomplished using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) program. 
(See Section 4.0, MODEL VALIDATION.) 

Earlier in this section, EOMs were derived for l-DOF representations of the 
cask-rail car system for determination of the response spectra in terms of 
the relative motion between the cask and rail car in both the vertical and 
horizontal directions. It was shown that, for special orientation of the 
cask on the rail car, the EOMs could be uncoupled from the rotational or 
pitching components of motion. Unfortunately, the cask-rail car configura
tions used in the tests at SRL were not arranged to provide for this 
uncoupling. Consequently, the EOMs that must be used to generate the 
desired response spectra are Equation (145), 

(145 ) 

for the relative vertical motion [or Equation (140) if kS2 f kS3J, and 
Equat i on (161) 
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(161) 

for the relative horizontal motion. The uncoupled equivalent of Equa
tion (145) is Equation (145) without the last two terms on the right hand· 
side (RHS) [see Equation (146)J. The uncoupled equivalent of Equation (161) 
is Equation (161) without the last two terms Dn its RHS [see Equation (163)J. 

How important are the rotational terms in Equations (145) and (161)? To 
answer this, the RHSs of each equation were evaluated using input data and 
results from the same simulation run (using the CARDS model) from which the 
results of Tables 3 and 4 were obtained. The RHS of Equation (145) may be 
expressed as 

(186 ) 

and that of Equation (161) as 

The frequencies are defined by 

2 
wy = 

(kS2 + kS3 ) (144) 
Mp 

and 

2 (kSl + kS4 ) Wx = (160)Mp 

Using the values given in Table 5, 

2 -2 
w = 966.2 sy 

-1 
W Y = 31.08 s 
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and 

RHS(145) = -353.9 in./s 2 + 131.3 in./s 2 - 120.5 in./s 2 

= -353.9 in./s 2 + 10.8 in./s 2 

The last two terms of RHS(145) only contribute about 3% of the total. 
Similarly, using the values given in Table 6 

2 -2Wx = 5072.5 s 

-1Wx = 71.22 s 

and 

RHS(161) = -4180.5 1.n. / s2 110.9 in./s 2 - 47.9 in./s2 

= -4180.5 in./s 2 158.8 1.n. / s2 

The last two terms of RHS(161) contribute about 4% of the total. Since 
maximum displacement occurs at zero velocity and maximum velocity occurs at 
zero displacement, the net magnitudes of the last two terms in the RHSs of 
Equations (145) and (161) should remain nearly constant. Consequently, the 
percentages of the contributions should increase as the magnitudes of the 
vertical and horizontal accelerations of the support decrease from their 
maximum values. At this time, it is not clear how the variation of the 
rotational components would affect the values of Yd and Xd. 

The vertical motion of the cg of the rail car was never measured during the 
experiments; however, measurements of the vertical acceleration were made 
for the car structure at the struck end, far end, and above the truck center 
at the struck end, using two piezoelectric (PE) accelerometers and one 
piezoresistive (PR) accelerometer. Apparently the vertical rail car motion 
at these locations was at a frequency that was outside the range that could 
be recorded by a PE accelerometer, so the data recorded could not be used. 
However, piezoresistive accelerometers are capable of measurements at these 
frequencies. The only PR accelerometer was located on the car structure at 
the struck end; however, the data recorded by this accelerometer was useless 
due to a considerable amount of noise that could, not be filtered out. The 
output of this instrument was processed using the Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) program to filter out the high noise components, but to no avail. It 
was though~.that, if these data were judged to be valid, they might be used 
to replace YRC in a modified version of Equation (186). To accomplish
this, the vertical displacement of the rail car at the struck end (see 
Figures 2 through 4) is defined as 
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(188)
 

and the acceleration as 

(189 ) 

Solving Equation (189) for YRC gives 

(190) 

Substitution from Equation (190) into Equation (186) gives 

RHS(145) 

Since the data from the PR accelerometer were not valid, then response 
spectra could not be obtained from Equation (145), using the experimentally 
measured support motion VRC78. However, if th~se data had been valid and 
if the rotational terms are small compared to YRC78, then Equation (191) 
could have been reduced to the approximation 

RHS(145) = Y (192)RC78 

It was established earlier that the last two terms of RHS(145) [Equation 
(191)J are quite small, but from Table 5, 

= 264 in.J!.RC 

2
eRC = -6.89 rad/s 

and 

= 1465.5 in./s2YRC78 
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iRC~RC = (264)(-6.89) = -1819 in./s2 

The magnitude of this product is larger than that of YRC7~herefore, if 
a measured value of YRC78 had been used to generate the response spectra, 
it would have had to be accompanied by a measurement of aRC. No such 
measurement was made, so Equation (192) still would not have been valid. 

The horizontal acceleration of the cg of the rail car also was not measured 
during the experiments, but measurements were made using both a PE and a PR 
accelerometer at the struck end, and a PE accelerometer at the far end. Only 
the PE accelerometer at the struck end appears to have failed to provide good 
data. Since the data from the other two accelerometers appeared to be valid, 
they were used for XRc in Equation (187). The horizontal displacement of 
the rail car at the struck end is defined by 

(193)
 

and the acceleration by 

(194) 

Solving Equation (194) for XRC gives 

(195)
 

Substituting ~C from Equation (195) into Equation (187) gives 

(196)
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Earlier, it was determined that the last two terms of this equation are small
 
comp.ftred to XRC. If it can be shown that t~e second term is small compaf.ed
 
to ~C78' then it would justify the use of ~C78 as an approximation of XRc.
 
From Table 6, 2Rc = 18.0 inches. The output from the CARDS simulation of
 
Test 3 shows that the maximum value of aRC occurs at 0.104 second.
 
At this time,
 

., 2 
eRC = -11.4 rad/s 

and 

XRC = -2036 in./s2 

ZRC6RC = (18)(-11.4) 

= -205.2 in./s 2 

Substituting these values into Equation (194) gives 

X = 2036 + 205.2RC78
 

= -1830.8 in./s2
 

The second term is ~ll% of the absolute value of xRC78 • If this percentage 

is deemed small enough then the measurements of XRC78 may be used as an 

approximation of X and Equation (196) may be reduced toRC ' 

RHS(161) = ~C78 (197) 

The horizontal displacement and acceleration of the far end of the rail car 
are defined by 

(198)
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and 

.. .. 
(199)= ZRCeRCXRC56 XRC 

respectively. Since the RHSs of these equati~ns are the same as those of 
Equations (193) and (194), XRC56 is equal to XRC78 and the same conclu
sions apply. 

Finally, to determine response spectra using Equations (145) and/or (161), a 
special compatibility condition must exist between the RHS and left hand 
side (LHS) of each equation. This compatibility condition requires that if 
the RHS is determined at a particular frequency, then the relative response 
may be determined from the LHS only at that same frequency. In other words, 
the relative response cannot be determined from the LHS for various fre
quencies while using a RHS determined from a different frequency. This is 
supported by the previous discussion of the influence of the cask and trucks 
on the rail car (support) motion. Changes in the tiedown spring constants 
change the frequencies and the response of the rail car to cask motion. 
Isolation of the car from the cask and trucks may be accomplished by setting 
the appropriate spring constants equal to zero. The effect of this is 
illustrated in Figure 33. 

The RHS forcing functions obtained from CARDS contain frequencies, or 
variables that are contained in the frequencies, corresponding to the fre
quencies on the LHSs of the respective l-DOF EOMs. Therefore, when the 
frequencies on the LHSs are set at successively different values and runs 
made using the time-varying RHSs determined for a specific frequency, it 
would seem that an incompatibility exists. However, if it is assumed that a 
shaker table in a vibration testing facility is given motion matching the 
appropriate RHS forcing function, then the response of a device described by 
the respective l-DOF EOMs may be studied. The shaker table (support) would 
be given time-varying accelerations or motions equal to the RHSs, i.e • 

.. 
YS = RHS(145) (200) 

.. 
X = RHS(161) (201)s 

where: 

YS = Vertical acceleration of the support or shaker table (L/e 2)
 

XS = Horizontal acceleration of the support or shaker table (L/e 2)
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Comparing Equations (186) and (200), YS may be expressed as 

2 
wY

YS = YRC + -2-( R. CF (202) 

Similarly, comparison of Equations (187) and (201) yields 

Since kS2 might not be the same as kS3' and CS2 may be different than CS3' a 
more general equation of motion may be obtained from Equation (140), i.e., 

(204) 

or 

(205)
 

where, in this case, 

(CS3R. CF - CS2R. CR) • -	 (206)(CS2 CS3 ) 
+	 Mp eRC + Mp R.pRe p 
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Assuming Xs and YS to be the motion of a support not influenced by the device 
attached to it, the response spectra of the device may be determined by 
varying the frequencies on the LHSs of Equations (161) and (205). 

The experiments at SRL were run with two casks and four tiedown configura
tions (see Figure 32). Experiments or tests may be identified according to 
particular combinations of these masses and "springs," and frequencies deter
mined. The maximum relative responses may be determined from Equations (145) 
and (161) using these frequencies and the appropriate measurements available 
for their respective RHSs. These could then be compared to the corresponding 
calculated maximum responses at the same frequencies, using calculated 
response data for the RHSs of Equations (145) and (161). 

An equivalent independent l-DOF equation describing the relative rotational 
motion between the cask and rail car was also derived usTn9~same proce
dure used to get Equations (145) and (161). In the CARDS model, the equation 
of motion for rotational motion of the cask is expressed as 

I p6p = Zp(DUSl + DUS4 - DWSl - DWS4) - t pR (DUS2 - DWS2) 

+ t pF(DUS3 - DWS3) (207) 

The terms DUS1, OUS4, DWSl and OWS4 are defined by Equations (148) through 
(151), respectively, and the terms OUS2, OUS3, OWS2 and OWS3 are defined by 
Equations (130) through (133), respectively. Combining these Equations with 
Equation (207) gives 

I p6p = - Zp(k Sl + kS4 )[(XRC + ZRC6RC) - (Xp - Zp6p)] 

+ kS21PR[(YRC + 1CR6RC ) (Y p + 1PR6p)J 

- kS31PF[(YRC - - (Y p t CF6RC ) t pF6p)] 

. . . . 
- Zp(CSl + CS4 )[(XRC + ZRC6RC) - (Xp - Zp6p)] 

. . . . 
+ CS2tpR[(YRC - (Yp + t pR6p)]+ t CR6RC ) 

- CS3t pF [(YRC - tCF~RC) - (Yp - tpF~P)] (208) 

Let the relative horizontal displacement be defined as 

(209) 
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The relative rotational velocity and acceleration are then 

and 

(210 ) 

Combining Equations (208) through (211) gives, after much 
following EOM in terms of the relative displacement ed 

algebra, 

(211 ) 

the 

(212)
 

The frequency we is defined by 

(213)
 

The term ~e is a damping coefficient defined as 

(214)
 

The remalnlng term, $e' is a coupling term. It is expressed in terms of the 
coordinates X~C' YRC' and eRC describing the motion of the rail car, and the 
two remaining coordlnates Xp and Yp describing the horizontal and vertical 
motion of the cask. This coupling term is defined as 
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+ kS2ipR[(YRC + iRCS RC) - YpJ 

- kS3ipF[(YRC - iCFS RC ) - YpJ 

. . . 
- Zp(CSl + CS4 )[(XRC + ZRCSRC) - XpJ 

. . . 
+ CS2ipR[(YRC + iCRS RC ) - YpJ 

. . . 
- CS3ipF[(YRC - iCFS RC ) - YpJ } / Ip (215) 

Equations (161)~ (204) and (212) are independent l-DOF EOMs with forcing 
functions defined by the right hand sides (RHSs) of the respective equations. 
As stated earlier~ if it is assumed that the RHS of each l-DOF EOM represents 
the time-varying acceleration of a platform supporting a l-DOF device defined 
by the left hand side (LHS) of the respective EOM~ then the response of the 
device to various platform or support motions may be studied. The RHSs of 
Equations (161) and (204) are defined by Equations (203) and (206)~ respec
tively. The RHS of Equation (212) is defined by 

(216)
 

The l-DOF EOMs of the cask-rail car system may now be summarized as follows: 

(205) 

(217) 

and 

(218)
 

where: as = Rotational acceleration of support or shaker table (1/9 2) 
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Assuming that the motion of a support is not influenced by the device 
attached to it, the response spectra of the device may be determined by 
varying the frequencies on the LHSs of Equations (205), (217) and (218). 

Equations (205), (217) and (218) were used to construct the response spec
trum generator model CARRS. The support accelerations, defined by Equa
tions (203), (206) and (216), are determined as functions of time by the 
CARDS model during a simulation and are written on a file to be read later 
by the CARRS model to generate the response spectra. 

Response spectra are generated by the CARRS model in the following manner. 
Time-varying support accelerations (the RHSs of the l-DOF EOMs in CARRS) are 
read from the file created by CARDS until arrays are filled. These arrays 
are then accessed at each time interval as the transient progresses. A 
common frequency is then set for the LHSs of the l-DOF EOMs. The support 
accelerations are then traversed over the complete transient and the relative 
horizontal, vertical and rotational accelerations computed. The frequency 
on the LHSs of the l-DOF EOMs is then set at a different value, the integra
tors are re-initialized, and the transient traversed again to obtain new 
values of the relative accelerations. This procedure was repeated for fre
quencies of 2, 5 and 10 through 260 rad/s in 10 rad/s increments. The entire 
frequency range was covered, for a particular set of support accelerations, 
by successive CARRS runs chained together as one run. A set of maximum or 
peak relative accelerations for each frequency was automatically determined 
by CARRS. Response spectra were then obtained by plotting the absolute 
values of these maximum accelerations against the frequency. 

A listing of the CARRS model is presented in Appendix V. 
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2.0 TEST DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION 

Shock and vibration data gathered from the cask-rail car humping tests con
ducted at the Savannah River Laboratories in July and August of 1978 were 
reduced and analyzed to be used for validation of the CARDS model. 

A summary of the configurations and conditions of these completed tests is 
presented as Table 2. For convenience, this summary has been transformed 
into a 4-dimensional morphological space as shown in Figure 32. The four 
dimensions are rail car design, cask design, tiedown configuration and type
of coupler. Entries at each of these levels or dimensions are linked 
together, if they are related, by lines representing the tests identified by 
test numbers. 

To collect and reduce data for model validation, transducers sensitive to 
force, displacement, and acceleration were mounted on the shipping container, 
tieaowns, and rail car in positions that corresponded to those in the analyt
ical model. Following data reduction, the empirical data, together with the 
corresponding analytical data, were analyzed to allow modification and veri 
fication of the model. A simplified flow diagram of the procedure from data 
collection through model verification is shown in Figure 34. 

The locations, types, and ranges of selected transducers were based on pre
liminary analytical results. Since the dynamic model described in the 
previous section simulates the longitudinal, vertical and rotational motion 
of the cask-rail car system, four additional data locations were required. 
These locations, on each set of trucks and on the car bed immediately above 
those trucks, were expected to produce accelerations in the ranges of +120 g 
and +150 g, respectively, within a frequency band of 3 to 1100 Hz. These 
requTrements fell within the scope of previously planned instrumentation 
support. 

The test plan specified 26 data channels plus a voice channel and timing 
channel with a FM-multiplexed into two channels of information on the test 
vehicle. The two channels were transmitted via a radio frequency link to a 
Sandia-supplied ground station, where they were recorded on both magnetic 
tape and oscillograph. 

Oscillographic data give on-line quick-look data for test data verification. 
The magnetic tape recordings, because they represented the only reproducible 
form of all the test data, were reproduced under laboratory conditions at 
Sandia following the tests. Once copies of the original data tapes were 
made, they were demodulated to their original analog form and remodulated and 
recorded in a wide-band FM format compatible with equipment at the Hanford 
Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL). Following this re-recording, the 
tapes containing all the experimental data and timing information were sent 
to HEDL for data reduction and analysis. 
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Data reduction consisted of reducing all data channels, with the aid of the 
appropriate calibration information and timing tracks, to a set of time
amplitude digital records of the experimental data. This step was performed 
on an existing Time-Data system, producing digital records compatible with 
Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-ll series computers. 

Digital data flowed between the Time-Data system and the existing PDP-ll/34 
for various forms of data analysis, and between the PDP-ll/34 and Boeing 
Computer Service's (BCS) Cyber 74 and Univac 1140/44 for model verification. 

Initial data reduction consisted of conventional normalization of data ampli
tude with respect to calibration information. Digital and analog recordings 
of the time domain record were prepared for comparison with the original 
on-line oscilloyraphic recordings. Simultaneously, the power spectra of 
each information channel were generated. 

Data analysis and model verification, where practical, employed existing 
software. Software systems available included: 

Time-Data: TSL (Time Series Language) 
software system. 

- Time-Data proprietary analysis 

PDP-ll/34: SPS-Basic (Scientific Programming System) - Tektronix 
operating system with graphical as well as analysis 
capabilities. 

SPAkTA: DEC RT-ll buffer oriented interactive system. 

SSP: (Scientific Subroutine Package) DEC RT-ll 
subroutines. 

Fortran 

RT-ll: DEC operating system; digital information transfer to BCS. 

R5X-llM: DEC operating system; multi-user operating system for 
special verification and analysis software. 

These softwar'e systems, together with the communications 1ink to the 
analytical model at BCS, processed the data to be used later for model 
validation. 

Early in the study, it was decided to exercise the data reduction and model 
verification techniques to be used. For this purpose, data were synthesized 
employing a preliminary version of the CARDS model. (See Section 1.0, MODEL 
DEVELOPMENT, and Figures 2, 3 and 4.) Arbitrary values were used for some 
of the spring constants, damping factors, masses and dimensions. The model 
(shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4) produced instantaneous acceleration, velocity 
and displacement of three locations at O.Ol-s intervals for a total interval 
of 2 seconds. 
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The parameters employed in this exercise were: 

XRC - Horizontal displacement at center of rail car 

YRC56 - Vertical displacement at rear of car above support 
(rear truck) 

YRC78 - Vertical displacement at front of car above support 
(front truck) 

DXRC - Derivative of XRC, or velocity 

DYRC56 - Derivative of YRC56, or velocity 

D2XRC - Second derivative of XRC, or acceleration 

D2YR56 - Second derivative of YRC56, or acceleration 

D2YR78 - Second derivative of YRC78, or acceleration 

Impact was assumed to be at the "front-end" of the car. 

Data obtained experimentally are generally acceleration, but by employing the 
proper boundary conditions to establish the constants of integration, both 
the velocity and displacement data can be derived. Because of this, the 
displacement, velocity and acceleration data derived from the model are 
assumed equivalent to that obtained experimentally. 

Initially, the acceleration d~ta for the three positions were operated on by 
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT)\lO) producing the frequency domain equivalent 
of original time-domain data. The results of this process (shown in Fig
ure 35) are the same as those derived from a spectrum analyzer--power 
spectral density. 

The inverse FFT, which transforms the frequency domain data to its time
domain equivalent, offers an ideal filtering ability. If the bandwidth of 
the information is reduced, the time-domain information is altered, as shown 
in Figure 36. 

The example given is where the vertical acceleration on the struck end 
(D2YR56) is limited to 75% and 50% of the total bandwidth of 50 Hz. It 
should be noted that, as the higher frequency information is deleted (as in 
the 50% bandwidth case), the instantaneous peak acceleration value is 
altered. This process, if improperly used, co~ld misrepresent the 
instantaneous peak forces in a system. Similarly, if one were to attempt to 
find similarities between filtered time-domain waveforms, the nature of the 
filtering would have to be comparable. 
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Discrete Fourier transform methods assume a repetitive function of time 
convolved with a rectangular window that covers the interval of the time
domain sample. The results of this assumption are both beneficial and 
detrimental. The benefit is that a non-recurrent wave, such as the response 
to impact may be objectively analyzed. The detriment is that an artifact
leakage(lO) may occur if the time-domain constituents are not harmonically 
related to the sample window. 

A method of minimizing this "l eakage" is to shape the time-domain information 
with a cosine or Hanning window, as illustrated in Figure 37. The Hanning
weighting, 

A = 0.5(1 - 2nt/T) for t = 0 to T, 

while reducing the leakage, preserves the amplitude information in the fre
quency domain. The amplitude of frequency domain parameters, when shaped 
with the Hanning window, is scaled by 0.5 if the information is uniform in 
the sample interval. 

The example shown in Figure 37 illustrates that the spectral information for 
both the weighted and original data are similar, while their corresponding 
time-domain representations are quite different. 

These simple exercises in data analysis illustrate some of the fundamental 
techniques used for the analysis of the experimental data and, ultimately, 
for model verification. 

Because of the restrictions of the data analysis techniques, it would be pure 
chance that data generated analytically and that obtained experimentally 
would be comparable in their time-domain form. The technique that was 
initially employed to reduce the experimental data is as follows: 

Digitize all acceleration information with attention given to a• consistent time scale with respect to impact 

Assure that the time sample t for each digital representation con• forms to t < 1/2fh, where fh is the highest frequency of interest 
in the measurement 

Scale the time-domain information with the Hanning window• 
Repeat the operation for data generated from the analytical model• 

Once the power spectra are in the same form, the model's parameters may be 
adjusted to force agreement. 
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Instrumentation configurations were developed to be compatible with the rail 
car-cask tiedown system being tested. The instruments, together with the 
mechanical configuration they support, are illustrated in Figures 38 through 
41. A brief description of this instrumentation is given in Table 7. The 
aata acquisition techniques described in the opening paragraphs of this 
section were employed. 

As during the II pre liminary tests ll , high-speed photogrametric instrumentation 
(high-speed movies) recorded the coupling action of the rail car under test, 
as well as the interactions of the rail car, shipping cask, and the tiedown 
mechanism. In addition, still photographic records were made of the instru
mentation, rail car, shipping cask, and tiedown assembly. 

During these impact tests, the velocity of the rail car under test was 
accurately measured just prior to impact. The technique employed was to 
break glass wands with a protrusion extending from the moving rail car. 
Since the wands were of known separation, the elapsed time between the rods 
allowed accurate velocity measurements. These values agreed with those from 
radar measurements. 

As expected, some data acquisition channels failed during tests. Also, some 
estimated peak amplitudes (used during calibration of the systems) were too 
large or too small producing either data that was on the same order of magni
tude as the background noise or was clipped off at the saturation level of 
the system. Although these problems voided the data on the affected channels 
and reduced the amount and variety of data available for model validation, 
the model validation task was successfully completed. (See Section 4.0, 
MODEL VALIDATION.) 

A further shakedown of the data reduction methods used was undertaken by 
analyzing representative data derived from Test 1, an 8.3 mph impact of a 
70-ton SCL (Seaboard Coastline) rail car with a standard coupler, a 40-ton 
shipping cask, and tiedown configuration IIA II . This configuration and the 
location of the instruments are shown in Figure 38. 

Initial analysis consisted of digitizing the analog ~ignals at 5.12 kHz* 
which, according to the Nyquist sampling theorem,(lO) will accurately 
define and preserve frequencies up to 2.56 kHz. This is consistent with the 
2.5 kHz band width of information obtainable from the employed wide-band FM 
analog recordings made at 7-1/2 IPS (IRIG intermediate band). Further, the 
maximum frequency of information was estimated by specialists at the Sandia 
Laboratories to be no greater than 1100 Hz (with instrument 7 the single 
exception at 2.56 kHz). 

*kHz = kilohertz 
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For this initial effort, every second data point from the digitized time
domain record was employed for analysis and presentation. This data selec
tion process results in an effective sampling rate of 2.56 kHz, which 
preserves information content up to 1.28 kHz. 

The data reduction effort produced the following results: 

•	 Raw time-domain data and their peak excursion values 

•	 Filtered time-domain data and their peak excursion values 

•	 Instant Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for both unfiltered
 
and filtered data
 

•	 Relative spectral energy content of filtered and raw data 

•	 Example transfer functions 

Table 8 summarizes the measured and reduced parameter values from the 
time-domain information. 

Raw time-domain data (one example is illustrated in Figure 42) are the first 
400 ms* (1024 samples of 0.39 ms/sample) following initial displacement as 
measured on instrument No.4, Figure 43. These data were transformed into 
their frequency domain equivalent using the Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) 
discussed earlier. The resulting spectra, corresponding to the time-domain 
waveform of Figure 42, is a measure of the frequency content of the waveform. 
These spectra are shown in Figure 44. 

The representation of spectra content covers a range form DC (Oth har
monic) to 1.28 kHz (512th harmonic), where a harmonic division is 2.5 Hz. 
The units of measure of these instant FFTs are gI s /1HZ for acceleration or 
k-lb/IRZ.** As in an electronic spectrum analyzer, the total harmonic 
content over a finite band width (2.5 Hz) must be reported at a single 
point; therefore, a normalizing factor K is applied. To permit the magni
tudes presented here to be compared with those derived bY(91h)er methods of 
analysis, a test was developed around Parseval's formula: 

*ms = milliseconds 
**k-lb//RZ = kilopounds per square root of hertz. 
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where: 

f(t) = Time-domain information 
F(w) = Fourier Transform of f(t)

K = Applied scale factor (previously mentioned) 

A unity magnitude sine wave was synthesized such that the sample window was 
equal to an integral number of periods. The resulting integral of the 
squared instant FFT, when compared to the integral of the original input 
wave square, revealed that: 

1 2K = .....----;:--;-;-----,~ = No. of Harmonics No. of Input Samples 

Since K is associated with F2(w) or average power spectras, the employed 
instant FFTs have an applied scale factor of lIAr. In the presented example 
of 512 harmonics of instant FFTs, a scale factor of l/~, or 0.0442, has 
been incorporated. 

One of the objectives of this empirical data analysis was to provide infor
mation to validate the analytical model. It was determined that, by analyzing 
a narrow band of frequencies rather than the entire spectrum, a first-order 
solution would be more easily obtained. Further, if the energy content of 
that narrow band represented the major portion of the total energy, further 
analysis might be minimized. Using the symmetric properties of the FFT, ideal 
filtering was performed by truncating the frequency at the 100th harmonic (250 
Hz) and performing an inverse FFT. 

Table 9 compares the energy in the band-width limited spectra to the energy of 
the entire spectra, for a selected example of acceleration data. These data 
are shown as unfiltered time-domain information in Figure 42, and as filtered 
time-domain data in Figure 44. It is apparent that the time-domain peak values 
may be significantly reduced when the eliminated high frequency energy repre
sented an appreciable portion of the entire spectrum. Note that this energy 
relationship ,is a necessary but not sufficient condition to cause the peak 
value variations. 

Also related to the limited band width energy distribution is the range of 
effectiveness of a transfer function H(w). Transfer functions are essen
tially ratios of corresponding instant FFTs derived from the input and output 
of the system. For a linear, time-invariant system: 

H(f) = V(f) = Transfer function
 
X( f)
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where: 

X(f) = Complex frequency domain input function 
Y(f) = Complex frequency domain output function 

This function represents the system's output response to an input stimuli of 
a single frequency. If incomplete parameters are employed to represent the 
system1s response, the response is incompletely characterized. However, the 
system is accurately characterized over that limited range. The data pre
sented here consider the band of frequencies DC to 250 Hz. The assumption 
was made that system noise was above 250 Hz, but no attempt has been made to 
characterize or to quantify that noise. 

The above transfer function obviously is dependent on the input and output 
spectra being over the same range; hence, windowing or filtering may be 
necessary. It is conceivable that a matrix of transfer functions, appropri
ately windowed, will permit the data to verify the model in a piece-wise 
linear fashion. At the minimum, it should give insight into the nature of 
the required model modification. 

Figures 45 and 46 illustrate the transfer function magnitude relating the 
energy transfer from instrument 22 to 11 and from instrument 11 to 9 over the 
frequency range DC to 250 Hz. This corresponds to the vertical transfer of 
energy from the far end of the car on its structure, to the far end of the 
cask; then to the struck end of the cask. These figures show that IHI > 1. 
Therefore, the energy is transferred from 9 to 11 (from the struck end to 
the far end) rather than the direction shown (11 to 9). 

In a similar fashion, Figures 47 and 48 illustrate the longitudinal energy 
transfer characteristics from Instruments 12 to 10 and 10 to 8. Again 
observing the value of IHI relative to 1, general characteristics of energy 
couplings directions are revealed. In this case the direction is related to 
frequency in a complicated manner relative to the simple paths assumed. 

The results of these efforts illustrate the techniques that were employed 
for data reduction. They show the applicability of analyzing the band width 
limited data as a first step towards model verification. 

A meeting to discuss the quality of the data obtained from the SRL rail car 
impact tests was held at the Sandia Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico 
on Oecember 4, 1979. It was learned that data on the vertical acceleration 
of points on the rail car, and on the horizontal acceleration of the trucks, 
were lost due to the use of piezoelectric (PE) accelerometers. These 
accelerometers were not functional at the frequency range of the rail car 
and truck responses to be measured. 

Measurements of vertical acceleration were made for points on the car struc
ture at the struck end, far end, and above the truck center at the struck 
end using two PE accelerometers and one piezoresistive (PR) accelerometer. 
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Apparently the frequency of the vertical rail car motion at these locations 
was outside the range of the PE accelerometers, so the data recorded could 
not be used. A PR accelerometer is capable of measurements at these fre
quencies. The vertical acceleration of the rail car structure at the struck 
end was monitored using a PR accelerometer, but these data were lost due to 
either II clipping ll (over-ranging) or substructure II no ise ll 

• 

The horizontal accelerations of the rail car and cask and the vertical 
accelerations of the cask were recorded without difficulty. These data were 
adequate for the successful validation of the CARDS model. (See Section 4.0, 
MODEL VALIDATION.) 
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3.0 COLLECT PARAMETER DATA 

A literature search was made to collect data on key parameters to be used in 
the CARDS model for model validation (see Section 4.0, MODEL VALIDATION) and 
for the parametric and sensitivity analysis (see Section 5.0, PARAMETRIC AND 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS). Data collected included characteristics of flat bulk
head rail cars (i.e., dimensions, weights, etc.), data on rail car suspension 
systems, data on draft gears (couplers), and data on heavy shielded spent
fuel shipping casks and their tiedown systems. 

Dimensions, weights and other data that make up specifications for the 
design, fabrication and construction of a 50-ton flat bulkhead car were 
obtained from the Association of American Railroads (AAR).( IZ} These data 
were supplemented by drawings supplied by Savannah River Laboratories of the 
flat bulkhead car used in the coupling tests. 

Load-deflection characteristics and the arrangement of springs in rail car 
suspension systems were obtained from AAR specifications (References 13 and 
14, respectively). The load-deflection characteristics are given for helical 
springs, in terms of spring diameter and number of turns. These must be 
related to the proper height, number and grouping for a suspension system 
before they can be translated into a spring constant for that particular 
system. 

Kasbekar et al.,(6) present a piece-wise linear load-deflection c~rve for 
an M-901E draft gear obtained from tests performed by the AAR.(15j 
Roggeveen(2) implies that a spring constant of ~6.25 x 104 lb(force)/in. may
be acceptable for a draft gear in a coupling situation. 

Weights, dimensions and other data on some heavy shielded spent fuel shipping
casks and their tiedown systems are available in Reference 16 and in safety
analysis reports for the National Lead Industries NLI 1/2, and Nuclear Fuel 
Services NFS-4 shipping casks. 

It was noted that the sources of parameter data in the literature, in turn, 
usually refer to publications of the Association of American Railroads (AAR) 
as the source of their information. Therefore, several individuals in the 
AAR were contacted to obtain information on rail car suspension subsystem 
and coupler subsystem components. In particular, information was sought on 
the damping devices in these subsystems, including the side-springs in the 
suspension subsystem spring groups. Also, AAR specifications were obtained 
that contained a broad spectrum of pertinent information on flat bulkhead 
cars and other types of cars suitable for hauling heavy radioactive material 
packages. 

ENSCO, Inc. was retained to provide parameter data on the railway equipment 
used in the coupling tests conducted at the Savannah River Laboratories, and 
on equipment that may be encountered in future studies. In addition, ENSCO 
supplied data from similar independent experiments conducted in the past to 
supplement the SRL data for model validation. Information on draft gear 
modeling, cargo shifting, and on the mix of rail car types present in an 
anvil train were also provided. 
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The parameter data supplied by ENSCO were used in the CARDS model to estab
lish a base case to be used in model validation and in the parametric and 
sensitivity analyses. These data are clearly presented in the listing of 
the CARDS model in Appendix IV. It should be pointed out here that some of 
these data required adjustment during the subsequent model validation runs, 
as the model was being tuned to the particular test analyzed. The adjusted 
data are also clearly noted in the model listing. 
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4.0 MODtL VALIDATION 

Three model validation techniques or algorithms were used, at various points 
throughout the study, to assess the "goodness" of agreement between time
varying response variables measured during humping or coupling experiments 
and their counterparts calculated using the CAROl and CARDS models. These 
techniques are: 

1) A statistical technique for comparing, in the time domain, 
differences between predicted and measured values of a time 
varying response variable 

the 

2) A spectral analysis technique that maps the predicted and m
values of a response variable into the frequency domain for 
comparison 

easured 

3) A straightforward visual comparison of the time-varying res
variables in the time domain 

ponse 

4.1 THEIL·S INEQUALITY COEFFICIENTS 

The first mOdel validation algorithm used is a statistical technique for 
computing a figure of merit from comparisons of time-varying values (series) 
of preaictea and actual outputs. Statistical techniques available for 
testing the "goodness" of fit of mOdels to actual system behavior include 
analysis of variance, the Chi-square test, factor analysis, Kolmogorov
Smirnov tests, nonparametric test, r~qr~ssion analysis, spectral analysis, 
ana Theil·s inequality coefficients.t17 ) The technique based on Theil· s 
inequality coefficients was selected. It was first programmed into the 
CARUT model and demonstrated successfully, and then included in the CARDS 
moael. This technique was chosen as one of the three validation algorithms 
considered for three reasons: 

1)	 It represents a simple addition to the dynamic model 

2)	 It produces one number or figure of merit (the inequality coeffi 
cient) that reflects the degree of agreement between the model and 
the system modeled 

3)	 It may be expanded to measure the degree of agreement based on "n" 
output variables by using Theil's multiple inequality coefficient 
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Theil1s inequality coefficient is defined as 

2) 0.5 
(Y Pi - YAi)(* L 

n 

TIC :::	 (219) 

0L 
n	 

(*
n 2) 0.52fs +Ypi	 I: YAi 

where: n ::: Number of sampling points, and 

... , ... , YYPl' Yp2 ' Yp3 , Ypi ' pn 

... , ... ,YA1' YA2 ' YA3 , YAi ' VAn 

are the values of output variable Y at discrete points in time (a time 
series). Ypi and YAi are the corresponding predicted and actual values, 
respectively, of the output variable Y. The values of TIC from Equation 
(219) will vary between the following two extremes: 

TIC ::: 0	 when Ypi ::: YAi for all i (The
 
case of equality or perfect
 
agreement)
 

TIC :::	 (The case of maximum inequality
 
or poor agreement)
 

Theil's multiple or overall inequality coefficient (TMIC) is a figure of 
merit based on the number of observations or data points, the values of 
several output or response variables selected at discrete points, and the 
two-variable inequality coefficients (TICs) defined by Equation (219). The 
two-variable (calculated and experimental vpri~ble values) inequality coef
ficients are combined to generate the TMIC.\17J The TMIC is defined by 

::: (PPO+PXO)TICO+(PPV+PXV)TICV+(PPA+PXA)TICA+(PPF+PXF)TIC (220)TMIC (PPO+PXO+PPV+PXV+PPA+PXA+PPF+PXF) 

where: 

PPO (221 )
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PXD = JX T;2 (222) 

PPV 

PXV 

PPA 

ffXT = n 

PI= XT~ 

= JX~2 

(223) 

(224) 

(225) 

PXA = jXT;2 (226) 

PPF = J~~L (227) 

PXF = J~~LX (228) 

The terms in these equations are 

TMIC 

TIC,TICD,TICV,TICA 

FCPL,FCPLX 

XT,XTX 

= Theil's multiple inequality coefficient 

= Theil's two-variable inequality coefficients for 
comparison of calculated and experimental values of 
coupler force, relative displacement, relative velo
city, and relative acceleration, respectively 

=Calculated and experimental coupler forces, 
respectively [lb(force)] 

= Calculated and experimental relative displacements,
respectively (in.) 

= Calculated and experimental relative velocities, 
respectively (in./s) 
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= Calculated and experimental relative accelerations, 
respectively (in./s/s) 

n = Number of observations or sampling points 

Equation (220) is a corrected version of the equation presented in Refer
ence 17. A correction was made to this equation when it was discovered, 
after an evaluation, that a factor of 2 in the denominator was a mistake. 
This factor was removed. Equations (220) through (228) were added to the 
CARDT model for calculation of the TMIC during the simulation discussed in 
Section 1.0, MODEL DEVELOPMENT. The values of TMIC from Equation (220) will 
vary between the following two extremes: 

TMIC = 0 (The case of equality or perfect agreement)
 
TMIC = 1 (The case of maximum inequality or poor agreement)
 

The model validation algorithm based on Theil's inequality coefficients 
(TIC) was tested by comparing actual values of some time-varying response 
variables, recorded follqwing a 6-mph impact between the two 70-ton hopper 
cars loaded with gravel,t 4 j with values calculated using the CARDT model. 
(See Section 1.1.1, Rail Car Coupler and Draft Gear Subsystem Submodel.) 
Theil's inequality coefficients for the response variables of Figures 16, 17, 
18 and 19, in the time domain, are presented as Figures 49, 50, 51 and 52, 
respectively. Theil's multiple inequality coefficient for the time domain 
is presented in Figure 53. The final value of the multiple coefficient of 
Figure 53 is ~0.106. which indicates that the model accomplishes a reason
ably good simulation of the experiment. However, it is also an indication 
that further refinements and adjustments are possible to drive TMIC as close 
to 0 as possible. The values of TMIC presented in Figure 53 are low by a 
factor of 2. This is due to the factor of 2 error discovered in the litera
ture version of Equation (216). This error was not discovered until after 
the CARDT simulation was completed. The final value of TMIC in Figure 53 
should be about 0.212 rather than 0.106. 

The shape of -the TIC vs time curve of Figure 49 may be explained as follows. 
The maximum value of TIC of about 0.74 is due to a perturbation in the 
experimental data during the first 0.002 second after impact (see Figure 16). 
During this time period, the measured coupler force rises from 0 to 
~50.000 lb(force) at 0.002 second after impact, and then drops back to 0 
during the following 0.001 second. The calculated coupler force varies 
gradually during this period. Consequently, due to the differences between 
the values of the calculated and measured coupler- forces and the small number 
of data points for comparison, the TIC calculated for this period amplifies 
the poor initial agreement between the model output and experimental data. 
Further examination of Figures 16 and 49 reveals a quick recovery by TIC as 
it drops to its lowest value (best agreement) of about 0.0684 just before 
the next major perturbation in the measured coupler force at about 0.053 
second. 
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This perturbation causes a short sharp rise in TIC followed by a short 
recovery period. The draft gears then bottom out, and large differences 
between measured and calculated values of coupler force during the draft 
gears' II so1id li state result in an increase in TIC to about 0.25. TIC then 
recovers to some extent at rebound to a value of about 0.12, and then levels 
off at a final value of about 0.212 when the draft gears re-enter their 
lI ac tive li state. 

4.2 FAST FOURIEk TRANSFORMS 

The second model validation algorithm chosen for use with the CARDS model is 
based on spectral analysis. This algorithm was transformed into the computer 
program FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) as part of the data collection and 
reduction tasK. (~listing of FFT is presented in Appendix VI). FFT con
verts the displacement, velocity and acceleration response of a cask-rail 
car system from the time domain to the frequency domain and allows the 
response spectra to be determined directly from either model output or from 
test data. An example of response spectra produced by FFT from test data is 
presented as Figure 44. Additional examples may be found in References 18 
and 19. 

Originally, it was intended that FFT would be used as a subroutine in the 
CARDS model; but, due to certain incompatibilities with ACSL (Advanced 
Continuous Simulation Language), it was used instead as a separate program 
for processIng model output as if it were the recorded output from an 
experiment. FFT was used only to a limited extent for model validation. 
Its primary uses were to map response variables from the time domain into 
the frequency domain and to filter out the high frequency noise in the test 
data. [See Section 1.2, CASK-RAIL CAR RESPONSE SPECTRUM GENERATOR (CARRS)]. 

4.3 VISUAL COMPARISON OF RESPONSE VARIABLES 

The third technique used to assess the Ilgoodness li of agreement between 
measured and calculated response variables was a straightforward visual 
comparison of plots of the response variables in the time domain. 

As the study progressed, after the CARDS model had been modified and tuned 
to account for flaws in some of the test configurations, this technique was 
found to be adequate and was used exclusively for the comparison of measured 
and calculated response variables. 

4.4 FREQUENCY RESPONSE SPECTRA 

A fourth technique was developed for both model validation and for the 
parametric and sensitivity analysis discussed in Section 5.0. However, for 
reasons stated in Section 1.2, this technique was not used for model valida
tion. This technique is based on the transformation of the multi-degree-of
freedom representation of the cask-rail car system into an equivalent 
single-degree-of-freedom representation. [See Section 1~2, CASK-RAIL CAR 
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RESPONSE SPECTRUM GENERATOR (CARRS)]. Theoretically, the single degree-of
freedom (l-DOF) representation of the system (CARRS model) may be used to 
generate frequency response spectra for both the test configurations and 
their simulations (using the CARDS model). The II goodness ll of agreement of 
these spectra would be a measure of how well the CARDS model simulates the 
tests. Horizontal and vertical accelerations measured at various points on 
the cask-rail car systems of the tests would be used as the forcing functions 
in the CARRS model to generate "measured or experimentally derived" frequency 
response spectra. Calculated accelerations (forcing functions) obtained 
from the CARDS model simulations of the tests would then be used to generate 
the corresponding "calculated" spectra to be compared to the IImeasured or 
experimentally derived" spectra. However, for the reasons discussed in 
Section 1.2, the "experimentally derived ll spectra for relative vertical 
motion could not be generated. Specifically, these spectra could not be 
generated because all measurements of the vertical accelerations of the rail 
car structure were lost. The lIexperimentally derived" spectra for relative 
horizontal motion could have been generated but, since visual comparisons of 
the horizontal accelerations for Test 3 were good, it was decided that these 
visual comparisons would be sufficient. 

4.5 MODEL VALIDATION AND RESULTS 

During the development of the CARDS model it was noted that, although the 
time-domain plots of some measured and calculated response variables were 
similar in appearance, they were offset sufficiently to yield values of 
their inequality coefficients (TICs) that suggested poor agreement. In some 
cases, the model was "tuned" to identify the parameter or parameters causing 
the offset and to determine the values of these parameters that would bring
the plots closer together. This IItuning" process consisted of varying the 
values of selected parameters one at a time while holding the others constant 
at their base case values, and computing values of Theil's multiple inequal
ity coefficient (TMIC). A minimum value of TMIC would be obtained for the 
IIbest" value of a given parameter. One of the first parameters investigated 
was the time shift required to obtain the best fit when values of calculated 
and experimental response variables were superimposed. Early in the study, 
an initial comparison of the time-varying calculated and experimental coupler 
forces showed that the ramps and peaks of the experimental curve lagged con
siderably behind those of the calculated curve. Since the starting time for 
the CARDS simulation is the time at which the coupler begins to travel, this 
suggested that perhaps the recording device installed for the experiment was 
activated by almost imperceptible movements of the coupler mechanism prior 
to significant compression. Frame by frame examination of the high speed 
film of this portion of Test 3 showed that, from the instant of initial con
tact between the couplers to the first sign of draft gear travel, 9 frames 
were exposed. At 400 frames per second, this meant that 0.0225 second had 
elapsed over this interval. A shift of the results by this amount of time 
produced much better agreement between the times at which the various events 
occurred. This time shift represents a suspected lag between the time the 
recording device was activated and the time at which the coupler actually
 
begins to travel. A final value of this time lag was established by trying
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a number of values while evaluating Theil's two-variable inequality coeffi 
cient for the coupler force, and Theil's multiple inequality coefficient. 
Minimum values of these coefficients (indicating the best agreement) occurred 
for a time shift of 0.038 second. The time shift of 0.038 second fixed the 
common zero point on the time traces of the experimental data for further 
comparisons. 

4.5.1 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Results for Test 3 

In Reference 20 it was shown that results obtained from a CARDS simulation 
of Test 3 of the SRL coupling tests were in good agreement with experimental 
results except for tne vertical acceler~tions of the cask. In the following 
reporting period,(2l) ENSCO, Inc. completed a study to provide parameter 
data on the railway equipment used in the coupling tests at SRL. These data 
were inserted in the CARDS model to establish a base case for model valida
tion and for planned parametric and sensitivity analyses. Additional simula
tion runs were made to obtain new calculated results to be compared with the 
experimental results. 

At first, the new data resulted in less agreement between the calculated 
and experimental results than had been obtained previously. The calculated 
and experimental values of the vertical acceleration of the cask at the far 
end did not show acceptable agreement when compared both visually and quan
titatively. After modifications were made to the model, based on a review 
of high speed films of the tests and of system structural features, a 
dramatic improvement in the agreement was realized (especially in the visual 
comparisons). The high speed films of Test 3 showed that water was ejected 
from the collar around the cask at the far end at impact (rain water had 
collected under the collar during a rain storm the night before the test). 
It was also recalled that a rubber gasket or shim was used under the collar. 
This suggested that the rubber, or a gap, or both, could cause both an 
increase in the magnitude and frequency of the acceleration readings at the 
far end, precisely the characteristics needed to achieve agreement. Double 
integration of the measured accelerations gave displacements that confirmed 
this conclusion. Therefore, a nonlinear stiffness coefficient was devised 
for the rear tiedowns that was assumed to consist of a series combination of 
an initial gap between the cask and its collar, a rubber shim, and then the 
intended tiedown structure. A corresponding damping coefficient was also 
devised. 

As in the preliminary assessment of Reference 20, the latest assessment of 
how well the CARDS model simulated the behavior of the cask-rail car system 
for the conditions of Test 3 of the SRL experiments was made by comparing, 
for two cases, both visually and quantitatively, the calculated and experi
mental values of coupler force, the longitudinal force of interaction between 
the cask and rail car, the horizonal acceleration of the rail car, the hori
zontal acceleration of the cask, the vertical acceleration of the cask at 
the far end, and the vertical acceleration of the cask at the struck end. 
Also, in this latest assessment, the calculated vertical displacements of 
the cask were compared to those obtained by double integration of the 
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measured vertical accelerations of the cask. In both cases, the coupler 
force was the force of excitation causing the system to vibrate. In the 
first case (Case 1), the experimentally measured coupler force was used. In 
the second case (Case 2), the coupler force used was that calculated by the 
CARDS mOdel. Visual comparisons are presented in Figures 54 through 60 for 
Case 1, and in Figures 62 through 68 for Case 2. To supplement these com
parisons, calculated vertical tiedown forces are presented in Figure 61 for 
Case 1, and in Figure 69 for Case 2. Quantitative comparisons of each pair 
of individual response variables were made using Theil's two-variable 
inequality coefficients. A simultaneous quantitative comparison of all the 
response variables was made using Theil's multiple inequality coefficient. 
The quantitative comparisons are summarized in Table 9. Theil's two-variable 
inequality coefficients and Theil's multiple inequality coefficient are dis
cussed in Section 4.1. 

The Theil·s inequality coefficients in Table 9 show that good agreement 
between calculated and experimental results was obtained for all but the 
vertical accelerations. The vertical accelerations of the cask produced 
two-variable inequality coefficients above 0.5 (Theil's inequality coeffi 
cients are zero at perfect agreement and 1 at the poorest agreement). How
ever, Figures 58, 59, 66 and 67 show that good visual agreement exists 
between the vertical accelerations. Both the magnitude and frequency of 
these plots are in good agreement. It appears, however, that better quanti 
tative agreement could be obtained if the calculated vertical acceleration 
at the far end (Figures 58 and 66) could be made to shift ~.025 second 
forward on the time scale, and if the calculated vertical acceleration at 
the struck end (Figures 59 and 67) could be shifted ~0.02 second backward 
on the time scale. Theil's multiple inequality coefficient for Case 1 is 
0.059, and that for Case 2 is 0.214. 

The plots of calculated vertical acceleration of the cask at the far end in 
Figures 58 and 66 are shaped by the nonlinear stiffness coefficient devised 
for the rear tiedowns. Initially, then the cask accelerates freely upward 
due to the loose fit of the collar, but then it soon encounters the rubber
cushioned collar and decelerates rapidly. The stiffness coefficient of the 
rubber shim varies with relative displacement; therefore, the frequency 
varies. The structural damping of the collar varies in a manner similar to 
that of the stiffness coefficient. 

The vertical displacements of the cask are presented in Figures 60 and 68. 
These figures compare the calculated vertical displacements with those 
obtained by double integration of the measured vertical accelerations of the 
cask. Figure 60 presents the comparisons of Case 1 results, and Figure 68 
the comparisons of Case 2 results. Both of these figures show good agreement 
up to about 0.1 second, and then the calculated a.nd "experimental" displace
ment curves show substantial separation. 
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4.5.2 Compari50n of Measured and Calculated Results for Tests 10 and 11 

An assessment of how well the CARDS model simulates the behavior of the 
cask-rail car system for the conditions of Tests 10 and 11 was made by com
paring the calculated and experimental values of the longitudinal force of 
interaction between the cask and rail car, the horizontal acceleration of 
the rail car, the horizontal acceleration of the cask, and the vertical 
acceleration of the cask at the far end. The coupler force measured during 
these tests was used as the force of excitation causing the system simulated 
by CARDS to vibrate. This coupler force is shown in Figures 70 and 76 for 
Tests 10 and 11, respectively. 

The cask-rail car system used in Tests 10 and 11 consisted of a 70-ton cask 
mounted on a flat bulkhead rail car with standard couplers. (For test con
figurations and conditions, see Table 2 and Figure 32.) The cask used in 
these tests was a rectangular box-shaped 70-ton cask used for onsite ship
ments at SRL. The rail car was the same one used in Test 3. When the base 
of the cask was placed in contact with the bumper beams between the cask and 
the load cells, its vertical centerline (fore and aft) fell almost 8.0 feet 
forward [toward the struck end (SE)] of the rail car centerline. This offset 
placed the far end (FE) of the cask almost directly over the center of 
gravity of the rail car. 

For Test la, the calculated longitudinal force of interaction between the 
cask and rail car, the horizontal acceleration of the rail car, the horizon
tal acceleration of the cask, and the vertical acceleration of the cask at 
the far end are compared with corresponding experimental data in Figures 71, 
72, 73 and 74, respectively. All of these response variables compare well 
with their experimental counterparts, except for the vertical acceleration 
of the cask at the far end. The peak values of the calculated vertical 
acceleration of the cask in Figure 74 are substantially lower than the peaks 
on the plot of the experimental data. There is evidence indicating that the 
experimental data may be in error. First, these vertical accelerations of 
the cask are compared, in Figure 74, to the calculated vertical acceleration 
of a point on the rail car over the trucks at the far end. The agreement 
between this calculated vertical rail car acceleration and the experimental 
data for the vertical acceleration of the cask is better than that between 
the calculated and experimental values of the vertical accelerations of the 
cask. This would mean that the far end of the cask was pitching as much as 
the far end of the rail car. This does not seem reasonable in view of the 
statement made earlier that the far end of the cask was located almost 
directly above the center of gravity (cg) of the rail car. There is rotation 
about the cg of the rail car, but the vertical motion of the rail car at this 
point is substantially less than that of the rail car over the trucks at the 
struck and far ends. The second piece of evidence which indicates that the 
experimental data from Test 10 may be in error is found by moving forward in 
the text to Figure 80 where the vertical acceleration of the cask at the far 
end, calculated for Test 11 conditions, is compared to the same vertical 
acceleration measured during Test 11. Figure 80 shows that very good agree
ment exists between the calculated and experimental values of this accelera
tion, and that they both differ substantially from a superimposed plot of 
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the vertical acceleration of a point on the rail car over the trucks at the 
far end. The only changes made to CARDS in proceeding from the simulation 
of Test 10 to the simulation of Test 11 were 1) the impact velocity was 
increased from 8.0 miles per hour to 11.2 miles per hour, and 2) the coupler 
force recorded during Test 11 (Figure 76) replaced that from Test 10 
(Figure 70) as the force of excitation applied at the coupler. None of the 
structural parameters of the cask-rail car system were changed. 

Two key assumptions were made when the parameters were prepared for insertion 
into CARDS for the simulation of Tests 10 and 11. First of all, it was 
assumed that the vertical components of the tiedowns were tight. This is in 
contrast to the simulation of the cask-rail car system of Test 3 where some 
looseness, and the installation of rubber bushings in the collar at the far 
end of the 40-ton Hallam cask, required the use of a nonlinear stiffness 
coefficient to represent the vertical component of the tiedown structure 
(see Section 4.5.1). The 70-ton cask used in Tests 10 and 11, unlike the 
40-ton Hallam cask used in the rest of the tests, did not require a cradle 
structure that became part of the tiedown structure. The 70-ton cask was 
bolted directly to the rail car structure. The assumption of tight vertical 
tiedowns for Tests 10 and 11 appears to be justified by the good agreement 
between the calculated and experimental values of the vertical acceleration 
of the far end of the cask, for Test 11, as shown in Figure 80. 

The horizontal component of the tiedowns, in Tests 10 and 11, consisted of a 
rigid welded stop to restrain the cask from moving longitudinally. Ini
tially, it was assumed that the stiffness coefficient of this horizontal 
component was constant. Several values, ranging up to 5 x 106 lb/in., 
were tried; however, none of these trial simulations produced results that 
matched the experimental data. These simulations suggested that a nonlinear 
stiffness coefficient was required for the horizontal component of the tie
downs. Consequently, this was the second assumption made for the simulation 
of Tests 10 and 11. It was assumed that a constant stiffness coefficient of 
1.0 x 105 lb(force)/in. was valid up to a relative displacement between 
the cask and rail car of ~0.2 in. and that, after this initial movement, 
the tiedowns yielded and could be represented by the nonlinear stiffness 
coefficient shown in Figure 75. This stiffness coefficient was established 
for Test 10 and used, without change, for the simulation of Test 11. 

For Test 11, the calculated longitudinal force of interaction between the 
cask and rail car, the horizontal acceleration of the cask, and the vertical 
acceleration of the cask at the far end are compared with experimental data 
in Figures 77, 79 and 80, respectively. The calculated horizontal accelera
tion of the rail car is presented in Figure 78. In the comparisons for 
Test 10, this acceleration was compared to data from instrument 12. However, 
in Test 11 the data from instrument 12, and from all other instruments 
measuring the horizontal acceleration of the car, were not suitable for use, 
so no experimental data are shown in Figure 78. Except for the horizontal 
acceleration of the car, all of the response variables listed above compare 
well with the corresponding experimental data. 
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There is some uncertainty with regard to the measured coupler force shown 
in Figure 76. The experimental traces show that, from ~0.2 s to ~0.5 s, 
this coupler force leveled off at a value of ~200,OOO lb(force) rather 
than O. In contrast, the coupler force measured for Test 10 dropped to zero 
force after ~0.25 s. It is not known whether or not this failure to drop 
to zero, as would be expected, is due to a faulty instrument and, if so, at 
what point along the trace the instrument went awry. A comparison of the 
coupler force plots in Figures 70 and 76 suggests that the instrument for 
Test 11 might have experienced some difficulty at ~0.2 s. 

The experimental acceleration data used in the above comparisons contained 
high frequency noise that had to be filtered out before the comparisons could 
be made. As indicated in Figures 72 through 74, and Figures 78 through 80, 
the horizontal acceleration data were filtered at 100 Hz and the vertical 
acceleration data at 50 Hz. Filtering of the high frequency noise components 
from these data was accomplished using the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) 
program. (See Section 4.2.) - - -

4.5.3 Comparison of Measured and C
and 18 

alculated Results for Tests 13, 16 

The validation of the CARDS model was completed with the comparison of 
measured results from Tests 13, 16 and 18 with corresponding results calcu
latea using the CARDS model. 

An assessment of how well the CARDS model simulates the behavior of the cask
rail car systems used in these tests was made by comparing calculated and 
measured values of the horizontal force of interaction between the cask and 
rail car, the horizontal acceleration of the rail car, the horizontal 
acceleration of the cask, the vertical acceleration of the cask at the far 
end, and the vertical acceleration of the cask at the struck end. The 
coupler force measured during these tests was used as the force of excitation 
causing the system simulated by CARDS to vibrate. This coupler force is 
shown in Figures 85, 93 and 99 for Tests 16, 13 and 18, respectively. 

The cask used in Tests 13, 16 and 18 was the 40-ton Hallam cask used in 
Test 3 (see Figure 32 and Table 2). Unlike the box-shaped 70-ton cask used 
in Tests 10 and 11, this cylindrical cask was mounted on and secured to a 
cradle structure that served as part of the tiedown structure. In Test 3, 
this cradle structure was fastened to a rail car with bolts, but in Tests 13, 
16 and 18, it was fastened to a different rail car (a different one for each 
of these three tests) with cables. As reported in Section 4.5.1, good 
agreement between the calculated and experimental results for Test 3 was 
obtained only after allowance was made for slack in the vertical tiedown 
structure at the far end (opposite the struck end of the car). This slack, 
or looseness, in the tiedowns was evident in high speed films of Test 3. 
The films showed rain water being ejected from the collar at the far end of 
the cask at impact. Also, it was recalled that a rubber shim had been 
installed between the collar and the cask. When this gap and rubber shim 
combination was considered as part of the tiedown structure, and an appro
priate nonlinear stiffness coefficient devised, good agreement between the 
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calculated and experimental results was obtained. This same nonlinear 
representation of the stiffness coefficient for the vertical component of 
the rear tiedowns was used, without change, in the simulations of Tests 13, 
16 and 18. 

In Tests 10 and 11, the lO-ton cask was bolted directly to the rail car. As 
shown in Figure 32 and Table 2, the same rail car was used in Tests 3, 10 
and 11. This rail car was a Seaboard Coastline (SCL) flat, bulkhead car 
with standard couplers. For Tests 13 and 16, an 80-ton flat rail car with 
three-wheeled trucks was used. The 80-ton rail car was equipped with a 
standard coupler on one end for use in Test 16, and a 15-in. travel end-of
car (EOC) cushion device on the opposite end for use in Test 13. This latter 
car is referred to as the 80-ton Union Carbide car because the Union Carbide 
Corporation converted it for transporting canisters placed in ~ w~lded, 
II saw-toothed ll rack superstructure added to the top of the car. t22 ) For 
Test 18, a SCL flat bulkhead car with a cushion underframe coupling mechanism 
was used. The principal difference between this car aQd the one used in 
Tests 3, 10 and 11 was in the coupling mechanism used. t22) 

The CARDS model is a complex two-dimensional, multi-degree-of-freedom model 
that determines the horizontal, vertical and rotational motion of both the 
cask and its rail car following impact with an anvil train during coupling 
operations. Results of a parametric and sensitivity analysis, using CARDS 
and the cask-rail car configuration of Test 3, showed that the relative 
vertical and rotational accelerations (of the cask relative to the rail car) 
are highly sensitive and sensitive, respectively, to the horizontal distance 
between the cgs of the cask and rail car. (See Section 5.0, PARAMETRIC AND 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS.) This horizontal distance, given the parameter name 
lOCR in Section 5.0, is highlighted in Figures 2 and 81 through 84. 
Figures 81, 82, 83 and 84 are sketches of the cask-rail car configurations 
used in Tests 3 and 18, 10 and 11, 13, and 16, respectively. These figures 
identify not only 10CR and the casks and rail cars used in the tests, but 
also the types of couplers and tiedowns used. 

The simulations of Tests 13, 16 and 18 were initially guided by comparisons 
of measured and calculated values of the horizontal force of interaction 
between the cask and the rail car. In the CARDS model, this force is defined 
by the equation, 

(229) 

where: 

DUSLF = Horizontal interaction force [lb(force)] 
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kSl and kS4 =	 Stiffnesses of the horizontal components of the rear 
and front tiedowns, respectively, between the cask and 
rail car [lb(force)/in.] 

= Horizontal displacement of the cg of the cask-rail car~C 
( in. ) 

Xp =	 Horizontal displacement of the cg of the cask or package 
( in. ) 

= Vertical distance from the horizontal centerline of thelRc 
cask-rail car	 to its top and bottom surfaces (in.) 

Zp =	 Vertical distance from the horizontal centerline of the 
cask to its top and bottom surfaces (in.) 

eRC =	 Angle of rotation of the XRC and YRC axes about an 
axis peripendicular to the XRC - YRC plane through the 
cg of the rail car (rad) 

ep =	 Angle of rotation of the Xp and Yp axes about an axis 
perpendicular to the Xp - Yp plane through the cg of 
the cask or package (rad) 

Initial comparisons revealed poor agreement between the calculated and meas
ured values of this force. Specifically, after the peak forces following 
the impact pulses of Tests 13 and 16, the calculated results included some 
substantial negative values of this force while the measured results included 
only a few small negative values. 

Of the three tests, Test 16 was the most similar to Test 3, a test simulated 
successfully earlier in the study (see Section 4.5.1). The horizontal inter
action force calculated for Test 3 did not show this tendency to negative 
values, so it was concluded that reasons for the differences in the results 
might be found by examining the differences in the cask-rail car systems 
used in these two tests. The primary differences between the cask-rail car 
systems of Test 3 and Test 16 are (see Figures 32, 81 and 84 and Table 2): 

1)	 A 70-ton SCL flat, bulkhead rai 1 car was used in Test 3. In 
Test 16 the 80-ton Union Carbide rail car was used. Both of these 
tests were conducted with standard couplers. 

2) In Test 3, the cg of the cask was located 49.0 in. forward of the 
cg of the rail car. In Test 16, the cg of the cask was located 
18.25 inches aft of the cg of the rail car (see Figures 81 and 84) 

3)	 Bolted tiedowns were used for vertical restraint in Test 3. In 
Test 16, cable tiedowns were used. 
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The major difference between the cars used was in the car weights. The 
average weight of the loaded 80-ton Union Carbide car (designated as 
OROX805), based on weights measured prior to Tests 6 through 9 and Tests 12 
through 16, is 160,105 lb. Only the 40-ton cask was used with this car, so 
subtracting the weight of this cask gives a car weight (which includes the
cask cradle) of about 80,105 lb. The lO-ton SCL rail car used in Tests 1 
through 5 and in Tests 10 and 11 was designated as ACLl8498. The loaded 
weight of this car, measured prior to Tests 10 and 11, was 222,920 lb. 
Subtracting the weight of the lO-ton cask gives a car weight of about 
82,920 lb. This means that the rail car used in Test 16 was about 3.4% 
lighter than the rail car used in Test 3. A lighter car would decelerate 
faster, resulting in less horizontal displacement of the car (i.e., XRc in 
Equation (229) would be smaller). This would produce a greater tendency
toward negative values of the horizontal interaction force; however, it was 
felt that the difference in the car weights was too small to account for the 
large negative values obtained from the model. 

The location of the cask along the length of the rail car has little effect 
on the horizontal force of interaction. This is evident from the results of 
the parametric and sensitivity analysis reported in Section 5.0. In Fig
ures 130 and 131, the horizontal distance between the vertical centerlines 
of the cask and rail car, 10CR' is listed in the eighth and tenth posi
tions, respectively, out of ten parameters ranked according to their influ
ence on the horizontal tiedown force. The only parameters ranked below 
lOCR (that is, in positions indicating less influence) are the stiffness 
coefficients of the vertical components of the tiedowns, and two composite 
parameters representing variations of these coefficients. 

The remaining difference between the cask-rail car systems of Tests 3 and 16 
that might account for the differences in the calculated values of the hori
zontal interaction force is in the type of tiedowns used. The effect of the 
type of tiedowns used on the horizontal interaction force is primarily due 
to the stiffness coefficients of the horizontal components of the tiedowns 
[see Equation (229)J. It was reasoned that, because cables instead of bolts 
were used for vertical restraint in Test 16, the cask (and its cradle) 
apparently tended to shift longitudinally during impact and did not return 
to its original position. This was because the restoring "spring" action or 
"chocking" effect of the vertically oriented bolts was missing. Instead, 
energy was dissipated during the shifting of the cask. 

The equations in the CARDS model that define the stiffness coefficients of 
the horizontal components of the tiedowns were modified to account for this 
loss of energy due to shifting of the cask. Previously, these stiffness 
coefficients were computed in a calculation sequence that set the coeffi 
cients either to their high or low values, or to the sum of their high and 
low values, depending upon conditions related to the movement of the cask 
(and its cradle). This procedure was retained, but the values computed 
were modifiea as follows. Let the unmodified values be expressed as 
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(230)
 

and 

(231 )
 

These coefficients were modified using the expressions 

(232)
 

and 

(233 )
 

where: 

d~PRC = Relative velocity of cask-rail car combination (in./s) 
dt 

dX
 
~ 

p = Velocity of the cask (in./s)
 

dX RC 
~ = Velocity of the rail car (in./s) 

M and ~S4 = Energy dissipation factors for kSl and kS4 ' respectivelykSl
 

sgn(A) = Sign function
 

A > 0
 

d~PRC 
= A = 0 where A = dt 

A < 0 
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The values of the energy dissipation factors used depend upon the conditions 
encountered and imposed, i •e. , 

[if dXRPRCM = M a and cable tiedowns used] (234)kSl kS1F dt <
 

MkSl = a [otherwise]
 

Similarly, 

[. dX RPRC = M lf dt < a and cable tiedowns used] (235)MkS4 kS4F
 

MkS4 = a [otherwi se ]
 

MkS1F and ~S4F = Arbitrary factors currently set at 0.5 

The above representation of the stiffness coefficients in CARDS produced a 
good comparison of the calculated and measured values of the horizontal force 
of interaction between the cask and rail car of Test 16 (see Figure 86), and 
reasonable agreement in comparisons of four additional response variables 
(see Figures 87, 88, 89 and 90). 

When the above equations and factors were used, without change, to determine 
the stiffness coefficients kSl and kS4 for Tests 13 and 18, improvements 
in the comparisons of the calculated and measured results for these tests 
were also realized (see Figures 93 through 104). 

The stiffness coefficients defined by Equations (232) and (233) generate 
hysteresis-type curves. Figure 91 is a load-deflection curve generated for 
the horizontal component of the tiedown at the far end during the simulation 
of Test 16, and Figure 92 is the corresponding plot of the stiffness coeffi 
cient kSl as a function of the relative displacement, Xp - XRC. 

Figure 87 shows three plots of the horizontal acceleration of the rail car 
during Test 16. The solid line is a plot of the calculated acceleration, 
the dashed line is a plot of the measured acceleration, and the dash-dot 
line is a plot of the calculated acceleration of the rail car with no cask. 
The calculated and measured values of the acceleration of the loaded rail 
car show poor agreement. During the peak pulse, the calculated acceleration 
is only about one-fourth of the measured acceleration. The peak acceleration 
of the unloaded rail car is about one-half that of the measured acceleration 
during the same time period. There is strong evidence that suggests that 
the measured values of the acceleration may be in error. In Figure 33, val
ues of the horizontal acceleration of the loaded rail car, measured during 
Test 3, were compared with calculated values for both the loaded and unloaded 
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rail car (an unloaded rail car is defined as one without both the cask and 
the trucks). The purpose of this earlier comparison of results was to show 
that the horizontal motion of the cask strongly influences the horizontal 
motion of the rail car. These earlier comparisons showed that the calculated 
and measured results for the "loaded ll system compare very well, and that the 
deceleration of the "isolated" or "unloaded" rail car is substantially 
greater. It was also shown that the deceleration of the unloaded car follows 
the coupler force curve. When the results in Figure 87 are compared with 
those of Figure 33, the following facts may be noted: 

1)	 The measured and calculated accelerations in Figure 33 are in very 
close agreement 

2)	 The peak calculated accelerations of both the loaded and unloaded 
rail cars in Figure 87 are consistent with those in Figure 33 

3)	 The calculated accelerations of the unloaded rail car in Figures 87 
and 33 follow the respective coupler force curves for Tests 16 
and 3 

4)	 The coupler force curves for Test 3 (see Figure 54) and for 
Test 16 (see Figure 85) are not identical, but they are very 
similar and their peak values are in the neighborhood of 
1.1 x 106 lb(force). 

In addition to these facts, further evidence is suggested by the comparison 
of the measured and calculated values of the horizontal acceleration of the 
cask in Figure 88. This figure shows that very good agreement between the 
measured and calculated values was realized. It seems doubtful that such 
good agreement could be obtained for the horizontal acceleration of the cask 
while the measured and calculated values of the horizontal acceleration of 
the rail car show such poor agreement. It was shown earlier, in Section 1.2, 
CASK-RAIL CAR RESPONSE SPECTRUM GENERATOR (CARRS), that the horizontal motion 
of the cask strongly influences the horizontal motion of the rail car. 

Measured and calculated values of the vertical acceleration of the cask 
at the far end are compared in Figure 89. Only fair agreement was realized 
since the peak values of the calculated acceleration are about 50% or 60% 
greater than the measured accelerations, and the frequency is lower. How
ever, the calculated results appear to be consistent with the corresponding 
results for Test 3 (see Figure 58), while the measured results are about a 
factor of 2 less than those obtained from Test 3. The press of time ruled 
out an in-depth analysis of these differences that might have led to their 
verification or to some justification for modifications to the model that 
would have produced better agreement. 

Figure 90 compares measured and calculated values of the~vertica1 accelera
tion of the cask at the struck end. Here again, only fair agreement was 
realized. Comparisons with Test 3 results, in this case, do not show any 
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resemblance or consistency. In fact, it appears that there is better a~ree
ment between the measured and calculated values for Test 16 than there 1S 
between corresponding values from Test 16 and Test 3. For example, the 
frequencies of both the measured and calculated values of Test 16 are higher
than those of Test 3, and are consistent with one another. However, the 
frequency of the calculated results is higher than that of the measured 
results. 

Although time did not permit an in-depth analysis to find a reason for the 
differences in the vertical accelerations of the cask obtained for the 
cask-rail car systems used in Tests 3 and 16, it should be pointed out again 
that one of the three primary differences between the cask-rail car systems 
used in these tests is the parameter 10CR' the horizontal distance between 
the vertical centerlines of the cask and rail car. In Test 3, the cg of the 
cask was located 49.0 in. forward of the cg of the rail car whereas, in 
Test 16, the cg of the cask was located 18.25 in. aft of the cg of the rail 
car (see Figures 81 and 84). It is not certain what effect this has on the 
vertical accelerations; however, the results of the parametric and sensi
tivity analysis show that both the maximum absolute relative vertical accel
eration of an equivalent single-degree-of-freedom model of the cask-rail car 
system of Test 3 and the maximum vertical acceleration of its support are 
highly sensitive to 10CR (see Table 17 and Figures 125 and 128). 

It was stated earlier that when Equations (230) through (235) and the 
arbitrary factors MkS1F and MkS4F were used, without change, to deter
mine the stiffness coefficients kSl and kS4 for the cask-rail car systems 
used in Tests 13 and 18, improvements in the comparisons of the calculated 
and measured results for these tests were also realized. For these tests, 
time did not permit further analysis beyond this stage; consequently, com
parisons of measured and calculated values of response variables for these 
tests are presented, as developed, in Figures 94 through 104. Figures 94 
through 104 show that, even though no further work was done, the calculated 
and measured results for these tests are in reasonable agreement. 
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5.0 PARAMETRIC AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

A parametric and sensitivity analysis was conducted to identify those param
eters that significantly affect the normal shock and vibration environment 
and the response of the cask-rail car system. Frequency response spectra 
were generated for the horizontal, vertical and rotational accelerations of 
a radioactive material shipping package (cask) relative to the accelerations 
of its support (rail car). Generation of the response spectra was coupled 
to a parametric and sensitivity analysis to assess the effects on the 
response spectra (and on selected response variables) of varying certain 
selected parameters. 

Parameters are usually varied to study the effect on one or more response 
variables (RV) or figures of merit (FOM). This is termed a parametric analy
sis. Aparametric analysis is usually coupled to a sensitivity analysis. 
The objectives of a sensitivity analysis are to arrive at a measure of how 
sensitive the RVs or FOMs are to changes in the parameters, and to rank the 
parameters according to their influence on the RVs or FOMs. The determina
tion of the response spectra, an assessment of the changes in these spectra 
due to the variation of the parameters, and the identification of the most 
influential parameters constitutes a parametric and sensitivity analysis. 
Details of the sensitivity analysis and the ranking of parameters will be 
presented and discussed later. 

Equivalent single-degree-of-freedom (l-DOF) equations of motion (EOMs) were 
derived to generate the response spectra [see Section 1.2, CASK-RAIL CAR 
RESPONSE SPECTRUM GENERATOR (CARRS)]. These l-DOF EOMs have forcing func
tions on their right-hand sides that are equivalent to the motions of a sup
port (or shaker table in a testing facility). These support motions, and 
the l-DOF EOMs, are derived from the equations of motion used in the CARDS 
model. (See Sections 1.1 and 1.2.) . 

Parameters are varied in the CARDS model to produce IIsupportll accelerations 
as functions of time. These time-varying support motions are then used in 
the l-OOF EOMs of the CARRS model to generate the horizontal, vertical and 
rotational accelerations of the cask relative to the actual acceleration of 
the rail car. The actual rail car acceleration is not the same as the sup
port acceleration. Detailed derivations of the horizontal, vertical and 
rotational accelerations of the support, along with derivations of the l-DOF 
EOMs in terms of the corresponding relative accelerations, are presented in 
Section 1.2. 

Frequency response spectra were generated using the CARRS model (Section 1.2) 
and results obtained from the CARDS model (Section 1.1). Two sets of 
response spectra were generated. The first set, des i gnated as II pre 1imi naryll, 
was generated for five preliminary or exploratory cases. A second set of 
response spectra, designated as IIrequestedll, was generated for 23 cases (in 
addition to a base case) based on conditions and parameters specified or 
requested by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The five II pre liminary" 
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cases are defined in Table la, and the "requested" cases are defined in 
Tables 11 through 13. The procedure used to generate the response spectra,
using CARDS and CARRS, is described in Section 1.2. 

The cask-rail car system simulated by CARDS for the parametric and sensi
tivity analysis was the Test 3 configuration shown in Figures 1 and 81. 

The preliminary cases defined in Table 10 differ due to only three of the 
conditions listed. The only difference between Cases 1 and 2 is due to the 
condition of the rear tiedowns. Case 1 represents the actual condition of 
the rear tiedowns in Test 3 of the coupling tests conducted at SRL. It was 
stated earlier in Section 4.5.1 that ENSCO, Inc. had completed a study to 
provide parameter data on the railway equipment used in the coupling tests 
conducted at SRL. These data were used to establish the base case for the 
simulation of Test 3 using the CARDS model. After experiencing difficulty 
in matching the vertical acceleration of the cask at the far end (as deter
mined using the CARDS model) with that measured during the test, high speed 
films of Test 3 were examined for some indication of the reason for the mis
match. The films showed that water (rain water collected during a rain storm 
the previous night) was ejected from the collar around the cask at the far 
end. It was also recalled that a rubber bushing or liner had been installed 
between the cask and the collar. These conditions indicated a possible loose 
fit between the cask and the collar. Because this cask and collar combina
tion is part of the tiedown system at the far end, it was concluded that the 
mismatch of results was due to looseness in the rear tiedowns. This was 
confirmed by integrating the cask acceleration recorded during the test twice 
with respect to time to get cask displacement, and then comparing this dis
placement to the calculated displacement (see Figures 60 and 68). It was 
found that the calculated displacement matched the "integrated-measured" 
displacement reasonably well only by assuming an initial "free" or loose 
rear tiedown, followed by contact with a rubber bushing, and finally followed 
by "so lid" contact with rubber compressed against the collar. 

Case	 2 in Table 10 re resents a condition where neither slack nor a rubber 
ushlng eXlsts ln the rear tledowns, l.e., t e rear tledowns are as tlrht as 

the front tiedowns. This case is, in effect, the base case for Cases ,3, 
4 and 5. Case 2 represents a set of conditions including: 

1)	 No looseness in the vertical component of the rear (or front) 
tiedowns 

2)	 The cask centerline is positioned 4 ft forward of the rail car 
centerline 

3)	 The time-varying coupler force is that measured during the SRL 
tests 

4)	 D?mping in the equations of motion in the CARDS model includes both 
V1SCOUS (structural) damping and damping due to friction opposing 
the horizontal motion of the cask relative to the rail car 
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5)	 Damping in the l-DOF EOMs in the CARRS model is the same as \ 
of Condition (4) above. 

Case 3 differs from Case 2 due to a change in Condition 5) above, i.e., 
there is no damping of any kind in the l-DOF EOMs in CARRS. The only dif
ference between Case 4 and Case 2 is also due to a change in Condition 5), 
however, in Case 4, there is viscous (structural) damping only. Finally, 
Case 5 differs from Case 2 due to Condition 2), i.e., the cask is centered 
fore and aft on the rail car rather than being shifted 4 ft forward of this 
position, as in the SRL tests. 

Results for the "preliminary" cases are presented in the form of "support" 
accelerations as functions of time, and maximum absolute relative (MAR)
accelerations as functions of frequency.- The MAR accelerations are the 
response spectra. 

The support accelerations [defined by Equations (203), (206), and (216)J for 
the preliminary cases defined in Table 10, calculated by CARDS, are presented 
in Figures 105, 106 and 107. Figure 105 is a plot of the horizontal accel
eration of the support for the equivalent l-DOF system, as a function of 
time, for Cases 2, 3 and 4. Figures 106 and 107 are the corresponding plots 
for the vertical and rotational accelerations of the support, respectively. 
The support accelerations for Cases 1 and 5 are different than those shown 
in Figures 105, 106 and 107 because the differences in Conditions (1) and (2)
in Table 10 required separate CARDS simulations, which produced different 
results. The support accelerations of Figures 105, 106 and 107 are presented 
as typical examples of the RHS forcing functions used in the l-DOF EOMs in 
CARRS. 

The response spectra generated by the CARRS model, for the "preliminary" 
cases defined in Table 10, are presented in Figures 108, 109 and 110. 
Figure 108 consists of plots of the maximum absolute relative (MAR) hori 
zontal acceleration of the equivalent l-DOF system as a function of frequency 
[see Equation (161)J. Figures 109 and 110 are the corresponding frequency 
plots of the maximum absolute relative vertical and rotational accelerations, 
respectively. In Figure 108, Cases 3 and 5 produce almost identical plots 
with the highest accelerations over the range of frequencies considered. 
These plots have a common maximum value of the maximum (maximax) absolute 
relative horizontal acceleration of about 8500 in./s2 at a frequency of 
250 rad/s. The significance of the identical plots produced by Cases 3 and 
5 is that the only difference between these cases is the positioning of the 
cask on the rail car (see Table 10). Case 3 has the cask centerline posi
tioned 4 ft forward of the rail car centerline, while Case 5 has the cask 
centered fore and aft. The conclusion may be drawn that this difference in 
the location of the cask on the rail car has little effect on the maximum 
absolute relative horizontal acceleration over the range of frequencies con
sidered. However, the location of the cask on the rail car has a great 
effect on the maximum absolute relative vertical acceleration, as shown in 
Figure 109. A maximax absolute relative vertical acceleration of about 
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~~, at a frequency of 50 rad/s, is obtained for Case 3, while the 
~m (not maximax) absolute relative vertical acceleration obtained for 
5 is less than 100 in./s2 over the entire frequency range. It should 

~ointed out here that these accelerations are the relative vertical 
.celerations of the cg of the cask relative to the cg of the rail car . 

.here are higher relative vertical accelerations at other locations on the 
cask. Results from the CARDS model show that, for the centered cask case 
(Case 5), the absolute relative vertical accelerations of the cask at the 
tiedown attachment points are ~280 in./s2, while the corresponding absolute 
relative vertical acceleration at the cg is ~62 in./s~. The absolute 
relative vertical accelerations at the tiedown attachment points are almost 
5 tlmes greater than the correspondlng accelerations at the cg. 

The plots for Cases 1 and 2 in Figure 108 are close together, which indi
cates that looseness in the vertical component of the rear tiedowns has 
little effect on the maximum absolute relative horizontal acceleration. In 
contrast, the plots for Cases 1 and 2 in Figure 109 are widely separated, 
indicating that this looseness in the rear tiedowns produces significantly 
higher values of the maximum absolute relative vertical acceleration at all 
fre~uencies. Vertical looseness in the rear tiedowns also produces substan
tia ly greater maXlmum absolute relative (MAR) rotational accelerations, as 
shown in Figure 110. Figure 110 shows widely separated plots for Cases 1 
and 2, with Case 1 having the higher accelerations over the range of 
frequencies considered. 

The effect of frictional damping opposing the horizontal motion of the cask 
relative to the rail car is illustrated by the plots for Cases 2 and 4 in 
Figures 108, 109 and 110. In Figure 108, separation of the plots for 
Cases 2 and 4 shows that frictional damping decreases the MAR horizontal 
acceleration over most of the frequency range. The lower plot in Figure 108 
consists of the results for Case 2, the case where frictional damping is 
present along with viscous (structural) damping. The results of Case 4 are 
presented as the upper plot in Figure 108. This case has viscous damping 
but no frictional damping. Frictional damping has little effect on the MAR 
vertical acceleration and on the MAR rotatlonal acceleratlon, as lndlcated 
by the superposition of points on the plots for Cases 2 and 4 in Figures 109 
and 110, respectively. 

The 23 cases IIrequestedli are defined in Tables 11, 12 and 13. These cases 
are defined in terms of the requested conditions in Table 11, and in terms 
of the requested parameters in Tables 12 and 13. The parameters used in the 
definitions of Tables 12 and 13 are defined in NOMENCLATURE OF TERMS, Appen
dix I. Some of these parameters are also shown in Figure 2, 3 and 4. It 
should be noted that, among the conditions specified in Table 11, the coupler 
force used for all the cases was that measured during Test 3 of the humping 
tests. 

Table 11 shows that the conditions are the same for all the IIrequestedli 
cases and that, except for one condition, the cases would be the same as 
IIpreliminaryli Case 4. The requested cases do not include frictional damping 
opposing the horizontal motion of the cask relative to the rail car in the 
EOMs in the CARDS model. 
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The requested parameters were divided into two groups. The first group con
sists of five parameters designated as II pure ll parameters. The second group 
contains eight parameters designated as IIcomposite" parameters. The group 
of pure parameters includes individual parameters, but has been extended to 
include sets of parameters that are closely related. The two sets included 
in this group are {k x}' a set of stiffness coefficients consisting of those 
for the horizontal components of the rear and front tiedowns and {ky}, a set 
of stiffness coefficients consisting of those for the vertical components of 
the rear and front tiedowns. Composite parameters consist of unrelated 
parameters, or related parameters that are varied by differing amounts. For 
example, the composite parameter CPl defined in Table 13 consists of the 
stiffness coefficients of both the horizontal and vertical components of the 
tiedowns. The stiffness coeTTicients of these components are considered to 
be unrelated because of their differences in orientation. Pure parameters 
ana definitions of their cases are presented in Table 12. Composite para
meters and definitions of their cases are presented in Table 13. 

The definitions of the cases are expanded in Table 14 in terms of the numeri
cal values of the parameters. It should be noted that there are high and 
low values of the stiffness coefficients of the horizontal components of the 
tiedowns. The low value represents the stiffness coefficient of a tiedown 
consisting of such devices as cables, chains, bolts, etc, which provide
constraint while the cask and frame combination is free to move between 
chocks. The high value represents the stiffness coefficient of a chock. 
The actual stiffness coefficient used when the chock is encountered is a 
combination of these two values. 

The results for the IIrequestedll have been presented in the form of IIsupportll 
accelerations as functions of time, and MAR accelerations as functions of 
frequency. In addition, the forces in the horizontal and vertical components 
of the tiedowns at both the struck and far ends have been presented as func
tions of time. The horizontal, vertical and rotational accelerations of the 
IIsupportll were presented as functions of time (for the base case and Cases 
1, 2, C, D, and 3 through 8) in Figures 2 through 16 in Reference 23, and 
(for the base case and Cases 9 through 21) in Figures 2 through 19 in Ref
erence 24. The forces in the tiedowns, for Cases 1, 2, C, D, and 3 through 
21, were presented as functions of time in Figures 20 through 63 in Refer
ence 24. The MAR accelerations were presented as functions of frequency 
(for the base case and Cases 1, 2, C, D, and 3 through 8) in Figures 17 
through 31 in 'Reference 23, and (for the base case and Cases 9 through 21)
in Figures 64 through 81 in Reference 24. Only those plots for the base 
case and Cases 7 and 8 are rresented here as examples. The bulk of the 
results will be summarizedater in some special tables and figures. 

The support accelerations (for the base case and Cases 7 and 8), as functions 
of time, are presented in Figures 111, 112 and 113, and the corresponding 
tiedown forces are presented in Figures 114 through 117. The corresponding 
MAR accelerations as functions of frequency (the response spectra) are shown 
in Figures 118, 119 and 120. 
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In Reference 23, plots of the MAR horizontal accelerations as functions of 
frequency are presented in Figures 17, 20, 23, 26 and 29. Corresponding 
plots of the MAR vertical accelerations are presented in Figures 18, 21, 24, 
27 and 30, and the corresponding MAR rotational accelerations are presented 
in Figures 19, 22, 25, 28, and 31. 

Figure 20 in Reference 23 is almost identical to Figure 26 of the same 
reference, which indicates that Cases C and D produce MAR horizontal accel
erations nearly equal to those produced by Cases 5 and 6. Tables 12, 13 and 
14 show that, in Cases C and D, the stiffness coefficients of both the hori
zontal and vertical components of the tiedowns were varied and that, in 
Cases 5 and 6, only the stiffness coefficients of the horizontal components 
were varied. This indicates that the stiffness coefficients of the vertical 
components have little, if any, effect on the MAR horizontal acceleration. 
In Figure 29 of Reference 23, the plots for the base case and Cases 7 and 8 
are very close together. Tables 13 and 14 show that the only parameters 
varied in Cases 7 and 8 were the stiffness coefficients of the vertical 
components of the tiedowns. Therefore, this confirms the previous conclu
sion that these coefficients have little effect on the MAR horizontal 
accelerations. 

Figures 21 and 30 in Reference 23, although far from identical, are similar. 
These figures contain plots of the MAR vertical acceleration vs frequency 
for the base case and Cases C and D, and Cases 7 and 8, respectively. The 
similarity of these plots is an indication that a similarity exists between 
Cases C and D and Cases 7 and 8. Tables 12, 13 and 14 show that, in Cases C 
and D, the stiffness coefficients of both the horizontal and vertical compo
nents of the tiedowns were varied and that, in Cases 7 and 8, only the 
stiffness coefficients of the vertical components of the tiedowns were 
varied. It may be concluded from this that the MAR vertical acceleration is 
moderately affected by the stiffness coefficients of the horizontal compo
nents of the tiedowns. 

Figure 28 in Reference 23 contains plots of the MAR rotational acceleration 
for the base case and Cases 5 and 6. These plots, although not identical, 
are close together compared to those in Figures 19, 22, 25 and 31 in the same 
reference. Recalling that, in Cases 5 and 6, only the stiffness coefficients 
of the horizpntal components of the tiedowns were varied, this indicates that 
these coefficients only moderately affect the MAR rotational acceleration. 
This may be confirmed by comparing Figures 22 (Cases C and D) and 31 (Cases
7 and 8) of Reference 23. This comparison suggests that Cases C and D 
produce nearly the same results as those obtained from Cases 7 and 8. The 
only parameters that are not common to these two sets of cases are the 
stiffness coefficients of the vertical components of the tiedowns. 

A crossover or change of position of the plots, over the range of frequencies 
considered, is evident in Figures 17, 20, 23, 26, 27 and 28 in Reference 23. 
This change of position also occurs over a very short frequency span at the 
high frequency range in Figure 21 (Reference 23). As an example of how the 
plots change position, consider Figure 23 (Reference 23). In this figure, 
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over the range of frequencies from 2 rad/s to ~100 rad/s, Case 3 is repre
sented by the lower plot and Case 4 by the upper plot. Between 100 rad/s 
and 130 rad/s, the plot representing the base case becomes the upper plot, 
and the Case 4 plot becomes the middle plot. Over the frequency range 
between 130 rad/s and 260 rad/s, the Case 3 plot becomes the upper plot, the 
Case 4 plot becomes the lower plot, and the base case plot occupies the 
middle position again. It is not clear at this time whether this changing 
of position is due to the frequency used in the l-DOF EOMs in CARRS or 
whether it is due to the variation in the support accelerations produced by 
CARDS for the various cases. 

The MAR acceleration plots in References 23 and 24 are the acceleration 
response spectra for paired cases compared to the base case. These spectra 
are concentrated on three plots (presented in this report as Figures 121, 
122 and 123), one for each of the three MAR accelerations, to show how the 
various spectra lie with respect to a band bounded by ±50% values of the 
base case spectra. The horizontal spectra are well behaved, that is, all of 
the spectra lie within the band; however, the vertical and rotational spectra 
do not conform as well. Seven cases fall outside the band for the vertical 
spectra, and ten cases fall outside the band for the rotational spectra. 
These cases, and the parameters they represent, are: 

Vertical Spectra Rotational Spectra 
Case Parameter Case Parameter 

C CPl C CPl 

7 {ky} D CPl 

8 {ky} 3 CP2 

11 i OCR 4 CP2 

13 CP6 7 {ky} 
18 i OCR 10 CP4 
19 i OCR 11 i OCR 

13 CP6 

20 CP8 

21 CP8 

These cases and their parameters are defined in Tables 12 and 13. It should 
be noted that, for the vertical spectra, the "pure" parameters {ky}, 
iOCR, ipR and ipF seem to be dominant since CPl consists of {k } and the 
less dominant {k x} while CP6 consists of iPR and ipF for a cas~ centered on 
the rail car. The same "pure" parameters appear to be dominant for the 
rotational spectra. The additional parameters affecting~ the rotational 
spectra are CP2, which consists of {k y} and the less dominant {k x} and Wp, 
CP4 which consists of the elements of {k y } varied individually, and CP8 which 
consists of {ky}, {k x}' Wp~ and the stiffness coefficients of the horizontal 
and vertical components of-the springs between the rail car and its trucks. 
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In the last five paragraphs, an attempt was made to interpret the differences 
evident in the response spectra of Figures 17 through 31 (in Reference 23) 
in terms of the parameters varied. A better picture of the effects due to 
variation of the parameters was obtained for these and subsequent simulations 
from a sensitivity analysis. As stated earlier, parameters are usually 
varied to study the effects on one or more response variables (RV) or figures 
of merit (i.e., a parametric analysis). It was also stated that a parametric 
analysis is usually coupled to a sensitivity analysis. The objectives of a 
sensitivity analysis are to arrive at a measure of how sensitive the RVs are 
to changes in the parameters, and to rank the parameters according to their 
influence on the RVs. 

A sensitivity analysis was used to determine the sensitivities of selected 
RVs to parameter variations. Results of this sensitivity analysis are pre
sented in Tables 15 through 19 of this report, in Figures 32 through 41 in 
Reference 23, and in Figures 85 through 111 in Reference 24. For this 
sensitivity analysis, three sets of RVs were chosen: 

1) The peak (or maximum) absolute values of the support accelerations .. .. .. 

determined by the CARDS model, i.e., IXslmax' IYslmax and leslmax 

2) The maximum values of the maximum absolute relative accelerations 
(or "maximax" absolu~e relati~e accelerations)* determined by the 

CARRS model, i.e., IXdl ,IYdl and Ilid Imax max max 

3)	 The peak or maximum values of the forces in the horizontal compo
nents of the tiedowns (DUS1~ax and DUS4m x) and in the vertical 
components of the tiedowns lDUSJmax and BusJmax), as determined by
the CARDS mode 1. 

Absolute peak support accelerations were selected as RVs for the sensitivity 
analysis because the support accelerations are the only output variables 
trOduced by the CARDS model that are used in the CARRS model. They are, in 
act, essential variables because they are the forcing functions on the RHSs 

of the l-DOF EOMs of the CARRS model [see Equations (145), (161) and (212) 
in Section 1.2J. The effects of changes in the parameters used in CARDS are 
propagated through the support accelerations to the l-DOF EOMs in CARRS. The 
maximax absolute relative accelerations were selected as RVs because they 

*The response spectra of Figures 17 through 81 in Reference 23 and Fig
ures 64 through 81 in Reference 24 are obtained by plotting the maximum 
absolute values of the relative accelerations obtained from CARRS runs for 
each of the frequencies shown. The maximax absolute relative accelerations 
are the maximum values of the maximum absolute relative accelerations 
plotted in Figures 17 through 31 (Reference 23) and Figures 64 through 81 
(Reference 24). 
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represent the ultimate FOMs of the study, i.e., the response spectra of the 
cask-rail car system (represented as an equivalent l-DOF system in CARRS) 
resting upon a support with accelerations (motions) determined by CARDS. The 
maximum forces in the tiedown components were selected as RVs because they 
represent the loads imposed on the tiedowns due to the parameter changes. 

The sensitivity of a RV to changes in the parameters may be defined in a 
number of ways. In this study, the sensitivity is expressed as the con
tribution of each parameter to the total change in a RV, i.e., 

tI(RV) = [a (RV)] tI P + [a (RV)] tiP + • •• + [a(RV)] (236)aPaP 1 aP 2l 2 n 

where: 
tllRV) = Total change in the RV 

tlPn = Variation or change of the n-th parameter about its base 
case value 

Terms in brackets = Influence coefficients (partial derivatives) 

Influence coefficients are defined as the rate of change of a RV with respect 
to a parameter, say Pl' obtained by varying Pl about its base case value 
while holding all other parameters at their base case values, i.e., 

Coefficient of InflUenCe] [a(RV)] (237)of Parameter Pl on = aP 
[ lResponse Variable RV P2, P3, ... , Pn 

The sensitivity of the RV to the parameter P~ 

Sensitivity of RV] = [a(RV)] tiP (238 )[ to Parameter P ~ n n n 

Normally, the variations in Equation (236) are taken to be very small; how
ever, in studies of this type, extreme latitude is justified if the RV vs P 
plots are well-behaved and if piece-wise linear approximations are used. 

In Figures 32 through 41 of Reference 23, Figures 95 through 111 in Refer
ence 24, and in the example plots of Figures 134 through 136 in this report, 
the slope of a plot is an indication of the magnitude of the influence of the 
parameter ratio on the RV, and of the sensitivity of the RV to the parameter 
ratio. The greater the slope, the greater the influence of the parameter 
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and the greater the sensitivity. The plots in these figures are graphical 
representations of Table 15 since the values of the response variables 
plotted are those shown for the base case and the various cases defined in 
Tables 12, 13 and 14. The effects of the parameters on the RVs, expressed 
as influence coefficients and as the contribution of each parameter to the 
total change (sensitivity) in a RV, were determined using the results from 
Table 15 and the figures in References 23 and 24. In this study, influence 
coefficients were obtained by using a weighted average of the slopes of the 
straight line segments of plots equivalent to the appropriate figures in 
References 23 and 24 (and the example Figures 134 through 136). As an 
example, consider the coefficient of influence of the cask weight, W, on 
the absolute peak horizontal acceJ~ration of the support, IXsl max • ~he slope 
of the first line segment of an IXslmax plot equivalent to that in Figure 32 
of Reference 23, but in terms of the cask weight rather than the ratio, is 

Slope Seg 1 (239) 

4189 - 4663=----,,-------.- 
(8 x 104) - (4 x 104) 

= -0.01185 in./[lb(force)·s2] 

The slope of the second line segment is 

Slope Seg (240) 
, {kS2 ' kS3} , etc. 

= __.::-38=--4:...,:3-;:---_4:....:1.;::;..8=--9__"...
(1.6 x 105) - (8 x 104)
 

= -0.004325 in./[lb(force)·s2]
 

The approximate total influence coefficient for the combined line segments 
is taken to be the weighted average slope (WAS) 
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(241) 

(242) 

4 4= (-0.01185)(4 x 10 ) + (-0.004325)(8 x 10 ) 
(4 x 104) + (8 x 104) 

= -0.006833 in./[lb(force)-s2] 

This same procedure was used to obtain the influence coefficients for the 
influence of the various parameters on the remaining absolute peak support 
accelerations, and on the maximax absolute relative accelerations. The 
influence coefficients obtained are presented in Table 18. 

Table 15 is a summary of the results of the parametric and sensitivity 
analysis in terms of the values of the selected RVs at the base case and at 
the other 23 cases considered. This table shows the differences between the 
values of the RVs at the base case and the values of the RVs at the other 
cases. These differences are also presented as a percent difference from 
the ~ase case (%OFB). - 

The parameters are ranked according to how sensitive the response variables 
are to the parameter changes. In Table 16, the parameters are ranked by 
sensitivity expressed as the absolute value of the percent difference from 
the base case, I%DFBI, obtained from Table 15. These rankings are graphi
cally portrayed in bar charts, one for each of the response variables, in 
Figures 124 through 133. 

The results presented in Tables 15 and 16, and in Figures 124 through 133, 
are expressed in terms of "sensitivity ranges" in Table 17. In this table, 
the dividing point between "sensitive" and "insensitive" was arbitrarily 
selected as 40%DFB. The entire sensitivity range is divided into the 
following five subranges: 
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I%DFBI 

80 - 100 Up 

60 - 80 

40 - 60 

Ranges 

Sens it i ve 1) 

2) 

3) 

Subranges 

Response Variable (RV) 
Highly Sensitive 

RV Sensitive 

RV Moderately Sens it i ve 

20 

0 

- 40 

- 20 

Insensitive 4) 

5) 

RV Moderately Insensitive 

RV Insensitive 

Table 17 shows that, when this sensitivity scale is applied, the horizontal 
accelerations IXsl max an~. IXdlmax fa).l into the insensitive range, while the 
vertical accelerations IYsl max and IYdlmax and the rotational accelerations 
le'sl max and led IIII ax extend into the IIhighly sensitive ll subrange. The tiedown 
forces extend no higher than the "moderately sensitive ll subrange. The 
vertical accelerations are sensitive to the parameters {k y}, iOCR, CPl 
and CP6. The rotational accelerations are sensitive to the parameters {ky}, 
CP1, CP2, CP8, iOCR, CP6, CP4 and CP3. Seven of these parameters and thelr 
cases are the same as those identified with the response spectra that fell 
outside the +50% band on the response spectra plots of Figures 121, 122 and 
123. They have been discussed earlier. It should be noted from Table 17 
that 16 s lmax is also moderately sensitive to Wp' The tiedown forces are 
moderately sensitive to the parameters CP2 and CP8. The vertical tiedown 
forces are also moderately sensitive to the vertical distance Zp' 

In Table H:l, the "pure" parameters are ranked by influence coefficient and 
by sensitivity expressed as the contribution of each parameter to the total 
change in the response variable. Table 18 shows that, for all the response 
variables except the vertical accelerations, the most influential II pure ll 
parameter is the vertical distance Zp' The parameter that has the most 
influence on the vertical accelerations is iOCR, the horizontal distance 
between the cgs of the cask and rai 1 car. It should be noted that, for the 
vertical accelerations, iOCR is divided into two parameters, iOCR(FE) when 
the cg of the cask is located on the far end side of the rail car cg, and 
iOCR(SE) when the cg of the cask is located on the struck end side of the 
rail car cg. This was necessary since the slopes (rates of change of the 
vertical accelerations with respect to the iOCR) were nearly equal and oppo
site in sign. Influence coefficients derived from weighted averages of these 
slopes would not have reflected the true influence of iOCR' Table 18 also 
shows that the II pure " parameter that contributes the most to the total 
changes in the horizontal accelerations (i.e., the sensitivities) is Wp, the 
package weight. This table also reveals that the parameter which most 
affects the total changes in the vertical accelerations is iOCR, and the 
parameter causing the greatest changes in the rotational accelerations is 
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{ky}. The parameters that most affect the total changes in the tiedown 
forces DUSl max ' DUS4max ' DUS2max and DUS3max are Wp' {kx}' Zp and Zp'
respectively. It should be remembered that the ranges of the parameters used 
to arrive at the sensitivities were specified at the outset in the definition 
of the cases. More meaningful values of the sensitivities are obtained if 
these ranges represent the uncertainties in the parameters. 

Nine of the thirteen parameters (both "pure" and "composite") varied were 
varied about the base case by applying a multiplying factor to the base case 
values. This multiplying factor is expressed in terms of a parameter ratio, 
" the ratio of the parameter value to the base case parameter value. 
Treating these parameter ratios as parameters, influence coefficients and 
sensitivities were obtained. These parameter ratio-based influence coeffi
cients and sensitivities are presented in Table 19. The sensitivities of 
each of the response variables to changes in the parameter ratios are illu
strated in Figures 32 through 41 in Reference 23 and in Figures 95 through 
111 in Reference 24. Only the plots for the base case and Cases 7 and 8 
(Figures 34 and 39 in Reference 23, and Figure 107 in Reference 24) are 
presented in this report as examples. The sensitivities of the absolute 
peak support accelerations to changes in the pure parameter {ky} (Figure 34 
in Reference 23) are presented in Figure 134. The sensitivities of the 
maximax absolute relative accelerations to changes in {k } (Figure 39 in 
Reference 23) are shown in Figure 135, and the sensitivities of the absolute 
tiedown forces to changes in {ky} (Figure 107 in Reference 24) are shown in 
Figure 136. Four of the "composite" parameters could not be expressed in 
terms of parameter ratios. These parameters are CP3, CP4, CP5 and CP6, which 
correspond to Cases 9, 10, 12, and 13, respectively. Consequently, these 
cases are not included in Table 19, in Figures 32 through 41 in Reference 23, 
and in Figures 95 through 111 in Reference 24. The results in Table 19 may 
be condensed as follows: 

Most Influential Parameter Ratio to 
Response
Variable 

Parameter 
(Parameter Ratio) 

Which Response Variable 
Is Most Sensitive 

IXslmax if>(CP8) if>(CP8) 

IYs.lmax ,({ky}) ,[.tOCR(SE)] 

16s lmax ,(CP2) ,(CP2) 

IXd Imax ,(Wp) if> (W p) 

IYdlmax if> ( {k y}) ,[ .tOCR( SE) ] 

16dlmax if>(CP2) if>(CP2) 

The sensitivities presented here are consistent with those presented in 
Table 17. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

On the basis of the good agreement obtained between the measured and calcu
lated results for Tests 3, 10, 11, 13, 16 and 18, it is concluded that the 
CARDS model has been validated and, therefore, is an acceptable tool for the 
prediction of the dynamic response of a Cask-~ail Car System (CRS) impacting 
a stationary train of anvil cars at speeas up to 11 mpn. 

A CRS is a complex system. It is conceivable that supposedly identical 
CRSs may not behave the same, depending on how its subsystems and component 
parts are fastened to one another, on the fabrication or assembly tolerances 
permitted, etc. Perhaps a CRS that is thought to be well-defined might con
tain "surprises" that may cause the CRS to respond in a manner drastically
different from the predicted response. When results obtained from CARDS were 
compared with the measured results from coupling Tests 3, 13, 16 and 18, 
some, up to that time, unsuspected situations were brought to light that 
significantly affected the agreement between the measured and calculated 
results. In Test 3, good agreement between the two sets of vertical accel
erations of the cask at the far end was obtained only after allowance was 
made for previously unsuspected slack in the vertical tiedown structure (the 
cradle collar portion) at the far end. The same cask-cradle combination was 
used in Tests 13, 16 and 18; so this allowance was also used for these tests 
with good results. Also, in Tests 13, 16 and 18, the simulations were ini
tially guided by comparisons of measured and calculated values of the hori
zontal force of interaction for Test 16. Differences between the measured 
and calculated values of this force for Test 16 were attributed to hori
zontal slippage between the cask and the rail car that resulted in an energy
loss to the system. In these three tests, cable tiedowns were used instead 
of bolted tiedowns. It was assumed that when the chocking effect due to 
vertically oriented bolts was no longer present, some horizontal slippage 
occurred. When this energy loss or "slippage" was accounted for in the 
model by modifying the stiffnesses of the horizontal components of the cable 
tiedowns, good agreement between the measured and calculated values of the 
horizontal interaction force and four other response variables was realized. 
When these modifications were applied, without change, to the simulation of 
the cask-rail car systems used in Test 13 and 18, substantial reductions 
were realized in the differences between the measured and calculated values 
of the five 'response variables compared. 

It is reconmended that simulation models such as CARDS, that have been 
validated against experimental data, be used to establish standards for the 
preparation of a CRS before shipment. 
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A P PEN D I X I 

NOMENCLATURE OF TERMS 

1-1
 





I3RAKEF, BRAKER 

BRKIRC, BRKF2, 
I3RKF3, BRKF4 

CSl through CS8 

de p
DTHP, --at' ep 

de RC
DTHRC, crt' eRC 

lJUSCAR 

DUSLF 

DUSX4 

DUSl through DUS8 

DWCRF 

DWP1, DWP4 

DWSl through DWS8 

NOMENCLATURE OF TERMS 

=	 Brake switches applied to the front and rear rail 
car trucks, respectively. When switches are set 
at 1.0, the brakes at the trucks are on and locked; 
when they are set at 0, the brakes are off. 

=	 Brake switches for anvil cars 1 through 4, 
respectively. Brakes are on and locked when set 
at 1.0 and off when set at O. 

=	 Damping coefficients for viscous dampers repre
senting structural damping at springs Sl through S8 
in Figures 2 and 3 [lb(force)·s/in. 

=	 Angular velocity of package or cask about an axis 
through its cg (rad/s) 

=	 Angular velocity of rail car about an axis through 
its cg (rad/s) 

=	 Coupler force calculated by CARDS model 
[lb(force)] 

=	 Horizontal interaction force [lb(force)] 

=	 Coupler force obtained from experimental measure
ments [lb(force)] 

=	 Forces acting on springs Sl throu9 h S8, 
respectively (see Figures 1 and 3) [lb(force)] 

=	 Frictional force opposing vertical motion of 
coupler faces between hammer car (cask-rail car) 
and first car in anvil train [lb(force)] 

=	 Frictional forces opposing horizontal motion of 
cask on rail car at rear and front attachment 
points, respectively [lb(force)] 

=	 Viscous damping forces representing structural 
damping associated with springs Sl through S8' 
respectively [lb(force)] 

=	 Velocity of the cg of empty anvil car (Lie) 
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dX 
OXCRC - CRC X

'	 --crr-' CRC 

dX RC
OXRC, "Cit, XRC 

dX 
DXRPRC _ RPRC , at 

OXT,DXTX, 
dXT dXrx 

XXl'Cit' """""Crt' TX 

dXTA
DXTA, crt' XTA 

dY 
CPL

'YCPLDYCPL, dt 

=	 Velocity of cg of the empty hammer car (Lie) 

=	 Relative horizontal velocity of l-DOF representa
tion of package-rail car system (in./s) 

=	 Horizontal velocity of cg of anvil car and its 
cargo (Lie) 

=	 Adjustment factor or relative velocity to regu
late the relative velocity XT (in./s) 

=	 Horizontal velocity of cg of cask or package 
(in./s) 

=	 Horizontal velocity of the cg of hammer car and 
its cargo (Lie or in./s) 

=	 Relative velocity of cask-rail car combination 
(in./s) 

=	 Calculated and experimental total relative 
velocities of displacement of the cgs of two 
rail cars, respectively (in./s) 

=	 Adjusted relative velocity of displacement or 
travel of the cg of two impacting rail cars 
(in./s) 

=	 Vertical velocity of coupler face on cask-rail 
car (in./s) (Coupler on anvil car is assumed to 
be stationary.) 

=	 Relative vertical velocity of equivalent l-DOF 
model of package-rail car system (in./s) 
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2
d eRC .. 

D2THRC, 2' eRC 
dt 

d2X .. 
D2XD, --2'

d 
Xddt 

2d X ..F
D2XF, --2' XFdt 

2d X ..RCD2XkC, L 
d t 2 ' "KC 

2d X ..
RC56D2XR56, X_
dt2 ' "1{C56 

2 ..d XRC78
02XR78, dt2 ' XRC78 

=	 Vertical velocity of cg of cask or package 
(in./s) 

=	 Vertical velocity of cask-rail car at its cg 
(in./s) 

=	 Angular acceleration of package or cask about an 

axis through its cg (rad/s 2) 

=	 Angular acceleration of rail car about an axis 

through its cg (rad/s 2) 

=	 Angular or rotational acceleration of support (1/e2) 

=	 Relative horizontal acceleration of l-DOF repre

sentation of package-rail car system (in./s 2) 

=	 Horizontal acceleration of cg of car(s) (mass MF) 

at front (struck end) of rail car (in./s 2) 

=	 Horizontal acceleration of cg of cask or package 
(M	 ) (in./s 2)

p 

= Horizontal acceleration of cg of cask-rail car 
2(M	 C) (i n•/ s )R

=	 Horizontal acceleration of cask-rail car at support 
point at rear truck (in./s2) 

=	 Horizontal acceleration of cask-rail car at 
support point at front truck (in./s 2) 
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2
D2XTR, 

d XTR
 
dt 2 '
 

2 
. d Yd" 

D2YD, -2-' Yddt 

d2y
P02YP, -2-' Ypdt 

2d ..Yp12D2YP12, Y
dt2' P12 

d .. 2Yp34D2YP34, Y
dt2' P34 

d2 ..YRC02YRC, ---2-' YRCdt 

2 ..d YRC12D2YR12, YRC12dt2 ' 

2 
d YRC34 .. 

D2YR34, YRC34dt2 ' 

d .. 2YRC56D2YR56, YRC56dt2 ' 

=	 Horizontal acceleration of support (L/e 2) 

=	 Horizontal accelerations of the cgs of rear (MrR) 

and front (MrF) rail car trucks, respectively 

(in./s2) 

=	 Relative vertical acceleration of equivalent l-DOF 
model of package-rail car system (in./s 2) 

=	 Vertical acceleration of cask or package at its 
cg (in./s2) 

=	 Vertical acceleration of cask or package at rear 
tiedown attachment point (in./s 2) 

=	 Vertical acceleration of cask or package at front 
tiedown attachment point (ir../s 2) 

=	 Vertical acceleration of cask-rail car at its cg 
(in./s 2) 

=	 Vertical acceleration of cask-rail car at rear 
tiedown attachment point (in./s 2) 

=	 Vertical acceleration of cask-rai 1 car at front 
tiedown attachment point (in./s 2) 

=	 Vertical acceleration of cask-rail car at support 
point at rear truck (in./s 2) 
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2
d YRC78 

D2YR78, 
dt2' 

d2y 
D2YS, -:I, Ysdt 

FCPL, FCPLX 

IF CPLI 

FYRF 

Ip 

IRC 

K 

kFDG 

kSCARS, kFF2, 
kF2F3, kF3F4 

kRCUG 

kSCARS, KSCARS 

KSDG1' KSDG2 

KSDG10, kSDG20 

.. 
Y
RC78 

=	 Vertical acceleration of cask-rail car at support 
point at front truck (in./s2) 

=	 Vertical acceleration of support (L/e 2) 

=	 Calculated and experimental coupler forces, 
respectively [lb(force)] 

=	 Absolute value of force applied to coupler faces, 
perpendicular to sliding surfaces [lb(force)] 

=	 Frictional force opposing movement of sliding 
coupler faces [lb(force)] 

=	 Mass moment of inertia of cask or package 
[lb(mass)-in. 2] or [lb(force)-in.-s 2] 

=	 Mass moment of inertia of rail car 
[lb(mass)-in. 2] or [lb(force)-in.-s 2] 

=	 Kinetic energy of system [lb(force)-in.] 

=	 Spring constant of single equivalent spring 
representing combined spring and fraction damper 
of draft gear on first anvil car [lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Spring constants of equivalent springs repre
senting draft gear combinations between cars 
[lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Spring constant of single equivalent spring 
representing combined spring and friction damper 
of draft gear on hammer car [lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Total equivalent sprin9 constant for combined 
draft gears of cask-rall car (hammer car) and 
first struck car (anvil car) [lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Spring constants of II so lid ll draft gears on hammer 
and anvil cars, respectively [lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Base spring constants corresponding to kSDGl 
and kSDG2' respectively [lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Stiffness of structure of car(s) (MF) at front 
of cask-rail car [lb(force)/in.] 
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kSRC 

kS 1, KS 1 

kS2, KS2 

k~5' KS5 

kSS' KS8 

=	 Stiffness of structure of cask-rail car (MRC) 
[lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Stiffness of horizontal component of rear tiedown 
between cask (Mp) and rail car (MRc)
[lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Stiffness of vertical component of rear tiedown 
between cask (~) and rail car (MRc)
[lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Stiffness of vertical component of front tiedown 
between cask (~) and rai 1 car (MRc)
[lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Stiffness of horizontal component of front tie
down between cask (Mp) and rail car (MRc)
[lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Stiffness of horizontal component of cask-rail 
car suspension at rear truck [lb(fcrce)/in.] 

=	 Spring constants for equivalent springs repre
senting vertical components of rear and front 
suspensions, respectively [lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Stiffness of horizontal component of cask-rail 
car suspension at front truck [lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Spring constant of single equivalent spring 
representing combined draft gears of hammer and 
anvil rail cars [lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Spring constant of spring in hammer car draft 
gear [lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Spring constant of spring in the anvil car draft 
gear [lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Spring constants of combined springs in vertical 
components of rear and front suspensions, 
respectively, in their "active" state 
[lb(force)/in.] 

=	 Spring constants of combined springs in vertical 
components of rear and front suspensions, 
respectively, in their "solid" state, i.e., 
after they have bottomed out [lb(force)/in.] 
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R.CPL, LCPL 

10CR' LOCR 

R.pF, LPF 

MF, MF2, 
MF3, MF4 

MkS 1, M.<S4 

MkS IF, MkS4F 

MLF 

MLRC 

Mp, MP 

MRC, MI{C 

~CCG 

MTF 

=	 Horizontal distance from vertical centerline of 
cask-rail car to front tiedown attachment point 
( in. ) 

=	 Horizontal distance from vertical centerline of 
cask-rail car to coupler face (in.) 

=	 Horizontal distance from vertical centerline of 
cask-rail car to rear tiedown attachment point 
( in. ) 

=	 Horizontal distance between vertical centerlines 
of cask and cask-rail car (in.) 

=	 Horizontal distance from vertical centerline of 
cask to front tiedown attachment point (in.) 

=	 Horizontal distance from vertical centerline of 
cask to rear tiedown attachment point (in.) 

=	 Horizontal distance from vertical centerline of 
cask-rail car to a suspension point at a truck 
(in.) (2*LRC = distance between suspension 
points) 

=	 Masses of anvil cars 1 through 4, 
respectively, [lb(force)-s2/in. 2] 

=	 Energy dissipation factors for kSl and kS4, 
respectively 

=	 Arbitrary factors currently set at 0.5 

=	 Mass of lading or cargo on anvil car (M) 

=	 Mass of lading or cargo on hammer car (M) 

=	 Mass of the cask or package [lb(force)-s2/in.] 

= Mass of the cask-rail car [lb(force)-s2/in.] 

=	 Moment about cg of cask-rail car [lb(force)-in.] 

=	 Total mass of anvil car and its cargo (M) 

=	 Mass of front truck on cask-rail car 
[lb(force)-s2/in.] 
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MrR, MTR 

n 

NCARSF 

q.,
 

RCOR 

SCARS 

sgn(A) 

Sl, S1 

=	 Mass of rear truck on cask-rail car 
[lb(force)-s2/in.] 

=	 Total mass of hammer car and its cargo (M) 

=	 Number of observations or sampling points 

=	 Number of cars at front (struck end)
of cask-rail car 

=	 The i-th generalized coordinate 

=	 Time rate of change of i-th generalized 
coordinate 

=	 Cask-rail car override variable, with control 
function: 

RCOR =	 1.0, to override rail car
 
characterization function
 

RCOR =	 0, to activate rail car
 
characterization function
 

=	 Composite spring connecting the cgs of cask-rail 
car (MRc) and car(s) at front (struck end) of 
cask-car (Mf). (This spring is composed of 
springs representing the structures of MRC and 
MF, and is based on the assumption of rigid 
couplers.) 

=	 Signum function or sign function of argument A 

{ ~ ~: ~ : g 
- 1, A < 0 

=	 Spring representing horizontal component of rear 
tiedown between cask (MP) and rail car (MRc) 

=	 Spring representing vertical component of rear 
tiedown between Mp and MRC 

=	 Spring representing vertical component of front 
tiedown between Mp and MRC 

=	 Spring representing horizontal component of front 
tiedown between Mp and MRC 
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S5' S5 

S6' S6 

S7' S7 

S8' S8 

S9' S9 

S10, S10 

t, T 

THRC, eRC 

TIC, TICD, TICV, TICA 

TMIC 

U 

VXFI 

VXRCI 

WCRF 

=	 Spring representing horizontal component of 
cask-rail car suspension at rear truck 

=	 Spring representing vertical component of 
cask-rail car suspension at rear truck 

=	 Spring representing vertical component of 
cask-rail car suspension at front truck 

=	 Spring representing horizontal component of 
cask-rail car suspension at front truck 

=	 Composite spring connecting the cg of the 
cask-rail car to the tip of its coupler 

=	 Composite spring connecting cg of car(s) (MF) 
at front of cask-rail car to the tip of its 
coupler 

=	 Time (s) 

=	 Angle of rotation of Xp and Yp axes about an 
axis perpendicular to Xp - Yp plane through 
cg of cask or package (rad) 

=	 Angle of rotation of XRC and YRC axes about 
an axis perpendicular to XRC - YRC plane 
trrough the cg of rail car (rad) 

=	 Theil's two-variable inequality coefficients for 
comparison of calculated and experimental values 
of coupler force, relative displacement, relative 
velocity, and relative acceleration, respectively 

=	 Theil1s multiple inequality coefficient 

=	 Potential energy or internal strain energy of 
system [lb(force)-in.] 

=	 Initial velocity of car(s) (MF) at front of 
cask-rail car (in./s) 

=	 Initial velocity of cask-rail car (MRc) (in./s) 

=	 Work done on system by damping forces 
[lb(force) ·in.] 

=	 Energy dissipated as frictional work 
[lb(force) ·in.] 

=	 Work done on system by external forces 
[lb(force) ·in.] 
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WF, WF2, 
W WF4F3 , 

Wp 

Wpl 

XF, XF2, 
XF3' XF 4 

Xp 

Xp12' XP12 

Xp34, XP 34 

=	 Weights of loaded anvil cars 1 through 4, 
respectively [lb(force)] 

=	 Weight of cask or package [lb(force)] 

=	 That portion of package weight concentrated 
at rear (far end) tiedown attachment point 
[lb(force)] 

=	 That portion of package weight concentrated at 
front (struck end) tiedown attachment point 
[lb(force)] 

=	 Weight of cask-rail car [lb(force)] 

=	 Weight of front truck on cask-rail car 
[lb(force)] 

=	 Weight of rear truck on cask-rail car [lb(force)] 

=	 Horizontal displacement of an equivalent single
degree-of-freedom (l-DOF) representation of the 
package-railcar system, displacement of package 
(cask) relative to rail car (in.) 

= Horizontal displacement of c9 of anvil cars 1 
= through 4, respectively (in.) 

=	 Horizontal displacement of cg of cask or package 
(in.) 

=	 Horizontal displacement of cask at rear tiedown 
attachment point (in.) 

=	 Horizontal displacement of cask at front tiedown 
attachment point (in.) 

=	 Horizontal displacement of cask-rail car at its 
cg (in.) 

=	 Horizontal displacement of cask-rail car at 
support point at rear truck (in.) 

=	 Horizontal displacement of cask-rail car at 
support point at front truck (in.) 

=	 Calculated and experimental relative displace
ments of the cgs of two rail cars, respectively 
( in. ) 

=	 Lower and upper limits, respectively, on travel 
of combined draft gears (in.) 
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YCPL 

Yp12, YP12 

Yp34, YP34 

YRCMAX 

YRC12t YRC12 

YRC34, YR34 

YRC56t YRC56 

YRC78t YRC78 

lCUG 

lCDGO 

=	 Horizontal displacements of cgs of rear and 
front trucks, respectively, on cask-rail car 
( in. ) 

=	 Vertical displacement of coupler face on 
cask-rail car (in.) 

=	 Vertical displacement of an equivalent l-DOF 
representation of package-rail car system, dis
placement of the package (cask) relative to rail 
car (in.) 

=	 Vertical displacement of cg of cask or package 
( in. ) 

=	 Vertical displacement of cask at rear tiedown 
attachment point (in.) 

=	 Vertical displacement of cask at front tiedown 
attachment point (in.) 

=	 Vertical displacement of cg of cask-rail car 
( in. ) 

=	 Maximum downward vertical displacement of rail 
car (the point at which suspension springs 
bottom out or go "so lid") (in.) 

=	 Vertical displacement of cask-rail car at rear 
tiedown attachment point (in.) 

=	 Vertical displacement of cask-rail car at front 
tiedown attachment point (in.) 

=	 Vertical displacement of cask-rail car at 
support point at rear truck (in.) 

=	 Vertical displacement of cask-rail car at 
support point at front truck (in.) 

=	 Vertical distance between line of force and cg 
of the rail car (in.) 

=	 Distance between centerline of draft gear and 
the cg of cask-rail car (in.) 

=	 Vertical distance from horizontal centerline of 
cask to its top and bottom surfaces (in.) 

=	 Vertical distance from horizontal centerline of 
cask-rail car to its top and bottom surfaces 
( in. ) 
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UCPL 

u6, u
7 

8CPL 

86, 87 

ep 

eRC 

~CPL 

~D6. ~D7 

~XT 

=	 A factor to allow the damping term DWCRF to vary 
as a function of the absolute value of the 
coupler force IFCPLI raised to the factor power 

=	 Factors that allow the suspension system damping 
term to vary as a function of the absolute value 
of the velocity (YRC56, YRC78) raised to the 
factor power 

=	 A multiplying factor representing the fraction 
of the coupler force IFCPLI actually applied 
to the moving coupler faces 

=	 Multiplying factors representjng the fraction of 
the load on the respective rear ana front 
suspensions that is applied perpendicular to the 
sliaing surfaces of the damper 

=	 Angle of rotation of X~ and Yp axes about an 
axis perpendicular to he X - Yp planep
through the cg of the cask or package (rad) 

=	 Angle of rotation of XRC and YRC axes about 
an axis perpendicular to the XRf - YRC plane
through the cg of the rail car rad) 

=	 The coefficient of friction for the sliding of 
the two coupler faces against each other 

=	 Multiplying factor corresponding to a 
coefficient of friction for the damper in a 
draft gear 

=	 Multiplying factors corresponding to 
coefficients of friction for the dampers in the 
rear and front suspensions, respectively 

=	 Coefficients of friction for sliding contact 
between tracks and wheels of anvil cars 1 
through 4, respectively 

= A multiplying factor representing extent of 
energy dissipation (0 ~ ~XT ~ 1) 

~XT = ~XTC' when XT > 0 (Compaction) 

~XT = ~XTE' when XT ~ 0 (Recovery) 
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~XTC 

~XTE 

~PR 

EF XkC 

[Fyp 

EFYkC 

=	 Energy dissipation coefficient for cargo
compaction 

=	 Energy dissipation coefficient for cargo 
recovery phase 

=	 Coefficient of friction for sliding of package 
or cask on rail car 

=	 Multiplying factor where: 

$(XT) = $(XT)L, when XT ~ 5.6 in. 

$(XT) = $(XT), when 5.6 < XT < 6.35 in. 

$(XT) = $(XT)U, when XT ~ 6.35 in. 

=	 Frequency of vibration of the l-DOF EOM for the 
relative horizontal motion of the cask-rail car 
system (rad/s) 

=	 Frequency of vibration for the l-DOF EOM for the 
relative vertical motion of the cask-rail car 
system (rad/s) 

=	 Summation of horizontal forces acting on the 
cask or package [lb(force)] 

=	 Summation of horizontal forces acting on rai 1 
car [lb(force)] 

=	 Summation of vertical forces acting on cask 
[lb( force)] 

=	 Summation of vertical forces acting on rail car 
[lb(force)] 
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FIGURES 

II - 1
 





o 

HEDL 7803-106.2 

FIGURE 1. Spent Fuel Shipping Cask-Rail Car System Modeled. 
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HEDl7803-106.4 
FIGURE 2. Spring-Mass Model of Cask-Rail Car System. 
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FIGURE 3.	 One Possible Orientation of Cask-Rail Car System After Impact . 
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HEDl 7803-106.5 

FIGURE 4.	 Comparison of Orientation of Cask-Rail Car System After Impact 
with Initial State. 
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HEDL 7812-133.1 

FIGURE 5. Rail Car-Coupler Subsystem Model. FIGURE 6. Coupler Force vs Time During Impact
Neg 7814254	 of Two Hopper Cars Loaded with Gravel 

(Spring Constant of IISolid ll Draft 
Gears = 5 x 105 lbs(force)/inch). 
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TABLE 1 

PARAMETERS USED IN THE CARDT MODEL FOR SIMULATION 
OF IMPACT BETWEEN TWO HOPPER CARS LOADED WITH GRAVEL 

Weight of Hammer Car [lb(force)]	 W 218,000RC 
Weight of Anvil Car [lb(force)] W 211,000F 
Upper Limit on Travel of Combined Draft Gears (in.) XTU 5.6 

Lower Limit on Travel of Combined Draft Gears (in.)	 -5.6XTL 
Spring Constants of Draft Gears During "Active" State 

[lb(force)/in.] 

Base	 Spring Constants of Draft Gears During "Solid" 
State [lb(force)/in.] kSDG10,kSDG20 75,000 

Energy Dissipation Coefficient for Cargo Compaction 
Phase ~XTC 0.01 

Energy Dissipation Coefficient for Cargo Recovery 
Phase ~XTE 0.95 

TABLE 2 

SUMMARY OF CONFIGURATIONS AND CONDITIONS 
OF COMPLETED CASK-RAIL CAR-TIEDOWN TESTS 

Test 
~ Date 

Ra i1 
f!!:.... Coupler 

Cask Wt. 
~ 

IlIlPact 
Speed MPH 

Stop 
Frequency 

f n Tiedown Remarks 

Preliminary test no instrumentation 

PI 
P2 

P3 

6/8 
6/8 

6/8 

III 
III 

III 

Std 
Std 

Std 

42.5 
42.5 

42.5 

55}7.6 

11.8 r Concrete simulation 
Welded Steel Stop 
Cable Rigging to Restrain Weight 
No structural damage 

1 
2 
3 
4 

7114 
7/18 
7119 
7119 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Std 
Std 
Std 
Std 

40 
40 
40 
40 

8.3 
9.0 

10.5 
10.7 

Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Low 

A 
A* 
A 
B 

Instrumented Coupler Faulty 
Instrumented Coupler Faulty 
Instrumented Coupler Faulty 

5 
6 
7 
8 
g 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

7/20 
7/26 
7/26 
7/26 
7126 
7127 
7127 
7/31 
8/1 
811 

I 
III 
III 
III 
III 
I 
I 
III 
III 
III 

Std 
EOC 
EOC 
EOC 
EOC 
Std 
Std 
EOC 
EOC 
Std 

40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
70 
70 
40 
40 
40 

10.5 
2.8 
5.6 
9.2 
9.2 
8.0 

11.2 
11.2 
11.2 
5.4 

Hi D 
C 
C 
C 
C 
A 
A 
D 
D 
C 

Cable Load Instru~nts Faulty 
No Photography - No Data on Tape 
No PhotograPhy - No Data on Tape 
No Photography - No Data on Tape 
No Photography - No Data on Tape
One High Speed Camera Only 
One High Speed Camera Only 
Oata Questionable 
Report of Test 12 

15 
16 
17 
18 

8/1 
8/2 
813 
813 

III 
III 
II 
II 

Std 
Std 
Cushion 
Cushion 

40 
40 
40 
40 

6.5 
10.8 
5.9 

10.7 

C 
0 
D 
D 

Some Cables Loose After Test 

*Support Underbeam Reinforced (i.e., stiffened) 

~ 

Railcars: I 70 ton SCL • Std Couplers 
II 70 ton SCL - CuShion Underframe 

III 80 ton Union Carbide - Mixed Couplers 

Tiedowns: A - 2 load cells between stop and cask b~er be&fts 
• 2 load bolts reproducibly snug 

B • Same as A. except fn lowered with bumper bea~s 

C - Ten I" cables at same ang Ie - No stop 
o - Vertical Tiedown with six cables - two instrumented 

II 1-3 



TABLE 3
 

FORCE TERMS FROM THE CARDS lEST 3 SIMULATION RUN
 
MEASURED AT THE TIME (0.116 SECOND) WHEN THE VERTICAL
 

ACCELERATION OF THE RAIL CAR (SUPPORT) IS A MAXIMUM
 

Value 
Variable lb(Force) 

DUS2 44754.6 
DUS3 -54094.7 
DWS2 17899.5 
DWS3 4904.6 
DUS6 74418.0 
DUS7 -51971.8 
DWS6 0.0 
DWS7 0.0 
DWCRF 0.0 

TABLE 4 

FORCE TERMS FROM THE CARDS TEST 3 SIMULATION RUN 
MEASURED AT THE TIME (0.057 SECOND) WHEN THE HORIZONTAL 

ACCELERATION OF THE RAIL CAR (SUPPORT) IS A MAXIMUM 

Value 
Variable lb(Force) 

DUS1 221589.0 
OUS4 0.0 
OWS1 -57230.0 
OWS4 -57230.0 
OUS5 -31802.7 
DUS8 -31802.7 
OWS5 34563.8 
DWS8 34563.8 

OUSCAR (Experimental) 1160000.0 
DWPI -23200.0 
DWP4 -23200.0 
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TABLE 5 

INPUT DATA AND RESULTS FROM THE CARDS TEST 3 SIMULATION RUN
 
RESULTS MEASURED AT THE TIME (0.116 SECOND) WHEN THE VERTICAL
 

ACCELERATION OF THE RAIL CAR (SUPPORT) IS A MAXIMUM
 

Input Data Calculated Results 

M = 207 1b(force)-s2/ in . = 2.82 x 10-3 radian p eRC 

k = 1 x 10~ 1b(force)/in. = -0.12993 radian/s 
S2 = kS3 eRC 

= 2 x 103 1b(force)-s/in. = -6.89 radians/s 2CS2 = CS3 
eRC 
.. . 2 = 166.5 in. Y = -353.9 1n./sRC 

2= 70.5 in. YRC78 = 1465.5 in./s

= 264 in. 

TABLE 6 

INPUT DATA AND RESULTS FROM THE CARDS TEST 3 SIMULATION RUN
 
RESULTS MEASURED AT THE TIME (0.057 SECOND) WHEN THE HORIZONTAL
 

ACCELERATION OF THE RAIL CAR (SUPPORT) IS A MAXIMUM
 

Input Data Calculated Results 

=' 3.03506 x 10-4 radianMp = 207 1b(force)-s2/ in . 

= 7.25067 x 10-2 radian/s= 1.05 x 106 1b(force)/in.kS1 
= 0 1b(force)/in. = 3.84508 x 10-5 radiankS4 ~C 

= = 2000 1b(force)-s/in. = 1.2836 x 10-2 radian/sCS1 CS4 eRC
 

Zp = 31 in. = 2.944 radians/s 2
eRC
 

ZRC = 18 in. X = -4180.5 in./s2
 
RC 
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TABLE 7
 

INSTRUMENT CONFIGURATION FOR CASK-RAIL CAR-TIEDOWN TESTS
 

CONFIGURATIONS A AND B 
Instrument --------,-'---I~-s't-r~m~~l~--- ----r'-·------..·.,-- -

N:. -~:~:-:J.~:~·:':::n 1.;::;:OE-_ 
2 Bolt Holddown (Side)
 
3 Coupler
 
4 Struck End Of Car
 
5 Car Structure (SE)*
 
6 Car Structure (SE)
 
7 Car Structure (SE)
 
8 Ca~k (SE)
 
9 Cask (SE)
 

10 Cask (FE) 
11 Cask (FE) 
12 Car/Cask Interface 
13 Car/Cask Interface 
14 Car/Cask Interface 
15 Cask Base (SE) 
16 Cask Base (SE) 
17 Cask Base (FE) 
lB Cask Base (FE). 
19 Cask Top Center 
20 Cask Side Center 
21 Car Structure (FE) 

22 Car Structure (FE) 

23 Truck (SE) 

24 Truck (FE) 

25 Rail Car Above Truck 
Cen ter (SE) 

26 Bolted Holddown (FE) 
27 Base/Chock Interface (SE) 

I 

2B Base/Chock Interface (SE)I 

..;n-s~-~~::~-~d- ~:~~._- -~h~~::s~e~~:~:,~~~- ,

Instrumented Bolt 
Bridge Type 
Displacement 
PR Accelerometer 
PR Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PR Accelerometer 
PR Acceleraneter 
PR Accelerometer 
PR Accelerometer 
PR Accelerometer 
PR Accelerometer 
PR Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
P£ Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 

PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 

PE Accelerometer 
Instrument Bolt 
Load Cell 
Load Cell 

I
 

Change in Tension 
Force/Time 
Displacement/Time 

Shock
 

Shock
 
Shock
 

Shock
 
Shock
 

Shock
 
Change in Tension 
Change in Compression 
Change in'Compression 

*SE = Struck End; FE = Far End. 
**On1y Instruments 1,3 and 26 on Configuration C. 

CONFIGURATIONS C**ANO 0 
=-l--I~'~r~~;e~,-;----~'-------- ..·--.... 

ca:~: t;~;';:t L~ca tJ.I-~-::-~~~~----t~~~:~'~~~~~~I: ;~;l----

Coupler 
Struck End Of Car 
Car Structu,'e (SO" 
Car Structure (SE) 
Car Structure (SE) 
Cask (SO 
Cask (SE) 
Cask (FE) 
Cask (FE) 
Car/Cask Interface
 
Car/Cask Interface
 
Car/Cask Interface
 
Cask Base.(SE)
 
Cask Base (SE)
 
Cask Base (FE)
 
Cask Base (FE)
 
Cask Top Center
 
Cask Side ~enter
 

Car Structure (FE)
 
Rail Car Above Truck
 
Center (FE)
 
Truck (SE)
 
Truck (FE)
 
Rail Car ~bove Truck
 
Center (SE)
 

Cahle (FE)
 
B~se/Chock Interface (SE)
 
Base/Chock Interface (SE)
 

[Iri dge Type 
Displacement 
PR Accelerometer 
PR Accelerometer 
FE Accelerometer 
pn Accelerometer 
PR Accelerometer 
PR Accelerometer 
PR Accelerometer 
PR Accelerometer 
PR Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 

PE Accelerometer 
PE Accelerometer 
PE Acce I erometer 

Lo"d Ce 11 

Load Cell 
Load C~ll 

Force/Tillie 
Di splacelllcnt/T ime 

Shock 

Shock 

Shock 
Shock 
Shod 

Chilt\ClC' ill 1 L'IlS i nil 

Ch.,nge ill Compl'pss i Oil 

Ch~IHJe ill C01l1111'r,; i i l..'fl 

...... ...... ...... 
I
 

O'l
 



TABLE 8 

MEASURED AND REDUCED PARAMETER VALUES FROM RAIL CAR HUMPING TESTS 
(Test No.1: 40-Ton Cask, 70-Ton Seaboard Coastline Rail Car, 

Impact Velocity 8.3 mph) 

DATA 
CHANNEL 

ID 
INST 

NO. LOCATION 
MEASURED 
PARAMETER 

RAW DATA 
SCALE FACTOR (SF)
(FULL SCALE +2V) 

FILTERED 
DATA 
(Max/Min) 

UNFILTERED 
DATl\ 
(Max/Min) 

A 4 (SE) Car Displ acement Timing Only 

B 1 (FE) Bolt Holddown Force 43.75 K#/V 20.21/-1. 4 20.13/_2.12 

C 2 (SIDE) Bolt Holddown Force 21.88 K#/V 16.58/_2.12 16.84/_2.19 
I-t 
I-t 
I-t 
I 

-.....J 

D 

E 

8 

9 

(SE) Cask 

(SE) Cask 

L-Acc. 

V-Ace. 

.:!:.150g/V 

.:!:.62.5g/V 

1.5/-13.4 

6/-5.4 

3.3/-13.5 

6.25/_5.9 

F 10 (FE) Cask L-Acc. .:!:.150g/V 1.65/-10.65 3.75/_12 

G 11 (FE) Cask V-Ace. .:!:.62.5g/V 40/-3.69 40.63/-4.063 

H 

J 

12 
, 
13 

Car/Cask Interface 

Car/Cask Interface 

L-Acc. 

T-Acc. 

.:!:.150g/V 

.:!:.25g/V 

4.65/_9.9 

3.5/-3.92 

14.55/-18.75 

10.75/_11.5 

K 14 Car /C ask Interf ace V-Ace. .:!:.62.5g/V (Impulse Noise) (Impulse Noise) 

L 17 (FE) Cask Base L-Acc. .:!:.100g/V 2.5/-7.9 3.5/-8.4 

M 22 (FE) Car Structure V-Ace. .:!:.375g/V 22.1/-58.5 76 .88 / -155. 6 

N 26 (FE) Bolt Holddown Force 35 K#/V 
43.75 K#/V 

10.98/_.79 
13.73/_.98 

11.73/_8.8 
14.66/-1.1 



TABLE 9
 
THEIL'S INEQUALITY COEFFICIENTS FOR RESPONSE VARIABLES
 
DETERMINED USING CALCULATED AND MEASURED COUPLER FORCE
 

Theil's Two-Variable Inequality Coefficients* 
Case 1: Measured Case 2: Calculated 

Response Variable Coupler Force Coupler Force 

Coupler Force 0 0.223 
Longitudinal Force of 
Interaction Between 
Cask and Rail Car 0.158 0.194 
Horizontal Acceleration 
of Cask 0.205 0.252 
Horizontal Acceleration 
of Rail Car 0.211 0.445 
Vertical Acceleration 
of Cask at Far End 0.600 0.776 
Vertical Acceleration 
of Cask at Struck End 0.656 0.470 

Theil's Multiple 
Inequality Coefficient 0.059 0.214 

*A value of 0 indicates the best agreement, and a value of 1 indicates the 
poorest agreement. 

TABLE 10 
DEFINITIONS OF CASES USED FOR GENERATION 

OF PRELIMINARY RESPONSE SPECTRA 

CONDITION * 

I. Rear Tiedowns 

- Loose
 
- Tight
 

2. Cask Pos it ion on Ra i1 Car 

- Centered Fore & Aft 
- Cask Centerline 4 ft
 

Fon-Iard of Rail Car
 
Centerline
 

3. Coupler Force Used 

- Calculated by CARDS
 
- Measured During SRL Tests
 

4. Damp i ng in CARDS Mocel 

- Viscous + Friction** 
- Viscous Only 
- No Damp ing 

5. Damp i ng in CARRS Model 

- Viscous + Friction**
 
- Viscous Only
 
- No Damp i ng
 

*Ccnditions not sp~cified here are base 
**Friction opposing horizontal.motion of cask relative to the rail car. 
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CA~t 

1 2 3 4 5 

X 
X X X X 

X 

X X X X 

X X X X X 

X X X X X 
I 

I I, 
II 

I i
X X 

I 
i 

X ,X X 

case conditions in the CARDS model. 



TABLE 11
 

CONDITIONS IMPOSED ON CASES REQUESTED FOR PARAMETRIC AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
 
AND GENERATION OF RESPONSE SPECTRA
 

...... ..... ...... 
I 

1..0 

CONDITION 

CASES 

Base 1 

X 

2 

X 

C 

X 

0 

X 

3 

X 

4 

X 

5 

X 

6 

X 

7 A 

X X 

9 

X 

10 

X 

11 

X 

12 

X 

13 

X 

14 

X 

15 

X 

16 

X 

17 

X 

18 

X 

19 

X 

20 

X 

21 

X 

L Rear Tiedowns 

- Loose 
- Tight X 

2. Cask Position on Rail Car 

- Cask Centerline 4 ft. For
ward of Rail Car Centerline 

- Tiedown Attachment Point 
on Cask at Far End Located 
Above c9 of Rail Car 

X X X X X II II X X X X X X X II X 

X 

X X 

- Cask Centered Fore and 
Aft 

X X X X 

- Tledown Attachment Point 
on Cask at Struck End 
Located Above cg of Rail 
Car 

X 

3. Coupl el" Force Used 

- Calculated by CARDS 
- '-leasured During SRL Tests II X X X X II X X II X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

4. DaMping in CARDS Model 

- Viscous t Friction 
- Viscous Only 
- ~lo Dal'lpi n9 

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

5. Damping in CARRS I~del 

- Viscous t Friction 
- Vi~cous Only 
- No Dal~p ing 

X X X X .. 
" X X X X II X X X X II X II X X X X X X X 

I 



TABLE 12 TABLE 13 

DEFINITIONS OF "PURE" PARAMETERS AND THEIR CASES DEFINITIONS OF "COMPOSITE" PARAMETERS AND THEIR CASES 

DHINITIONPARA~lETER CASE 

Wp 

{K }
x 

{k }y 

t OCR 

....... 

....... 

....... 
I 

-..I 

a 

Zp 

1 

2 

5 

6 

7 
8 

11 

18 

19 

14 
15 

1. CasK weight Wp doubled. 

2. CaSK weight Wp halved. 

1. and KS4 doubled.KSI 
2. K and KS4 halved.SI 
1. KS2 and doubl~.KS3 
2. KS2 and halved.KS3 
1. = O. This is equivalent to thet CF 

tiedown attachment point on the caSK 
at the strucK end being located direct
ly above the center or cg of the rail
car, or t OCR = t pF ' 

2. This is equivalent to the= 1pF't CF 
caSK being centered on the railcar, 
i.e .• the cg of the caSK directly 
above the cg of the railcar, or = O.t OCR 

3. = O. This is equivalent to thet CR 
tiedown attachment point on the caSK 
at the far end being located directly 
above the cg of the railcar, or 

IOCR = IpR. 

1. Zp increased by 50~. 

2. Zp reduced by 25~. 

COMPOS ITE 
PARAr1ETER CASE DEFINITION 

CPl C 1. KSl ' KS4 • KS2 and kS3 doubled. 

CP2 

D 

3 
4 

2. 

1. 

2. 

KSl ' K
S4 

' kS2 and KS3 halved. 

Wp ' kSl ' KS4 ' kS2 and KS3 doubled. 

Wp ' kSl ' kS4 ' kS2 and KS3 halved. 

CP3 9 KS2 halved and KS3 changed such thct 

their sum remains constant. 

CP4 10 kS3 halved and kS2 changed such that 

their sum remains constant. 

CPS 12 t pR and t pF increased by 50% . 

CPS 13 t pR and t pF increased by 50% with 

t CR = £CF (cask centered on rail car). 

CP7 IS 

17 

1. 

2. 
IOCR = 0 and KSI and KS4 doubled. 
t OCR = 0 and kSl and kS4 halved. 

(cask centered on rail car when 10CR = 0) 

CPS 20 

21 

1. 

2. 

Wp' KSl ' kS2 ' kS3 ' KS4 ' KSS ' kSS ' KS7 
and k

S8 
doubled. 

Wp' kSl ' KS2 ' kS3 ' KS4 ' kSS ' KSS ' KS7 
and K

S8 
halved. 



TABLE 14
 

PARAMETER VALUES USED IN CASES REQUESTED FOR PARAMETRIC/SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
 

VARIABLE 
INPuT 

PAIlN-1UER 

l:t>, 
~Sl (Low) 

f-----

~C;I (High) 
f---' ..--- 

k~4 (Low) 

kS~ (lligh) 

eASE 
CASE 

a x 104 

5 ~ 104 

l~oll 

5 x 104 

I x 106 

CASES 

2 
CHANGE 

4 x 104 

1. 2 

I 
CHANGE 

\.6 x 105 

CASES C. 

0 
CIIAIIGE 

2.5 x 104 

5 x 105 

2.5 x 10
4 

5 x 105 

0 

C 
CHANGE 

I x 105 

2 x 106 

I x 105 

2 x 106 

CASES 3. 4 

4 3 
CHANGE CIiAllroE _..  _.--S

4 x IO~ 1.6 x 10 

2.5 x 104 I x 105 
.~ 

5 x 105 2 x 106 

2.5 x 104 I x 105 

·~~-1-~5-
1-

62 x 13 

CASES 5. 6 

6 5 
CHANGE CHANGE 

2.5 x 10
4 

I x 105 

5 x 105 2 x 106 

'---4 
1 x 1052.5 x 10 

5 x 105 2 x 106 

CASES 7, :l 

a I 7 

CHMGE~ r:tI~;~_E_. 

--_. 

CASES 

10 
CHANGE 

9. 10 

9 
CHANGE 

kSZ 

K
S3 

5 x 106 

--- 
5 x 106 

2.5 x 

2. 5 ~ 

106 

106 

I 

I 

x 10
7 

x 107 

-

Z.5 x 10
6 

62. 5 ~ 10 
-- 

I 

I 

x 10'

x 10
7 

-

2.5 x 106 7 
-~-

f-I-.~_II) 

2.5 x 10 I x 1;/ 
---"

7.5 x 106 

2.5 x 10
6 

2.5 x 106 

7.5 x 10° 

...... ...... 

...... 
I 

---' 



TABLE 14 (Cont'd) 

VARIABLE 
INPUT 

PARAMH[R 

8ASE 
CASE 

CASES 16, 17 CASES 20. 21 CASE 18 CASES 11, 19 CASES 12, 13 CASES 14, 15 

17 
CHAIIGE 

16 
CIlAHGE 

21 
CIlANGE 

20 
CttAlIGE 

18 
CHANG[ 

19 
CHAlIGE 

II 
CHANG[ 

13 
CHANGE CHANGE 

15 
CHANGE 

14 
CHAliGE 

Wp 8 x 10
4 4 x 104 1.6 x 105 

kS1 (low) 5 x 10~ 2.5 x 104 I x 105 2.5 x 104 I x 105 

k
S1 

(hiyh) I x 106 5 x 105 2 x lOb 5 x 105 2 x 106 

k
S4 

(low) -S~ 2.5 x 104 I x 105 
2.5 x 104 I x 105 

kS4 (h i 9h) 1 x 106 5 x 105 2 x 106 5 x 105 2 x 106 

kS2 5 x 106 2.5 x 106 I x 107 

kS3 5 x 106 2.5 x 106 I x 10
7 

I CF 151 102 204 O. 102 

ICR 53 102 O. 204 102 

I pF 
-

102 
-

153 153 

I pR 102 153 153 

Zp 31 23.25 46.5 

lOCk 
._-

·49 0 0 (0)" ( -102) (102) (51) (2) 

'\5 •• 1. 0.5 2. 

k .... 
6 6.4 x 104 3.2 x 10

4 1.28 x 105 

k
7 6.4 x 104 3.2 x 104 1.28x10

5 

'\11.. I. 0.5 2. 

...... ...... ...... 
I 
--' 
N 

" Values of IOCR derived from I pF and I CF ' i.e., IOCR' IpF - ICF ' 

.. loIultipliers of basic spring constants from which kS5 and kS8 derived. 

••• k 
S 

' k 
6 

, k 
7 

and k 
a 

are basic spring constants from which kS5 ' kS6 ' kS7 and kS3 are derived. 



TABLE 15 

PARAMETRIC AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS - SENSITIVITY OF RESPONSE VARIABLES TO PARAMETER CHANGES 

...... ...... ......, 
-' 
w 

RESPONSE 
VARIABLE 

BASE 
CASE 

CASES 1, 2 CASES C, 0 CASES 3, 4 CASES 5, 6 CASES 7, 8 

2 
CHANGE 

1 
CHANGE 

0 
CHANGE 

C 
CHANGE 

4 
CIIANGE 

3 
CHANGE 

6 
CHANGE 

5 
CHANGE 

8 
CHANGE 

7 
CHANGE 

I':(slmax 4189 4663 3843 4544 3760 4874 3256 4535 3784 4,04 4176 
OlFF. FROM 

BASF - 474 -346 355 -429 685 -933 346 -405 15 -13 
% Ol FF. FRor~ 

RA~F -- 11.3% -8.3% 8.5% -10.2% 16.4% -22.3% 8.26% -9.67% 0.36% -0.31% 

IV)max 5626 6748 3883 2876 10400 3487 7302 5852 5142 2786 11369.7 

OlFF. FRO/·1 
RA~F -- 1122 -1743 -2750 4774 -2139 1676 226 -484 -?840 5743.7 

% 01 FF. FRor~ 
BASE -- 19.9% -30.98% . -48.9% 84.8% -38.0% 29.8% 4.02% 8.6% -50.5% 102.1% 

IOslmax 306.1 181. 2 437.3 163.9 554 96.5 791.7 316.8 281.8 157.96 603.2 

OIFF. FROM 
8ASE - - -124.9 131. 2 -142.2 247.9 -209.6 485.6 10.7 -24.3 -148.14 297.1 

% ImF FROII 
BASE - -40.8% 42.9% -46.4',1; 81.0% -68.5% 158.6% 3.5% -7.94% -48.4% 97.1% 

-_._-_._ ._--_. 

IXdIlila x 5406 4812 6662 5764 5995 4964 6158 5765 5965 5405 5399 

OIFF. FROI~ 
RA~F - - -594 1256 358 589 -442 752 359 559 -1 -7 

% 01 FF. FRO'l 
RA~F - -11.0% 23_2% 6.62% 10.9% -8.2% 13.9~ 6.64% 10.34% -0.02% -0.13% 

Iv) ,m 4093 5009 2B72 2069 7756 2488 5308 4218 3825 1970 8301 

Ol FF. FROM 
BASE - - 916 -1221 -2024 3663 -1605 1215 125 -268 -2123 4208 

% OIFF. FROM 
BASE - - 22.4% -29.8% -49.5% 89.5% - 39.2% 29.7% 3.05% -6.55% -51.9% 102.8% 

ltidl max 143.7 89.1 197.9 71.4 279.6 43.9 387.4 138 140.4 73.5 285.1 

OIFF. FROH 
BASE - -54.6 54.2 -72.3 135.9 -99.8 243.7 -5.7 -3.3 -70.2 141.4 

% OlFF. FRatl 
BASE - - -38.0% 37.7% - 50.3% 94.6% -69.5% 169.6% -3.97% -2.3% -48.9% 98.4% 



TABLE 15 (Cont'd) 

...... ...... ...... 
I 

--' 
~ 

RESPONSE 
VARIABLE 

BASE 
CASE 

CASES 9. 10 ---
10 9 

CHANGE CHANGE 

CASE 1B 

lB 
CIIANGE 

CASES 11. 19 

19 11 
CHANGE CIIANGE 

CASES 12. 13 

13 12 
CHANGE CHAlIGE 

CASES 14. 15 

15 14 
CHANGE CIIANGE 

IXsl max 
OJ H. FROl1 

BASE 
~ oIH FROM 

BASE 

41B9 

-
-

4190 4195 

1 6 

0.024% 0.143~ 

4192 

3 

0.072~ 

417B 4175 

-11 -14 

0.26~ -0.33~ 

4139 4136 

-50 -53 

-1. 19~ -1. 27~ 

4141 4310 

-4B 121 

-1. 15~ 2.9~ 

IYslmax 5626 5B76 5500 62.3 11320 l11BO 52.2 4673 4B9B 7033 

OHF. FROM 
BASE 

~ 01 FF. FROt·, 
BASE 

-
-

250 -126 

4.44% -2.24% 

-5564 

-9B.9~ 

5694 5554 

101. 2~ 9B. 7~ 

-5574 -953 

-99. a -16.9~ 

-72B 1412 

-12.9% 25. a 

\6slmax 
OIFF. FRO~' 

BASE 
l 0IF F. f RO~, 

BASE 

306.1 

-
-

461.9 15B.2 

155.B -147.9 

50.9% -4B.3% 

237.2 

-6B.9 

-22.5~ 

36B.7 B1.6 

62.6 -224.5 

20.4% -73.3% 

107.1 194.2 

-199. -111.9 

-65.~ - 36.6% 

266.2 384 

-39.9 77.9 

-13.% 25.4% 

\" I
Xd max 

OIFF. FROn 
BASE 

~ OIFF. FRO~l 
BASE 

5406 

-
-

5392 . 5413 

-14 7 

-0.26~ 0.13% 

53B6 

-20 

-0.37~ 

5465 5464 

59 56 

1.09% 1.07% 

54Bo 5499 

80 93 

1.48~ 1. 72~ 

54B9 521B 

83 -188 

1.54% -3.48% 

I" I Yd max 
OIH. FROIl 

BASE 
~ OIFF. FROM 

BASE 

4093 

-
-

4203 4117 

110 24 

2.69~ 0.59~ 

73.4 

-4020 

-98.2~ 

B081 7932 

383939B8 

97.4% 93.8~ 

347461.99 

4031 -619 

-15. a 98.5~ 

3593 5052 

-500 959 

-12.2% 23.4% 

IOdlmax 

OIFF. FROl1 
BASE 

% DI~F. fKUI-l 
BASE 

143.7 

-
-

218. 75. 

74.3 -68.7 

51. 7~ -47. B% 

Ill. 7 

-32. 

-22.3% 

170.3 36.8 

26.6 -106.9 

lB.5~ -74.4% 

50.1 90.% 

-93.6~ -52.7 

-65. a - 36. 7~ 

125.4 179.1 

-IB.3 35.4 

-12.7% 24.6::: 



TABLE 15 (Cont'd) 

...... ...... ...... 
I 
-' 
(j1 

CASES \6. \7 CASES 20. 2\ 

RESPONSE 
VAnIAllLE 

BASE 
CASE 

\7 
CHAIIGE 

\6 
CHANGE 

2\ 
CHANGE 

20 
CHANGE 

I" I Xs max 
DIFF. FROM 

BASE 
,; DIFF. FROi·\ 

BASE 

4\B9 

- -

-

4535 

346 

8.26: 

37B4 

-405 

-9.67: 

5017 

B2B 

19.B: 

311B 

-1071 

-25.61: 

Iy I 
s max 

DIFF. FROM 
BASE 

: 01 FF. FROll 
BASE 

5626 

-
-

. " 

5B52 

226 

4.02: 

5144 

-482 

-8.57: 

4530 

-1096 

-19.5: 

5350 

-276 

-4.9: 

loslmax 
DIFF. FROIl 

BASE 
:: DIFF. FRCiM 

RI\<;F 

306.1 

-
-

316.8 

10.7 

3.5: 

2BI.8 

-24.3 

-7.9: 

121. 3 

-184.8 

-60.4: 

602 

295.9 

96.7: 

IXr1 Im.. 

un ~. ~KUN 

BASE 
:\ Ulf~. ~KUM 

BASE , 

5406 

-
-

5765 

359 

6.64: 

5965 

559 

\0.3% 

5161 

-245 

-4.5% 

6052 

646 

12% 

IV)max 
DIFF. FRO:~ 

BASE 
: DIFF. FROll 

BASE 
~-

4093 

--
-. 

-

4218 

125 

3.05% 

3B25 

-268 

-6.55% 

3\67 

-926 

-22.6% 

4897 

B04 

19.6% 

IOdlmax 
OIFF. FROH 

BASE 
t DIFF. FROM 

BASE 

\43.7 

-
-

138. 

-5.7 

-3.97% 

140.4 

-3.3 

-2.3% 

53. 

-90.7 

-63.1% 

369.5 

225.B 

157. a -' - _.. ." 



TABLE 15 (Cont'd) 

---I 
-' 
0'\ 

CASES 1. 2 CASES C. 0 CASES 3. 4 CASES 5. 6 CASES 7. 8 CAjES 9. 10
RESPONSE BASE 
VARIABLE CASE 2 1 0 C 4 3 6 5 8 7 \0 9 

CHANGE CHANGE CHAIIGE CHANGE CHANGE CHANGE CHANGE CHANGE CHANGE C1iANGE CIIANGE CIIArlGE 

OUSl 328800 222900 424880 273700 369300 187900 477600 273700 368800 328000 328800 328400 328300 
max 

01 FF. FROr1 -105900 96080 -55100 40500 -140900 148800 -55100 40000 -800 O. -400. -500.BASE 
%OIFF. FROIl -32.2% 29.22% -16.75% 12.31% -42.9% 45.3% -16.761 -0.12t -0.15~BASE 12.171 -0.243% O. 

OUS4 max 298900 205000 386260 248000 335800 170000 434200 248800 335300 298200 298900 298500 298500 
I 0 IFF. t KUfl 

-400. -400.BASE -93900 87360 -50100 36900 -128100 135300 -50100 36400 -700 O. 
1 OIH. FROt1 -31.41 29.231 -16.76% 12.351 -42.861 45.271 -16.76% 12.181 -0.23:: a. -o.nt -0.13:;

Bf-SE 

DUS2n1ax 101300 71)700 132040 94840 109500 69350 144800 86500 117700 115400 93310 97580 116600 

OIH. FROM 
30740 -31950 43500 -14800 16400 14100 -2990 -3720. 15300. 

RAC;F' -30600 -6460 8200 
1 DIH. Fnon -30.211 30.35% -6.381 8.0951 -31.51 42.91 -14.611 16.191 13.92;0 -2.951 -3.67% 15.a

BIISE 

-----
DUS3 max -88500 -63920 -112000 -79260 -91060 -62680 -113500 -00700 -92500 -92300 -88880 -95120 -86120 

DIH. FROM 
24660 -24220 9320 -2430 25900 -24920 7880 -3920 - 3720 -JOO -6540 24f,O

IlAc;r - .._--- ----, 
t UIFF. mOM -(7.Il':: 27.3:t -10.521 2.8t -29.2% 28.1% -8.91 4.431 4.21. O. J4'~ 7. Jilt -2. B't 

B.~S~ _._- ___ 00 __-'-..-.-



TABLE 15 (Cont'd) 

0---4 
0---4 
0---4 
I 

--' 
-....J 

CASE 18 CASES 11. 19 CASES 12. 13 CASES 14. 15 CASES 16. 17 CASES 20. 21 
RESPOffSE BASE 18 19 11 13 12 15 14 17 16 21 20VARIABLE CASE CIIANGE CIIAflGE CHAHGE CHANGE CHAilGE CHANGE CIIAHGE C1iA'IGE CIIANGE CHANGE CHANGE 

OUSl 328800 328400 329900 330100 332300 332600 331900 321500 273700 36BBoo 194300 466500max 

DIFF. FRO~I -400. 1100. 1300. 3500. 3800. 3100. -7300. -55100 40000 -134500 1377008ASE 
2: 01 FF. FRO~' -0. 122: 0.335% 0.395% 1.06% 1.16% 0.943% -2.22% -16.8% 12.17% -40.9% 41. 9%I1I\SE 

OUS4 298900 298500 300000 300100 302100 302300 301700 292300 248800 335300 176600 424100 
n1<lX 

01 FF. FROI~ -400. 1100'. 1200. 3200. 3400. 2800. -6600: -50100 36400 -122300 125200
BASE I 

% lJIFF. FROM 
-0.13% 0.368% 0.4% 1.07% 1.14% 0.9372: -2.22: -16.76% 12.111% -40.9% 41. 9%BASE 

DUS2 max 101300 92370 112100 80800 63610 70640 76340 149300 86500 117700 70010 142900 

OIFF. FROM -8930 10800 -20500 - 37690 -30660 -24960 48000 -14800 16400 -31290 41600 
BASE -

% ~m. FROH -8.82% 10.66% -20.2:1: -37.2:1: -30.27% -24.6% 47.38t -14.6i 16.19:1: -30.92: 41.07% 

--
OUS3 -88580 -94000 -82160 113300 -65060 -60340 -66590 131600 -!JO/40 -92500 61850 -120600max 
Of rF. FROII -5420. 6420 -24720 23520 28240 21990 -43020 71140 -3920 26730 -32020IlAU 
t fjlFF. FROll 6.a -7.252: 27.9% -26.6% -31.9: -24.8% 48.6X -u. ~; 4.43i -30.2% 36.15%

Bi\SE 

.-

I I ----



TABLE 16
 

PARAMETRIC AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS - RANKING OF PARAMETERS BY ABSOLUTE PERCENT DIFFERENCE
 
OF RESPONSE VARIABLES FROM BASE CASE VALUES
 

, 
ABSOLUTE 

IRESPONSE PERCENT 
VARIABLES PARAMETERS CASES DIFFERENCE PARAMETER 

(RV) (P) FROM BASE RANKING 8Y 
1% oFBI 1% oF81 

'itI ' Wp 1 8.3
I5 

\lip 2 11.3 3 

CPl C 10.2 4 

CP1 0 8.5 

CP2 3 22.3 2 

CP2 4 16.4 

{kxl 5 9.67 5 

(kxl 6 8.26 

{kyl 7 0.31 

{kyl 8 0.36 9 

CP3 9 0.143 11 

CP4 10 0.024 12 

10CR 11 0.33 I 10 

10CR 18 0.072 

10CR 19 0.26 

CPS 12 1.27 7 

CP6 13 1.19 I 8 

Zp 14 2.9 6 

Zp 15 1. 15 

CP7 16 9.67 5 

CP7 17 8.26 

CP8 20 2:i.6 1 

CP8 I 21 19.8 

I
I 

.......
 

.......
 

.......
 
I 
~ 

00 

RESPONSE 
VARiABLES 

(RY) 
PARAHETERS 

{P} 
CASES 

ABSOLUTE 
PERCENT 

DIFFERENCE 
FROII BASE 

1% oFB I 

PARAMETER 
RANKING BY 
It oFB I 

IVs'max Wp 1 

2 

C 

0 

3 

4 

5 

30.98 6 

Wp 19.9 

CPl 84.8 4 

CPl 48.9 

CP2 29.8 

CP2 38. 5 

(k) 8.6 10 

(kxl 6 

7 

8 

4.02 

(kyl 102.1 1 

(kyl 50.5 

CP3 9 2.24 13 

CP4 10 4.44 12 

10CR 11 

18 

9a.7 

2 

10CR 98.9 

10CR 19 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

20 

21 

101.2 

CPS 16.9 9 

CP6 99.1 3 

Zp 25.1 7 

Zp 12.9 

CP7 4.02 

CP7 8.57 11 

CP8 4.9 

CP8 19.5 8 



I 7.9 13 

3.5 

96.7 3 

60.4 

TABLE 16 (Cont'd) 

..... ..... ..... 
I ...... 

1.0 

ABSOLUTE 

RESPONSE PERCENT 

VARIABLES PARAI1ETERS CASES DIFFERENCE PARAMETER 

(RV) (P) FROM BASE RANKING BY 
I: OFBI I: Oro I 

15simax '<l p 1 42.9 9 

Wp 2 40.8 

CP1 C 81. 4 

CP1 0 46.4 

CP2 , 158.6 1J 

CP2 4 68.5 

lk xl 5 7.94 12 

(kxi 6 3.5 

lk) 7 97.1 2 

(k) 8 48.4 

CP3 9 48.3 8 

CP4 10 50.9 7 

t OCR 11 73.3 5 

t OCR 
18 22.5 

t OCR 19 20.4 

CP5 12 36.6 10 

C?6 13 65. 6 

Zp 14 25.4 11 

I I 15Zp 13. I 
C?7 16 

C?7 1; 

CP8 20 

CP8 21 

I 
I 

I ABSOLUTE 
PERCENT 

I RES?CllSE Pf,RAMETERDIFFERENCECASESPARAMETERSI VAP.I':-3LES FROM BASE RANKING BY(P)( "V) I: DFalI: DFB I 

W;Xdlmax p 23.2 11 
Wp 11.2 

4 

CP1 

10.9CP1 C 

6.52 

CP2 

0 

13.9 2 

CP2 

3 

4 B.2 

!kxl 10.34 5 

lkxl 

5 

6.64 

lkyl 

6 

0.13 12 

lkyl 

7 

0.02 

CP3 

a 
12 

CP4 

0.139 

0.26 1110 

1.0711t OCR 
0.3718t OCR 
1.09 1019t OCR 

CP5 1. 7212 8 

CP6 1.48 913 I 
3.48 7 

Zp 

14Zp 

15 1. 54
! 

16 10.3 5C?7 I I 
17 6.64CP7 I 

CP8 12. 3 

CPS 

20 

4.521 



TABLE 16 (Cont'd) 

! 

ABSOLUTE 

RESPONSE PERCENT 

VARIABLES PARAJ~ETE RS CASES DIFFERENCE PARAMETER 
( RV) (P) FRO/l BASE RANKING BY 

I::: DFB 1 I::: DFB 1 

IYdi max Wp 1 29.8 6 

Wp 2 22.4 

CPl C 89.5 4 

CPl D 49.5 

CP2 3 29.7 

CP2 4 39.2 5 

(kxl 5 6.55 10 

{kx i 6 3.05 

{kyl 7 102.8 1 

{ky} 8 51.9 

CP3 9 0.59 12 

CP4 10 2.69 11 

I t IOCR 
11 93.8 

I t OCR 18 98.2 3 

lOCR 19 97.4 

CPS 12 15.1 9 

CP6 13 98.5 2 

Zp 14 I 23.4 7 

Zp 15 1'2.2 

CP7 16 6.55 10I I 
I CP7 17 3.05 

CP8 20 19.6 

CP8 21 22.6 8 

I ,(k I I I
I 5 2.3
x


..... ..... ..... 
I
 

N
 
a
 

ABSOLUTE 
PERCENTI P.ES?G"'SE I I
 OIFFERENCE PARAMETERI V';RIAGLES PARAMETERS C,l,SES
 

(i):; )
 FROM BASE RANKING BY 
I::: OFBI

(P) 
I::: OFa I
 

",' I
 
. ':'d Irn3x
 \4 37.71
p 

2
 38. 9
lip 

CPl C 94.6 4
 

CPl 50.3D 

CP2 169.6 1
 

I I "2 I ·
3 

I - 69.5 I
 

3.97 12
6
{kxl I I
 
7
 98.4 3
{kyl I
 
8
 48.9{kyl 

CP3 47.89
 8
 

CP4 10
 51. 7
 7
 

lOCR 11
 74.4 5
 

lOCR 18
 22.3 

lOCR 19
 18.5 

CPS 12
 36.7 10
 

CP6 13
 65.1 6
 
i
 

Zp 14
 24.6 11
 

15
 12.7ZpI
 
CP7 16
 2.3 

17
CP7 3.97 12
j 
20
 157.1 2
CP8 I
 

I
 CP8 21
 63.1I
 



TABLE 16 (Cont'd) 

...... ...... ...... 
I 

N 
~ 

/ ! CPS I 21 I 40. 9 I I 

A8S0LUTE 

RESPONSE PERCENT 

VARIABLES PI\RAt1ETE RS CASES 01 FFERENCE PARAl1ETER 

( RVI (P) FROM BASE RAllKING BY 
I: DFB I 1% DFBI 

DUS1 Wp 1 29.2max 
Wp 2 32.2 3 

CP1 C 12.31 

CP1 0 16.75 6 

CP2 3 45.3 1 

CP2 4 42.9 

{kxl 5 12.17 

{kxl 6 16.76 5 

{k
y l 

7 0 

{k
y l 8 0.243 11 

CP3 9 0.15 12 

I CP4 10 0.12 13 

I t 11 0.395OCR 10 

t 
OCR I 18 0.12 

t 
OCR 19 0.335' 

CP5 12 1.16 8 

CP6 13 1.06 9 

Zp 14 2.22 I 7 

I Zp I 15 0.943 

CP7 i 6 12.17 

C?7 17 16.13 4I I I 
I I ICPS i 20 41.9 2 

I 

I 
RESPONSE 

VARIABLES 
( RV) 

PARAMETERS 
(P) 

CASES 

ABSOLUTE 
PERCENT 

DIFFERENCE 
FROM BASE 

1% DFB I 

PARAMETER 
RANKING BY 

1% DFBI 

DUS4 max 
Wp 1 29.23 

lip 2 31.4 3 

CP1 C 12.35 

CP1 D 16.76 4 

CP2 3 45.27 1 

CP2 4 42.86 

{k.l 5 12.18 

{k.l 6 16.76 4 

{kyl 7 0 

{kyl 8 0.23 9 

CP3 9 0.13 10 

CP4 10 0.13 10 

t OCR 11 0.4 8 

t OCR 18 0.13 

t OCR 19 0.368 

CP5 12 1.14 6 

CP6 13 1.07 7 

Zp 14 I 2.2 I 5 i 

H Zp 

CP7 

15 

16 I 
0.937 

12.18 I 
CP7 17 16.76 ~ 

CP8 20 41. 9 2 

CP8 21 I 40.9 



TABLE 16 (Cont'd) 

...... ...... ...... 
I 

N 
N 

ABSOLUTE 
RESPONSE 

VARIABLES 
(RV) 

PARAMEiERS 
(p) 

CASES 
PERCENT 

DIFFERENCE 
FROM 8ASE 

1% OrB I 

PARAMETER 
RANKING 8Y 
I~ DFBI 

DUS2max Wp 1 30.35 5 

Wp 2 30.21 

CP1 C 8.095 11 

CP1 0 6.38 

CP2 J 42.9 2 

CP2 4 31.5 

{k
x 

} 5 16.19 8 

{k 
x 

} 6 14.61 

{k 
y 

} 7 2.95 

{k 
y 

} 8 13.92 10 

CP3 9 15.1 9 

CP4 10 3.67 12 

LOCR 11 20.2 7 

LeCR 1~ 8.82 
LeCR 19 10.66 

CPS 12 30.27 6 

CP6 13 37.2 4 

Zp 14 47.38 1 

Zp 15 I 24.6 

CP7 16 16.19 S 

CP7 17 14.6 

CP8 20 41.07 3 

CP8 21 30.9 

I 
RESPONSE 

VARIABLES 
( RV) 

PARAMETERS 
(P) 

CASES 

ABSOLUTE 
PERCENT 

DIFFERENCE 
FRO/l BASE 
I: DFBI 

PARAr~ETER 

RANKING BY 
1% DrBI 

DUS3 max Wp 1 27.3 

Wp 2 27.8 6 

CP1 C 2.8 

CP1 0 10.52 8 

CP2 3 28.1 

CP2 4 29.2 4 

(k x} 5 4.43 

(k x} 6 8.9 9 

{k 
y 

} 7 0.34 

{k
y 

} 8 4.2 11 

CP3 9 2.8 12 

CP4 10 7.38 10 

LOCR 11 27.9 5 

LOCR 18 6.1 

3 

LeCR 19 7.25 

CPS 12 31.9 

CP6 13 26.6 7 

I Zp 14 

15 

16 

17 

20 

21 

48.6 1 

Zp 24.8 

CP7 4.43 

CP7 8.9 9 

CP8 36.15 2 

CP8 30.2 



TABLE 17 

PARAMETRIC	 AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS - SENSITIVITY OF RESPONSE VARIABLES 
IN TERMS OF PERCENT DIFFERENCE FROM BASE CASE VALUES 

...... 

...... ...... 
I
 

N
 
W 

:WIGE OF INSENSITIVE SENSITIVE 
, oFB _ o • 20 20.01 • '0 '0.01 • 60 60.01 • 80. 80.01 • 100 UP 

RESPOI<SE RV RV tt:lOERATELY RV >tlOERATELY RV RV HIGHLYVAR lA8LE (RV INSENSITIVE INSENSITIVE SENSITIVE SEflSITIVE SENSITIVE 

'Xs !trdl wp CP8 

CPI CP2 

CPI 

It. ) 

Zp 

CPS 

CP6 

{kyl 

'OCR 

CP3 

CPA 

... I CPB CP2 {k,/ ~.y ._•• 

CPS Wp 
, 

OCR 

Ik. ) Zp CP6 

CP7 CPl 

CPA 

CP3 

j,s I",~u lkyl CPS CPA 'nrR CP2 

CP7 Zp CP3 CP6 :lt v : 

\ 

Wp CPS 

CPl 

.J'::G< Of INSENSITIVE SENS IT IVE 
~ Ofa _ 

o • 20 20.01 • 40 '0.01 • 60 60.01 • 80. 80.01 • 100 UP 
ilESPIlNSE RV RV !'OOERATEL Y Rv >tlOERATELY RV I ~y HfG104LYV."IA8LE tRV INSENSITIVE INSENSITIVE SENSITIVE SErISITIVE SENSITIVE 

i Xd 'nwx. CP2 Wp 

i CP8 

CPI 

I k.i 

CPI 

Zp 

CPS 

CP6 

'OCR 

CPA 

Iky } 

CP3 

IY
d 

: CPS CP2 (k,'. 
(k.) Wp CP6 

CPI Zp 'OCR 
CPA CP8 CPI 

CP3 

I'd! .... lk.) Wp CPA 'nrR CP2 

~PI CPS CP3 CP6 CP8 

Zp {K y :' 

CPl 



TABLE 17 (Cont'd) 

.-. .-. .-. 
I
 

N
 
~ 

IWIGE Of 
INSENSITIVE SENSITIVE 

~ OfB - o • 20 20.01 • CO 40.01 • 60 60.0\ - 80. 80.01 • 100 UP 

RESPONSE 
VARIABLE (QV 

RV 
INSENSI TlVE 

RV 11J00RATELT 
INSENSITIVE 

RV 11J00RATEl Y 
SENSITIVE 

RV 
SEIlS IT IVE 

RV HIGHLY 
SErlSI TlVE 

OUS1"" CPI Wp CP2 

!t, I CP8 

CPI 

Zp 

CPS 

CP6 

'OCR 

(t,) 

CPJ 

CPC 

OUSC 
1M' 

It I w• CP2 

CP1 CPS 

CPI 

Zp 

CPS 

CP6 

'OCR 

(t,) 

CPJ 

CPC 

RAueE Of 
~ 0f'8 _ 

[NSEIISIT 1VE SENSITIVE 

o • 20 20.01 - 40 40.01 • 60 60.01 • 80. 80.01 • 100 UP 
RESPONSE 

VAR IABLE (QV RV 
INSENSITIVE 

RV rtIOERATEl Y 
INSENSITIVE 

RV rtIOERATEl Y 
SENSIT IVE 

RV 
SEr:SITIVE 

RV HIGHLY 
SENSI TI VE 

DUSZn;u (t }, CP6 Zp 

CPI Wp CP2 

CPJ CPS CPS 

(ty ) 'ncR 

CP1 

CP4 

!JUS)""" CP1 CP8 Zp 

(t, I CPS 

CPI CP2 

CPC 'OCR 

[t,) Wp 

CP3 CP6 

...
 



TABLE 18 

PARAMETRIC AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS - RANKING OF "pURE" PARAMETERS 
BY INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT AND SENSITIVITY 

I-t 
I-t 
I-t 

I 
N 
U1 

RESPOHSE 
VARIABLES 

(RV) 
PARAMETERS 

(Pl 

INFLUENCE 
COEFFICIE/ITS 

ttW 
SENSITIVITY 

~.(P)a P 

PARAMETER 
RANKING 5Y 

WFLUENCE 
COEFFICIENT 

IPARAMETER 
RANKING 6Y 
SENSITIVITY 

Ix ,___ wp 

(kxl • 

-6.833 x 10- 3 -a20. 3 1 

-4.768 l 10.4 -751. 4 Z 

(kyl - -3.733 x 10-6 -28. 5 4 

2p 

'OCR 

Wp 

(kxl 

7.3 169.7 1 3 

Iv,I_•• 

-0.0147 -3. 2 5 

.. 

-0.02388 -2865. 4 4 

-4.508 x 10-4 -710. 6 6 

(kyl 

Zp-'OCR (FE) 

-1. 144 • 10-3 8580. 5 3 

92.04 2140. 3 5 

109. , 1118. 2 2 

le<l~x 

'oCR (SE) 

Wp 

{kx > 

-110. -11220. 1 1 

2.134 x 10- 3 256. 3 3 

-2.222 x 10-5 -35. 5 5 

(ky> 5.937 x 10.5 445 4 , 
Zp 

'OCR 

5.067 117.6 1 4 

-1.407 -287. 2 2 

RESPONSE I 
V.RI~6LES I 

( Rvl 

PARAMETERS 
(P) 

INFLUENCE 
COEFFICIENTS 

itW 
SENSITIVITY

:!n l 
.(Pl 

PARAMETER 
RANKIIIG 5T 

INFLUltlCE 
COUFICIENT 

PARAMETER 
RANKING 5T 
SENSITIVITY 

I Xd~~.J,x "p 0.015~2 1850. 2 1 

ok-I(: 1.2698 , 10" 200. 4 3 

(k ... i -8.0 x 10- i -6. 5 4 

Zp -11.66 -271. 1 2 

'OCR -0.0049 -1. 3 5 

IVd!max Wp -0.01781 -2137. 4 4 

lkxl .2.495 x '0-4 .. ,
-393. 6 6 

lkyl 8.441 x iO-4 6331. 5 3 

Zp 62.75 1459. 3 5 

'OCR (FE) 77. 7854. 2 2 

'OCR (5E) ·78.5 ·8007. I 1 

l!d~m4x 
Wp 9.07 x 10. 4 109. 

2.4 

212. 

53.7 

-133.5 

3 3 

{lt x} 1.524 x 10-6 5 5 

(kyl 2.821 x 10.5 4 I 

Zp Z.31 1 4 

'OCR ·0.65U 2 2 



t"::' 

TABLE 18 (Cont'd) 

I 
PESPllHSE \VAR IABLES 

( RVJ 

PAR~TERS 
(P) 

ItIFLUENCE 
COEFFICIENTS 

** 
SENSITIVITY

ffi11 A(P) 

PAlW4ETER 
RNlKING BY 

INFLUENCE 
COEFFICIENT 

PARA.'lETER 
RNIKlrIG BY 
SEHS liI'IITY 

OUSl tMJl Wp 1.68 201600. 2 1 

lkJlI 0.0604 95130. 4 2 

'k v l 
1.067 , 10. 4 dOO. 5 4 

lp .447.3 ·10400. 1 3 

'OCR 0.9804 200. 3 5 

ouS..... Wp 0.51 61200. 2 2 

{k.l 0.0;49 86468. 4 1 

lk y ! 9.33 l10·5 700. 5 4 

lp -404.3 - 9400. 1 3 

'OCR 
0.4902 100. 3 5 

OOS2.... Wp 0.51 

0.0198 

61200. 3 2 

(k \,. 31185. 4 4 

(kyl -2.279. 10-3 -17092. 5 5 

lp 3138 . .
.153.4 

72959. 1 I 

'OCR 31294. 2 3 

I 
I 
I 
I 

RES?CH5E 
VARloIBLES 

(~V) 

I PARAM£TE~S 
(P) 

\ 
IHFLUENCE 

COEFFICIENTS 

** 
SENSITIVITY

:l;j) 4(P) 

PAlWlETER 
RNlKIHG BY 

IHFLUENCE 
COEFFICIEHT 

PARAMETER 
RANKIHG BY 
SENSITIVITY I 

OUSJr.ldX wP ·0.401 .48840. 3 2 I 

{It. t ·0.00149 _11197. 4 4 

(k) 4.56 • 10.4 
3420. 5 5 

lp -2196. -65007. 1 1 

'OCR -152.6 -31130. 2 3 

...... ...... 
• S~t of stiffness coefficienu of the horizontal components of th* tfedowns ...... 

I Set of stHfn.55 co.fficlents of the vertical cOllPOnents of the t1edo'4ns.N 
en 'OCR dhlded Int4 two pac4lOeters. 'OCR (FE) when the c9 0' the cuk is on the lac 

end of the rail c.r eg .•nd tOCR (SE) when the C9 of the cuk is on the Hruck end 

of t~e rli 1 car eg. 
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TABLE 19 

PARAMETRIC AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS - RANKING OF PARAMETERS 
BY PARAMETER RATIO-BASED INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT AND SENSITIVITY 

I i INFLUENCE 
=\ESPQNSE I O\RAM(TERS 

I i I OARA~£TERI COEFFICIENTSI SENSITIVITY 
"~RI~8LES P.A~t6~T[;t(o) RANKING 8Y 

( RV) RA:lKING BYINFLUE~CEI I *fl, *Jl ,(P) 
SE~Srr!VITYI COEFFICIENT I 

I 
N 
'-J 

I 

I 
RESPONSE 
VARIABLES 

(RY) 

PAlWlETERS 
(P) 

INFlUENCE 
COEFFICIENTS SENSITlYITY 

:l~l , :1:)1 ~(P) 
PAJWt:TER 

RANKING 8Y 
INFLUENCE 
COEFF ICIEHT 

PAJWt:TER 
RA/lKING 8Y 
SEHS IT!VITY 

I X I 
• S "'ax .(CPS) .1266. .1899, 1 I 

.(CP2) -1078.7 .1618, 2 2 

3 

4 

• (lIp ) -546.7 -820 . 3 

.(CPI) -522.7 .784. 4 

.( Ik.') -500.7 -751. 5 5 

5 

6 

7 

8 

·(CP7) -500- 7 .751. 5 

.(Zp) Zl~, 3 169. 6 

.( Iky l ) -18,7 -28. 7 

.( ·nr.) 0.72 3. 8 

1" IY.· .... ·(CPS) 546.7 820. S 8 

·(CP2) 2543.3 3815, 6 5 

.(lIp) -1910. -2865. 7 6 

.(CPI) 5016. 7524. 4 4 

.( (k,}) -473.3 -710. 9 9 

.(CP7) -472. -708. 10 10 

.(Ip) 2853.3 2140. 5 7 

.( lt 
y 

}) 5722.5 8584. 1 3 

2 

I 

.['OCR (FE)] ·5341. 11118, 3 

• ['OCR (5E)] ~09, -11258 . 2 

, I
2 

: ! ,(CP2) 

481. 2. , i ,(CP8) 320.5 

1 

i I ,(W,) 

I695.463.5 

6170.7 256. 5 

44390.1:(CPl ) 260.1I 
8 

I ,ICP7) 

-35. 8-23.3,( 'k.) 

-35, 88-23.3 

7117,8157.1 6>(Z.) 

3445.2.Uk.) ) 296.8 3 

5287,1 768.95~( 'oro) 

3891. 3594.·(CP8)
 

'(CP2)
 

~ Xci I.... 
21194. 2796, 

111850.1233.
 

O(CPI)
 

'(W )p

55231.154. 

6 

, (CP7) 

S200.133.3.( (k,}) 

6S133.3 200. 

44-271.-361.3'(Zp) 

7.4. 7,( (k ) -6. 
y
 

.( IOCR)
 881.0.24 

, 



TABLE 19 (Cont'd) 

..... ..... ..... 
I
 

N
 
0:>
 

,
!INFLUENCE I
 I~FLUENCE I
RESPONSE

I
PARA~1ETERPAJWlETERSENS IT IVITYPARAP€TERS I RESPONSE I PARAM£TERS COEFFICIENTS SENSITIVITYCOEFFICIE~TS I
VARIASLES VARI;'SLESPARA/1£TERRAHKING 8Y PAwnERRAAKING 8Y(P) (P)(RV) *WO(P) (RV) :1~1) , :1~1) o(P)RA11'1~IG BY IWIKIIlG BYINFLUENCE INFLUENCE:m l 

, I
SENSITIviTY SEilS ITlVlnCOEFFICIENT CGHFICIENT 
7
 OUS 1
1153.3 1730. I 8
.(CP8) 2
,(CP8) 2
1.815 x 105
 2.1Z2 x 105


i YetI m m.u 

I .(CP2) 1
5
2820. 6
 1
1880. 1.931 x 10'
 2.897 x 105
dCP2) 

.(Wp) 3
7
 6
-1424. I
 -2137. 1.341 x lOS 2.0198 x 105
 3
.(Wp) 

4
4
.(CPl ) 3
 4
 4
5687. 6.373 • 104
 9.56 x 10
3791. .(CP1 ) 
4
9
 5
9
.( (kxl) 5
6.34 • 104
 9.51 x 10
·393.-252. ,(fk.l) 
4
 5
o( CP7) 9
 9.51 x 10
 5
6.34 • 104
·393. 9
 .(CP7)-Z62. 
4
 6
o(Zp) .1.3867 x 104
 -1.04 x 10
 6
8
1459. 5
1945.3 .(Zp) 

7
.( lk }) 7
3
1
 800.6331,
 533.4Z20.7 .«kyl)v
 

8
8
4
 2
7858. •48 . -200 • -377S.'('OCR(FE)] .( 'IVR) 

1
3847. 2
• ('OCR(SE)] -8008 • 

5
 2
2
1.65 x '05 2.475 x 10
.(CP8)GUS4 ITIIx 
2
.(CP8) 2
 1
211. 317 .
 I
\. I
 2.634 x 10'
1. 756 x 10'
i .ICP2)

d max 
5
 3
.(Wp) 1.2084 x 10'
 3
1.8126 x 10
1
1
·(CP2) Z29, 344. 

«Wp) 4
4
72.5 6
 .(CPI) 5.8 x 10
 B.7 • 10'5
108.8 

4
 4
 5
5.71 • 104
 8.65 x 104
 s'(CPl ) 138.8 208.2 .( It x I) 

4
8
 .1 CP7) 5.71 x 104
 5
Z.4 I 8
 5
'(fkx) ) 8.65 x 10
1.6 

8
'(CP7) Z.4 8
1.6 ·1.253 x 10'
.(Zp) 6
-9400. 6
 

I
 7
7
53.7 6
 .1 (k 1) 461.71.6 700 .
'(Zp) y 
3
• (; tyl) 3
141.1 211.6 8
 8
-100.·Z4.t( 'nrR) 

7
 5
32.1 133.5
'(l.nr.) 



TABLE 19 (Cont1d) 

...... ...... ......, 
N 
~ 

INFLUENCE
I RpPOflSE I
 PARAMETERS COEFFICIENTS SENS IT IV1TY PAAA'IETER 
RANKING BY

V RIAOLES 
PARAMETERI (RV) 

(P) :1:» A(P) .:!W INFLUENCE RANKING BY 
COEffICIENT SelSITIVITY 

4.859 , 10'.(CP8) 7.Z89 , 10' 3
 

4
 

3
OUSZ.~, 

o(CPZ) 5.03, 10
 7.545 x 104
 Z 1
 

o(WO) A4.089 x 104
 6.134 x 104
 4
 

• (CP1) 7
9773. 14660• 8
 

>«(k,l) Z08OO. 31ZOO. 5
5
 

>(CP7) 31ZOO. 5
 5
Z08oo. 

7Z960. 1
>(Z.) 91280. Z 

>( (tv» 7S17 . 21300. 6
8
 

.17090. 7
·11393. 6
.( 'nr.) 

1
>(CP8) ·56987. -85480. ZOUS3~x 

3
.(CP2) ·33880. ·50820. 3
 

4
 4
.(Wp ) ·32587. -48880. 

.(CP1) -7867. -11800. 6
5
 

.7867. -11800. 5
 6
.( Ikxll 

-11760. 7
.(CP7) 6
·7840. 

-86680. -65010 . 1
 Z• (Zp) 

3420.Z280. B 8
.( (kyl) 

7478. 31140. 7
 5
.( 'OCR) 
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LISTING OF CARDS MODEL 

I' P O('.i1A" CARD::> 
• r. __ C'_~'!.~.!! ~ __MuQ._~!~_M~~_E-----!!iE __.1.9_1" §!! lL['J1!A~.L ~~R_ItP~..!__~!il)~	 _ 
•	 ROTATIONAL MOTION OF A CASK-RAIL CAR SYSTEM DURINb COUPLING' 

OFERATIONl? IPRE1HIINARY MODEL wITH BENDING Qf---lHE RAIL C.!..~__. _
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•. 
•	 .--.--------	 --.._---------- -_._.. _----_._-_ .._---- ._._--- _.

-----~ • 
--- ._-------_._----- --_.__._.... ---------::-----=-: ._--_._-_._----_. 

PPPPPPPP 111111111111111 22222222222.2222 333333333333'33' 
_____--:,,-P.PPPPP";'P-':P,...".,o:-::-_ __11111111) 111111 22_~22~22222222223 3'3~3~1~U3:33' 

T DTDTD 1111111111111 2222222222222 3333333333333' 
• RC~CI<C"CR CRCRCRCRCRCR 11_ill.U_U I.!J..!J!_ Z2 2_?_?B222?22 2 2 33}.I.33'33 33 33~_~ _

--'--"(fu---- DG DO Du 00 CO DO 00' 

---- ----_. - -------------_._------_. ---_.- -._--_._----- - .-.. -.- _.._-
• CASK AND RAILCAP. ANVIL CAR 1 ANVIL CAR 2 ANVIL CAR 3 • 

-------------------	 - ------.._-...................................................................... '
 
•-------1 NCL~Q_E S SE.f_~_~T.uNV !.~_C AR S....l__AND__C'O!-!PLEll_. AND _S-,~~p~ NS19" • O!?::15 -:.§.g 
• SU~5YSTEMS SUBMODELS. '05-1S-e[' 

___" --..:..=..~:_..::-S...!§.~ __~ ONV~_ill..o_ti ..__.. _. __ . ._. .. ·.P ~..:..1..?:__ltO 
+X TO RIGHT, +Y UP, AND + THEIl. CLOCKWISE '05-15-S('1 

___l..O~~J.Q..O..s...E . ·__. -Il.7-=02..~.l..!.' 

LOGICAL LXPFRC JI-13-7~ 
______!:.OGJ_~~..L_C~~!:.f:_S $~~--=...2.~-S.J....~ .. 

INITlAl 
_____INTH..£~.....1.QNE______ _ . _-!l_~...:.~1!.~.9(' 

INTEGER NN,NNH,INT oq-ll-ar 
ARRAy CIZQ~_U..lJ D·1-2Q-S8 
ARRAy XRI3(120I,XR1QI120I,XR5!(120I,XRSII(120I,XRbO(IZ01.XRbl(lznl ell-ll-se 

____~AR:..:.R=--AY-E!~_L3 ( 12Q.!..tf~R 1~_(_1l9 L~.!.~ 5 3( 120 I!L~I?.5.!f ~.!_2QL.!fXR_60_t1_2.J!.!~!.!.! ()_If.--:-!!=.BJ: 
fXR61112CI Oil-II-dO 

APRA Y XR 13x (1 20J.a..~.B.~lU..L~!J.J~~.~~J !J.~ __Q~.1~-=Q._Q...12a.~tL)(~J 1~Q..tIXRb_O)(U2tJ)_J 
l(RblX11201 OIl-lb-SO 

____ ~Y_.f1C~J3X (1l.P.L, fXR lQ.!_.u.£Q.J.JI~~52!.!..n.O.L_f.!BSqX.J.H ..o_!.t .!,!_.__ . Q!+.:.l.&-l:I~ 

fXR6GlC (120), fXR61 XH20 1 0"-16-80 
______!.R.R~L~_Rt!S.IlU2)I J__A~ltSLI.!?Q_b!.IU!~II:fjJ.]0}.. U_Mll.20J~~2...U.20l __. __Ol_::.0~=.a.C 

ARRAY ADUSlt12CI.AuUS2UZOI.ADUS3U2J I.ADUSII(1201 09-11-8r 
__ ·--S)'_~_T_~ __ l.N.£'U·L~_R~~~E..R_S~ ._,,, . .. . .. ._ .. _ 

'---TEST DATA SELECTION CONTROL VARIABLE' 03-10-&1 
_____C_Q.t!.i.l~!il_.T_I;~L-=-_tlh__ . • . ._._.... _.__~.~::.10=.§1_ 

CONSTA~T TEST = 11.
 
(ONSTA~T TEST = 11. S'OQ-15-81'


----C;.O:..:N~S;.;-TAliTTES	 -----· -...------- --------- ..------..--.T ·=13--;------· ---,·os·:.-iz-afo 
____. CQ_t!llMH._..U,SJ_=_.h . ~~cJ~.~.~Q~_a~~ " . ._ 

'---COuPLER FOKCE SELECTION CONTROL VARIABLE' 11-13-79·--------If TRUE USE EXP FORCE' 1 t=1.~J9.
 

·---~----If fALSE USE CALC fORCE' 11-13-79
 
_.__ ..f.91'!s_ll.'iL.;'~E_LI?C=.J.ft;,J_E_! .. . __.. _.. . 01.:.z..'i.:-.6 ('
 

'---vERTICAL TIEOO.N sELE~TION CONTROL VARIABLE' 
.~_~~--=~~=-ILJll_UL-':..AB~E.S__U_S.r~_. __.. . . .. ._ 

CONSTANT CABLES = .FALSE. 5'06-29-81' 
._=.:u A1 !..._~_9__LA£LI.I.L.f:..q~.! ROk VAR I ABLES' _.. _ _.__._1 2 -12.=L~ 

·--------+1. FOR ORIGIhAL OATA,-I. TO CHANGE POLARITY' _ 12-12-79 
___ . . C_Q~S T.~lllLPDL..b.L' __7 .._h .__ . . . . _ _____e~-::2.Z-..c_C 

CONSTAhT PCLbl=-I. 12-12-79 
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CONSTANT PAYR12 : +1 • 01-08 -81 
. _... ,.QfojS.UKLP!..'!'..E!~..:_~L.... _ •• •• •.e••• •••• • __ ._·.· .-0-l":'C-8 ~.d1 

CONSTA~T PAYCPL : .1. 01-0S-bl 
_ .._._. ~S.I!h.LP..A1...c.£L.....=..=.l..L_ .. . .__.__ . . .._fU..~.l2:'..A1 

'---"[lGHT~ vF SYSTEM cOHPONENTS' 
eON S I AN I Wp~ • It E 5. hi E -1 • 7n '. .rT R =~.1..5.O.....~1.E.-7 1 SO •• ....wl\~.2..I.£..!i _ 
'ONSTA~T ~P=&.E!t S'itO TON CAS~' ]-03-79 

____-C-CliSJ'.A!iT liRe: 5.96fit .. .L...U.~.IL 

CO:-'STANT FRHP=n.Ci 8-28-79 
CONS UN..LW~I.!lES. WE 2= 1 .HE 5. WF3=..l....l..!I~~~.1!i.£S 7 -03-~. 

'---HOHE~T~ OF INE~TIA' 
cONS IAN T IP =5. lB~ 5. I RC=2. 5liU!, . .........8o...;-:;.,3.....C=.1.9_ 

'---HODULUS OF ELASTICITY or BEAM (RAIL CARJ' 
CONSTANT E=3,E7 

'---0 IHENS IONS' 
CONS TANT L1CC: 2bit at LP=2 37 at LCR= I.O..t.hL.t..E.:l.fl.h~.1.P.1t=..1le..._S.~l.E.f";:..l.tl~ .. 0 J -If' -sr 
CONSTAtH PI = 3.1it1b 01f-1I-6( 
CONSTANT LtPL = 3g1.25 
CONSTANT ZRC= 18., ZP=~l., WDTHRC= 2.
 
CONST ANT ZC.OGO"-'=::.J.....3....S<--_______ .. . __
 
CONSTANT ZRCP=12. S'DISTANCE BET.EEN SURFACES OF CASK AND RC' 03-27-&0
 

'---CONST~ 

CCt-tSTAI~T 6=366.14 
____~C~ON~'SLT~ANT ~~TA6=.OS.BETA7=,OS ________ ----.9.=.1 C=.I.9.._. 

CONSTANT B£TA6E=0.,BETA6C=.2D 01-08-0(' 
___L..O"~.S_H!iLJl.LJ~LLB.E..T.A.1~c_ _ . .._. __ .._O~Qa=:il..r 

CONSTANT BIACPL=.OuO 01-09-Sr 
CONSTANT ALFA6=,OOl.ALFA7=.OOl ___....P1It.=!=.B.J_ . 
CONSTANT ALFACP=1.0 12-114-7'> 

'---aUIAI VEl OCTJIES' 
CONSTANT VXPl=.176.,VYPI=0.~VTHPI=0.~VXR'I=.17~.,VYRCI=0 •• , •• 

yTHRCI=o•• YXTRI='17p •• VXTfl=·~~Y~~. _ 
CO~STANT VXf2t=0.,VXF3I:G.,VXFIfI=0. 

~ ---l...!ilLil~..Jl.1~.~.u.t.r..."...E-"N!..!'T-,,~,-' . _ 
CONSTANT XPI=O.,YPI=C.OO,THPI:O.,XRCI=O.,YRCI=C.OC,THRCI=O. 
CONSTANT XTRI:O •• XTFI=O •• XfI:O. 
CONSTA~T Xf2I=O.,Xf3I=0.,XfIfI=0. 
CONS IAl1 LXI..lll.U =-. a . ._ .. 0 Z_7.c.1.:-.bL' 

·---INITIAL VALUES OF INFLUENCE COEfFICIENT~ ANo OERIVATIVES ·D5-1S-6~ 
____..JC~O_~.l~IU_U~.bI.l.CU...~Jh . ... .. .3.:=_1L=L'i..e' 

CONSTANT IC9I=0.,OIC91=0. 14-12-79 
___~C~O~T.!lH ICl;;I=CuJU..u'..llI=p. ._________ 1j-12-79 

CONSTANT IC111=0.,0IC11I=0, 14-12-79 
__-----'C'-"O....,r....."S'-'TANT I C12 1=0 •• Q.H.l..il.:.Q.L.-. ._ _ !I-12-H._ 

CONSTANT IC13I=0.,OIC131=0. 14-12-79 
___~C~O..!!!N.s.I.!.~LH_t~l~n......tiIli..l.1fI :C..L-_ _ • __1t :-.1.~.7JLon __ • 

CONSTANT IC1~I=C.,DIC1SI=0. 14-12-79 
CONSTANT IC1bI=p.,OIC16I=O. '-12-7~ 

CONSTANT IC171=0.,OIC17I=0. 14-12-79 
CONS rANT I !;.18 1=0,. DIC 181 =0 , ..3.=12.~L 

CONSTANT IC1~I=O.,OIC191=0. 14-12-79 
__.....J<.CQ.1'fll ANT~-,.z.o.I=C .. DI..c.z..a.l.:.O.L.....- .. _... . ---'A :".lZ.:-_·VL. 

CONSTANT IC211=O,,0IC21I:0. 14-12-79 
____~C.CJLUAIM TIC 22 1=Q.u..Li.1.c..z.z1.:0 • . It - 12-15t 

CO~STANT IC231=O.,OIC231=0. 14-12-79 
__. __~tt(U.!bL..H21f I.=...r..... 0..li2.Ml=O... .____ .... __ ._Ct.:-12.::1_L 

CONSTANT IC2SI:C.,OIC251:0. 14-12-79 
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CONSTANT IC261=0.,DIC26I=0. ~-12-79 

CONSTA~T IC271=C.,OIC27I=0. ~-12-79------cok"s TAiiTTc2'b1=C .,oic-Z-H=o. ---.---- .----.--.-..--------.----... q-1Z-=-79 
'---LIMITS ON DISPLACEMENTS' 

----.- CON sTANTXRPL 0~ - •0 b'::'2~S-,'::"X"::"R-:::P7.'-;I-:::=:-.'""'O:-:6-::Z="'S;:-O-H
CONSTANT YRCHAX = -1.125 9 -08-79 

---~C07-N~S=-=-T""AN~T XTU= S.t. ,XTl2U: S.6,XT23U= S.6,XT3I1U: 5.6 
CONS TANT XTL = -5.6 ,XT 12L=-S. b,X T23L=-S.6, Xl 3~L.=--S~__.. . __ 
CONSTANT XTU1 = 2.8,XTU2 = 5.6 8-6-79 
CONSTANT XTLI =-Z.8,XTL2 =-5.6 

--:-.------A,-,O"..J.:.,U::,...S TH'ENT FAC TOR S FOR RE LA TI VE VELOC IT r'ES • 8-15-79 
___--;:CD;.N;:.;S;.T=-'A;;tiT AQRCF=- 10 • 8 -29-79 

CONS TANT A012 =0. 9-07-79 
CONSTANT A023=0. 9 -07-79 
CONSTANT AD3~=0. '-97Cj:"f9' 

'---OAHPIN~ COEFFICIENT~S~'~~~~-:::-~~-:::-~~~~ ~ 
CO NSTAN T CS 1::2. E3, CS2=2. E3, CS 3 =2. E3,.CSq= Z.. E3 ,CS s""=2.[ 3~ CS 6=2. E3 8-28-79 
CONSTANT CS7=Z.E3,CS8=2.E3,CSCARS=2.E3 8-28-79 
CONSTANT C56=000.,CS7=OOC. o1-07-& ~ 

CONSTANT C512=.0 ,CSRI =.0~_~,CSF1 =.0 ,C531: .0 
CONSTANT C523= .C ,C5R3 -.0 ,CSf3 =.0 ,C5R2 :.0 
CONSTANT CSF2= O. 

~=:"SPR:iNG c'oNSfAN TSCS T:~I'-"F'""'F'7N:-;E;-::5:-:S;-;E;-::S:-:)-::''---

'----SPRING CO~STANTS CNON-BENDING)' 
CO~STANT K5CARS=1.0115E7,KSl=1.E7,K52=I.E7,K53=1.~7,KSq=I.E7 

CONSTA~T KSZ=I.0ES,KS3=1.0E5 01-11-ac 
-----CONSTANT KSS=1.E6,KS6=6.29[q,K57=6;Z9EII,KSS=1.E6 

CONSTANT KSS=1.E6,KS8=1.E6 0.1-2q-8C'
--~c~o~NsfANt K56I=b.29EII,KS7I=6.29EII,KS6INf=Z.l7,KS7INf=2.E7 

CONSTANT KS61NF= 1.E6,KS7INF= 1.E6 9-09-79 
CONSTANT KSILO:S.EII,KSIHI=1.E6,K5qLO=S.EII,K5qHI=1.E6 8J -z~ -oC 
CONSTANT K2FF2=QS666.

-----~'~O~N~S~T~ANT Kl=48666.,K2;-=~1I"::"8~6~6~6-.-,~K:-:l-::F"r"2~=~1I:-8~6-b""6-.-,7.K"::"1~F~2~F~3:-:=:-~=8666. 
CONS TANT K2 FZF3 =118666 '.LKJ F3F ~=" ~_666!,. K2F3F~ =-~.866 6.:..-=:-:----'-_ 
CONSTANT K5DG1=.SE6,KSDG2=.SE6,KSFF21=.SE6,KSFF22=.SE6 
CONS TAIH KSF 2 31 =.SE6, KSF232= .SE 6 ,K SF3 Q1=. SE 6 L~~F 3c_II.:.:2=-=~.~S:;...:E::..;:6=-- -: 
CONSTANT K6=a.OEII,K7=8.0ll1 01-17-er 
CONSTANT KSDGI0=.7S~S,KSOG20=.7SES 

·-----CO"'S TAN TKSDG1 0 =0. iE·6----------·----.. 
CCNSTANT KSF21G=.7SES,KSF220=.7SE5 _._--_._-_._--

------CCNS TANTK~iTIo=~75E:S ,K S2320 =.-=7-=S-=E-=S--
CONSTANl KS3410=.75[S,KS31120=.7S[~S~ _ 
CONSTANT~HRCFU=4.~K"RCFL=1 •. 
CONSTANT KMFF2L=1.,KHFF2U=Q. -_._-----_._--
CONST AN--rKHF 2 3L=1. ,K-HF2 3U=~.
 
CONSTANT KHF3QL=1.,KHF3I1U=Q.


--·----CONS TANT RCOR =1. ,FOR=ti:----·-·--·.. 
,------------------~-----CHANGE REOUIRED DUE TO SLACK IN TO-S ·05-27-8(' 
tCNSTANT RCoR = ). 05-27-bC 
CONSTA~T LOO~E = .TRUE. S·LOGICAL VALUE~' _ 07-02_-80 
CONSTANT F'20R=G. 
CONSTANT F30R =0. 

-----coN-StA"FrT F 4 0 R=0 • 
'---MULTIPLI(R A~D S.1TCH TO GOVERN ~ENDI~G· 

-·------ccNS-TAN T BEN u Sw =o. S • N0 BE N0 I N~G;.:.:.;W~H';:'E:-:'N~O-.-::·-------------------
'----$PRING CONSTANTS CBENDING OF RAIL CAf)· 

·----coNsTAi;T·--ifi2=.0 ~-KRI =.0 ,KFI = .C! , K31=--;O·--------· 
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CONSTANT K~3~ .0 ,KR3 = .0 ,kf3 = .0 ,KRZ = .0
 
CONSTANT KfZ~ O.
 

----OEf-INIY·io"N-OfOPAf=-=-T-G=-E=-A--:R CHARA CfE-R-iSTIcs.. ------- - -------.----.---- ..----.- - 
-----~PRING CONSTANTS (DRAfT GEAR)'

.- -··---CO~~sTAI~-i"·-Krfc=2:09E-7.KF= 2."09[7---··-------------------------------·--- 
___...__l:.QN$ TAN T I(.•CR C1~1.3 bE 5, KCRC2= 5.36 Ell, KC RC3 =?'-",C!!:2~8""'E.::5 _ 

CONSTANT KCfl=Z.36E5,~Cf2=5,36EIl,KCf3=2.28E5 

.__ .__.~O.~~~.To. KCR_l!'l!:=?_!.9!.1..t~CfINf=Z.U_ . __.__ . .. .. ... 
-----POINTS WHERE I( VALUES CHANGE' 

. __.__fQ..NSJ..Al\IT..J(UR-'-Q=_.Q~_-,XUR_U= Q..981l.,_XUR~2-=~'!..t!UR~~=~8 . . _ 
CONSTANT XUfO=0.,XUfl=.98",XUf2=3.,XUf3=3.768 

_ ---TJLHELAG ~EfO~E 06 ACTIVE STATE' J -.J..L':1.L
-------------12-06-79CONSTANT TLAGCf= .0380 

__._CONS ~~.!iLJ~.!.t?!:f.= .0380 __. t2 -0b.=.7!!_ 
---COEffICIENTS Of fRICTION' 
__-'C~.lAJiL_"-UC.;:_JLl1!JS-=='""..... _... S'-"8'-

CONSTANT HUPR=.5S
 
__",-,cONSTANT MU=.S8. 1.1.-1-77 

CONSTANT MUCPL=.CS.HUTR= .5,MUTf= .5,HUf= .S8,HUFZ=.S8,"Uf3=.S8 
CONSTANT HUfll=.S8 

-- CONSTANT-HUf=~3C;HUf2=:30."Uf3=.30.MUF.. =.3D ----··-·--·--·---i::C3=i"9· 
_. .~_~!!~.1~_~.L.HU~.!'_~~~ . . __._ ..__._. •• •• __ • •••• _0 0 _ •• _. _ 

CONSTANT MUD= .5,MUDb= .5.MUD7= .5 
____C.Q.N~_U!'U_"LU.Q.~.E=!.?J HU C~C =.5 ._ . ._. 9 -J Q.::U._ 

CONSTAhT MUD7E=.2.HU07C=.S 9-10-79 
_____.l;ONS_~_A.~! ~~~fE!.~.,..!'.Y~f1 :=_'!..~~~L2 H=. S.t.!1Jf.Z 3_2-=.• ~,.", Uf3.. !.=.5_.~uf_.3_~_2_~.!..L _ 

CONSTANT MXRCfC=0.O,HXRCFE=0.8 12-1~-7S 

_._._.__ ..,L2C=Q.!Q.!H..!J_!.2~::.95 ._.__. _~~~~ ..C~~..l~ll.!_~~.! .._. __.. 
CONSTANT MXT23C=0.O,HXT23E=.95 8-22-79 

___.,....:CONSTANT MXT3C1C=C.O,HX13 ..E::._!L 8-22-7...2.._ 
---fRICTION fORCES ON COUPLERS' 

___ CONSJ.A!!.I...£.~t..~~-=-~.EIl_•.f SCf=S &Il ... ----- --------- --- --.---fRICTION fORCES ON SUSPENSION SPRINGS
__._._.-£.ONUANT__ .L~~J~T~.!50 "fR~.CTt9h OLLO~.£L_~~-1...B_~~ . . . 
-~-FRONT AND REAR BRAKE SWITCHES. 1. WHEN BRAkES ON, O. OTHERWISE' 12-1-77 

_____~O NU..!'iL.BR AKEf....':'-!l• .a....!.~AK~.. _._._ . _ 
---OTHER TRAII'4 BRAKE SET SWITCH, 1. WHEN BRAKES, O. OTHERWI~E' 

. CQ~_~H~~Rli~C :: 1. _S~~.U_U.Q.~.BRAKER ANO__BR~!-_~.L...lliOULJ?_ ~LJl.a._'_. __ .. _._ 
CONSTANT BRKfZ::l.Z.BRKF3=1.2,8RKF.. ::l.Z 8-2Z-79 

___._. __ ....t.o.~ IAN T.....8Rl<..f.i;.l,J.BKf3.::;.l....QeH_C+:a "_ . ..__... _ 
---COMMUNICATION INTERVAL' 

_ --=C=Otlill.tiL.mON.f.-:....tu~J...J~U2.Ctl.....L.....cJ_. _ _.tU.=.~ '!.=..§.Q_ 
CONSTANT THI = O.I~.TLO = 0.03 O.l-21l-SC 

... _ ._Ulh.S U.NL[PS R =1.l=.1.tL _ ___________ .o~~~.':8o.. 

---SI~ULATION STOP TIME
____.._C_O.N..S.llli.l. _J ~ IOP:DJl5 _ .__.__._. .._. __u:...c.Z:-.1.9 

CONSTANT TXell = .ZS 7 - 3-7 9 
----=.=IN I TI AL .j/ A1.UlL.OL..£.L.Q.L...n"RA~N~6IL1E....S...' _ 

CONSTANT XHX=-I.E3D.XHN=l,E30,YMX=-1.E30,VMN=1.E30,THHX=-1.E30 
____....J:0N-U ANl....!!'t!1.N=1 ...E.Ja.,Q.~ __!'~1C=~ £30 .[.I~."~=l.LO.Q."O!..I4'X=-.I~UJl__. . ._ 

CONSTANT DyHh=1.E30.0TH"X=-1.E30,OTHHN::l.E30.0ZX"X=-I.£30 
_____..~_O.!l~~A!iLD..£.X._H~= ~ .•U9., O_LY.P1!.::"~!J.2O.J~I~!EuUO_, D.?_.Tt:l~JJ_;=J ._.__ ~ 3_0 

CONSTAHT 0ZTHMN=1.E30.XR"X=-1.E30.XRMN=1.[30 
____~Q!!S_U1'4T V"X 2=:-.l!J~Y!'~~.uO. DZY"X? ::-~Cl.:a.Q.2..,(~N.Z=.L'.kE.ar.3~0 _ 

CONSTANT OYMX2::-1.E30,OVMNZ=1.E3C 
_. ~Q~~H.r.._L~_CyL"'X._::.-:l..!..~3JbLcPLH .. =1 .UQ .__. __._. _ 

CONSTANT ICMX=-I.E30.ICMN=l.E30 ~-lZ-79 
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CO~STANT DTMIN=1.E30,DTHAX=-I.E30 OQ-30-6f 
_"'_~_-_:L_0.AD.:P~F.L.U..!.;l_O~_~.'='.i.~E_. __ \L~L-'~9.!.Q~. ... . .__ ._. ....__F: QR_P-R!LT GE~R:-D I~PL, __ 

TABLE XOG,I,~/0.,.98~,3.,3.7b8,0 •• 2.32ES.3._ES,S.J5ESI 
._. _ ._!~B'=LK_HfR~G_J.J~/5~!"S.8~!..h_~~~...L.ll.!..,.l·_'l...~_3..t..h! __. . l,L-U:..I5 

TABLE KHFf2f,I,_/S.b,S.8S,b.l,b.~S,I •• I.S,2.S,\.1 
_.. TA&LE KHf 2 3f d_!..~J5 • b. 5 .65, b • 1 , (,. ·35 ! 1. , 1..!~t.?-=•..::S:..J'L\.:.:.:..:/:..-__. _ 

TAaLE KHf3_f,I,_/S.b,S.8S,6.1,6.3••1.,I.S,2.S,\.1 
'---COUPLER FORCE-SRL EXPERIHEhT-!!..~ ..L:.!7-l?_. 

---- iN ST 3 .-------	 ~ 1-29 -7 9 
TABLE DUSf,I,2l/0.,.0_8,.OS,.DS_,.07,.07S,.076,.08,.Q8S•• 095, ••• 11-29-79 

-------- --- -----:D, .136, .1_ 5, • iSs, .206,. 21t2 ;:26-,~27; •28.;·~~·-i~i9':'-79 

1.,... 11-29-79 
0.,0.,2.E_.0.,I.E5,9.E_,2.9ES,II.[\,S.E5,... 11-29-79 
1.16[6,3.£5,2.E 5 !S.2ES.,I.E5,S~_E.!.!..?E~..!.ES, !..!...!.....__ !-.1~~.-7~ 
1.ES,6.E_,0.,0.1 11-29-79 

·---~_O_NGITUDIN~L~..BCE-SRL EK PERI"E~l-lESI.~ ._. .	 _ 
TABLE OUSLFF,I,21/D.,.03,.05,.08,.09,.11,.I'.~IS,.161t,.176,... 11-29-79 

.185 ...19l.J..4!.uL~-,.26, .liu271t ,.~283 ,..!h~91 we .. 11-?9-7~ 

1•••• ·• 11-29-79 
._.__O....!...'~_.E\,0.,2.• 8EIt,1 .1.t.~.!..'!...!.6_~_5!!..~E!...~!~_~.c.~'! I) -2!..~79 

_.8E5,1.8_E_,1.6E_,-I.ItE_._._EIt,-2.EIt,-2.E_, ••• 11-29-79 
___. -=1. 2~.'!.J..~J~.,-2 .E II ,!L._~.!I LP..H.Q~.L_· .. . _ .... ll=29_~.19 

'---HORIZONTAL ACCELERATION OF CASK-SRL EXP-TEST 3-INSl NO.8' 12-11-79 
•	 [)LTEREO AT ~~C_~2~JNG FfT'_ ~~18-8Q 

TABLE D2XPF,I,S_/0.,.0096•• 01Itb ••D2C8,.0266,.0316.~0366,.O'2,••• 03-18-dO 
_ .. . • 1l'!l..u_D.S2.'lLlil.b...2.s...Jl.1Z.h~.Q]j «l..u.QJl..2Il, !!l.9.M.J _•..l..:U.1~! '!!..Q~ =..U -: ilP 

.1356,.I__ 8,.16S_,.1898,~1968,.20\•• 2J06,... e3-18-Sf 
______-=.... .•2'-"1'-'2'-"8J....2198 •• 2236,~?..1..Q..U_~2_~U_H_~-'.l1_?uof:s.~~_H O_~..::lll.":H 

.262,.2692,.2756,.282_,.2S98,~2958,.3026.... 03-18-80 
_____________.....'":3~1...P""'6.........."'!3~1~6....8u.u,~3~2~3!"8 .....-3..~3~3~n •• 3lf2 8 n ..ll,lh.... .3S68. u • Q 3-18~D 

.3626,.3708 •• 3798,.3S9,.397,.It,.lf07,.1t09".~I,•••e3-18-8( 

.5,... 03-18-6f 
-83 .IIS, It. 722, -3 .15 ,19.1 5,~9:-7-j9;8~ 70~'-;'12.9-"-,-~~-~-(i3 -18~ir 

____1 7. 1 5 • -13_!~, r 8 .2~.!OL!J.::li9..,! ~...I.':' Z.t!.~,."_ ,...._•• .Q.~.=.U -:.~ ~ 
-,_9.5,--103.,-625.1,-718.6,177.7.-2781.. ••• 03-18-b[ 

___If..Q.~h -22.!hJ J..1.1-'..!..1lQ.LL.!...li. £J~"'.O..~l..L._'...t!.! 03 - U.":..H 
-3.38&,-101.5,102.1,-121 •• -63.02,-116.5, ••• 03-18-EO 

________________ :~..J_!l»~,' -1110 .3 .J 9.5!.J..:..~.[!0_!~J-5.P ._._.....~!.t.= ... 2.2~,__ 0 3~tlt::8J' 

30.79,~139.7,1t0.7l,-282.3,-19~._,-252.1f, ••• 03-18-80 
... . ::-I.J~6_5J.:U~h 1.2J...!.h...:n.!.71 '_U_~'!..!.J..-'3~~19.L·_·_·_ __ _ _Q.;3~..t~:~9 

-21.~1.-113.1,-87.29,0.,0.1 03-18-~0 

~=---VtRTl~~L ACCELERATI9_~ OF C~~.!L.M SlRUCK~D-SR~_ txP-1ll.T 3-.INli..~~_~.J.1:,79 
• FILTERED AT 50 HZ USING FFT' 0"-23-S0 

_. ._ TAB ~~Jl_?.e! _F.L 1_, .~~~~[JJ~~ J_._021..t_~_0_lf..~L,~P$.1,_~_06~ J_~ !991.u_t21"_'-~~~ o-. -~~-8.~ 
.151t,.18118,.201.. ,.216,.237,.2606,.2682,... 8"-23-60 

____ .__ ..... ._. .._.2.!Q.2_,~3.1."',_,'3~~_, ~ll1_•.'39~~~_'~Q,~.,'!~.P~5 t .•,.! p!::n-:flO 
.5, •• ~ 0"-23-&0 

________________ 109...!h-2!!..~9.-13.6_ .-72 .'~h=2.D~_•.~Q.8.U~_L __-l.!.:l.~=-8.Q. 

1157.,-1&61.,1986.,-1t31.6,-203.5,-S31.'.... 0"-23-&0 
____... ?JU...~.J ..::2.U_•..IL::..23tt~l....1..::.lQ07 ...IJ5'U.?....L~Q9 •.J~~ ._.Jl.'_:'.~~::9..c 

-8.9.,8.-275.8,109.9,0•• 0.1 e"-23-ao 
_~.::::_::,:!O,!.!ZO.~.!~L...~_t.UJ,E:~A!.I_QJLq~_~A.SI(~ ..~_~IL: __S_~.L~.n_:-__J.U.J _.3__."': ... INS1....J.2 ~ __Ll.~2..?_-J! 

• FILTERED AT 100 HZ USING FFT' 03-18-8e 
__.__ TABLE 02XR.~~.1-, !1(Q.~._0.!.~6-.1..&.C..l~~ulLZJ.!.L • .Qn2.J_!.-QH6, :O'-UI...._." e 3-18-8[1. 

• ) 52, .0568,.0616, ,0672, .(j731t,. 09'38, .0\92, ••• 82-08-&0 
_____.__._. ~_Q9.1!,E!.J_.!09~'.!.H)~2_, ~_l..1JI2 ~ .• !?D~ t.~ 12!»2.,_~ 1~.~_~_,-!_!_! Q?_::,pa-_& ~ 

.1~_S,.1661t,.1712,.172,.1736,.17\1t,.1762, ••• 02-08-80 
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.179,.18,.18Q8,.1822,.1832,.181t,.1&52, ••• 02-08-6C 
________. ._.	 ti..§..(l~_l-.J.8a.l~J.jJi61_•.1.9~.L .•_a_lf.z.._.n_~2. LlCl7 "-__•. , ,. 1l2.=n.8.=.H 

.1971t,.1988,.1998,.2,.S, ••• 03-18-80 
) 77.2 , -9«t.._~1.. 2.6S--l.~6..l..a.J8-1 -2 B• 2, ~.2..l.OJ..-. •. .!l2.~OA..=bO 

100.8,11.52,-231.7,-lZ9.,-269.~,-52.97, ••• 02-08-6r 
__________________________=-~!~8~O~9~.~.~-~'uS~I~9LA.~~.-'778••1226••-758.2, ••A- 02-C8_SC 

-631.2,-80Z.8,-398.S,-2817.,15S7~.lZ5.2,••• 02-08-&C 
_________~ 1 J .9,-79 3a..J..a.::2.1..D.....9..=.lJl.U •• -S 92 .2,.=Jl2.9.....s......a..-"--__ a 2 -DS~j)C. 

-795.7,-769.4,-761.4,-749.7,-705.8,-618.1,... OZ-08-60 
____________. 3""SL-I.'-"2'-l.L:-~9r-7..... !lL...l.02.d....a.ZD.L i>. 251. 1.11~.L_J:ll~--...::--"'g.... 02 -08 -&.ll 

366.9,370.7,~.,D.1 03-18-fiC 
·---VERTICAI ACCflfRATIO~ Of CASk AI fAR END_SRL ElP-TEST 3-1NSI IJ· J1-29-79 
• FILTEREO AT SO HZ USING HI"	 041-23-IH' 

TABLE	 D2P12fll,27IQ•••OJ2' •• Q222 ••~332,.041!••QS~~~~732•••• 04-2~~ 

.0978,.1178,.1534,.1888,.Z018,.2102,.2336,... 04-23-80 
•.n12 •• 267lt2896••3Q"_,.'31..U~!...-".JUz..... JlIi-23-&r 
.3714,.3932,.4094,.4095,.S,~.. 04-23-8C 
-165•• ,52.8.-30.1'.57.33.79.59.90.17.9.973 •••• 09-2 3 -SO 
68.97,-!27.",Z"65.,-2051.,601.8,370.3,427.1, ••• 04-23-8C 

_____________- .....1Zk.... ....7L.L.l!.L...::.~9." ._8..§_t.J...z.J.l..•.-L._U2....L1.a..=J!~L..t..L.--O.4 -U--=!U;1 ..... :L.L..L.3
72.97,38.8,Z9D ... ,~165.7,O.,0.1 Oq-2~-60 

~SPRItY......£O NS T~ ~ TS-H OUll NT AL SP ~.lJ!!i..s-=-~.I.Q... TRUC KS_· l.1..~a.=J..!l 

TABLE KS58f,1,7/-1.,-.11,-.1,0.,.1,.11,1.,.ZE6,.2E6,.ZE6,.ZE6, ••• 02-01-8C 
.2E6 ..2Eb .. 2E61 02-01-o.£:.. 

·---NON-LINE.AR STIffNESS COEfFICIENT fOR VERTICAL TIEDOWN AT fAR 'OS-lS-8r 
___---,O-::-"E...,N'-'<O L ...L..Q..Q.H f IT AN 0 RuB ~LG._UM..L . ......!.£lS - J 5 - be 

TABLE KS 2f 11 1 , 91 - .It 11 °.,. 5, • 6, • 7, • 8, • 9, 1. , 1 .2 , • • • 0 5-c5 - 8 e 
Z.SE6.0.0ao.o.ooa,o.ooa.O.~~~~L.O.OOO.... 05-1~-~ 

1.00E5,2.00E51	 OS-1"-6e 
'---V.6.RlARU· D'MpINCz CoEffiCIENT fOR vERTIC'" UrDa.,N U EAR END. 'DS-J5-6r 

LOOSE fIT AND RUBBER GASKU. '05-15-8e 
TABLE CSZf,l.9/-._.0 ••• 5.,6 •• 7.)8 •• 9.1 •• J.2 •• ~. 05-09-80 

~JOO,,0••0.,0.,0~ooo.0.000,0.OOO,1000.,2DOO.1 05-14-8e 
·---VERTICAL ACCtLERAT....l.Q1LOf ~--- AT CAS~~JERfAC[ AT fE~ [xp·OJ-08~l 

•	 TEST 3-INST 1"· 01-08-01 
E]LT~RrD AI 50 HZ USING EfY" nl-0S~ 

VERY CLOSE TO REPRESENTING D2YR1Z" 01-08-81" 
TADLE DZR12f. 1. !3/0., .Oo88.LeJl19 7,. OJO_Zs..a.c..'UH~.'L~.J~.lQ.,.tl!.1~.._uJll=Q.8.~~.l 

.J8 .. ,.0952,.1096,~121,.127,.1qQZ,.152~,.165q, •••el-08-81 
________________---'.J.l..L....L19..il.u'Z'O..i_u ~25.8_,__'-z.!ltlullill_u.Z 858 " • 307.1 !L'_._O~~U 

.3234,.3338,.'3"48,.3598,.3608,.37311,.3858, ••• 01-08-81 

.'398 .. ,,1I09lt. ... OI-OS-61 
77.8 .. ,-187.7,Z36.5,-292.&,Z31.2,-325.9,391.5, ••• 01-08-61 

_____________ __________-~5u2"-'9O-,.~.9Ll7~_=..1.l.L..1.L~f»_U.u.u"3•• ~_6~n_~.U_&_'-!I~.ELL-:Q.e-=-~J 
1862.,-1191.,12~9.,-8'37.8,"58.",-871.6,J"97., •••OJ-08-bl 

___. -....:5"-'0"--..-=-.~2,td9 Z • 6~.!3~!. ~'!. ~_'__H_~..!....~_'~2 Q. .~~_•...!~.,_~._O.J..=.O!=.t>..l 

"6.09,-Z95.6,409.,-1I61.5,77.651 01-08-81 
FILTERED AT Z5 HZ USING fFT· 01-12-81 

TABLE DZR126,1,13/0.,.OZ26,.O"92,.073,.116~.lS86,.1756 ••2098 •••• el-12-&1 
.25011 "Z922 to 3..06,. 3838...1. ...09.. " It. 0 1-12~ 

7.,-115.,96.,-136.,lSQIt •• 1S7.,2Q5.,-306., ••• al-12-01 
___....!Z.J.u.~.2Ju..J..3jQ.....:::_l'!.gw_J.. .__..	 D.1.=lc.o.l 

·---vERTICAL ACCELERATION Of CAR STRUCTURE AT fE-SRL EXP-TESl ~-INST 22·el-08-61 
flL TEREa AI 5Q tt~ING EfT· D]-08-U. 
SOMEWHERE BLI.EEN fE Of CAR ANO 02YR56" 01-G8-El 

_____T}BLE 02R56f, 1. 18( 0 eJ_.eC.o.~!l.L&J..@.'L...J_J.l.8u.n.'t~.cu.,JJ~u.0J.9Iu_OCUJ... __._._Ul..1..=Jl8~_o 1 
.1187,.135fi,.1501,.16'36,.1757,.1886,.~031, ••• el-08-&1 
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••• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.ZO~7,.21,1., ••• 01-0S-SI 
19b.b,-337.7,lb3.~.-b~5.8,99.1Z,-53.3S, 01-CS-bl 

--7.~:"'::3:7b-.9. -~blj;I, 3 9S .b. -fliT Z. ;b67-:-&. -1 ~ 5l;;-iSO-.6"~~·:01"="G8-81 
-lb97. ,Z5b .b, Zl1.5, C·.,O .1 . D.!..:OS:8) 

·-·-~-~vnTlrAi.ACCET[lfAflON OF CAR STpUCTURE AT 'SE-SRL EXP-T£.ST 3-INST b' flJ-DS-bl 
FILTEREO AT 50HZ USING FFT' 01-0S-8~ 

SOMEWHERE BETWEEN D2YCPL AND DZYR7S' 01-0S-81 
_____~T~A~DL~E ••052,.Ob~1.071_~L0899L-~~~-1-Q~~~)_OZtPLF,1,18/u.,.00~l,.01~Z,.02S~

.1066~.1203•• 1Z72~.1~~9,.1652,.1823,.197, ••• e1-0S-&1 

.ZO~7, .Zl. 1., II. .-Ol-0S-8.t 
-171.3,-zi9.,-89.S1,-3S8~,l~~.7,-198._,-11~•••••Ol-0S-&1 
~3181.,~Q5.~,-983.,-791.J,-2951.,1026~.••• OJ-OS-S1 
-912.2,113.6,-168.,O.,D.1 el-08-81 

FILTERED AT Z5 HZ USING FfT' 01-12-81 
TABLE OZCPLG.1.1C/0.,.0109,.0_52,.08~S •• 11~6 •• 1_2~,.IS~2••20~7 ••••01-12-81•__________.::;.;2:;.:..1......::;..1..:.. ...:.o--::,.".-__.......~.-=- Q.1 -12 - 01 

-37Z.,-611 •• 326.,-1_2~•• -8~5•• -1539 ••296., 01-12-81 
-369 •• 0 •• 0.1 tJ.1-12-sL 

• ---D ASE-----cA"SEPA··R;-;;A.....H..E...T"'E..R"'S:------'""l·.-------------------------------- 83 -1 ~ -80 

·----WEIGHTS Of SYSTEM COMPONENTS' 93-1~-8~ 

CONSTANT Wf =1.75E5 S'(REF;-[NSC0Jl83-i,,=ac 
CONSTANT WfZ= 1.75E5 S·(REF. ENSCOJ' 03-1~-8J 

-------C~ONSTANT Wf3= 1.75~E~5~-----------------------------~S~·~(~RlF.ENSCOJ' 03-1_-&0 
CONSTANT WF~= 1.75E5 S·(R£.F. ENSCOP 03-Jq-bC

-------CONS TAhYWP=8 .E~ S'~O TON CASK' ··------_··-----ff3-11i-oc 

CONSTANT WR:: 5.b9E~ S'I_NCLUO~S Z BULKHEADS (REF. ENSCOJ' 03-1~-8( 
--------.,C:-;o:-:N;-:s~fANT WTF: 1.3SE~---i"i&REF.ENSCOJ' 03-1~-8C 

CONSTANT WTR= 1.35E~ S·,REF. ENSCOJ' 93-1~-8r 

·----MOMENTS Of INERTIA' D3-H-SC 
CONSTANT IP : 8.57E5 s·(REF. ENSCO.J· 03-1~-8Q. 

CONSTANT IRC: Z.8~95E6 S·,RE-F.-ENSCOP 03-1~-80 
'---rHODULUS OF ELASTICITY OF BEAM 'RAIL CARJ' 63-1_-8(' 

CONSTANT E =3.E7 S·'REF. ENSCOI' o3-f_-8-n 
·----OIMENSIONS· O~~~ 

CONSTANT LCPL: 3~1.25 S·'REF. ENSCOI' B3-1~-80 

___ CONSTANT LCF: 185.125 -S·l.~EF'._E~SC_Q"J~-.9}~_~!t.~~J) 
'CONS rANT LCR: 95.125 s" REF. ENSCO J' B3-H-8C' 

______CONS T ANT LPF: Z07. .-!~ ._!tE.~~!(~CJll_·_.9~:._t~~_Q 
C·O"ijSfANT LPR: 37.25 S·'REF'. ENSCOP 03-1~-8r 
CONSTANl LRC: Z59.5 S·'Rf.F. ENSCOJ' 93-H-8C 
CONSTANT ZCDGO =6.15 S'-IREF'. Et-lSCOJO e:!- ~-8( 
CONSTANT ZP = 31. 03-1~-8r 

CONSTANT ZRC : Z5.2 S'(REF;""ENSC-OP-03-1_-8C 
o----LI"ITS ON DISPLACE~ENTS~ 93- ~-ar. 

-----CONsr-ANTXn :-~S.25 - So"iR"EF .--ENs-coYi-03-1~=-i;r 

COt-lSHNT XTll : -Z.625 S·'REF'. ENSCOJ' 03-n-Sf:l 
CONSTANT XTL2 : -5.25 S·'REF'. ENSCOJ' e3-1~-80 
CONSTANT XTU : 5.25 s·'REF. ENSCOI' 93- "'-8(' 
CONsTANT XTUI : 2.625 S·(REF'. ENSCO)' 03-1~-br 
CONSTANT XTU2 : 5.25 s·(REF. ENSCOJ' 03-Jlt-SQ 

---C-ON"STA-NT xTl2l : -5.Z5 "·-----soTRU.--ENS·t-O-)"i-li"3-:i..-~6r 
CONSTANT X112U : 5.25 S·,REF. ENSCOI' 03-1~-8C 

------~C~ONSTANT XT23L = -5.Z5 s·(REF. ENSCOI' 03-1~-80 
CONSTANT XTZ3U = 5.Z5 s·'REF. ENSCD.I" 03-n-aO 

--- __---CONsfi"N"T---iffIt L=-:'~~-is---- -_'_-0- --- S • ( RH -: -EN SC O~J'-o3"':i.. ="8c
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CCNSTA~T XT3~U = S.ZS S·'RLF. ENSCOJ· 03-1~-8r 
.._·-:.---s prtNG.S() ~~!..A--!!.!§~__ . . . . "_.__JJ..~~ -so 

tONSTA~T KSDG10 = S.ES S·LOWER LIMIT (REF. ENSCOJ· 03-1~-Sr 

CO~STANT KSFZ10 = 5.ES S·LOWER LIMIT (REF. ENSCO •• 03-1~-~C 
- -- -CONS TAN·f-i(sfizo-::-S:-fS- S-iOWERLIHIT -- iR£:F:--ENSC·0-f..--03-1 ..-:&·r-· 

____C~O~~IANT KSZ310 :: 5.E5 S·LOW~R LIMIT (REF. ENSCO!· 03-1~-8C 

CO~STANT KSZ320 :: 5.E5 S·LOWER LIMIT (REF. ENSCOJ· D3-1~-&C 

_______~ONS~ANT KS3 :: S.Eb S·LOwER LIMp ._!...~~.!.-._~~~.3-1~-SO 

CONSTANT KS3~lC :: S.E5 S·LOWER LIMIT (REF. ENSCOJ· B3-1.-S0 
____ cON_S TAN!_IL~H20 :: 5'!li-...!~.Qd..R_u..M.11 ..'~~I..!....-E_~SCOJ.~J':'I~-6o.. 

CONSTANT KS5 =5.ES S·LOWER LIMIT 'REF. ENSCOJ· 03-1~-SC 
____C01!.STANT KS6INF = 3.E7 s·,REF. ENSCOP B3-1~-SO 

CONSTANT KS7INf = 3.E7 S·(REF. ENSCO.J· B3-IIl-Se:' 
____ CONST.~~L~S8 ='5.E5 S·LOilER LIMIT 'REJ:..!.._Efj~j;.!U"~_.9._~-1~-6JL 

CONSTANT Kl = I.S2E5 S·,REF. ENSCO.P B3-1~-SO 

____..£01llSTA~.L_K2 = 1.S2[5 ,.~!.!t~__~NS~Clt~_.J!~~~lL 
CONSTANT KIFf2 =1.62E5 S·CREF. ENSCOJ· 03-1~-6C 

___.....l:oC~O~ANT K1F2F3 = .1.82E5 S·CRj:,F. ENSCO.P 0.3-U-6Q.. 
cONSTANT KIF3F~ :: 1.62E5 S.,REf. ENSCOP B3-11t-80 
tONSTANT K2F2r3 :: I.S2E5 S·CREf. ENSCOJ· D3-14-S0 

----CONS TANT·KiF3r~-·= -1.82L5 -,-i·e-REf. ENS·CClJo -B3-1,i,;,a"o 
_._ .. £Q.N..u~~.!....!<~ ::_~-!.~~L __ . _.... . ,_.J~~.~ Et!.~~_ Q.!~_~_~ -1 ~.::.o_p_ 

CONSTANT K7 :: b.~E.. S·CREF. ENSCOJ· 03-1~-8C 
~~COEfrl_CIE~~Qr FRICTION· 03-1~-80 

CONSTANT MuCPL:: .2 S·CREF. ENSCOP 03-1~-8C 

______ C9.!'I~!.AN~. HUr --=-.!~ __ . ~~_tREF_._!J~.~..£..Q.J~.Q.!-)~~". __._. Q. 
CONSTANT HUFl :: .2 S·'REf. ENSCOP 03-JAI-6C 
CONSTANT HUr3 = .2 s·,REF. ENSCO:P 03-1~-8( 

-·---.... CONSTANTMUfll:: .2 ·--S;'REF.ENSCC-.--.-e3=1~-S(l 

____CONS TANT HUH = .2 J.·..!B..tf~~..!l.3-11t~ 

CONSTANT HUTR = .2 s·,REF. ENSCO"· B3-11t-SO 

. •.••.-••••-••••••.•:-=.-=.--------- 
_·---OEJIAT...!ONS_.£BQ!L.BASE CASE PARAME!.EB....VALUES TO.J!l.ftI"IZE o3-15-8Q 

~ TICI3.TICIH.TIC53.TIC5~.TIC6D.TIC61.ANOTMIC BY SUCC£SSIVE 
APPROX I MA lIONS' _. . 

-:::::-==-"'On-""'-WHEIIi- USING DUSX~.ALL. PARAH[TERS LEADING TO ORAFT GEAR 03-15-80 
_____. ._ .iEHAV10R .HA~.L..!i.O BEAlli...~..9N THE_lHEILS C_OEFF~· .. __fJ1..~Q ................~..
 
_ •..!.~ •.~l~.~~"',!~_._••• ' . .__. . . ._.. . 

CO~STANT LCF:: 151. S·COQRECTIONS TO ENSCO DATA· 03-21-&0 
____C.QN..ll~Jil..J..~53. S·CORRt.illQN.S TO E!!s.C." DAIA~_.____ 03-21-.4D_ 

cONSTANT LPr= 102. S·COQRECTIONS TO ENSCO DATA· 03-21-de 
_____C::0tLUANT LPR::J.Q2...!.. ._~~RE-CJ~ON.s To EN~C;Q__JLUA_·u. ."__._. 03-~1-=.§JJ" 

CONSTANT LRC:: 259. S·CORRECTIONS TO ENSCO DATA· B3-21-8e 
___ .-tDtL~tAN T KS1HL= 5. E5 __8.9.:.16.::B-C_ 

tONS TANT KSllO = 5.E~ 03-2~-SO 

___-..:C::,:O!i.U!H KSIIHI = S.ES 09-16-60 
CONSTAIH KS~LO = S.E~ 03-21t-SO 

____ ..f_Q!!~.1~T S"PRC = o. .P'::10-80 
CONSTANT SMRCP = O. Ot-07-80 

___. <;.0 NliA.tH TSTOP =~.L__S~OAT~_f 0..R....p2X~~L9NI,._'L!2.QJl.D_T.O __a....J.£ D! ,:OJ-=..8.D.. 
CONSTANT KTHRC = I.EI0 041-11-&[' 

___•__.~_Q..'i~..A!.ll.-.SKTHRC :: o. ~.'L:U-SO 

CONS TANT ALFACf = 0.7 04-27-60 
CONSTANT BTA(;PL ~ I.e . . _O.~~.l2~~Q 

---·CON~ T-AN"f·cs-Z-:: 1500 •• CS 3=1500. ---0--· ------- 05-09-S(' 
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'O~STA~T CS6 = ,coo., CS7 = 2000. OS-0~-8~ 
.. c:Qt!S_!~!'Il_K _S_L_~_.~ .!f.L-..!._·_EQ.!LA~ l~_ ~.3_~ _. . __ __ . ~1.:-~ ~.-_8 r._ 

CO"'STA~T DLTY = 0.11 OS-01-8e 
_.fQN.E.!!~.L DL T~:: J. 22 __ . .__.. Q_~_':Q..~~jll:' 

CO"STANT KS2LO = 2.E5 OS-Cl-ar 
___...:C_Q.N2TA~T KS2L.02 = 3.5E5 oS-ol-~_ 

CONSTANT KS2HI = 5.ES nS-02-oC 
CONSTANT cS2L=0. .__ .__._.. . ..__._. __~.~-~':~.L 

-- -----CO~STANTCSZ-H-=l 5 00.. - OS-l"-EIC 
CONSTANT KS2L=O. 9~-1~-8.Q 

--- --c.()NSfiN"Ti<S2H=1.ES es-ltl-oC 
___·_-_-.::..:.:.~~---~------------..,CHANGEREQUIRED DUE TO SL~CK HI 10-S ·05-28-8 (' 

CONSTANT KSDGI0 = 5.0E.. 06-03-80 
CONSTANT Kl =3.33E"S·CHANGE REQD DUE TO SLACK IN TIEOO.NS· 06-03-8C 

----CONS TA~f KSD-GZO=5.0E.. S ·CHANGE --REQ 0 our-rOS-L'ACK-iii-TIEDowN"$,a-S-O"--8r' 
_____CON.~T..A.NJ MK_5_=:.h . ._.. . .1- 0 -1 't:_~ 

CO"STANT MK8=1. lC-17-8C 
____~C~O~~~NT K2 =3.33E~'·CHAN~~EQO~4E TO S.~~CK IN T~EDO.~~_· --ll~-03-ao 

CCNSTANT AORCF = 10. '~CHANGE REQO DUE TO SLACK IN TIEOOWNS· 06-02-60 
_. __. ~0~!!t:I.:r__~P1.E.CFU~_~....!..Q.!:f!!~6E~E~.IL~T~_~l:.A~IL_.1J.\_!.H_po_W_~~_. ~§-03-a(J_ 
.••••••••••••••••• 07-16-8C 

. O:.::L~.-(ES·i :H. NiE S IN--P'A-RAM-E-TE~'-------'----'--'"'--' -.--------- --- --- -- ._. -'07:T6~8ci 

_~:----FOR PARAMETRIC. AN.9.. SEN~u..n.I!Jh_~TUOY , Q]=ll.-8r;!. 
................. ' 07-16-80 
•••••••••••••••• ' ._ ..__. 0}=J,6.:'p0 

-.- ·--··.::-.::.---.:;:---~.:.~=---:.:---==:coNfROL -V"ARIA'BlE:- -DENOTING TYpE OF FIT '07-16-80
 
AT REAR TIEOOWN. • TRUE. MEANS TO • 07-16-8(1


------LOOSE.; -~fALSE :--M(~-NSTc-riGHT-:-.---------- ----e-j=16-ac 
____,..:C::.;O::.:N~S~T.:...A:::.::NT L0 0 S E = • TRUE. 117 -JQ..-~ 

·-----~----~---~--------~GO TO END OF *INITIAL CO"PUTATIONS.· 67-Z0-dO 
'--INITIAL CJM:>UTATIlNS'

·-------zQN£ = 1 .-. -----,-'IN I TIUTzEZONETOs.rAifr------·- '--Ol'-z'~-8b-

KS2T = KS2 E:l7-02-8Q- ----cs2"T" = C52 .. ------- -- ----- '-O'7:'02-:'-8~O-

_____.-!f.!..U_S T.E".3: )G.'LlQ_J..T3._____ 03.::1.9-81. 
IFCTEST.EQ.3.)GO TO IT3 0~-10-81 

IfCTEST.EC.I0.'GO TO IUD 03-10-bl 
------··iF""cTEs-f~-~·lf~ JGOTo-iTlo------ ------- -----. _ .. ---- .-- --iJ3=Io-81 

IFCTEST.E'.13.'GO TO IT13 03-10-81 
-----·--·TF-iTE:st:E~_;ib-:j·GO--TO·-fTi-6-----··---··------.,,~,._- --_....-.----. -~3~·10--6-1 

IFCTEST.E~.17.)GO TO IT17 03-10-81
 
-----ff~(TE:sT:EQ.·r8:-iGOTo--·rn-8---- .---  o"3:i-o':sl
_____. .§.0_ .~_9.-!.~..__ . . ._.... ._9.~_-:1_P..:t!1
 

IT3 •• CONTINUE 03-10-81
 
. ~:::_:.p.B. 9<;;~_Ol,JB_L!:..~.R_C;_~S_!;~q£.mo~..,- __._ .. . .. _ .. . ._O.I.::20_:".b.0
 

'C~STANT CASE = 1. 07-20-~0 
__--f.Q_NSTAN!_ CASE = 2. .___________ ..._Q.7-"0-8C. 

CONSTANT CASE = 3. El7-21t-SO 
. CON§TAN__L~~M = ...?~ .. ._. __C.l':D.!..=~O_ 

CONSTANT CASE = b. es-o.. -ao 
____.~o..te..·~.MiT_C~_ = 7.!- . .__ ... ... _. __ . j)Jl ~OIt::8JL 

CONS TA~T CASE = b. oS-OIt-ao 
__ -fQt!.$..llli.'t:~SE = 9. • ~:1b.Q.. 

LONSTANT CASE = It. 07-ZIt-8C 
._. ....fON.U_At'4 !. __£!S.L__::._9...!..._. __. .. . . . .0. 7 :.~!:L':.U_ 

CONSTAiH CASt:: = lJ.,- 09-18-8r 

IV-ll 



__

LONS T ANT CASE = 11. 
___~ Q_t'!.ll.AijL~~_S t,__ -=-.J..£a. 

CONS T ANT CASE = 13. 
__ --.J:_Q.tt.U.A..~J~UL __=_..l..1f • 

CONSTANT CASE 
CO",STANT CASE 

CONSTANT CASE 
CON..llA.lti-4J.ll-
CONSTANT 

---'.QH.S...UNT 
.cOtllSTANT 

--i:.0NSTANT 
CONS T ANT 
CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 

_~ONSTANT 

CONSTANT 
CONsTANT 
CONSTANT 

CASE. 
CAS E 
CASE 
CASE = 
CASE = 
CASE = 
CASE 

= 15. 
_ 16. 

= 17. 
= 18. 
= 19. 
_ 2 1 • 
= l::l. 
21 A 
1. 
2. 

= 0.1 
CASL-= 0.2 
CASE = 3. 
CASE : It. 
CASE : S. 

CONSTANT._CASE : b.
 
CONSTANT CASE = 7.
 

_ CO~SJ ANJ CASE: 8. 
CONSTANT CASE = 9. 
CCNSIANT Ct.SE : 1.1 
CONSTANT eCASE : O. 

__CON.il.~NT CASP = 1. 
CONS T ANT CASE B = 2. 

---'-0111 ST ANL.J:.A.S.LC = 3. 
CONSTANT
 
CONSTANT
 
CONSHNT
 
CONSTANT
 
CONSTANT
 
CONSJAIH
 
CONSTANT
 
CONS JAin
 
CONSTANT
 

~_1iST AN T 
CONS T ANT 

_~°to STAN T 
CCNS T ANT 

.~NS TANT 
CONSTANT 

__C.Q_~_S~ANT 
.cONSTANT 

__C.~NT 

CONSTANT 
CONSTANT 
CONS IANT 

CASED = II. 
CASES: S. 
CASE6: b. 
C"S£7= 7. 
CASE8= 8. 
CASE 9 ; 9. 
CASEI0 = 10. 
CA S f II = 11. 
CASEl~ = 1Z. 
CAS E 13 : 13. 
CASE III = 111. 
CAS E 15 15 • 
CASE 10 = 16. 
CASEl7 = 17. 
CASE.I8 : 18. 
CAS E. 19 = 19. 
CASEZO = 20. 
CASL.il. ; 4 I...! 

CASlCC : 0.1 
CAS1..DD = 0.2 
PCAS[l ; !al 

. 

.. 

. 

.__ 

--.£Qt!.s...I..!!iI--k~_.: •. FALSE. "NO ..s.k ~KU_!L_U.EDO_WNS' 

CONSTANT MUPR= O. S'ELIMINATE FRICTIONAL DAMPING' 
--f..Q!!S- T!<JiLX"PI=.!L=--=_h~. __S~<;!I_Q...~ I<.LARLl.!.~t' T ' 

CONSTANT XRPHI = l.[-b S'CHDCI<S ARE. TIGHT' 
Tf(CASE.fQ'C~~r,O TO 11 
If(CASE.E'i.CASEBIGO TO 12 

__MLc_~__g_.~_!C~~~.<;LGJ? ..-LO.....!~ _ 
IF(CASE.E'i.CASEOIGO TO III 

09-19-00 
.D_9..-:Z2.=:il C 

09-22-80 
__ --ll!l~3.=~_ 

[19-211-80 
Og-211-8C 
09-Z11-8(' 
f19-2~ 

[l9-ZIl-lSO 
. ---l...a.=U..=.li.Il. 

11)-17-8(' 
lO-21-8r 
~O-Z'3-00 

l!l-23-8[' 
10-2~-eo 

__.ll-23-ar 
10-Z11-80 

-----1C-2!1-8C 
10-211-80 
10-27~ 

10-27-6r 
.. ..1"O.=.2.7.~r.. 

10-27-8(' 
lJ-19-p" 

07-30-60 
__ ---fl..1-zo-ar 

07-20-80 
__Q.1---.2..D.dI.L 

07-20-bO 
flA.:.o.!L=.80
68-011-&0 
08-01l~Q.. 

08-011-00 
----B.9...:.l.L~ 

09-18-80 
fl9..::.l.9...=..&.l:.... 
09-ZZ-8[) 
.~=.a.c_ 

09.-23-60 
.c....eL:.Zll.=-o [ 
09-211-6[' 
D9 -ZII-8 C 
[19-211-&(' 
M ~_:-.Jj.o.._ 

10-17-8::1 
_ 1.J;J.=..17.'.llS_ 

10-Z3-8C 
IC-n-op 
1J -19-60 
07-10.=j!...t._ 
n7-20-80 
0 7.::U.::1lJJ_ 
07-23-sr 
Ell-20-80 
07-20-ac 

. -----P-7 -20 -o_L 
07-20-l:l(' 

IV-12
 



IFfCAS[.EC.cCASE)bO TO 1& 07-30-80 
IFfCASE.E~.CAS(5)GO TO 17 08-0~-bO -·-----rr ((; ASLEQ-;CAsr6TG-O--ro18 --- -.-..---------------..-Ej 8 -O~ -an 
IF(CASE.E~.CASE7)GO TO 19 08-0~-8C 

·-----rF"i"CA·SE.El,;-;(ASE&'TGOTOTi"::"o----- -'--08-=O~';80-

IF(CASE.E~.CASE9)GO TO 111 09-11-80 
1 F (C ASE • E " .e AS~E:..:1:...:0~)~G:..0-:...;T::..0...:.:I;..;1;.,Z~------------------~0=-9~-.:..18:..--:..:.:8[; 

IF(CASE.Ew.eAsE11)60 TO 113 e9-19-s r 
---IrfCASE:Ew.eASEIZ)GO TO I1~------- --159--22::-80 

IF (CASE.EQ.eASE13)GO TO 115 09:?.1.-8£t 
---fF (CASE .EQ .CASE717-~-7-)-:'G-:'0-=T-:'0---=I-7176------- 89-23-80 

~F(eASE.EQ.eASE1s)GO TO 117 ~9-2~-8r 

IF(CASE.EQ.eAS£lb)60 TO 118 09-2~-SC 

__--,;I;.:F;-(CASE.E Q.eASE,17 )60 TO I 19 _Q9-2~-80 

IFeCASE.EQ.eASE18)GO TO 120 69-2~-or 

If (CASE.EQ.CAS£19)GO TO 121 09-2~-SO_ 

IF(CASE.EQ.CASE20)GO TO I2i ~0-17-sn 
IF(CASE.EQ.eASE2UGO TO 123 1!l-17-S(l 
If (CA sE .E Q.eA SECC ) GO TO I 2~ 1.0 -2 3-80 
If(CASE.EQ.OSEDD)GO TO 125 10-23-80 

---rnCAst.Ew.PCASE})GO TO I2& 11-19-~0 

GO TO IS 07-20-Sf: 
-'I~l~.-.~C~ONTINUE S'CASEA=CASE 1 ~ ITEH 3eA) I~ SAFER BRIEf' 09-23-8C 

WP = 2.*WP e7-31-er 
KSILO = KSILO 07-20-SC 
KSIHI = KS1HI 07-20-~0

--'K S 2T ==-K~S;:,2·T.::----------------------------=0-=7~-20-S0 

eS2T = CS2T 07-20-S0 
KS 3 = KS3 07-20-S0 
KS'ILO = KS~LO 07-20-SC 
KS~HI KSAHI 07-20-&e 
60 TO 15 07-20-tic 

~I~Z;-.-.~C~O~N~TINUE "CASE B = CASE Z - ITEH 3(B) IN SAFER BRIE.F' 09-23-80 
WP = .~~P 07-31-SC 
KS1LO = KSILO 07-20-8[1 

__~K;.:S:....:l_HI = KS1Hl 07-20-&e 
KS2T - KSZ 07-20-S( 
CS2T = CSZ 87-20-&0 
Ks3 = KS3 C17-Z0-ac 
KS~LO = KS~LO 07-Z0-8e 
KS4HI = KS4HI -------------------- 07-20-8e 

GO TO 1'5 07-20-S0 
I3 •• CONTINU[ ~'CASE C = CASE 3 - ITEM 3(C) IN SAFER BRIEF' 0~-23-sr 

WP = 2.*WP 07-31-S0 
KSILO = KS1LO.Z. 07-20-sr 
K51HI = KSlHl.Z. 07-20-S[

----jfszr- = I'. S2 T*2. ----------------------07-20 -S r 

CS2T = cS2T 07-20-S0 
KS3 = KS3*~. 07-20-SC 
KS~LO = KS4LO.Z. 87-20-dP 

--""K.r.S~4;;-:'riI = I'. S~H i.;.•.;.Z.:...=O------------------------;:0:-,:7:---;2~0:....--7'&O 

GO TO IS 07-20-S0 
----.,I'7.4-.-.~C--ONTI~TjrT'-cASrO-= cTs"["- ~ - IT EM 3(0) IN -SAFER BR 1 EF ' -[i'9 -23".:a-f 

WP = .s.wp 07-31-SC_ 
---KSILO = I\SllO.O.S e7-20-bO 

KS IHI = KSlHho. 5 . ~7-20-bJ:J. 
---1<5"2"1- -=-iCS2hO.5 07-20-sr 

IV-13
 



CS2Y :: CS2Y 01-20-er 
K53 :: I\S3*0.5 01-20-81) 

_~'-Ks-ifLO"-:-KS~LO*O:S-- A _ •• _. __._-_.- -_·__~_----------_·_--_·-o7-2ci·.:e~ 

K5lftiI :: KSIfHhO.S 01-20-~_Q_ -- --G"o ro--I 5-------------'------------'-- 08-12-EC 

_~!.._£..Q.NTINU~CASE :: B~~ 09-23-8C 
·--------------~--------~FORORIGINAL BASr CASE, REMOVE All BUT '01-30-80 

___________________..!G_O~9___IS*' _ D_!~b('_ 

~p = WP 01-31-Sr. 
____~_S}!_..Q____=__~~.!_l.Q..._ __. _ _._o.1-1O=§.P 

KSIHI :: KSIHI 01-30-60 
__~2T = KS2T_ 01-30-8(1 

CS2T = CS2T 01-30-lSC 
__,---:K S 3__ ---=-._K S~___ a 7~3O=ML 

KSIfLO :: KSlflO 97-30-8(' 
____KS~.tiL--=--.1'.~&!~tL . ~1.-3.D.=.!!.L 

GO TO IS 07-30-&~ 

-lli~QNT.1..~.Y!-J.'CASE S ~ ITEM-JJ_GJ IN S.HR BRIEF' 08-D"~ 
WP :: wP OS-Olf-SP. 
KS lLO = KSIlO*Z. ._ _ JL~_-Olf-S[ 

----K5i"H-C =-Ks-iHI*2. OS-Olf-SCI 
KS2T :: KS2T _ JtS-OIf-SQ.. 

-----C52-Y--:- CS;;T £l8-01f-Sf 
_______~~} :: iLS..I Q..8-01f-be. 

KSlfLO = KSlflO*2. oe-Olf-be 
KSlfHI :: KSlfHh2. O~Q~=i>O_ 

---- ---GO--TOI-S-- -- ------------------.- --. oe-olf-so 

Ib •• CONTINUE S·CASE 6 ~ ITEM 3(HJ IN SA£!B __ ~R.Uf" ~kO .. -ltO. 
-w·p--- =-W-P----------- ------ 08-01f-SO 

KSILO ::. KSll.O*Il.S D8_~01f-8r 

KSIHI = KSIHho.5 oe-olf-so 
KS2T :: KS2T 08-011-8~_ 

C~2T = CS2T 08-011-60 
_____KS..l...--=_ KS3 08-011-8_~ 

KSlfLO = KSIflO*O.S 08-01f-SO 
___KS If HI _~.SlfHhO.S a9-01f-or_ 

GO TO IS 08-olf-Be
 
__I_~~CO~hUE S'CASE 1 - lTE~_-1..!ll~_t!.2.!.li'i.~EF' 08-01f-SC
 

wP :: loP £lS-OIf-se
 
______~_S_lLO __~~.i.U__O a~_~~IL 

KsIHI = KSIHI OS-Olf-&(' 
__---"-'-K ~ 2T = K':;..ll.!Z.. ~~ 

CS2T = CS2T OB-Oll-br 
____K_S_3 ==- KS-3*.1.. .___________ 08 -0 If ~ 

KSlfLO = KSlllO OP-01f-60 
_____~_~~ ::__.Jl~1t.1:f .1.. . .______________ _--.-.D~=-~_c. 

GO TO IS 08-01f-8C 
llCJ..CONTI,.,UE ,'CAS[ 8 - 111!LJ.!fJ IN S..All.Ii...BB1u' 08-01l-fl!l. 

wp = wP 98 -01f-80 
K.S_IlO =-ll!l..Q.____ .Q.S-Olf-:-.!i._r. 

--~KSIHI :: KS1Hl 08-01l-bO 
_K..~_?L ; KS21$.5 . .__.._. ~_~-olf_:Ji.r_ 

Cs 2T = CS2 T 08 -Olf -i> 0 
__---..:K.:.:S=.."L__ -=...!-~~*.5 08-04t-8C 

KSlfLO = KSIflO D8-01f-80 
____ . __K~_If-'tI_._:: _li~~JiI ._ _ rn_~01f-80_ 

GO TO IS 08-01f-&O 
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__ 

111 •• CONTlhU( S·CAS( 9 - IT(M 3(11 IN SAf(R BRIEF' U9-1l-bO 

-·---~{llO·· ~ i~ii.o .-------.-.-- ---- ..--_._-_._.-. .-.--.------~~:+~-=~{-

I<sHiI = KSIHI 09-11-8(' 
K~2T = is'ZT .----- --- --e)Cf':'Ti-8(i 
C5ZT = CS,T 09-11-80 
KS3 = KS3 09-11-f,() 
SUMKSY = KSZT + I<S3S9-1l-8U 

--~j(SZT = KSZT*0.5---- 09-11-80 
KS3 = SU~"'SY - I<SZT .__0_9-11-60 

-----:..:K..;SltlO = KSltlO e9-11-sr 
KSltHI = "'SltHI 09-11_~ 
GO TO IS • !l9-ll-S0 

Il2 •• CONTItoUE S'CASE 10 ... ITEH 3(J) OF SAFER BRIEF' D9-lS-SC 
-----wP = III P 09-=18 -so-

KSllO = KSllO ~9-18':...~__ 
KS IHI = KSlHI 09-18-&0 
KSZT = KSZT 09-1S-S0 
CS ZT = CS2 T 09 -IS - or 

__---'K~S3__= KS~ __....--Q.!:18-6j:_ 
SUHKSY = KSZT + I<S3 09-1s-sr 

_____ _.E_3__-=-..1'.23 *.Q.o_~ . . . . ._. .. .Q_~.':' !!.-il L 
KS ZT = S UH I< SY - KS 3 0 9 - IS - 8 r 
KS"lO = K~ItLO 09,:,ll.-Or. 
KS"HI = KS .. Hl 09-18-S0 

_. .__.2..0 TO n ___. . lU..-:.1_S.=.H'. 
113 •• CONTINU( S'CASEll - ITE" 3(K) OF SAFER BRlEf' 09-l9-S() 
·-----~-------~----~---~FRONTTO ATTACHMENT POINT ON CAR LOCAT~~-19-SC 

--.----- .----- 'OVER-fAR'CGANODIRECTlY UNDER fRONT - 'e9=-19-S~-

________________________~ATTACH"ENT POl~T Oh CASK. '09-l9-sr 
liP = ~P 09-19-80 
KS llO :::~_SlLO .. ._.. __ -.Jl~.,,:,J_~-S!"I
KSlHI = KSlHI 09-l9-6C 
KS ZT = KSZT -1I_9-=.19~!Q 

---···(5Z1---='·s2-T------ 09-19-6r.' 

KS3 :; KS3 D9-l9.=.e.Q. 
---KS"L.O = KS4LO 09-l9-sr 

KSltHI = KS.. Hl J:J9.:.l.?_=~9_------(cTo-r-·::-i.cF-.-·CCR----·------------· 119-19-S0 

lCf = c. " S9-19-bO ---- -i::C-R--·-::·-·LCTo·y=-Lcr-·------ -.- ----------------- .---~~i9~8 n-

GO TO IS 09-19-80 
11 ....C-ONTI ..U~cASTl2-=-ITEP.. 3 (0) OF SAFER BRIEF' o9-i"i-so· 

liP = .P 09-ZZ-SC
---¥slLO--=-iCsILo---'-- ---------.-----.---.--.----- '--ij?":zz':ac
__ ,_~_l!:!..L_-=K_H.!:!..L.. __ .. " .___ . . . . __.D_~~~z....~.ltr 

KSZT = KS2T S9-22-80 
___£..~?J = cSZ T ---M::~..c.~_.L 

KS3 = KS3 09-Z2-8C 
___ .li......."=.L.= KS.. LC .. ..__ ~i:Z2_~a.o_ 

KSltHI = KSltHI 09-ZZ-8D 
LPR = LPR*l.S 09-2Z-S(1-··-·--L.·pr---·=-L"PF*l.s-·_··- .....---.-.-.--. __. -----..-.-.- -----0-9-Z2·:-8(

__ LOCI( = -1t"_L-..__ .~~DA~E CA~L VALU~F ~Q~_R' .J9-Z3-80_ 

.----------------------- wHCN eS9-19-6C
 
_______. . .~9C1t =~_CA~_!LC_C?__~[L_OF_~~~SC! ·Q.!:':19_~...8.r.
 

• LOcR = 0 CASK CENTEREu FORE AND AFT '09-19-&0 
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LOCR = - CASK CG FORWARc OF CAR CG '09-19-o~ 
. .. ~_9__ TJ1 ..1J' ~.__._. ... _. . ... ._ .-O.9_~2.J_=_IH. 

115 •• CONTI~UE !'CAS( 13 - ITEM 3(P) OF SAFER BRIEf· 09-Zz-eC 
__JiP.__: ...wp Q9-22-OC. 

KSILO = KSILO D9-ZZ-&C 
KSIHI l\SlHI 09-72-80r 

KSZT = KSZT 69-Z2-SC 
C S 2T = C S2 T -ll.9-=22~ 

KS3 = I\S3 09-ZZ-&O 
KSliLO = KSIILO 09-22-aC 
KSIIHI - KSIIHI 69-22-SC 
LPR LpR.],5 ,,9-22-QCr 

LPF = LPF'leS 09-2Z-80 
SUHLC = LCR • LCf 09-22-8C. 
SUMLP = LPR • LPf 09-Z2-8C 
LC F = SUHLCI2. 09-22 -cO 
LCR = LCf 89-22-80 
LOCR = y. ,'SAME AS LCR=LCf, IE,CASK CEtiJERfD '89-73-80 

'fORE AND AFT ON THE RAI L CAR '£19 -2Z-8(1 
GO TO IbA D~~ 

Ilb •• CONTlhU[ "CASE III - ITEM3(Q) IN SAFER BRIEf' 09-23-&0 
.__--.J P = III P ~_~.=.lll' 

KS lLO = KSlLO 09-Z3-S(1 
._---<K....S.....l!iJ. = I\SlHI 09-Z3-QC 

KS2T = KSZT 09-23-&0 
__~T = CS2T 1I9-23-H 

KS3 = KS!5 89-23-80 
K SilL 0 = K SItL 0 . ~O i.=2..3--....6L 
KSIIHI = KS"HI fl9-Z3-8r: 
LpR = LPR 09-23-ac 
LPE = LPE 09-23-&0 
ZP = ZP.l.5 09-23-80 
GO TO IS 09-Z3-bC 

_11 7 Of CONII t; UE , ' CA S E 1 5 - IT E'" 3 I R..LJ--l/..OLf~S.aALf .... I ... __"'0~9c..:-:..<2"'"L.::-:.s;au....CE.l3.R___'oI.B.I1R..... E~f...:.' 

ZP = 2p'0.7S £l9-Z,,-0(1 
GO TO Is 09-29-8" 

lI8 •• CONTINUE ,·CASE 16 ITE~ 31$) OF SAfER BRIEF" 09-2"-80 
LQ CR = 0'. ...D..CL::il=,6,c.. 
KSlLO = I\SlLO'2. 09-ZII-oC 

__---:K~S-lH I = 1\ S1 HItZ • . . C..9-=.~~il.C_ 

KSIIHI = KSIIHltZ. D9-Z11-80 
KSItLO : I\SItLO:tZ. 09-211-bL 
60 TO IbA S·IF LOCR SET HERE' 09-ZII-&r. 

US.,CONTINUE S'CASE 17 - IT~~!.!..!.......Q.[ SAFER BRIEF' Q9-Z11-8C 
KS lLO = KSlLO.Q.S 09-ZII-&O 

__~K,-"S,--"J,HI = KSlH I~O. 5 ~Q~II -0.1_ 
KSIIHI = KSIIHI'O.S Q9-ZII-tlC 
KSIILO = KSIILO'o,S 09-21t-8C 
LOCB = O. 09 -2"-liO 
GO TO I bA "IE LOCR sE T HE R,..!:E'-' --,- --'D"-9"---=-Z.~ 

IZC •• CONTI~UE S'CASE 18 - ITE'" 31Ll OF SAfER BRIEf' ~9-ZII-eO 

'------------------------~~(;.!H...LEX CEf..l _1..Cf~rL.' .__...e.i~~..=JU'-

, THIS IS THE SAME AS LOCR:C. £l9-Z11-8C 
CA~K CENIEREp FoRE AND lFI Ph RAIL CAR" C9-ZII-aQ 

LCTOT : LeF • LCR 09 -ZII-80 
LC F --=--..LfL-- . . ..__ . . ..J) «2-24 sao 
LCR = LCIOT - Lef D 9-Z11-8C 
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GO TO IS 09-Z"-6f"l 
IZl •• CO~lI~UE J'CASE 19 - ITE~ !lNJ or SAFER BRIEF' 09:~~-S(l 

--'';-':~'';-;-':-'=~------------t.ASECAsT~xcfpT-CCR = c.--=·----- 09-Z .. -8C 
• REAR TO ATTACHHENT POINT O~ CAR LOCATED" 09-ZII-SC 

--,- OVER CAR CG AND DIRECTLY UNDER REAR' (J9-Z11-8C 
ATTACHHENT P01NT ON CASK." 09 -ZII -j)e 
CASK LOCATED FOR~ARD Of CAR CG." 1'9-Z"-bO 

LCTOT = LCF • LCR ll!...-ZII-80-.--a:. CR - = [j. ..=...::..:..:------------------------'09 -Z" -0(' 

LCF = LCTOT - LCR 09 -ZII-80 
60 TO IS 09-Z11-8£' 

-l1..Z-,.·CONTINUE '"CASE ZO - POSSIBLE All ITEM 3IC)" 10-17-S0 
wp = ~P.Z. 10-17-S0 
KSILO : KSILO • Z. ID-17-S0 
KSIHI : KSIHI • Z. 10-17-S0 
KSZT = KSZT • Z. 10-17-S0_ 
CSZT : CSZT 1~-17-&[ 

KS3 = KS3 1C-17-eo.Z. 
KSIILO = KSIILO • Z. 10-17-SC 
KSIIHI : KSIIHI • Z. 10-17-sr 

-----"":-:-K:7P-S--==-"H I< 5 • z. 1 0 -17 - H 
HK8 = HK8 • Z. 10-17-S0 

-----·Kb-·~---;-K;-:6c-=--,.,...-:;;Z,..:.:...:.....--------------------- -------;1--;0:'Ti-=af· 
K7 = 1\ 7 • ~Z~.=--- ___..:l;;O=_-~1=-7_-:::.80~ 

-----=-GO TO IS 10-17-0(' 
IZ'3 .. CONTi,.,Ul "CASE ZI - POSSIBLE. All I:...:T..=E:...."--=3....:1..=0....:J_·______ lO-17-Br 

WP = 11115*.5 ---- ---10=17-eo-
KSILO = KSILe •• 5 10-17-er 
KSIHI = ... SIHI •• 5 10-17-&0 
KSZT = KSZT •• 5 10-17-S0 
CSZT = CSZT .1D-17-S0 
KS 3 ;:--_==--K~S;:.,3,....,:-.,:".7-5__-::-- -:;1;-::{]:;.---i'1 7 -& C 

----:iK"iSIiCO : KSlilO •• S lC-17-or 
KSIIHI : KSIIHI •• 5 1('-17-8(1_ 
HKS = HI<S •• 5 10-17-6(' 
"11'.8 = HKe •• 5 .J!l-17-er: 
K6 = K6 •• s 10-17-80 
K7 ~=-:....;K~7:..-.. S 1 C-1 7 -eo 

--G~6: TO 15 u5-f7--SC' 
IZ .... CONTI,.,UE "CASECC = CAS_~LI.!!..B..EyllJU~______ 10-Z'3-er 

---W---:=~p -lci-z3-iio· 
KSILO = I\SILO. Z. lC-Z3-S~ 

--KITH!::- KSIHh Z. 10-Z3-8(, 
KSZT = KS2T.2. 10-Z3-eCl 

-------csH---= cszT 10-Z3-or 

KS3 = KS3.Z. 10-Z3-Sf 
·_----i<S«tLO - ="K'SaiU)*z. l:O-Z3-80

KSIIHI = KS«tHI.Z. lC-Z3-l:\( 
GO TO IS 1~-Z3-8( 

12S •• CONTI~U[ ,'CASEOD = CASED IN REPORT" 1('-Z3-60
wP : .P 10-23-8r 
KSILO = KS,lLO•• S 10-Z3-6£' 

--·----..Ks)ifr-·= -Ksl"HI-.-;S-- --._-- 1!'-23-o!;
KSZT = KSZh.S .1C-23-er 
CSZT = tSZT 10-23-8(' 
KS3 = KS3 •• 5 10- 3-£0 .- ._..-- -Ksci-LO----=K SlIi'-0 •• 5 ---·-----------------ilJ-z3-&r
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KS4HI = KS4HI*.5 1{l-23-c: 
GO TO IS 1(J-23-8( 

---I2-t.-;~·cON1Tt.U[-"S"iPCA5El=PJfEIT"It,'-AR"1-C-As[1OP- TRAllIc------.--------l~i9=8C-
LOO~E = .TRUE. '-SLACK IN PEAR TIEOOWhS- 11-19-&C----'------fx PFRC=--: TRUE. '·-07-3"0-8 i.---- ---- ------ ..--
CABLES = .rALSE. '-06-30-8P 
WTF = 1.35E4 '-07-08-81

_. .~ ~_R ~~3 5 [It .~ ~_91.:08_~..!.~ .. .. . _ 
XRPLO = -0.0t.25 11-19-8" 

____X_RPHI._ = O.Ob-ZE__ . .__ 11.:..l.?-8_(). 
MUPR - 0.58 11-19-8C 

_____ - --~-------~---"'--- .. WP THRU. kS4HI THE Sf.•.::H!..l:E~A~S~B.~C~A:.::S~E=_-~__..__~1:.::1~-19-li 
GO TO 15 1.1-19-80 

IS •• CONTINUE '-END OF CASE SELECTION- 97-20-80 
LOCR = LPF - LCF ----------09-19-60

16A •• CONTINUE '-END _'J.LCASE SE~llQ.r:e_________ Q~_::~:t-d_L 
----·-:.:-.:==-~.=-~::~---EN[j OF CASE SELECTIOt... 07-23-80 
_____.2.0 TO ITT 0'3-10-81 

IT 10..CONTINUE 03-10 -8 J 
GO TO ITT . ~3-10-81 

--- IT iT~_:c-ON-iI NUE-----
GO TO ITT 

·------··---'---G5---~2---8-1-------.-- ---IYi3~:C'ONT I NUE 
_GO TO ITT _ 

ITT•• CONTI~UE 03-10-61 
HRCP =ZRC+ZP ,-DISTANCE BETwHN CASK AND ICC CGS- 0.3-?8~_~O .--- '-P1p~---~-.;pi"i;-------'----------------, .--

MRC = WRC/G
 ._------- '--'---MTR----=--w'iR I G 
HTF = III Tf IG 
HF = Wff G 
HF2 = wF2/G-----:c:.::F,...::3:-- '='-~ r31 G-M

____~.~__ = WF4/G _ _ _ 
WXTw = _TR+.RC/2.+(LRC+LOCR)*WP/(2 ••lRC~ 

.__~W X..!L..-=: WTF + loR C12 • + ( LRC-LO CR )* Ii P~. *l RC-") _ 
RR = (LRC*WRC+1LRC+LOCR)*WP)/(2.*LRC) 

_.. ~r.. ::. _1LR c *w RC+ ( L R_C -!".Q~R) *wP ).L!..2 • *LM.L _ 
YRC56I = o. 

_._. ..._YR...CL~l =.Q..L _ ----- '------'- ---- -------- -----
YRCI = (YRC56I+YRC76I)/2. 

______L~RCI_:-J~R~561-yRCI1,~/~L~R~C _ 
YRC121 = YRtI.lCR*THRCI 

__. .---X.f.1_~_L__~_J H~ !.ll.- --,---------- 
YRC341 = yRCI - lCF*THRCI 

______.... _y_P-.I!lL._:::_. YR.C....3 "-.....4:LX _ ---------------_._._--------_.
THPl = THRC I 
YP I = YRC I i~::..lQII.lC::.!R:!.:*~Tl..:H~R~C=.:I!....._._----:- - =_:_~_:_ _:_:""'="=_::_---

-----I~ITIAllZE FOR MODEL WALIOATION USING THEIlS INEQwALITY COEFFS- 11-29-79 
N = O. 11-~:-79 

-.- ----sT3-----=. o. 11-29-79 
S14 = o. U-29-74l_ 

-. ------S53-----=.--6. 12-11-79 

SS4 = O. 11-29-79 
S55 = G. 11-29-79 

____. ~~G. = o. lJ-29-79 
S to 1 = o. 11-11 -79 
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S13X = u. ~1-29-79 
SlllX = O. 11-29-79 

--.----S53~--=·u-~-.---------------- -- -.------.-.---------...-. ------,i-Z-=-11---i9 
S 511 X = u. .__J1. -29_=-I~ 

- ---- S55X -=--0;--'--' 11-29-79 
_____ Sf. OX = G. 11-29-7'!. 

Sb1X = u. 12-11-79 
SOB = O. ._ 1.1-29-?~ 

------·-sDi~-=-O. 11-29-79 

So 53 = O. __~_?-=:l.1.:-_I~ 
S05.. = c. ~1-29-79 

SO 55 = 0'. 11-29-79 
SL 6J = u. 11-29-79 
S061 = O. 12-11-79 

--=-SR~1-:3 --:-0 . ----- 0 If -111-& 0

SRH : G. 04+-11f-8f).
--SR53-:-C. 01f-11f-5(1 

SRS/f = [). 01f-1/f-8::; 
-----SR6C : O. 04+-1/f-SO 

SRb 1 : c. a.q -1/f - 8 C- - ---·_--sR 13X--·=-O·.----·- '----'- -- ------ -- -Oil-16':'ic 
SR1ljX : O. JLIf-:.!.6-!ln 

----------s~-si"x-:; ·C-.------·----------·----- -_. --- ---- 01l-16-8n 

_____ ~~.L_=__O~. 0 II -16 - 8 [I 
SR60X : C. Olf-16-8e 

______ ._~_~6.!.~_.__=...Q._ Q/f-~..b-~i' 

SVR.l3 : 0:. lJ"-CIf-SC' 
SVR111 = O. O-lf-O/f-8C--SV-RS"3---=c.----.-------...--.-------------- a.q -O/f--SC 

SV R5./f = O. Olf-O/f-80. 
SVRoO = O. Olf-0/f-8" 
SVRbl : O. alf-O/f-SO------·-svRl3x =-b:--·-------- --------.----------- o-it-':lb=-if 
SVR111X = 0. . .__.__!l~:.!_6-!i!' 
S-VR53X : 0--:-------------- lJ"-lb-80 

___.. SVR5/fX: U. O"-.lP..=J!..Q... 
SVR60X = C. fl4-16-Sr: 
SVRblX : o. .0.1f:16:.H. 

----- -NN - --:-ci ----- -. --- ---_.- ------- (j" -II-SO 

___ .----e.~_~f.N Q.~_jjIf_b!.fTJ.9.!!..S_iD'_AR;..A -".0." ~~J_~O R_J_AC1U!.~~_S__~.!:'f~l.~D __9NE; ~.!~ •• _ 
A TIME' 

I = O.ol.WuTHRC.ZRC••3 
B81 : LRC-LOCR-::[P---
eel = lRC+LOCR+LP 

_ --- -.----L Ll-·-----=2":.lRC·...:.....=:..:...-.--· ----- - -----.----- --------- .. - ---- 
X21 : L~e-LoeR+LP 

.. -····_--··X-3··j--- "::"--l'RC-"--'--- - ..----. -----------.--.---,..-------.....----------
_____0~1_:_1--"'-: CCC~.l!tlB l.! L L 1 J.!.!.?.l.U~.~,=_I.:.J-:- ' _ 

021 = 8Bl*clLl-X2IJ.CCC1*CLL1+&elJ- ••• 
_._ C..I.1....1~2J_~ *_'!.V.{J~_._*f:_! ~*LLl_J . _ 

- ..---- 031 : bPl.CLl1-X3IJ*CCCI.CLL1·BBll-ClLl-X31J**2J/ 
______.. . "J~.• *E.!_~..h,_~.U __.______ _ .. _. __._. . ._. _ 

Bb2 = lPC-LOCR+LP 
______.c.c.l_._=_.l~..!.L.Q.~=1..'-p _ ------,----_._--------- 

LL2 = Z .*LRC 
_____ X.t?,_., ';'__ L,.PC-'!"_QC-'-~-:l_~ . . . .. ._. _ 

X32 : LRC 
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0~2 = CCZ*X1Z*(BB2*ClLZ+CCZI-XI2**ZI/(b.*E*I.ll21 
_________0n =-..H CC_'-~~_4..lil..2.L._•..21L.J.J ._..r.....lL. ..._ 

032 = (CC2.XJ2.(BB2.(Ll2+CC21-X3Z•• ~II/(b ••E.I.LL21 
_____ .__.8..b.3....__-=-.L..R.L _ 

CC 3= l P.C 
LL3 - Z.*LRC 
X13 = lPC-lOCR-LP 

______a.X..7..;t3__ _~.Lo.C.=-.L.L.IoLO.Lo.C.u.R~+.L.LJ::P 

013 = (CC3.XI3.(BB3.(Ll3+CC31-Xl~ •• Z~J/(b••E.I.LL31 
OZ 3 = ...2.L1.L/-A.""."". .bB3. lLLZ-X23I.!_lCC3* (Ll3+B.B..3J-CLl3-XZ..J3J.1~.~ _ 

(b••E.I.LL3J 
033 = «CO.BB3/LUI"V/ (3 ••['U 
DIU =031.01Z·0Z3+0Z1*03Z·013+011·0Z2*033-011*03Z*OZ3- ••• 

Q12.pZl.033-p31.p2Z*OI3 
'----CALCN Of SPRING CO~STANTS FOR BENOING Of RAIL CAR'
 

Kl1 = (022*033-03Z.023)/OHA
 
K12 = C032.013-01Z*033)/OHA
 
KZl = KIZ S'By MAxwELL RECIPROCAL tHEOREM'
 
K31 = (021*032-02Z*0311/0HA

K13 = K31 S'BY MAXWELL E..... E...<H'L' ..__RECIPRli~llH ... OxR...
K22 = ID11.033-013.0311/0HA 

______Kn..!:.2~3__.==~(P...?_J...!Q.13-01l*023110_~A ..__ ----- .. _. _.- _.
K32 = K23 S'BY HAX.Ell RECIPROC~L THEOREH' 
03 = tOlhO,Z-01Z.0ZJUpHA 
KFI = IClRC-LOCR-LPI.KI1-ILRC-LOCP+LPI*K21+LRC*K311/(2.*LRCI 

_____~ =_!.J.~~.c.R.!..L..Pl.! K 11-1 L0 c.R~.!!.U.~..:::*",KLLf...l......lu/,-"LoJ:R.....C,-- _ 
KF2 = (CLRC-LOCR-LPI*K12-CLRC-LDCR+LPI.K2Z+LRC·K3Z)/(Z.*LRCI 
KR2 = tL.Q CR + L P • K 1 2 =...l Ul CR - LP UK zz.=L.R.O:.L1K'-'-F....Z....)~'uoL...R....C'-- _ 
KF3 = 1 (LPC-LOCR-LPUK13-(LRC-LOCR+LPI*K23+LRC*K3'3)/eZ.*LRCI 
KR3 = ...1 () ••LP.KI3+(LOCR-LPI~-(LOCR-LP+LRCI*"f3I)J

eLRC-LOCR-LPI
 
Kl1 = Kl1 * BENPSW
 
K12 = K12 • BENOSW
 
K21 = K21 • B~~W!- . _ 
K31 = K31 • BENOSW 
K13 = K13 • bENPS' 
K2Z = ~22 • BENOSW 
K23 = K73 • BENOSW 
K32 = K32 • BENOSW 
K3 3 =~_~N....O""S""WL-__ 
KF1 = KFI • BENOSW 
KRJ = KRI • BENOSW 
KF2 = KFZ • BENOSW 
KR2 = KRZ * BENOSW 
KF3 = KF3 * &ENOSW 
KR3 = K~. BENO!!...S~W~ _ 

ENO S'OF IhITIAL! 
pYNAMIC 

C1 NT = CIZONE cZONE 1 0.1 -2it -eSC; 
OERI\;A TIVE 

'------~-----------------COHPUTE ZONE fOR CINT' 01t-30-S0 
~~Q.!4.~I....!.D~=J1 . . _ ~~L 

IfeJ.GE.TlO.ANO.T.LE.THI) ZONE=Z OJ-Zit-S( 
IF(T.LT.TLOI ZONE=1 £I1-z,-Br 
IFn.n.THl) ZONE=3 OJ-Zit-tiC 

_J,~HLJ.-!..QL_~!LO~EtJURH· ._. .__. ~..:"-Z!i.::iLC_ 
·----------~---HACRO FOR SIGNUM OR SIG~ FUNCTION '01l-30-S£' 
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--------

~:Acr;:, ~GNFIR,A) 

PRO CEO URAL IR=A) - -- - -TnX:-n:-cT:- )-if=---1.----------.--..--- 

IFIA.E~.O.) R= -1. S-15-79 
-------·mA-~-GT• c:TR •i:-::.-----------------------·-----= - .. -------. 
_--:E:.:.I';;.:D;..!'OF PROCEDURAL' 
hACRO ENCJ 

,------~---~---PRCCEDURAL TO SELECT TEST DATA' 03-10~a1 

~P~R~O~C=E=DU~ALIDUSLFX,DUSX~ID2XRCXIDZXPXID2P-1~~ZX~,D~2~P~3~~~X-I~02~R-1-Z7.X-.U~·~2~R~1~Z~T-,-.-.-.- 03-10-S1 
0~R56XICJ2CPLXIOZCPLT=TXLF,TXCF) __Q~~O-SL 

IFITEST.E~.3.)GO TO A 03-10-81 
IFITEST.Ew.10.)GO TO 8 03-10-S1 
IFITEST.E~.11.JGO TO C 
IFITEST.Ew.13.JGO TO 0 

-----=-GO-to TFIN 03-10-S1 
A•• CONTINUE 0 "-10-Sl 

--~	 0 USLF X = DUSL F""'F=-"I""""'T=-"X-L""""'F=-"J,--------------- -------- .=. 

OUSX~ = OUSFITXCFJ "Q~-07-S1' 

OlXRCX = lJ2XPCFITxCF) S'Q~-07-81'
 

OZXPX = D2XPFITXCF) "Oq-07-81~
 
D2P12X = DlP12F (TXCF )-=-=-S~,~0-~-=--~0-=7-=--78-=-1-;-'-------------------

02P3qx = OZP3~FITXCFJ*POL61 
02RIZX = DZR1ZF ITXCFT.PA·~YO:-R7-12=--
02R12T = D2R1ZGITXCF)*PAYR1Z 
OZRS6X = OZR56FITXCFJ*PAYR56 o3-10-S1 
OlCPLX = D2CPLFCTXCFJ*PAYCPL 03 -10-ti1 

-----02CPLT - lJ2tPLGCTXCF J*PAYCPL -. 03-10-61 . 
GO TO TFIN 03-10-1: 1 

b •• CONT INUE o3-10-S1 
OUSLFX = T10IZ7ITXLF)*PIOI27 + T10I28ITXLF)*P10I28 
OUSXq = T10I3ITXCF)*P1013 S'O~-07-81' 03-10-8J 
OZXRCX = T10I1ZITXCFJ*PIOIl~Z~~S~·~0~-07-81' 03-10-81 
OZXPX = TIOISITXCF)*P10I8 S'O~-07-81' 03-10-51 
OZP12X = T1GI11ITXCFJ*P10I11 S'~_-07-S1' 
02P3QX = T10I9ITXCF)*P10I9 OJ-JO-ti1 

_______~O=2R12X = TOIJ~F(TXCF)*PAYR1Z [)3-10-81 
OZR12T = TOI1QGITXCF)*PAYR12 

___,O.Z R56X = r 1Q.U2CTXCT J$P10IZ2 _
 
OlCPLX = T10I6FITXCFJ*PAYCPL
 
OlCPLT = T10I6GITXCFJ*PAYCP~L~__
 
GO TO TfIN
 

~ ..CONlINUE
 
OUSLFX = T11IZ7ITXLFJ*P11I27 • T11IZ8ITXLFJ*P11128 
OUSXQ = T11I3ITXCFJ*P11I3 S'O~-09-81' 

------- 02XRCX = TllI12Cn,CF)$PllI12 '-'0"-09-81' 
02XPX = T11161TXCfJ*P11I6 S·OQ-D9-81'

--·-----O-ZP12X--=liIT11 I T-)(-m *P 1 fTIT---s '-C~-':()9-:'-8I"'------- .------.---- ---- 
GO TO TFIN 

b •• CONTINUE 
OUSLfX = T13I27(TXLFJ*P13127

------=O=-"U:,..,sXi+-:: T13I31 TXCf J*P13I 3 --- 
OZXRCX = TJ3I7ITXCF)*P13I7

TXCF}*1>-i3 IiZ-------------------- ---'. --- -----------D2XRCI~Ti3fm

02XPX = T13ItITXCFJ*P13I6 
Dl P12 X = T13 111 I TXCF:-::-:)*:-:P~1~3=-I~1:-1----------------------
D,P3~X = T13I9ITXCF)*P13I9---------GO--TOTFTN--------_·---_··- ------------ ---._------ ---- -·----0 ----
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Tflt. •• Cor-;TIt~U[ 03-10-81 
[NO ,'Cf PROCELURAL TO SELECT TE~T OA!~__. Q3-1o..=.i!l. 
-----·-:::.=-=:.:.-.:.-:=::----=--~PROCEOURALTO CALCULATE KSIHITO tlSUO' 03-25-81 

_.P..B_l?~f.0 URA!:..I. tiS !!!.u.~~~H..l..,~l.h.9...L!<_~:=_L.:=.O-=--"X.R~RC) 03-25-& L 
IF(TEST.E~.3.)GO TO TTFt. 03-25-81 

___---:I..£...ll E~ T • EIi. ~ 0 •• 0 R• TEST...!.9w.ul.....l....J.w)~G:...:0:._.T.c...:0::.....::8:;,:B~ _ 
IF(TEST.E~.13.tGO TO TTfN 
GO TO TTf...:.t.:...--___ .. . ..J13-25-SJ. 

----~-•• C-ONTINU[ 0 3-25~81 

__---:.KSIHI = bOUNO(C~_~.!-LO,CIiSlHl,tlSIHf(XRPRC)J____ . 0'3-2S..~_H. 
K~qHI - BoUNO(CKSqLO,CKSqHl,K~lHF (XRPPC) 63-25-81 
KSILO = C=-cI(~~~l~L::.;O~_______________________ 03-25-81 
K~qLO = CKSIILO 03-25-&1 
GO TO T TF to --'0 3 -25-81 .. 

--TTfl...CONTjN~----· 03-25-01 
~.NO '~~ROCEOURAL ._________________ .O.:L-2S_-:!l.L 

'-EQUATIONS Of MOTION, INTEGRATIONS, AND ~UPPORTIN6 EQUATIONS '611-30-80 
PR 0 C[0 UR At t!~_YRC7 8 •.K~ £> , KS7 =Y RC..J.!../::LR C. DYR C5L..QJ•...!Rl.lC....78L)!..- _u

·--------~-----PROCEDURAL FOR CALCULATION Of ~PRIN6 CONSTANT~ OF 'Oq-30-co 
, ~U_~~EN_~ION §!S TE.!!........_~~-.!~PlACE~ENT.LQLRA.IL CAR __'£t~-=.3J!-8g. 

~UPPORT POINTS WITH BOTTOMING OF SPRINGS '0--30-&( 
If(T.LE.c.t GO TO 05

--'---Tr-iYRC56-.-d:YRC"HAXTGilTOO-I--
,----- --,..--:----:-- -------,,-YRC56!.L E • YRCM AX. NOT BOr TOHEO ~92 -OJ..=ll. 

MUD6 = RS~(OYRC56.GE.0.,HUD6E,HUD6CJ 9-10-79 
BE TA6_ = R S~..~.I?.!RC5£> ._GE.O 'J..B~ T A6E.,..@.ETA&C)__ .__..__. ._.__JlJ.-07-~.r: 

K~6 = ~6.(I.-HUD6.&ETA6.SGNFIDYRC56)1 OJ-07-BO 
_____ YRC56 = YRC+LRC.THRC 

GO TO 03 
___...:O:...:~:...:.:...:.:...:C:..;O:..N:.:..T.:...I::.N:.:.U=[ _.::"~_--:_~~~S'_'...:I;.;,F--.,;T:...:.~L~E=-.~O=.-' _ 

HUD6 = RS~(OYRC56.GE.0.,~UD6E,~UD6C) V-I0-79 
____ ._..;B~E:-T.:...:A::.:6=---= R S.w (OYRC56 .GE.O. ,9E TA6E~8=-E-=-T,=A-,,-6-=-C-7J_______ ._jl_l_-07-:8.£. 

K~6 = K6*(I.-HU06*BETA~*~GhF(OY~CS6J) 0~-C7-&O 

HU07 = RS~ ([)YRC78. GE.O. ,~U07E ,MU 07C) ~.:.!0-7L_ 

---.-.- BE TAl = R slJi ([)YRC78. GE .0-:-;iEfA7E;i·rTA 7C) e1-07-8C 
____-.:.:K ~ 7 = K7* ( 1. -'1UOL!i.t TA 7. ~ &.hfJ.Q.tRC....7 S"-J:..J:..- -O..!:.0 7 -8...c...u

YRC56 = C. 
YRC78 = C. ----- ···GoT()oit·_-- '·GO 10 ENO-·--

____P2.....:.QNTI~.U.L_ .._. ._. .__ ._..__ ..__.. . . . ._. 
IF(YRC78.LE.YRCHAX) GO TO 02 

·--------------~---------yRC78.G~~~~~~~~~£zO 'eS-Ol-tQ 
HUQ7 = RSlJiIDYRC78.GE.0.,HU07E,MUD7C) 9-10-79 

__---'B~[~TA7_= R.SW jDj'RC7JhJ&.&•• BE TA 7E.I.8..El.!.7C) _QJ.=.OJ~.Q. 
K~7 = K7.11.-HU07*SETA7.SGNFIDYRC78J) 01-07-80 

____. J.B..P8 =.!P.C:..::L.l~~!f~_. 

GO TO O~ s' 0 TO END' 
o I .. CONTIhU[ s' I IF D.LJ_' _1RCS6 .LE. !RCMA X.BOJJ:O~"L.r.... • 

KS6 = KS6INF
 
YR C56 .~_YE~~c;~THR~ .__. .__. _
 
GO TO D3 

02 ..CONTINUE -----------_._._._._---- ----_._.__ ..·----··-1(51"- = K S7I Nf-
____yt...rR C76 XRS;; -L~llTL!H!l!R!l.C~ ~ _= 

GO TO Dq 
.. J1.~.!..!.~ ..Q..NI!t.J1..F; . ----_._------_._-_._--

ENu i'OF PROCEOUnAL' 
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------------ -------------

·---------CAS~ OR PACKAGE 'Oq-30-80 
h ~-=- ,:=..:::...-_-.:.~_~...:...:~ 9_~Ll.LCL~ .Qf _HOTQ~ _!Ii OR I.z.Q!._T~\.._~_~~ i;.LE;.R!..L1._(lJ~_' ~Q_5.._":'l...S..-:8_r:_ 

jZXP ~ I-DUS1-DUSq+D.~1+D.S4+0WP1+0WPql/HP 

_____~~1 ~__.=.!<~1*11 XJ~J;_+..l.f.<.f.!T Hl?CJ_:,~_XP-Z_P.!.T..!WJ.J _ 
OUSq ~ -KSq*IIXRC+ZRC*THRCI-IXP-Zp*THPII 
OUSLF = DUS1 + OUSq 7-17-79 
TXlF = T + TlAlilF 7-19-79 

____ 011 Sl =__C..~!..!_IJ.QXRC+Z~C*OTH~ll:..!.Qx.P-ZP_*OTHP~ _, . _ 
OwSq = CSq*ICOXRC+ZRC*OTHRCl-COXP-ZP*OTHP.l 
O~Pl = -~UPR ••P1.SliNFCOXRPRC. 

----O.;P..~ -MUPR.IiPq.SGNF COXR=P-=Rc-:C:7.--- 
'------:--------EOUULON OF ,OTION evER yICAl ACCELERATl.9NI 

D2YP = C-OUS2-DUS3 +O.SZ+OWS 3UMP ,..=;'-----
0JS2 = -~S2.CCYRC+LCR.YHRCl-CJP+LPR*YHPlJ 

----OUSr- = -~s3.-fiYRC-LCF.YHRC .-c"YP.:.LPF*-=Y-:-Hc;;Pc-=•...:;J:------ 
'----------:--------------IIER!lCAL TIEOOwN AT FAR END INCLUDES A 'O~_-IS-:!HL 

---.- - RU&8[R GAS~[T UNO"ER-COLT~R,-ANO THERE '05-IS-bO 
IS APPARENT SLAC~ IN Tl~OOWN STRUCYURE, 'O.5~IS-bI.. 

-----------··-----=S~0'-'"~:.:.S-':2,.:.:...;A..;.:N~0;..;,..C~S;..;2~C:;.;A.:...L-'C;;.;U.:...L-A;..;T:-:E0 USI N6 8 OUNOEO'05 -I 5 -8 (! 

..__. ._ ..._~!-..L.f"'yNCT10 NS • . '_Q.5 - J~ -_c-!L 
KS2 : RS~CLOOSE,60UNOC KS2L,KS2H,KS2FCOLT~12."KS2T, S7-02-80 

_______~.s-.? C_~_?l:.....q_2 H,CS_?L!.!H..J·Y 12J.J.t..f.ll!L-=-~_~!..!.L.Q.Q~L~~~~L B_}-Oc.op 
'------------------------KS2T AND CS2T ARE COHPUTEO IN INITIAL '07-02-S~ 

____~OL TY12 : ._Y P12 - YR.fJ..z • Oq-3C-8C 

,------------------------ 'OS-IS-bf 
::>UWP = -w:»

-·-0-. s"2---=-CSZ-.--CC-6·YRC+lC-R-O TH"RO-=-iOY P+lPR*OTHPI)"--- ----, -----. - -----
Oli s_~--=-~p ...U..Q..!_~C-LCF.P.l"!..RC.l-=-C Dr P-LPF~OTttP.l.l.__._. . _ 
OXRPRC : uXP-OXRC 
WPI: Ii P.-,/w2=;-:-o _ 
wpq : ~P/2. 

. '--------------:----------FREOUE N CIE S '05 -28 -8 ('
-----0p:j"Ylz=·SQT"rCKs2i11Pf------------ ------.-. -----05--2-8-8-0 

_OK y_~.q__:_~~} CKS3/HP. _. q_~.::?~_~.li_ 

,------------------..,----- '05-28-liO 
___-'0 y 1_2__~_I.£..I.?_=.._.:!RC1 2____ _ __. . -0 ~.;:2Lt::.Q..c.. 

D) Y12 : r,YPI2 - r,YRC12 05-28-&0 
020Y12 : u2YP12 - 02YRI2 05-28-&0 

---- -Oi-3it- --= YP3it--:'-YRC3"-- ----- ...---.--.- --- ..--- ·---BS~28--60-

DOn,. : OYP3,. - fJyRC3q .. .. O_~2.8~~.r. 

-------D20y3~-·=·DZyp3,..-.:--D-2YR3 .. - 05-28-&0 
'--------------PROCEOURAL TO CAlCULATE KSI AND KS,. .~D_.... -30-8~_ 

-PPoc lO-URHc Ks1,K Sq,Mp·,-HRC=XRPRc:-OXRPRCi----·-----S"'i"Oo-26-81· 
IFCxRPRC.GT.O •• ANO.XRPRC.LT.XRPHIJ GO TO 10 8-01-79------iF CXRPRC.GE;iRj:'j:ffiGO--Y020 .---- --------- ------.. ----··-------8-::0-1.:'1"9-
IFCXRPRC.EO.O.I GO TO 30 8-01-79 

--- ----f;:(XR-PR C~G T.""x"RP Ll)~ ih·~iRP R~-CT.O~ .-GO -TO..0- - - ---..--- --- - ----8--01-79-
'------.:----~---IF XRPRC.~BPlO CASK HOV[S TO REAR· -i!.2=1..~..::.b_Q._ 

---- KSI : Do 8-01-79 
____.;..K_S I __ : _Q..!_~$J..HI "~!1JLU-UAC.I~.J. BUT CONTACT..L~!iO~_K~_' P!_-J_~.:'~.Q. 

MKS1 : RS.CXRPRC.GT.XRPLO.AND.XRPRC.LT.XRPHl •••• 
____________________ ._~~.9-~9..x.rH'.~_~!.hJ.!Jl~,!l_K SJ ~J ~~ .Q~ -2_~_-_U~ .. . ._ 

MKS1 = RS.CuXRPRColT.O ••ANO.CAeLES,H~sIF~O.l '·06-29-81' 
____~ S 1 : _K S.h 11. + HKS).S GNF COXRPR ~U _.__~lll..-_~5-8"1.~ _ 

CSI = CSI 09-17-er 
__________ ~~_~_ .. _-=-~~~~...Q __+_.K S~HI. _ !!C~JlLE S_rAUT I .A N_P __C_OJll TA._~_U__~~O~~_~' .__ jl..~~!Eo_~H_ 

M~S~ = RS_IXRPRC.~.XRPLO.ANO.XRPRC.LT.XRPHI •••• 
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AND.DXRPI\C.L l.u .,HKSltF"·,O.) "00-25-81' 
____ .111< Slt_ = RS. I D~.fB..~..L.LhO..u.!.~~~!IU.~MKS_II£..L.O.• L._. ~ ~.fL:Z 9:-!ll-~__._.__ 

KSII = KSllll1. + MKSIIlSGNFIDXRPRt:n $'00-25-81' 
_. C~_~--'-.S.Ii....-. _ _ __-Ll9---=-ll.d1l. 

HP = ~Plll.-FRMPJ/G 8-28-79 
Mee = 'WRC+WPtfRMpI,G 8 -78-79 

GO TO 50 8-01-79 
__liu.c..oJilIt"UE '"CASK MOVES TOMARO fRONT Of CAR' _'_' 09-U.-~ 

KS1 = KSILO "CABLES TAUT, RUT NO CONTACT WITH CHOCKS' 09-1~-6 C 
___-----'---"1'---LK....S.....l._---':::~n.R ...S.....LC..dXRfR.C. GT. xRp._wt~~XJif.H.L.a.A _..... 

AND,DXRPRC,LT.O.,HKS1F~0.J $~0~-25-81' 

"1KS1 = RSIM COXRPRC.I T.O •• AND.CAm rS.MKslf.O. I $ '..Q.Q.=.Z..9~-=-8~1-=-' _
 
KSI = KSllC1. + "KS1.SG~F(DXRPRcJJ 5'00-25-81'
 
(S1 = CS1 09-17-8C
 
IFITEST.EQ.10 •• 0R.TEST.EQ.11.JGO TO A10A S'03-30-81'
 
K S II ::: O. , 'CA ~..sLA.CK. AN 0 NO COtLIA.C._L.w..IIJL.~HQtll '---.il..9-=lldt.
 
MI<Sij = J\SWIXRPRC.6T.XRPLO.AND.XRPRC.lT.XRPHI •••• 

AND.DXRPRC.LT.O,.HKs,f.n.J S~Oo-25-81' 

MKSlt ::: RS .. CDXR'RC.LT.O •• ANO.CABLES,HKSIIFwO.J $'06-29-81' 
,__....!.~. = KS.ll1 •• HK$lItSGNf(DXRPRCU S.'.QJI.-25-81' _. _ 

CSII ::. O. 09-17-8C 
__-..:G~Ol!!.. 1.9 HOB $'03-3()-81' ._._.... _ 
AI0A •• :ONTINUE "03-30-81' 

KSII - KSliLO 
CSII = CS'I
 
GO TO AIC8
 

AlOB .. CONTINUE
 
MP 6..=2a=.I.9_~~..J;G!--

MRC = IoiRC/G 8-28-79 
GO TO SO 8_r;;1-79 

ZO •• CONTINUE "CASK MOVES TO"ARO FRONT OF CAR' ~9-16-6D 

KS1 _ KSILO • KSIHI S'CABLES TAUT. AND CONTACTS CHOCKS' B9-16-8r 
HKSI = RSIoiCDXRPRC.LT.0 •• lND.CABLES,HKS1F,O.J $'06-29-81'
 
KSl = KS1lCl •• HKS1lSGNeCpXRPRClJ "O&-25-8J'
 
CS1 ::. CSI 09-17-80
 
IfUEST.EC.l0 .. QR.TfST,EQ,11.IGQ TO A2CA "el-lo-ap
 
KS4 = O. + KS'IHI "CABLES SLACK, BUT CONTACTS CHOCKS' ~9-1b-o~
 

I1KS.. = RSIiiCOXRPRC,LTtO.~.Il...t..t..!f.l...t..S....t~..t.o..JtL.-. __J~~-81'
 

KSII = KS'It(1 •• I1KS_tSGNFCDXRPRt:1J "00-25-81'
 
C S 1I='--'C"-'S=!..:,1-__. _ 

GO TO AZOB 
A.;QA ..CONTItjU[ 

KSII = ~SIILO • KS_Hl 
___...;C~S~II_ ::: C"-'S:!.;'1::...... ----:----: _ 

GO TO A20B "03-30-81' 
A2 06 ..C9,..:..N'-'T'-"IL.:.,.."'-'U::.!E~ ---__::__------------------ 

MP = .Plilt-FRMPJ/G 8 -ze-79 
HRC ::. tWBC.WP*FRHPJ/G 8-28-79 
GO TO SO 8-01-79 

30•• CONTlt.iUE "NO HOVEHENT Of PSK Ot.l CAR' fl.9-16-llC 
KS 1 = KSILO "CABLES TAUT, BUT NO CONTACT WITH CHoeKS' D9-16-80 

___-'-'-111< S1 = RS" CXRPRC. •.li.1.J..RPI O. A.ILO... XR.P..B..t. •..L.L!..R.etLl .LlLI..._. .•• . 

ANO.OXRPRC.LT.O.,HKSlf1 C.) !'Oo-25-81' 
H.K SI = R S. t pXRPRC. Lt.ll ..AND~BLES,"!<Slf.•o. J "0*,-29-81' 
KS1 = KS1lC1 •• HKS1tSG~FCDXRPRt:JJ ,'00-25-81' 

. C~L-__=---'-ll . Il.2.=U..=.tu:. 
KS4 = KSIILO "CABLES TAUT. ~UT NO CONTACT WITH CHOCKS' OCj-16-BC 
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---------------

= ~S.IXRPRC.GT.XRPLO.AhD.XRPRC.LT.XRPHl •••• 
AN 0 • DxRPRC• L _T • 0 • ,_~~~ Ii F,-~_ ~~_~_2~_- 8 1 ~ _ 

-- -- ----irKS.. = RS\illlXRPRc.LT.O •• AND.CABLES,HKSliF,O.) "06-29-81' 
KSIi = KS4.ll ... HKSIi.SGNFIOXRPRCU "00-25-81' 
CS If = CS&f -....;;;..------·--09--1-7--8-0 
HP = .P/G 8-,8-79 
MRC = WRC/G 8-26-79 
GO TO SO 8-CI-79 

----"Ii--.,C:-.-.~CONTINUE '-'CASK H6v~s TOWARO REAR OF CA--po----------09-16-ar-
IFITEST.EQ.I0 •• 0R.TEsT.EO.II.)GO TO AliOA "03-30-81' 
KSI = O. S'CArsUS SLACK, BuTtiOcONTAC·T WITH CHOCKS' 09-16-0[ 
HKS1 = RSWIXRPRC.GT.XRPLO.A~O.XRPRC.LT.XRPHI •••• 

ANO.OXRPRC.LT.0 •• MKS1f.0.) "06-25-81' 
"I<SI = RSWIOXRPRC.LT.O •• ANO.CA8LES,MKSlf,O.) "06-29-81' _ 

-----. KSI = KSl*(l •• "KSl.SG~rf1DXRPRt_a) "06-25-81' 
CSI = O. ________________________O"--9~-1_7-~ 

-------'GO TO A40B 
A4DA •• CONTINUE 

KS 1 = KSILO 
CSI = CSI 

----GO TO AIIDb 
A4Da •• CONTINUE

------KS4- = ~SliLv S'CABLES TAUT,BUT NO CONTACT-WI:TH CHOCKSO-----09-16-8C 
HI( Sli = RS~IXRP~C.6T.XRPLO.AND.XRPRC.LT.XRPHI•••• 

ANO.OXRPRC.L T.O.,MKSliF,O.) S'Oo-Z5-81' 
HK Sli = ~S.IGXRPRC.LT.O•• ANO.CAeLES,MKSliF,O.) S'D6-29_-~8~1~' _

----,.-;-KS4 = KS4*U ... HKSIi.SGNF IOXRPRcJ) "00-25-81' 
CSIi = CSli --'0:=--:-9=-::-17 -s r: 
MP = II PIG 8 -28-79 
MRC = .RC/G 8-28-79 

se•• CONTINUE 8-01-79 
ENO S'OF PROCEOURAL' 8-01-79 

·------~---~---EOUATION OF MOTION (ROTATIONAL ACCELERATION) 'OS-15-8[ 
02THP = l"OUS1.ZP"OUS4.ZP-OUS2*LPR+OUS3*LPF-~WS1*ZP- ._~.~. ~~~~~ 

OWS4*ZP+OWSZ.LPR-DWS3*LPF+~OHRCP)/IP D!-31-8C 
____~MOMRCP = MRC.G2XRC*HRCP.SMRCP e4-C7-&O 

·--------------VELOCITIES 'OS-ls-sr 
____-=-O.::.x p = I NT EG( 0 Z x::.:p=_',LV=:-:X~P=_'l;__:_) _ 

OYP = INTEG(02YP,VYPI) 
DTHP = INTEG(02THP,VTHPI)

---'~~~--------OISPLACEH~NTS----~--
XP = INTEGIOXP,XPI) 
YP = INTEG(OYP,YPI) 
THP = INTEGIOTHP,THPl) 

---'--~~~~~---PARAHETERS NEEOEO FOR RESPONSE SPE~TRA-COMPUTATIONS'06-26-8r 

USING THE *CARRS. MODEL '06-26-ec 
·------~-----~-----------RHSFORCING FUNCTIONS '06-26-80 

RHSX = 02XRC - IZRC*THRC + ZP*THP)*OMX•• 2 - ICS1 + CS4) •••• 66-26-S0 
IZRC*DTHRC + ZP*OTHPJ/HP D6-26-S0 

RH SY = OZYRC + (KS3*LCF-l<SZ*LCR)*THRC/M.P+US2*lPR-KS3*LPF) ... 07-10-S!L 
*THP/MP+(CS3*LCF-C~2*LCR)*DTHRC/MP+... 07-10-6r 
(CS2*LPR-CS3*LPF)*OTHP/~P 67-10-8C 

-----In-iSTIi-- = 0 iTHRC+THRC*OMTH..2 +2T ATH *OTHPC-RH-S THB ---6"i-~Zb-':S r-
ZTATH = IICSl+CSliJ*ZP**Z+CSZ*lpR**2+CS3*lPF**2)/lP 0~-Z6-80 

-- ---RH STHB = 1- IK Sl+K SII J*zp* ( IX RC+ZRC* THRC ) -XP-)+K ~l*LPR* ( I YR c+. • • £16-26-60 
LRC*THRC)-YPJ-KS3*LPF*((YRC-LCF*THRC)-YP)... 06-Z6-bC 

---- ---- ------= IC-~-;C~4 J*Z"P*i (OXRC +ZRC.O THRC) -oXP")+-C·S2*l'-PR* 1 (oYRe ••••el 7';-fs--oc 
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L CR.LTHRC) -0 YP) -CS 3 .LPfH lOYRC-LCF.O THRC) -OYP») II P 06 -26 -llC' 
____._~ .::':-.:'::.:--:--:'-=--:-.::=.~==-=.~-=fRE9Y!..~.C .!I-S__. . '.~L~:.l~~ b Q. 

0"1 X = SCRT(US1+i(SII)/MP) 0,6-26-80 
OMY = SORT UKSZ+KS3J/MP) __.__O~-Z~~_~_ 

-. -·------·O~ T·;.----=·-s·o'RTicIK·sl+K SII) .TP"••Z+KSi-.LPR.;2+KSH-LPF** 2 j / IP) 0 6-Z6-b~ 

__ .__'.::---- _n ::-.:- --- --------CO':1J'..!'il§.O~~_...Q.L..!£~~R AT 1 OtiL-O.LB.!.lL.£.A R~6 -26 -6 ( 
, TO RHS fUNCIONS '66-26-60 

___. I!..':!.~XA-.._:::._f<.!i.~X~Q.2?C_B_L .___ _ . .__.. . . Q..~-Z6-_~ 

RHSYA = RHSY-02YRC D6-26-60 
______-.B.!:l~THL~ __~':fS.l!:!.:':P~~HRC __. ._.._. .__._. __. . 06-26..::.80 

fRHSX = D2XPC/RHSX 06-26-1;0 
__. . FRHSY = 02YRClRHSy 06-26-~_L 

FRHSTH = 02THRC/RHSTH 06-26-80 
__._ ..._. .fR H~_X A =-.J_~f.R!:!.~.!... ~:.?6 - 6 O. 

FRHSYt. = l'.-FRHSY 06-26-&0 
. ..!B.!i.STA = __l..-fRHSTH ._. D...~_=.?6-_~I. 

,-----------------~-------RELATIVEACCELERATIONS '[)7-02-&n 
_ .• .Q2<D = G2xRC-D2XP 8Z-0Z-ac.. 

02Yi) = D2YRC-D2YP 07-02-b( 
02THO = D2THRC-OZTHP 07-02-&~

--'--'-=---':::=-::-'=-=='R Ali: TiRORT-R ANS PO RYE R -- .--- --I ci4j-::' iO=60 
'--------------EQUATION Of MOTION (HORIZONTAL ACCELERATION) '05-15-ll(

-----·---02 XRC" --=- (DU-S i-+OUsIf:DuSS-OlIS8~DUS-CAR-DW-sT=-D.W Si'-~'ows'S .010/ S8.::-:-.--- - .. - -- 
___....__.• Dl/_~!.-D_~P41.~_ 

DUSCAR = RS~dEXPfRC,OUSx4 ,KSCARS.C XRC-XfJJ 11-13-7<; 
TXCf = T + TLAGCF 7 -19-7<1 

-----'--O;Z-XRCH-=-'::DUSX~/"'-RCS'-CASK-ANO-TRUCKS-OISC-ONNECTtD--'--RO"M-CAR-;-0-2-"-OS-='SC 

OuS5 = KS5.C(X~C-ZRC.THRC)-XTR) ._---_._---._----_ . 
.-.---- --O-U-Sa-- =-j('ShC (X-RC-ZRC*THRC) -XTf) 

_____ 0 wS5 --=:'f..~?..!._.tC:..:..;O:-,X.:..;R:,-,C~--,Z=-,R~C~.--:O~I~H~R~C=-7-)--,D:-.X~T=-~~)__. _ 
OWS~ =-CSS.CCOXRC-ZRC.OTHRC)-DXTf) 
TOUSCR = INTEGCOUSCAR,O.) 9-06-79

-lifUs XII = -TNTE G([ius X~4:':':':',~o=,~)":--------------_·_--·----9--::-0"6-=7'9'
,----- -------- -PROCE-OUR At TO CAL CULA TE KSDG '04 -30':'~
 

"PRoCEOURI.L (KMRCf ,K SOG 1,K-SOG2 ,HUXT ,AOXT=XT, OXT ,KSOGI0, KSDG20) 0 e-04-8('
 
_____. KMRCf_~!~tO~.Qll~RCfL ,KHRCfU ,KMf..~XI»
 

AOXT = RS.(XT.LT.XTU2.AhD.XT.GT.XTL~,DXT,OXT-'ORCf) 8-17-79
 
____ .... ~~Xl :::.--BSwJ ADXT .J?_~~XQcrc, MXR CFE) _.. ._l!~-7L
 

KSOGI = KSDG10.KMRCF
 
______ _~_SD~J__ ';_.K..~O_G_l~_}.+MU.!L*.~f..!..AO!LU_L ._~_':'_l~=J.i__.
 

KSDG2 = KSDG20*KMRCf
 
____ .._.M OG 2 = K S..Q..G 2,,:( 1 • +HUXU ~lli..1.~IU~ ----,8 -15 -79__.
 

KSou1 = RS~(RCOR.EQ.1.,KSOGlu,KSOG1)
 
_______KS_0,,2 __~_.RS.J.fOR, EQ._lu...KSO~.O,KS.n!UJ . ..__. .. _
 

E~O i'Of PROCEDURAL KSOG - RC TO Fl'
 
, --- - - -~- -- - - -::·P...F_O~..ll.1LIl..A.!_~O'_. _~_~_c.y~.!L~~~~ ... .__ ~e_'L_:30 ,:,,_&.c
 

-PROCEDURAL(KSCARi,KRCOG,KfOG =XT,DXT,KSOG2,KSOG1,AOXT) 8-15-79
 
____~IF (XT .ll. XTU1.AND.Xl .6T ,XTL1) 60.JJL..6u 8-6-79
 

If Ct XT • LT. XI U2. AND. X T • GT, XlUI) • 0 R. ... 8 - 0 8 -7 9
 
___.__.!B..!...l.I_!..xTl1.ANO.XT .6T ,XJ.l::£ll 60 TO 70 .. . . 8~.~....:7..L_
 

'-----------------------~boTHDRAfT GEARS BOTTOMEO 'OS-Z9-8r
 
_ . ~ ~.f.o. §.. ~ KSO G_l9 ...__._._ ~~~_:-..1..9.__ .__
 

'--------------~---------CHANGE REQUIRED DUE TO SLACK I~ TO-S '05-27-8 r
 

____...:.l(~~K~C=-D=-G--.=- K SOG 1 05-27-~Q.
 

KfOt. = KSDGZ 8-6-79
 
______ ._ ._.K ~.. C;~ R_~._::...._~_~_~q.§.!.~f 0 G/~R COG.. + Kf DG) . 8...=.9..=U_.
 

GO TO 80 8-6-79
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LC •• COhTINUE ~'BOTH D~AFT GEARS ACTIVE' CS-29-80 
___________~ ~_C..Q.!3__=__~~!1 L + MUD.SG_~~!~~~T ..L~ l!--.!~-_7..~ _ 

KFDG = KSuG~O 8-6-79 
_________~{_~__~_!t.?ll.+'1UD.SG~F(ID..I.}} ,13 -l&~ 79 

K~CARS = KPCOG 8-&-79 
_________~K7S~C~A~R~S~= KRCOG.KfDG/(KRCDG+KFDGJ IJ-l&-19 

GO 10 8G 8-&-19 
70 •• CONTINUE "HAHMER CAR DG BOTTOMED. ANVIL CAR DG ACTIVE' OS-29-bC 

KKCDG =1<-50GI0--- ------------S-tl-79 -

'------------------------CHANGE REQUIRED DUl TO SLACK IN 1D-S 'OS-27-8P 
-----lDfCOG---= KSOGI -- fiS:27-SO 
_______ KfCG = K2.(I. + HUO.SGNF(ADX~JJ 8-15-79 

KSCARS = KRCOG.K~06/(KRCOG + KFD6' 8-6-79 
cC •• CONTINUE 8-6-79 

ENiJ--"OF PROCEOURAL' -----s=07..:79-
XT = XPC-XF------0 X i---- =- -CXR-Cc..:-:.:.:O:-cX,..,F=-------------------- 

'----~---------EQUA1ION OF HOTION (VERTICAL ACCELERAT~I~O~~~J~~------'~9~S~-~1~5~-~8~(~-

02 YRC = (OUS2+DUS3-DUS&-OUS7 -OWS~-OWS3-DWS6-DWS7+••• 
DwCRFJ/HRC 

------0 U Sb = -K S6. IV IiC,....+-L-'R=-C-=-.-=-TH'--C:-R"""C-J---- 

________..£lU.~ 7. _---=__K~1.~(_!~_~-.1_~_C!!H_'~_C_L _ 
:JUWRC = aRC 

______..:::O~WSb ~S&. Ul!.BJ+LRC.pTHRC J 
0.S7 = CS7.(OYRC-LRC.OTHRCJ 
DliiCRF - FYRF _ 

----·::=~:~.,;---~--~VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT or COUPLER FACE AT STRUCK ENO'OS-15-SP 
______ ~I?_F__ = -'1 uCPL.SGNr (DYCPJJ..!..B_TACPL- US (JJ~PL J•• ALFA CP _J_-Q~::.79 _ 

YCPL = YPC-LCPL.THRC 
DYCPL =__.DYRC-LCPL.DTHRC _ 

DZYCPL = 02YRC ~ LCPL.D2THRC 9J-08-81 
___.LC PI:._ =.B.~!..!!X:' fghO.l!~_X_~..!!<SCAR_S • .L!...R..C-XF JJ ll-13-79 ,-------------- --.--- -------'-os-.:is-a-o 

'----------...,--_-ECUATION Of MOTION (ROTATIONAL ACC~LERA'!.lONJ . 'OS-IS-cO 
DZTHRC = - ---- -Tous-i.ZRC+DUS".ZRC.-DUSS*Z RC+DtiS2.LCR--OUS3.L.Cr-~-~=---- 

_______________ Q.~~!.LR£!..OUS7.l.B_C.!_JLUS8._~:_:9~U!_~RC-OWS~.L,~R+ __ 
O.S3.LCF-DWS".ZRC-D.SS.ZRC-OW~6.LRC+

O~S7.lQC-OWS8.ZRC-DWCRF.LCPL+HRCCG+HO"PRCJ/IRC 9~~Z~=~~_ 
---- -·_"'OMPRC--=-MP.D~X-p.HRCP.SHP~-K-THRt:.THRC.SKTHRC ----------- -Oll-lO-8C-

02XRPC = D2XP-OZXRC S"RElHIVE ACCELERATION. PKG WRT CAR' __0_~_:.?7.:-_80_ 
--------HRCCG --=---(?"CO-GO+-LCPl-.YHRC-)-.OUSCAR·------------ -------- --- ---- 2-23-79 

'------~---_:_-------.,.---.::~ENOIN'§--!f~MS '05-1~-=-~O__ 
DUSl~ - K12.T~~:.(LCR+LCFJ •• 2
 
OUSRI = KRI .THRC.CLRC-LcRJ ••2
 

---- ----OUSn- --='--K n.tHRC.rr-RC +L CRT••-i
OUS31 = K31.THRC.LCR•• 2
 

-- ---- .... -OU-S23-="--K23* T'HRC*lCF ••2 
OUSR3 - KR3-!!..HRC••L.RC..L _ 
OUSf3 = ~F3 .THRC.LRC••2 

_______p_y~RL_ =~_RL.!J_HR ~ !)J,_RC + L CfL..2 . 
DUSF2 = KFZ .THRC.(LRC+LCF) ••2 

___ . _.Jl.!l~I_? __.:_ :.~U_?JlTHR~_._LL~~..!Uf_J.!.._2 . .__- . _ 
O-SRI = -CSRI .OTHRC.(L.RC-LCRJ ••2 

_____ ._ Q.~~f..L.-..=~C.~.f!.~9TH~~.CLRC+L..£aJ_·.!.2 . -----------------_.
0.S31 = -CS31.0THRC.LCR••Z
 

_______ ~Ii_S23_---=-_:,:,_~s._~ ~~J!JJ!RI;.._L.Cf._.L . ._ .__ .
 0 _ 

DaSR3 = -C~R3 .OTHRC.LRC •• 2 
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----------------

O.SF3 = -CSf3 *OTHRC*LRC**2 
_________~~S_R_?_:__-CS.Jl..L!..Ql.!:fB~~_U.R.~~L~.!2... _ 

O.SFZ = -CSf2 *OTHRC*ILRC-LCF)**Z 
,---------------------------- ____ ~S-]5-OC 

'------~-------INTEGRATEDVELOCITIES AND DISPLACEMENTS '05-15-8 C 
DXRC - INTfG'Q7XRC.VXRCI! 
XRC = INTEGIO(RC,XRCI) 

_____.D.E...L.l!HJ...YB C,0 YRC =YR CI ,Q2YR C, VI BC I ,I p~Ct:.A.U_l...o...o.a.......J _ 
DBLINTITHRC,DTHRC=THRCI,DZTHRC,VTHRcI,THRCLO,THRCHI) 

_____IJiBJ:.tU = lYR C-=1B. CMAX» I LRC 
THRCLO = -THRCHI 

,---------R[AR TRUCKS ON RaIL CAR OR IRANSPORTER 
'------~-------EQUATION OF HOTION IHORIZONTAL ACCELERATION) '65-15-80 

_____pZXTR = IDusS-DwS5+DwCTRJ/MTR
 
D"CTR = FXTR
 
F XTR = -~_\,!la.!..w..nR~G Nf ( 0 XI R.1.!.a..R!Jif..R
 

'------~-------PROCEDURAL TO CALCULATE KSS' 10-17-SC 
PROCEDURALIKSS=MKS) 1 0 -]7-80 

KSS = KSSeFIXRCTR) ll-Z8-H 
_---:-:-::--,------,--------=-----'K~S"'-=-S-: = KSS8FIXRCTR)*MK5 j.ll=il~ a.c 
~ND S'OF pROCEDURAL TO CALCULATE I<SS' l.o-17-SC 
___~X~R_~TR = XRC-XTR+XTINIT _ o..z..~r 

,--------------I~TEGRATED VELOCITIES AND OISPLACEHENTS 'fJ5-15-BO 
DXB = 1 NIE GI PZXTR , YXI RII 
XTR = INTEGIDXTR,XTRI) 

,---------FROfojT TRUCKS ON RAIL CAR OR T1HNSPORTER ~_O'9_~ar 

'--------------EQUATION OF ~OTION (HORIZONTAL ACClLERATIONJ '05-15-8D 
D2XTF =-1DUSB-OWS8+0.CIf)/MTf _ 
fXTf = -MUTF*WXTF*SGNFIOXTF)*BRAKEF 
DI/CIF = FXTF 

'------~---~---PROCEOURAL TO CALCULATE KSS' ~D-17-8C 

_.!..P..:.:R..... L..... ---l.Q..::.lJ_~o""C""Eo><D-"U""R'""A.. I'"""K..,Suo8'-=='-'-'''''-''Kuo8'-'J~ 

KS8 = KSS8FlXRcTFJ ,n-Z8-7'Y 
___7"'"'-:::--'-1.I(__S8 = KSS6FtxRCTF )*HK8 In-17-s.r 

END $'OF PROCEDURAL TO C~LCULATE KS8' ~Q-l1-SC 

XRCIf = xRC-XTf+XTINIT 02-OJ-HC 

'-------------INTEGRATED VELOCI TIES AND DISPLACEMENTS 'O.S-ls-Be 
_____~D~X~T~F_ = INTEGIO'XTF,VXTFI) 

XTF = I~TEGIDXTF,XTFI) 

, ---- - ----F ItiL!HY.1J...S!.R->-- _ ~1t:~_.lO--=Ji..C 

'--------------EQUATION OF HOTION IHORIZONTAL ACCELERATION) '05-15-6 C' 
DZXF - IPUSCAR-DlIff2+ OWCF '/MF
 
O.CF = -MUF*WF.SGNFtDXFJ*BR~IRC
 

DUFFZ = KFF2*CXF-XFZ'----'----) _
 
KFF~ = KFOGR*KFZOGF/IKFZDGF+KFOGR)
 

, ----- -------up RQcLD!.1RAJ_IQ_..o...Lt.UL ATE KSU 2 ~.ll..,---=--~---'l=..8..t. 

fROCEOURkL(KHFFZ,KS~FZl,KSFF2Z.MUXTI2,AOXTIZ=XTI2,OXTl2,KSF2iO,KSFZ20) 08-0~-S~ 

KHFF2 = bOUNDIKMfFZL,KHFFZU,KMfF?FtXI12») 
ADXTIZ = DXTIZ - A012 8-15-19 

______~A~D~X~T~I~2 = RS~IXT12.LT.XT12U.AN~~~_T.XT~.pXI12.0XT12-A012) 8-17-79 _ 
HUXTIZ = RS_IADXTIZ,GT,O,,~XTIZC,HXTIZE) S-IS-19 

_____~_U_~E..UO_~.K.!tE..U _ 
KSFFZl = ~SFF21*11.+HUXTIZ*SGNFIADXTI2» 8 -15-19 
KsffZ, = ~Sf220.KMffZ 

KSFFZZ = KSFF2Z*II,+HUXTI2*SGNFtAOXTIZ») 8-15-19 
________K ::>FFli..-=_ RS"lE9Ji~LQ.ti •...I..lLS.f..z..l...aJ.K_Hf..-Zl_L 

KSFFZ2 = ~SwIFZOR,E~,1"KsrZ20,KSFFZZ) 
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E~~ i'OF PHOCE~URAL KSFF2 - Fl TO FZ' 
. .:.:.KF ZuGF = RSW e).T lZ ~!-L~X.J..!..?U.A~O. XT1.Z.~.§}_'.:X.!..l:~.b.'!yFF~!.!.~...!~,..~. . . 

MUfF2.SG~FlADXTI2)),KSFF22) 8-15-79 
XT 12 = XF-XFZ 

_.-- ---:)~X'T12 = QXF-OXF'-:::l,----------------------.--------- 
KFOGR = RSWeXT1Z.LT.XT1lU.A NO.XT1Z.GT.XT12L,KIFFZ·l1.· ••• 

MUFF1.SGNF!ADXT12)),KSFF21) 8-15-79 
·------~-------INTEGRATEO VELOCITIES AND OISPLACEMENTS '05 -15 -8_~. 

----.-- DXF = 1\1 lEGC D2XF tV Xf 1 J ~-

XF = INTEGeOXF,XFI) 
'---------SECOND ANVIL CAR '04 -30-a r 
,------~---~---EOUATION OF HOTION lHORIZONTAL ACCELERATION) '05-15-8(' 

02XF2 = (OUFF2-0UFIF3.0WFF1)/HF2 
OUF2F3 = KFIF3.(XFI-Xf3) 

'---OwHl - -MUF1.wFl.SGNF(OXF1·).BRKFZ 
KFlF3 = KF10GR.KF30GF, (KF30GF.KFlOGP) 

~~--------~---PROCE'URAL TO CALCULATE KSF13 '04-30-&( 
PROCEOURALeKHF23,KSF231,KSF232,HU~T3,AOXT13=XT13,OXT23,KSl310~,K~S~2~3~2~O~)_~0~8~-~CL4~-~bO 

KHFZ3 = bOUNoeKHF23L,KHF23U,KHF23~'XT23)) 

ADXT13 = DXT23-A023 . 
lDXT13 = RS~eXT23.LT.XTl3U.ANO.XTZ~GT.XT13L,LXt23,~XT23-A'~O~l~3~)-8--~1=7--=7~~ 
MUXT13 = RsweAOXT13.GT.0 •• ~~T23C,HXT13E) 8-15-79

--kSFl31 = K·S2310.KHF23 -- -.--..-----..-------.-- --- .----. 
KSF~31 = KSF231.e1 ••HUXT13*SGNF(AOXTl3)) 8-15-79 
KSFl3Z = KS13l0.<HF13 
KSFl32 = KSF232U1 •• HUXT23.SG~FeAOXT13)J ________8 -15-79 

-----..:.,K:..::S:..:f,;1.~31 = RSir eF1 QR• EQ 01 • , KS2 :5 10, KsFTj=l-=)..:....:---
KSF132 = RS.CF30R.EO.~1~.~,K~Sl~3.2=-:::0~,_K_S_F~~_3~1~J _
 

ENO "OF PROCECIUR AL KSF23 -' F2 TO F 3'
 
KF3DGF = RSW(XT23.LT.XT23U.AND.XT13.GT.XT23L,KlFlF3.C1 •••••
 

MUF232.SGNF(ADXT2JJ),KSF232) 8-16-79
 
XT 23 = XF2-XF3
 
ox T23 = DXF2-DXFJ
 
KF 20GR = RS~(XT23.LT.XT23U.AND.XTi3.GT.XT2JL,Kl~2FJ.(1 •••••
 

HUF131.S~NFCAOXT23)),KSFl31) 8-16-79
 
·------~---~---INTEGRATEOVEL9CITIES AND pISP.~L~A~C~E~·H~EN~T~S~ ·~O~S~-_1~5~-~a~[
 

Ot Fl = INTEGe02XF1, VXF2U
 
XF2 = INTEGeOXF2,XF2I) . . . ._. ..__._
 

·--------~THIRO ANVIL CAR '04-30-80
 
___.' ------,..-------EOUA TION OF HOTION eHOR IZONTAL ACCELE_~ TION ) .__~p.s.:l~~§.P
 

02XF3 = eOUF iF 3-ourTfq--;O;;-r-2f 3) IMF 3
 
DUF3F4 = KF3F4.eXF3-XF4)


-----------=0..:loi:..:F='"2;.:,F~3;.....;=~--Io4UF 3.WF 3.S6NF ID XF 3) .SRKF 3
 
KF3F4 = KF30GR.KF40GF/(Kf4DGF+KF30GR)


-;.-,------'----:.._- ---- - -P ROC E0URAL TO C'A LCULA TE KSF '3 4 .-----..--_. '0 if-=-3D-ll -r
 
PROCEDURAL CKHF 34, II. SF34 1, KSF 34 2, MUX nit, AOXT3 "=XT 34, OXT 3 ~ ,KS34.10, KS34 20.1 08 -04-6r:
 
.--- ---ifHF34 = BOUNuCKP1F34L,KHF34U,KHF"316FIXT34n ------ 

ADXT34 = OXT34 - A034 8-15-79
 
--------~AnD~Xt34 = KS~eXf34.LT.XT34U.AND.XT34.GT.XT3~L,OXT3~,OXT~4-A034) 8-17-79
 

~uXT3~ = RS~eAD~r34.GT.O'LHXT34C,HXT34EJ 8-15-79
 
--------.n,-'341 = KS3iil0.KHF·34 .
 

KSF3~1 = KSF341.(1.+HUXT34.SG~F(AOXT3~)) 6-15-79
 
-·----·"lfSF342 = KS34-io.KHF'34----- ~--

. ......,.,.K.,:-.S-=-F.,)42 = KSF 342.( 1 •• MliXT3~.SG~F(AO XT~" )J ...;;a;...-...;1::..;5~-_7~9.:......
 

KSF341 = RS;eF30R.EO:1.,KS341~,KSF341)
 
______.~SF3..~_:: __.~JiI/.J!:~OR .EQ. ~~~ 3~.~OL'i.SL~J.. _
 

E~O S'OF PROCEUURAL KSF34 - F3 TO F4'
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KF3DGR = RS~(XT34.LT.XT34U.AND.XT34.GT.AT34L,Klf3F4*(I.+ ••• 
_ . .. ~~~!*~~!'Jf (AOX T34 •• , KSf341. __ . _ 

KF4DGF = RS.(XT~4.LT.XT34U.AND.XT34.GT.XT34L,K2F3F4.(I.+ ••• 
_..._. ._.. HUF342*SGNF (ADX T34) ., KSf342. .. ~..::J.5-79 

XT 34 = XF3-XF4 
__Q..x!.l.4 ~ OXF 3-0_Xf4.__--,--__- -- 
'----------~---INTEGRATEOVELOCITIES AND DISPLACEHENTS -05-1S-8 ( 

_._.__Q.~f 3 =....1_NTE G(-.Q?~.L~_t VXf 3U ._------------ _._
XF3 ~ INTEG(OXf3,Xf3I. 

'------~--~KTH A~VIL CAR '~:.lJL_:~.r_ 

-·:.-=.:--=-=--~-~..:--lc:iUA TION Of ti"O TI 0 NCHciRIZON TALACCELERA TION J 'DoS -I S-&O 
____~0~2~Xf4 = (OUf3f4+0Wf3F4J/Hf4 

0.f3f4 ~ -~Uf4.Wf4.SGNf(OXf4••BRKfq 
'--------------INTEGRATEO VELOCITIES A~D OISPLA~C~E~H~E~N~T~S~ 'OS-IS-or

----OX f4 = I NTE G( 02Xf4, VXf4I. .--- 
_. __~_ = I_NTEG(O~~_XF4IJ 

,------~ __PARAMETER INfLUENCf COEffICIENTS 'DS-OI-6C 
, :----- -:----A UXlL lA Ry~~A.J.T~I..wO.DNc.ilS . ':;"I,OL.:9s.::-:..3iUOL:-~SiUP.:.. 

X~PRC = XP-XRC 
THRPRC = THRC - THP _____. ..!.?-1-77 ... 

---y'pT2-=-YP+LP~*THP "REAR PKG TO POINT' 
___D_~!lL_.=-.>-YP+~B·...Q!.HP. . . ._.__. . .__ . _ 

0~YP12 ~ uZYP+LPR*OZTHP 
___0 y PIZ.L.::.-!.NTE ~.oZP lZX .0... 04-41.=.g..L 
. YP12X = INTEG(OYplZX.O.. a4-Z1-6~ 

_..	 Ql!E4X ~_].!:!.!..r:G(02P34_~..Q.!._. . ... .. . .~!'_:1.L~g_ 

yP34X = INTEG(OYP34X,O.. 04-Z1-8C 
YP34 = YP-LPf*THP "FRONT PKG TO POI~T'

---OYP3&t -=- DYp-=-lPf.OT-~---·-----_··=-'--------··_--_··_-----· 

OZYP34 = OZYP-LPf*OZTHP 
YRCIZ = YRC+L~R.THRC S'REAR RAIL CAR TO POINI' 

_-.;o-;.y ~f...1..l-=--l..!.~ +L..:C.:;:.R..,:.*-'<O..,;T.-'-'H,.:,:Rc:::C'-=-:: _ 
OZYRIZ = OZYRC+LCR*OzTHRC 

__-.-l>_~Rl.£)( = INTEG(02RI2X.0 •• _ 01-06-81 
YR12X = INTEG(OYRIZX,O •• 01-08-21 

__9_YRI2T = 1,.NTEG(02RIZT Ul. J . . . --'UlB .1_1~ 

YRIZT = INTEG(OfRI2T.O.J 01-12-61 
__....!B.fJ.~=_)' Rc -Ll;.r.*THIiLS 'f R1>!! T RAl.L~A_R~jL.1'_O l-'-'h'-'.T_- _ 

OYRC3~ = OYRC-LCf*OTHRC 
___.(L~tBI~~ktY~~.:-...L£f...~02THR_C . .. .. ..... 

DYp,CSb = OYRC+LRC*OTHRC 
___~D:::.~.!B.sR.. = D2Y~C+LRC*02THRc 

OYRSbX = I~TEG(02RSbX,O.. ~1-0S-ol 

_. __!B~bX. = INTE6(OYRSbX,O~__ -l3.1.=JlJl=.8L 
OYCPLX = INTEG(D2CPLX,O_.	 OJ-08-01 

__.---l~_~I.JC _i._lNIE G( OY ePL X....all..a.L ._ ._. .._DJ ..-Jl.8.=..8.L 
OyCPLT = INTEG(02CPLT.O.. 01-12-01 

_---:YwoC<.t.fj.;.)o.I.-...:...llI.tll~l..L.D.!..J. B 1 -12.=.JU... 
OYRc7e = oYRe-LRC*OTHRC 

_____Q£1~78 = 02YRC-L~~~QZlHRC 
'-----------------------~INTEGRATION STEP SI2E' 0_-28-80 

_-!li__._ =·~!"_!!!!.~.l.~.JJ.~IN.!.H~~ Xlt~l~_!/NH~lL_____ ~ ...Ji.41~~£ 
'------------------------STABILITY eRITERIOh, EOM fOR 02YRC' 04-28-8~ 

____~S~U~M~KY =~~L + KS3 + ~ + KS7 04-Z8-8Q_ 
OTYRe = SO~T(2_*MRC/SUHKY. 0_-28-8(1 

_~u M~J =.j;_S.?~~_!_C.~Sc:::b~+___"C'_"S'_'7'--_____ fl q- 3o-u 
OTYRC2 = Z.*MRC/SUHCl 04-30-SC 
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__

·------~-----------------STABIlITY CRITERION, EOM FOR D2THRC' O~-Z8-b( 

________ ~!J!1KTli. = ....!._l~_~ ~_S~_~~_S_~_·_ KS 8__ .l~~"" )._«-15 S 2 *l CR!!LL.~_ ......._._O-'i_-2.~_-::.H·. 
II\S3.lCF •• 2) • (USb. KS7)*lRC••2) - (LCPl.OUSClR) e~-Z8-8~ 

___. . .P.!...!'!RC _:= __~.9.~! (Z ._~lRC ISUMKTH) .__._.__O~_:..Z~~.o_ 

SUMCZ = ((CSl.CS~.CS5.CS8).ZRC ••£) • (CSZ.LCR•• Z) • ••• 0~-30-8C 

_________~~~~--~.LCf•• Z) • ((CSb.CS7J.lRC••Z) 0~-30-CC 

DTTHC2 = Z •• IRC/SUMCz 0~-30-BO 

MAXTERVAl MAXT=.OOI 
-~NDPGF-D£RIVAiTvE• 

, -MOO E l VALID ATI ON ~f1 ~ -1..0~b!L 
·---':"~':CALC·li[ATIONOFiHEIlS C'OEFflClENTS' '04l-30-c.0N = "'.1. ll-Z9-79 

S13 = ~13 • OUSCAR ••2 ll-Z9-79 
S13X = S13X • OUSX~ ••2 IJ-Z9-7~ 

--------S-013 _ 5013. (OUSCAR-DUSX~)"Z -11-Z9--79 
______TI C~}_=_.~~~~~13/N)((SQ~T (S 13/~~~QRT@3X/H)l l..1..:~':"_I9_ 

S1~ = 51~ .OUSlf ••Z ll-Z9-.79 
Sl~X = Sl~X • DUSlfX••Z ll-Z9-7~_ 

SDl~ = SOl~ • (DUSlf-DUSlfX)•• Z ll-Z9-79 
______~~_~_.___=~.~~_!.t~lU.!~.!N) (( SO.RT (s l~~~L·SORT(Sl~XI t:i)) 1...!..:~Q-7.!!... 

S53 = S53 • DZXP••2 1~-11-79 

.__--=-S~~_~._.-=--~?-3X_~uZ!.~X_'!_._Z . u..~_U=]_? 

%53 = S053 • (DZXP-OZXPX) ••Z ~Z-11-79 
TIC53 = SORT(SDS3/N)/(SORT(S53/Nj.S~TIS5~X/N)) lZ-11-79 
S5~ = SS~ • OZXRC ••Z ll-Z9-79 

____ .~.s~X = SS~X • 02XR.~X ••Z___ __li:-?J.=7.q__ 
S05~ = S05~ • (DZXRC-DZXRCX)•• £ 11-Z9-79 
Tl C5~ = S ORT (SD...5_~...!.N J I (SORT.! S 5~ IN) .SOR T~ ~~x.L.tt.!..L 1.1 ::~9 -7~_ 
S60 = S60 • D2YPIZ•• £ 1.1-Z9-79 
S60X = ~OX • DZPIZX •• Z l1-Z9-79 

----------7S~D~6~O~--=-SDbO • (DZYPIZ-02PIZX) ••Z ~1-Z9-79 
_____-=-T-7I-=C.=.b.::.O_:=-=_~qRT(S~6.LlLN_l..L!.~..9..!'<..!J~60/N)·SQRT (S60~J..!!1_L ~l-=~~-L?_ 

Sbl = S61 • OZYP~~ •• 2 lZ-11-79 
SblX = SblX • OZP3~X ••Z lZ-11-7~ 

- SO 61"--= SDb 1.( D-iY-P3 ~ -DZP 3~i-j •• Z ------~2·~1·1-::79 

T1 Col =. ~o.B.1 J~O_~l/NJ.LJ~O_~ll~.JJ~t.SQRT.LS..uXL~.n . . _.1.C1.1.=.19. 
PP13 = SCRTlS.l3/N) 11-Z9-79 
PX13 = SCRTlS13X/N) 11-Z9-7Q-------.pp fll-- --= -~o-I(·T (Tlii"lN)------ --.-.--.---.--.-... -------.... --.. - ..--.--- - --1}:zci::'i9
PXl~ = SORT(S1~X/N) 11-Z9-79

--------·pps:3'---=---sQRTi·S'53/N-)-·- ..·-··-· ----- ...- ..----.---------.--....---12-~11=-i9-

Px53 = SCRT(S53X/N) 12-11-79 
p·PSi! = SORT (SSq i~) 11 :'Z9-~79' 
PX5~ = SCriT (SSqX/N) ll-Z9-7Q 

------Pp6a·-·-=~-OriTis60/NT--·---·---··_-------· 11-Z9-79-.----- _. 

_____.f.X6.~._ . = ~OB...:rJ~i>Q.X/N) ......... .... __._. .... . . ...J...:l..:l9:--]9._ 
PP61 = SQRT(Sbl/N) 12-11-79 

____-.:P,..:.X 61 = S...OR ~!. S b..J!Lt.t.l. 1 Z -11 - H 
DEN = (PP13.PX13.... 12-11-79 

.._.f~1..! .P!.~u~ . . ._1.2-l.!.-7~ 

PP53·PXS3·... 12-11-79 
_. ._~. .__ .... ~~~.~.!!'.~S ~ ~.~_~. .__ ._.._._.... u ..:-.l 1-]9 

PPbl.PX61.... 12-11-7~ 
_____• ..__e.f'_~0.PX6C) ... lZ-11-79 

NU~ = (PP13.PK13).TIC13.... 1~-11-79 

__ .__. .__ .. __t pp 1 q!..P_XJ_~.L.!Hl.IL·...!...•..! .. ..__. .• . . ~_l::l.l.- 7J. 
(PP53.PX53).TICS3.... lZ-11-7 c 

.' 
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(PPS~+PX5~)*TICS~+... 12-11-19 
.. .. J ~P.bj)_~p-.llbCaill'.~.Jl~L!..L .__. . . 12-11-79 

(PPbl+PXb1)*lICbl S'LAST CARD' 12-11-19 
_. Uil.I;. .=_~lltiLO.E..ti..- ..__---".1....lL-=..Z'-'9L -=.7L.;9:L.. 

'---------CALCULATIO~ OF PROBABILITIES 'O~-30-bO 

----.-+-rH..E. EO' I o,.TNG R VA! liES MAy BE UlY SIITIABI E CoMEARISoN EIINCUo"'£lIl-JO-hO 
R13 = OUSCAR O"-lb-8e 
R..L!:L.. = uUSLF 09-1&-&0 
RS3 = 02XP 04-16-OC 
RS~ = .ll2XRC QII-l&-S(l 
RbO = li2YP12 [j"-16-or 
Rbi = PZYP31f 09-16-aQ 
R13X = OUSX~ e"-lb-ar 

.__ l~~..,X_-==,--",Pc><U,-"S,,-I . ~O~"_=li.=..itL~R.. .J..F-"'X 
RS3x = u2XPX 0"-16-S(, 

______R:.:...><.S-'-"... .X_-=-=......><u=2..,X!.!.R..><C..,.X -Jle~"L:-:..al.Jlbt..::-:.J:8Ll.1.0 

RbCX = li2P12X O~-lb-6C 

Rb IX = Q2P3~X 09-1&-80 
SR13 = SR13 + R13 e"-llt-Se 

____---'S~R~l~::.---'==--::!..S~R~l.:..~-+::.-~R~I.:..~----------------------__o_~ -!If -S 0 
SRS3 = SRS3 + RS3 El~-l~-ec 
S RS~ = S RS" +~R.>f.S..:!" .. . __[l-'--=.lIt:.:.o.Q. 
SR6..l = SR6c + RbO ell-1~-bO 

___~R61 = SRb1 + RbI 09-1~ 

S R 13 X = SR 1 3 X + R1 3 X 0 " -16 - 0 C 
. ---'SolJ~~n~ 1 ~ X + Rlit X __a...~li.=.sJl.. 

SRS3X = SR53X + RS3X elf-16-SC 
SRS"X = SRSll + RSltX ----.Il!l=l..6..":.i.ll.. 
SR 60X = SRbOX + RbOX e., -16-& (' 
SHU = SR6] X + R6J X Q9-16-BC 

'------:--------EXPECTEO VALUE. I'1EAN OR tW 'B~-30-S(l 

EiB = SRI3/N D9-1It-BC 
ERI.. = SRllt/N DII-l"-S[ 
ERS3 = SRS3/N o.,-!lt-SO. 
ERS~ = SRS4/N e~-14-S(, 

ERbO = SRbO/N 8g-1!I.:.A!L 
ER61 = SR61/N e4-lIt-cr. 
ER13X = SR13Xl1L- ._... -'l..1I-.H_::.e.D... 
ER l .. x = SR141\.IN 0"-16-60 

__. ......E..F5,3L.. =_~ll.L/NIlL_ .._ .... __..._ .. -O~.E!~eL 

ERS.. X = SRS"X/N O"-16-or 
EK6QX = SRbCX/N -.Jl.!I-16-&O 
ER61X = SR6IX/N O~-16-CC 

NNH = INT (~t ~~D.. 

NN = />4N+l O~-ll-oO 

____.XR 13 Ct-4NJ = Rl} ..o.~=_li:~8.!L 

XR1 .. Ct-lNt = ~n.. 09-11-8r 
XR53lNNl = RS3 Qg-ll-ec 
XRS .. o..Nt = RSIt B~-ll-bC 

____.....::.X.:.:..:R~OCNN) = R60 og-ll-&( 
XRblCNNt =. R61 O~-11-80 

XR13XCNN) =R13x oq-u.-Ilc 
XRll+XCt;t-l) = R1"x 0"-16-80 
XR53X(t-iN) =ll3X C~-16-8r..• 
XRS"X (~,'O = R5~X 0~-16-&O 

___...__lB.~.D..Llli!iL;.JigOL.. . .. ._. .. -'f)~~.l.6:~. 

XR6lX(NI~J = PblX eq-lb-f:l!' 
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·------~-------RHS rORCINij fUNCTIONS fOR RESPONSE SPECTRA CALCNS 'D6-26-eO 
ACS.2lMoj) = CS2 .____ 01:01-8Jl. 

----·----AI\.r:.XlNt~) = R-,.::H~S~X-- 06-26-ar 
ARHS\,lNN) = RHS)' 06-26-~r 

--------ARHSTHlt-.N) = RHST~H;-:-----------------'--- - 06-26-&0 
ATHlNN) = T 06-26-00 
AOU~1CNh) = OUSI 09-11-80 
ADUS2lNN) = OUS2 89-11-8('
A0 US 3 INt.) = O~U~S~3:--------------------------:0=-9~-7'11:-_"':8~C 

AOUS'HNN) = OUS" D9-11-80
--------:..:X-=.H:7X;=-;...: = AMA Xl-=I-=.X7.I1""'X,.-•....,.X:"':P:-•....,X':":R::-:C=-.-:X""'T=-R=-.:7X-=T-=f-.""'Xc::f'"")---- ---------=--=- --

XHN = A~INlIX~N.XP.XRC.XTR,XTf.XfJ 

YHX = AHAXlIYHX.YP.YRCJ 
YHN = AHINlIYI1N.YP.YRCJ 
THHX = AHAXlITHHX.THP.THRCJ 
THHN = AHINllTHHN.THP.THRCJ 

-----~D~XHX = A~AXlI0XHX.DXP.DXRC~OXTR.DXTf.OXfJ 
DXHN = A~INlI0XHN.DXP.DXRC.OXTR.OXTf.pXFJ 

DYHX = AHAXlI0YI1X.OYP.DYRCJ 
DYHN = A~INlI0YHN.DYP.OYRCJ 
DTHHX = AHAXlI0THHX~OTHP.DTHRCJ 

DTHHN = A~INlI0THHN.OTHP.DTHRCJ 

D2XHX = AHAXlI0ZXHX.DZXP.OZXRC.OZXTR.OZXTF.02XF •••• OJ-25-80 
OZXRCX.D2XPXJ o J -25-~') 

D2XHN = AMINll0ZXHN.DZXP.DZXRt.OZXTR.O~XTf.02XF •••• 01-Z5,..~r. 

_____~-=-=-,.......,.,- 0 ZXRC X• 0ZXPX J ____01-Z5-8C 
DZYHX = AHAXlI0ZyHX.OZYP.OZYRCJ 
DZYHN = A~INlI0ZYHN.OZYP.DZYRCJ 

D2THHX = A~AXlI0ZTHHX.DZTHP.OZTHRC~ 

D2THHN = AHINIIDZTHHN.DZTHP,OZTHRCJ 
XRHX = A~AXIIXRHX.XRpRC.XRRCF.XR~TR.XRCTFJ 

XRHN = AHINIIXRHN.XRPRC.XRRCF,XRtTR.XRCTFJ 
YHX2 = AMAXIIYHXZ.YP12.YPIZX.YP3~,-7.Y~P~3~~~X~.~Y7.R~C~17Z-.:7YR~C-=3~4-.~Y-=R-=C:"':5-:6"-.-.-.-.-:a=-5=---=OS-8r 

YRC78.YCPLX.YCPL.YR12X,YRS6XJ 01-OS-81 
------Y....,.H~N-2--=--:A....,.~:-:_1....,.N:-l-I-:Y~~~N~'Z=.YPlZ.YP12X.YP3~.YP3~X.YRCIZ.YRC31f.VRC56•••• 05-0S-8C1 

\,RC 78. YCPLX, YCPL ,YR 12X, YRS6X J 0 1-0S-& L 
OYHX2 = AMAXIIOYHX2.DYPIZ.0YP12X.OYP31f.OYP3lfX.OYRClZ.... 85-0S-80 

__-=....,.,...,':":":":,.--_-,-~,..,........,.[JYRC31f.OYHS-6. OYRC7 8 J Q_S-O@.":.!L 
DYHNZ = AMINll[JYHXZ.OYPlZ.DYP12X.OYP31f.OYP3"X.OYRCJ2.... 05-0S-60 

._ OYRC3~Y_!L~5b.JOYRCH! J ._.~~-DS-8..i.. 
02YHXZ = A~AXIlOZYHXZ.02YP12.DZYP3",02YR12~OZYR31f,02YRS6, ••• 

_______________________-P.ZYR78.D2P12X,OZP3~X.D2CPLX.02YCPL.... 01-08-01 
OZRI2X.OZR56XJ 81-0S-&1 

____~OZ YHNZ = AMI.N 1l OZYHNZ .OZYP1Z! OZYP3 If .OZ YRl~.!..o.~.Y~-'" 02YR56.L•.....::.• ..:..•..:...~=<-; 
OZYR78.D2PIZX.OZP3~X.02CPLX.OZYCPL.... OJ-OS-81 
OZRIZX.OZR56XJ 01-0S-81 

OTHU = AMAX1l0tHAX.DT.OTYR-C.DlTHRC) ---------0"..:-30-80 
OTHIN = A~INIIOTHIN.OT.OTYRC.OTTHRCJ O~-30-80 

----------------_._--_ ... _------_. 
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SCALEtTH~~,THMX=THMN,THMX) 

SCALEtDXMN,DXMX=OXMN,OXHX) . 
-- --.--scALEIOyMr;-;oyMx=OYKN,oyMxT-----.----.---------.----._----

_-::S:..:Co.::A.LE tQTHMN,.QTHHX=OTHHN ,OTH" x). . ._. 
SCALElD2XHN,02XKX=D2X"N,OZX"X) 

________~S~C~A~L~E~l~D~Z~YHN,D2Y"X=DZY"N,OZYHX) 

SCALElD2THMN,CZTHHX =OZTH"N,D2THMX) 
_____ SCALE lXRI'!N ,XRHX=XR"~,XRHX) _ 

SCALElYHNZ,YHXZ=Y"NZ,YHX2) 
_____.~~.Ll..D_l!.NZ, 0 YH XZ =O!."-N~.!J YIII X Z:-')'------="":--_ 

SCALElD~YHN2,DZ~HXZ=DZYMNZ,D2yHXZ) 

. ~S CALE l 0 UU N, 0 T" AX-==-=O..:.T...;,H~I:.:.;N:.J't.!:D=--,T:..;.".:.:A:..:X~. ..:0:...11.:..-....;3:::..:0:::,.-_&;:.[1::...' 
SCA~ElFCPLH~ ,FCPLHX=FCPL"N,FCPLHX' 

'-------,--CALCULA TIO~ OF ,PROBA8ILIT.Irr.____ _~~:~o-SP_ 

'--------------CALCULATION or VARIANCE '04-30-80 
_____liN = 0	 _. ....D.!::.~..£. 

T2 •• cONTINU[ 04-1S-SC 
NN = NN.! 1 ~ 

SVR13 = SVR13 • lXRI3lNN)-EPI3)**Z 04-15-60 
____S.~B!_It__ = ~VIU_~. !~.!U~J_~-E_Rl~'!.!.?__ _. . .__Q"-.:..IS-SC. 

SVR53 = SVRS3 • lXRS3lNN)-ERS3)**Z 04-15-80 
_. .~y~It_ ___=___SJ'R~~_._ .P~_~. ~ltl!'!'!) -~~.511·t** ?_. 04 -15 -8 C 

SvR61 = SVR61 • (XR61lNN)-ERbU"Z ·--·-----·--..---·-04-15=~·O· 

SVR13X = SVR13X • eXR13XlNN)-ERl'3X."12 04-16-sr-------·svk14"x = S'VR litX • UR 1IfX"fN04 i'-=ER 1iix-;)-.*z--- ------------------8 4 -16':SO 

----.	 ~~~~+-- ~ ~~~-~~--:. ~~:}~·H~~+:~:;·;~ l:~}---- -----.- ..---%::~:::g-. 
SVR60X = SVR60X • eXR60XeNN)-ER60X).*Z	 _.Jl4-1~-80. 

---.......=SVR61 X =SVR61x. (XR61XfNN) -ER6'lX;J-**2- £]11-16-80 
·------,----T~_VARIANCE IS THE SQUARt OF THE SID DEVIATION, 5I6HA..Z' 04l-15-SL 
·----------VRXX = S16I1A**2' 01l-15-8e 

IR13 =.RSliirS_VRI3.EQ.O.,EPSR,SVPI3/NN)	 04-16-tlO 
VR lit = R SW eSVR 14.EO.O. ,EPSR ,S \/Rl4l/NN J	 --0-;;-:-16-:'8-r

.	 yRS 3 = ~~J.SVRS3.EO.•D.tEPS~SVRS3/NN1_ . ._....9..~-16-&.~.. 
~R54 = Ks.rSVRS4.EO.O.,EPSR,SVRSll/N~) 6~-16-8r 

VRbO = R_SW CSVRbO .EO.O. ,EP_S-Btl!..~bC'N~) __. .D"~Jb.-h G_ 
VP.bl = Rs~eSVR61.EO.o •• EPSR,SVRbl/NNJ ~1I-16-8( 

______~R13X = fiS~~~l~)(~Q.O •• Ef>SR.S~.u~~.~_. . . ..P.'L-:}6-&(l. 
VR1qX = Rs~esVRlqX.Ew.C ••EPSR,SVRlItX/NN. 6~-16-6C 

___....Y!!.?.J..JL = h~~.J§..Y.B5~_~~;~~!U.J.~!'~I~..Y!t~~.UJHiJ .. . 011 =l6-i>O. 
VR5Qx = ks.eSVRS4x.Ew.o.,EPSR,SVRS4X/NN) 04-16-80 
~R60 X = JiS~.~.x..!.E Q. o•• EPS!U.~_~ ~X!J!lh.L . O_"_:-.16.=li.C. 
VRblX = RsweSVR61X.tQ.O.,[PSK,5VR61X/NNJ D4-16-o~ 
IF, NN .L T, ~!~1:U"§L!LI.L- .. . -l)~.=1~=:_~o_ 

NN = 0 0~-1l-80 

_____.AB.u = __.Lod~~RTC2 .*PI*VRI3) . . .__~-IS_:...l?.L. 

ARlit = 1./SQRTlZ.*PI*VR14) OQ-15-8C 
ARS3 = 1./SQRT.J1.*Pl*YRS}1 641-15-80_ 
ARSQ = 1./SQRTrZ.*PI*VRSQ) Oil-IS-SO 

_____-'A;:.:R~b-O----_---=-.l..~-'SQR TJZ ••PI *VR~.O_) .D.~~I~~JLc... 

AR~l = 1./SQRTlz.*PI*VR61) Oil-IS-SO 
AR13X = 1,/SQRTl Z.*PhVR13X). _._ 04l-1~-80 --- '-i. R1Q )( =i-.I s·clHc--i:*pI'-v 'Ri..Xi ----- ._. ---------- - 0II -16 - 8~ 

AP. 5 3 X = I ,/}Jt!U..L..Z.,~P 1*VB.5..J.!L ll~fl..=b...r. 
AR5ltX = l~/SQRT( Z.*PI*VRSllX) 04l-16-80 

___	 ARb Q!....__7...J..dS QR..!..L1...•. *P I ~V ~.b °!l JL!:li..::..B .r:_ 
ARblX = 1./SCRT( Z.*P1*VRb1X) 04-16-sr 
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Ll~ESC 7) ,'INfORMS SYSTE~ ABOUT TO PRINT 7 LIN[S' 0_-17-80 
_---:.P....:.R:...::I ~~8_~ Rl3 • E; ~J~j: ~~.l .. ~ B~~RJ) ('_J.!....R.~.1 ,~t_V-'U.!l,_~~a, ~ ~ fJ. ~.:.J S_- 8.9 

vRS-,VR60,VR61,ARI3,AR1_,ARS3,ARS_,AR60,AR61,... 0--16-bry 
___..__ . ~_~.1.I~, E~ I_X, ER S 3X 'E.RS~.X ,E R60X ,ER~.1!.!~_. .. O~-16 -0"': 

VI:'13X,VRl_X,VRS3X,VRS_X,VR60X,VR61X, ••• f)-4!-16-110 
ARl}X, AR 14 X, ARS 3X, AR~~!.!..~ P60X • AR61 X .__.Jl9..:li=.a.r 

9& •• FORMATC3X,·ER13=·,£IZ.4,3X,·ER14=',E12.4,3X,'ERS3= ·,£lZ.4, ••• 04-17-80 
____3~~~54=· ,E1 Z._, 3X, 'ER60=', E1~~3X,·[~61~..u;H_.li!.!.!- ~_~_:u.,:~r;. 

3X,'VR13=',EIZ.4,3X,'VR1Q=',E1Z.-,3x,'VRS3=',EI2.4'3X,... D~-17-8r 
'VRS4=',E1Z.4,3X,'VR60=',EIZ.4,3X,'VR61=',E1Z.4/... 04-17-8C 

----;;3,..."X,..., 'H13=' ,E 12.4, 3X, 'AR lit =', E 1Z. 4, '3~'iRS3='-;Ei2·~",3X , : -:-:- - ··elll-17-ao· 
'ARS4=',E12._,3X,'AR6C;~E12._,3X,'AR61='IEIZ.-'... ~~~!7-&~. 
3X,'ER13X='~E12.q,3X,'ER1qX=',E12,1t,3X,'ERS3X=',E1Z 04-17-80... ,3X,... 
'[RS-X=',l12._,3X,'ER60X=',EJ2.-,3X~'ER61X=~,EI2._ OQ-17-8CI,.. 

------3X~·VR13X=';[12~q, 3X I 'VRITX=' ,El2. II 13X;eVRS3X =~f12 .,,;3X,. ~-Qll:i7-8T 
______~V RS_X.~_, E 12 .~t..5~ 'VR6Cl..=_ " E1 2. -, 3X.I~VR~~~'• E:l2 ......~~ .__ ..Jl...I1..~-o_r_ 

3 X , 'A f<13X =' I [ 12 •• ,3X , 'A R14X =' IE 12. _, 3X , 'AR 5 3X =' t £ lZ.", 3X, • • • 0 _ -1 7 -S C 
'A RS4 X=', E 12. _,:SX I 'AR60X=' I E 12._ ,3..!..t. 'AR6lX:', E 12 .ltln O~§.-SL 

Tl •• CO~TINUE 0"-11-80 
hN = t.N + 1 01l-11-S0

·-':_-:==-:::=:;P-ROSABlll"TIES· .-..-----------  -~-.:lS-00· 

____ .f_~IiU.~NN~_=_~Ell..~ExPCC-1.*.C.~B_I~1N~) ~~r;>J_~" ~.!?)LCZ_,*.Y~.1.~H_ u Q_-:l~_-_$~ 
f XR11+ H. N) = API _ *E XP CC- 1 • * CX R1 4 CNN ) -E PIll J * * 2 ) Ie Z • * VR1 _ )J 0" -15 - 8 r 
fXR53 INN) = ARSl.-!.PP..!.!:.J~l}~~..=f.B.kll**.U.L.il_t.~.!2.1V .-JL!l.::.!S__~Q... 

fXRS4CNN) = ARS_*EXPCC-l.*CXRS_CNN)-ERSqJ.*Z)/CZ •• VRS_)) e4f-lS-8C 
_____ JXR~_~_'NN) = ....!-_~~.Q~E_x~ CC-1 •• q(~~9J1".N ) -f;Mt') ..Z_UJ.?.•• VR60 ~_l__ . .__ Q.!':'.IS.-l)_~. 

fXR61 CNN) = A061*EXP CC-1 •• CXR61 CNN )-[1(61 )*.Z)/C 2 ••VRolJ). o--ls-ac 
FXI(13XCNN) = A~ 13x.ExPC C-I'*.l!.!t13XJ~hJ-lli~.lU...*.Ztl!.o..!~R.J_3~JLu.__.__8...!.:.H>.-8J' 
fXRl_XCNN) - AR14X*EXPtC-1.*CXRlqXCNN)-ERl_xJ*.2)/t2 •• VRlIIX)) Oq-16-Sr 

______~f~X=RS3XtNN) = ARS3X.EXPli-l.*CXRS3XCNN)-£RS3~).*2)/CZ.*VRS3X)) 0_-1~~~. 

fXRS_XCNt.) = JRS-X*EXPcc-l.*CXRSltXCNN)-ERS_X)**Z)/(2 •• VRsqX)) 0_-16-oC 
rXR60XCNN) = AR60X*EXPCC-l.*CXR60XCNN)-ER6Qxh.Z)1&2.*VR60X)) 0_-16_tiC 

-----=fxRbfiiN~-)-=-Aif61x.[XPC ( -1.*'ix-R6IxHiN )-[R 6J. X~••i17n~-.-:iIR·6Tx-))--- 0 _ -16 '~s'C 
1(13 = XR13CNN) ._.P~__1.!.~.g'_ 

R11+ = XP1_ CNN) Oq-ll-B(l 
___...:.:RS3 =-)(RS_3 CNN) o--u_-~ 

RS4 = XPS4 C~N) e_ -11-80 
R6C = XR60CNN) DQ-11-&C 

---~.-----=-xR61-ci.!N'--- --.---.---------.-._--...-. ---·---oii-li=-ao· 
R13X = XRI3XCN~) 01l-16-o~

----:.:.R=-14=.:X------ = XRTiix-c'~N )--._-_ ... _-- ----- .---- .. - ----. --. ------ ---"o-ei=l6'':s C 

RS3X = XRS3XCNN) 01l-16.:i 8_ 
RS4X = xRS-XCNNJ 0--16-50
 
R60X = XPbOXCNN)_. .__. . O~l..c.§q
 

R61X"-- ---=xP61xiNN) 0--16-00
 
__ .__f.P13 --=-..£.XRJ ~.J...N~) ._._ . .~ . _. ._..__ _... o_~_-:.H_-@'~
 

fR1_ = rXR1_CNNJ ell-11-80
 
___....:..f':u...- = rxR~3JNN J ._ _ -.Q.!!-=U_=_~ 

fPS_ = rXRS4CNN) OIl-11-oC 
fRbO = rXR6GCNN) e~-11-80

---fP.61-- -~ rX~61cNN)----------·------··_-----·----------D-.~ii:&(-

___ ..__f.R!1..x ....:-Y~B.!l_X_CNNL__. .__. .._u .. ..~~_-l6.:'8C._. 

fR1_X = fXRIQX(Nh) 011-16-50 
___--:..f~R.:S3X = f lCR_53X CNN) . ._. Clll-J.~-§.Q.. 

fRS-X = rXR5QXcN~) 01l-16-S0 
_____ £.!?~Q! -=-E.~~~_C~JNN....L. .__ ._.. . !J_!',,:,H-oQ 

fR61X = fXR61XC~h) 0_-16-liO 
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••• 

'--------------~--------~PRINT fINAL INFO O~ PROSAelLIT1E5 'D~-30-6: 

__ . L. t~~~J1l....._~~~f O~..~L.H.~.lf.!LllQ .•,U__TILPJUNt __~.LI NL.S.' . .. __ . __ ._.. _D.1t -1.1_~il ':. 
FPINT 99.Nh.RI3.fR13.P.13X.FRI3X.... Oq-lb-o[ 

_____.. .__._..__Ji.J~ ,FR 11l •.RllL.fJU..~~ . ... __.nq=~El=..aL 

RS3.FRS3,RS3X,FRS3X,... Oq-16-or 
H5~,ER5~.R59X,ER5gX,... o9-16-bc 
R60,FRbO.RbOX,FRbuX,... Oq-16-&~ 

. B...b..4£R0 1. ROB.fRO! X . .-B..!l=ll=.8D._ 
99 •• fORHAT(SX,'NN=',lq,Sx,·R13=·,E1Z.q,SX,·FR13=·,E1Z.q,SX~·RI3X=·,•••eq-16-6C 

. E.... 13 X=••f 12 ." I • u______	 _l--'2......c.=IqL.l.~5ll>X~.B	 ~..::lA.=.H. 

17X,·Rlq=·.E1Z.q,SX,·FR1q=·,ElZ.q.SX,·Rl"X=·~EI2.q.SX, ••• Oq-16-~Q 

'f;1")(=' ,ElZ.If/...	 ag-IEl-oC_ 
17X.·R53=·.EIZ.",SX,·FR53=',E12.".5X,·RS3X=·,E1~.~,SX Oq-16-8r
• FRS 3 X=' , E12. " I • • • . _ll..!l:li_~. 

17X.'RSq=·,ElZ''',SX,·FRS''=',E1Z.q ,SX,'RS''X:·,EIZ.q,5X, ••• O~-16-80 

______~~ X='~."I.•• a~~...l~Jic.. 

17X,·R6C=·,E12.",SX,·FQ60=·,E12.",5X,'R60X=~,E12.",SX' O"-16-8C 
• FRbO X=•• El2." I. • • 09 ~.l..6.=.a.c..... 
17X,'R61=·,EIZ.q,SX.·FRbJ=',E12''',5X.·Rb1X=·,EJ2.Q,SX, ••• Olt-lb-Sf 

___	 '.£RU X=' ,E12." II ) .____09~.l~_- tH:._ 
'---------FCRCING FUNCTIONS FOR RESPONSE SPECTRA CALChS '86-26-80 

. .c.s...Z ~Ji.C.S..z..JttN ) . . .D..l=.Ql..=.il£ 
RHSX = ARHSXI~N) O~-Z6-8r 

.R..!:!..H = ARHSY INN) _[lb-20-O C .. 
RHSTH = ARHSTHINN) D6-2b-&Q 
T = ~..ll1.11t1i...l- __...__._ _ .__ 0..6.=26.=:..8.ll 
DUSl = ADUSHNN) 09-11-8,: 

_____........ , I....lS...	 09..=.1.1-.&IL
0.... 2~--=-=~US l ( NN ) 
OUS3 = AOUS3(NN) 09-11-bf 
PUS' ; ADUSM(NNI 09-1l-60 

LINlS(Z) S'INFOR~S SYSTEM A80UT TO WRITE 2 LINES' e6-26-dC 
WRITE CZb. 1 OQ) T. RHS X.RHsy .R HS TH. CS l.puS 1.0USZ""'O'U'u....D..u.s" 0 9~1=-lU!.... 

100.,I'"OR'UHSEI2.Q/"E12.Q)	 O~-l1-o~ 

____J.LLNJ't..!..I...L.NhH I GO TO Tl -ll..!L.=..l.!t..~.c. 

GO TO T998 03-11-b 1 
T99~ •• CONTINU[ 03~1n=aL. 

LINLSCl) ,'PRINT 1 LINE' O~-11-81 

____...W'-"R......UE (b , 1 G1) _--fl3=.ll..~.aL 
101 .. I'"ORt'\ATlIX,2bHINDICHED TEST NOT ON LIST) 0'3-11-bl 

__..:...T~9~9",-cIICCI.N TI NU_E. _ __..ll3 ~...l.1 -:.1;_1
LND "01'" TERHI~AL' 
~ >' vI'" P	 _~ O~_' 
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SET TITLE = 'PRELIMINARy DYNAMIC MODEL OF CASK-RAILCAR SYSTE.H· 
SET RRR = 98 

-;"SETU P FerR -0 EBLi:.."G,....-L...;I;..;S;.,T::--:O=-:F=--A""'L,...,L;--.,.,\/-:'A'=R--I..."A--B-,-l-=E,..,S:--W.,-;H-;-;£:-:N~T;;-==c-.'=0"""2' ----oe"=-o~ -8-~ 
ACTION ·VAP·=0.Q2,·VAL·=I.·LOC·=NDBUG 08-011-80 
OUTPUT T, ••• 

ADXT,... i-lS-7~ 
--....;A:=-;D~X::..;T;.I.;2..:,..:.-.-.--·_---------------·--~-----8-=-1S-"79

ADXTZ3,... . _ 8-1S-79__---:..e.::.-_ -=,_, 

-------------....."...• .,-.
•--------------------------- 

, SET OF VARIABLES TO BE PRINTED OUT' 

'f' ,. 
YRPRt, ••• 

YRIZT 9 .. , OJ -IZ-81 
yRIZX. ••• 01-08-61 

-------------,Y;,..R:-S;.;.6.;X.......!:,---=.:....:.::..:.~-----------------------0~1-08
-81· 

__________----..."..;l~T:..:.A..:..T.:..;H--=,-=.:....:.:....:.~-----------------------=.0.;06_-2& -8e! 
ZEND 

PREPAR T, •• '. 
AUXT, ••• 8-17-79 

________~ADXTIZ,••• 8-17-79 
AD)(T23, ••• a:r7-79 . 
AUXT311, ••• 8-17-79 

DT H" N, ••• 

,. 
• SET OF VARIABLES TO BE PLOTTEO' ,. 

lTATH t· •• 06-2&-8 ~ 
. ....;K.=,S.;oI.....-=.-=•....:•....; . _ 

KS ll, ••• 
OXRPRC, ••• ----------_. --- .._-----"----zNCCRD 

START
 
RANGE XP.XRC.XTR,XTF,XF,YP,YRC,THP.THRC
 
RANG~ XRPRC,XRRCF XRCTR,XRCTF.YRPR~,THPPRC
 

--~R-:'A·NGE DXP,OXRC,oxfR,DXTF,OXF,DYP;OYRC9DTHP~DTHRC 
RANGE OZXP,D2XRC,DZXTR,D,XTF,DZXF,D2YP,OZYRC,D2THP,D2THRC,... Dj-2S-bP 

----- D2XRCX ,OZXPX ---------OI-ZS-af 
RANGE YPIZ,YP311,YRCI2,YRC311,YRCS6,YRC78 
RANGE YCPL 9-02-79 
RANuE D2XRCH,OLTYI2 CS-OS-8Q
RAHuE OZD Yl2 ,=D-:Z'=07:Y~3":;:1l---:"-------------------------:e6 -02-6C 
RANGE OHY12,:>MY3/f 06-D2-8C 

---'---RANGrYP 1 ~ , Yl5lz X, YP'3 II, YP 3 IIX OS -os -8(i 
RAN~E DYP12,DYP311,OYRCl"DYRC311.DYRCS6,OYRC78 

RANGE DZYPI2,uZyP3Q,OZYRIZ,DZYRS6,D2YR78,DZPIZX,DZP3I1X,DZYR3II Ol-ZS-bC 
RANGE. D2X),D~YD,D2THD 07 -OZ ~lH' 

-··RANGE XF2~-i;::f~XF;Il, x T, XTt2. XTz 3 ,XT 311 
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kA~GE DXF2,OXF3,D7f4,~XT,DXTI2,DXT23,DXT31f
 

~A~GE C2.F~,~2XF3,D2XF4
 

----- ---- ifAtIIGE- DU Sc\ R,DUFF 2, ou-i:' 2F j;DUF3Tti 
_________Ii~~..~_~liLQUSIi 1 Q-23-lK-

RANGE OUS2,OUS3 9-03-79 
RANG[ RHS X, RhS~H=-:S~T:.:H::-:-~~~_~ .....;Ol<..::::.8_-.!It.O~I..:::-:.=8=-( 

RANGE 02YCPL,D1CPLX,02Rl1X,02RSbX 01-0S-bl 
____ ~!.NGE 0J_C.J'_l..J.QJ~~,--~r.R 1~..!.J..Q.Y_R !>bX -O..l=.o.a..=S~ 

RANGE YCPL,YCPLX,YRI2X. YRSbX 01-08-&1 
'CHANGE PLOT SIZE FOR PUBLICATION' 

--·------S£TNPX FP L:II C ,NPYPPi.. =SO-;NGX PPL:-fjj--;-NGYP'PL :10 
_ PLOT 'XAXIS':T, ~XLO'=O•• 'xHJ'=TSTOP 

PLOT XT,XT12,XT23,XT31f 
____p.L...Q..LOXT,0 Xl 12,_~!!2.3~,0::,-X,=-,-T-",3~1I_-::.,- _ _S-17-J~_. 

PLOT AOXT,ADXTI2,AO~T23,AOXT3q 8-17-79 
PL 0 T 0~RCJ 0 XF 'OX f ~J~.~..L3.1-"O,-,X,-,F,-Ii.:..- . _ 
PLOT 02XRC, 02XF ,02XF2,U2XF3,02XFII 

_____...:.P....lL:..:'0l.-.!QRC, XI,IF ,XR C1 • _X~C=.Pr.;,.a.,.=.l.:...F~I.... _,~X.:.F..::A:.......
 

PLOT FXTF,FXTR,FOCRC,FOCF 
SET CALPLT : ,FALSE. 

---7"CH-ANGEPCO-T-SIZE FOR PUBLICATION~ 
___.~£.T XI~CPL 7_h.I-)'INC~L : ~~RCPL~L..__.__. _ 

PLOT 'XAXIS':T,'XLO':O,,'XHI':TSTOP 
__. .!!.9..L~I:2' :XfiN t 'H.!' :XHX,' CHAR':' A~XRc., 'CHA R,::; 'e' t ' to 

xTR,'CHAR':'C',XTF,'CHAR'='O',XF,'CHAR'='E','SAHE' 
. _PLO_T~I!f...t..' L.o_':Xfi~l.~:X"'X' 'e HAR ': 'A ' ~XF, 'C H-'~~'=.'.B'.I XF 2..1 'Ch~~ :,'C'" to _ 

XF3 , ' CHA R' : '0 ' ,X FII' 'C HAR' :'E' ,'S AHE ' 
_____ ..!-b..QLPUSC AR, '1.,0' :FCPLHN, 'HI ' ~.fCPLH XL'CHAR' :.' A' ,DUF F2-,,' CHAR':, to 

'B ',0 UF 2F 3,! CHA R' ='C ',OUF3FIi, 'CHAR ':' 0' ,.'SAME ' 
PLOT 'XAXIS' : T,~XLO' : O,,'XHI' = TXP4 

PLOT OUSCAR,OUSXIf,'SAHE' 7-2-79 
____~~;~~~P.LOT TOUSCR!TOUSX~,'SAHE~ .!;! -20-79 __ 

PLOT OUSLF,'LO'=-I,ES ,'HI'=8,ES,OUSLFx,'SAME' 
______!L ~K_~ lK S4..L.SA~E ' .,,_. 

PLOT 02XRC,.LO':-6,E3 ,'HI'=Ii.E3,02XRCX,OlXRCH,'SAME' 02-01-SQ 
________PLOT 02XP,'"Q..':-6.!.£h'HI': I .. E3~..!.L...$AMt' 01-29~8(l_ 

. PLOT UZY~1~,'LO,=-~,E3,.HI'= ~,E~,D2PIZX,D2YRS6,'~AHE' DIi-17-&P 
______ ~1,._Q.L.. 02)'fl..~. 'LO' :-3 ~';"~I:l-!' = h!.~~~P3qx-,02Y!U..~~1'E.' __ .041 -..,u..=e.o 

PLOT YCPLX,'LO';YHN2,'HI':YHX2,YCPL,YRC78,YCPLT,'SAHE' 01-12-81 
___.p.'=-.Qln~...1..22-J..'LO' =)~HN-Z, 'HI' :YHn.l.~.J:J.1.c_IH£l_',~A-"'~ . JJ.J.::J2-tlL 

PLOT YRS6X,'LO':YHNZ,'HI':YHX"YRCSb,'SAME' 01-0S-01 
PLoT k 2CP Lb_~Q. ' :~lU)l 2 , '1:IC...i.wll.l':X2..a..P.~j:~-l.B 7S• p? C.f.~~~..1.=.12.=.IU... 
PLOT D2RI2X,'LO'=D2YMN2,'HI'=02YHX2,02YRI2,02RI2T,'SAME' DI-12-S1 
PL 0..L__Q.~B.~~.!.L.' LO' =0 ZY Mh2 .'HI' =m MX i2 .02 Y~.Q.~.Ac:.H~E,":':--__-,--
PLOT OT,'LO'-O,,'HI':DTMAX,DTYRC,DTYRC2,OTTHRC,OTTHC2,'SAHE' 041-30-&0 

_____--':-'PL=--'OT ...LI!:1.!_1.2... __. .. ...O~~-=-8~_ 

PLOT OHY3~,OMYI2,'SAME' 06-02-80 
PLOT 020Y12,OZDy34.rSAHE' Oh-OZ-SO 
PLOT 02XO,02YO,D2THD 07-02-SC 

_----=P.=LOT. RH SX ,.Q2.! RC I 'SA.M~ . .._ ... __ ._._Q.!.=OCJUL. 
PLOT RHSY,OZYRC, 'SAME' 67-02-bO 

., .... ___--PL OJ RH STH,0.2 THRC, 's AHE ' .__.____ . !l7 -O~_:,R 

PL OT RHSX, RHSXA Db-26-S0 
PLOT RH~Y, RHSYA ~6-SG 

. PLOT RHSTI1,RHSTHA B6-2b-S!l 
______-.!..L...Q.L OfiX..s...-.QHY, OHTH . . J)6-26-SC 

PLOT ZTATH 06-26-S0 
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P l.. 0 T lIU S 1 I (lu S" I • SA,., E • 
_. ._p..~...Q!..9US2.,.PUS 3 . _ 

PLOT 'XAXIs' : T,'XLO' =O.,·XHI· = TSTOP 
. .~.b2}__~.1...~..L...P.:.::!.'!!!.1..' HI' ;.Y,.,X ,.~c;.!!AR~=·_~tlR~_'-~.fJ!~R· =_~.~.~~~E.~ . _ 

PLOT THP,'LO'=TH~N,'HI';'TH~X,'CHAR'='A'~THRC,'CHAR';"6','SAHE' 

PLOT OXP, 'LO ';OXMN , 'HI'=OXMX, 'CHAR ·;.·A ',OXRC, 'CHAk '='8', ••• 
oXTR,'CHAR'='C',OXTF,'CHAR'='O',DXF,'CHAR'='E','SAHE' 

PLOT [lYP,'LO'=OYHIII,'HI':OY"1X,'CHAR'='A',OYRC,'CHAR' ='B','SAHE' __.. __ .. _ . 
.----- --PL"OTDTHP, 'U)';'OTHHN, 'HI' ;.·DT HHi~'iCHA~'''='A' ,OT HRC","CHA-If'=-' B'-,-~-:-: 

'SAME • 
----- ..---PL OTCi'2XR C,'L O' =02XMN, 'Hi '=0 2X,.,'X;' CHA·R'·=-·A·, 0 2xP~. CHAR .='S.-;'~ ~:------ ._. 
___.. ('2!!.~~~CHAR· =' ~TF, 'CH..AP· ='0' ,D2XF,' CHA!~=·E· .. 'SAM E' _ 

P LOT 02 YP, • La' =0 2 YHN , • HI' =0 2 YHX, 'C HAR • =' A', 0 2 YRC , • CHAR • = • B', • I • 

'SAME • 
----.-.- FOLOT 02 THP ,""'·=-:L,....O-=-=-·-=02 THHN, 'H I' =0 2TH~x-;-'CHAR' =;eA";DiTtiR-C--; '-~-.-----..-- --

·CHAk.·=·b',·SAHE' 
----·--P·COT-XRp·Rc;-°LO· =XRHN, 'HI' =XR HX, ·CHAR'~i·A'i·;XRR-CF-;'C.HAR' ='8-' ~~-:-:-. ---._--

XRCT~,'CHAR'='C',XR~TF,'CHAR'='O','SAHE' . _ 
PL aT DXRPH 

__. P!-.2J~.~R..!-J~.CH~.~~~~ TH.!!..PR...~~HA~?~~· ... .. _.._ ... 
PLOT YP12x,·LO·=YHIII2,·HI'=YHX2,YP3~,YRC12,YRC3q,YP12,... OS-Ob-er 

_ . .__.... ._~3.~ _~.,.~~.A~; .~ .. . ..__ ... ._. '_... . _. __._ .Q.5 - Cib.-lg 
PLOT TIC13,'LC'=O,,'Hl'=1.,'CHAR'='.· 05-0b-tC 

.....fJ...Q1....JJ.il~.J..~ =0 •..L.tIJ...!...;l_h.~ ~.tiA R'= '.' a 5 -O~~Q..r. 
PLOT T1CS3,'LC'=0.,'HI·=1.,'CHAR'='.' 05-Cb-80 

______... ~QJ __U.~~_'!.Lk9~=_h.1 ~.tl~::.t~~_Ii~:::~~ ... .__._ 02...-..0.~:-~Q 

PLOT TICbu,'LO'=O,,'HI'=l.,'CHAR'='.' OS-Cb-8~ 

_____...--?L 01...-!..I..l;_f> 1, • Lc' =O.!..L' HI ';'1., , CHA R': '. ' .__.__._..__ ---fl~ =-Db_-J'.r 
PLOT TMIC ,'LO'=O.,'HI'=l.,'cHAR':'.' OS-Db-foO 

______-"P~L..::O""T:.._.:.Y.:.:.R.::C:..:5:...::o~'=Y~N2,'HI' :YH Xl. 'CH AR':' A' I YRC 7!l~l!AR' ='e~. '" 
YRCIZ,·CHAR'='C·',YRC3Q,'CHAR':'O','SAME' e9-12-80 

._--,Pc...::cL...::OT OYP J.£I.~~_O' =OYMh ?_L~ ..L~..=.D:!!.'.~.?...t! CHAR' :~_~~'.l.p_.rP3_~~ . ._ ... 
• CHAR ':'8', OYRC12, 'CHAR '='C' ,DYRC3.. , 'CH' R'='O ',. a. 0"-22-l:.c 

__ .. .._..!t..!.E.l <: X!~~!:!~~=-~?C ',O·(P3"~ ..,' CHA p,:, Y'L_S.~'ll.~ ._... ..9_'1:21 ~_i;I (' 
PLOT OYRCSb,'LO'=OYHN2,'HI'=OYHX2, ·CHAR·:'A·',(.rYRC78, ••• 

________ ~HAfi~::.~~~~~.~.~__..... .__ .__.. .. ._.. 

PLOT 02YP12,'LO'=02YMN2,'HI'=02Y~X2,'CHAR'='A',D2YP~", •• 1 

_____________ .. __'~t!~ ': ~_e. ~J_Q2Y~ UJ_~.q:!~.~.~;,·C~.!L2.!R_~I..~J:I~J~ ~=~..Q~_'_'_S.~~E '__ ..... 
PLOT ~2YRS6,'LO'=D2YH~2,'HI':D2YMX2~'CHAR'='A',02YR78, a •• 

. 'CHAR'='c','SAME'.. --·----·p-COy· "XAXI SO =-XRPRC~KST;ic.s-~-'- - ..-----.-- .. --- - ..- ..-.-- .... _. _ ...-.- ... -- .. 

___ ..._.__fLJ~.~~~J.~_~=XT, DUSCAL. _ 
PLOT 'XAXIS'=XT12,OUFF2 
PLOT·---·-----PlOy· ,"x'XAXIS'=XT23,OUFZF3

AX IS'·':·XYT,,;oU·F3F ..--"· -- ..--_.-_. - ._.- .... __ . -_. ---"-'--'- .._ ... 

STOP 
-;OECE: i"C;C"lfRR·Oj'i:"Y. 
~SG, UP ~R:.:R~R~O=.3=-E;F~..:;' _ ----------_.- _._---_._._
~COPY 98.,RRR03EF. 
~g.li...._!J..J~.2f:. S Tg3.E~F_.:......._ ---_.__. _...._----_._.

a-S6,UP TEST03EF , 
.,COPY ~b,. n..STC3EF. 
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LISTING OF CARRS MODEL 

V-l 





LISTING OF CARRE MODEL 

- P~OGI\ a"': c.~s- -- ----------- ---·----06--3C-80 
'--(CAI~tt IRIAIl CAR (P.IESPO~SE (SIPECTRA '07-01-80 

----~~ i"O[;~C I u CA CCULJlTE ACCELE!'A TION Vl~ SPONS~ SP~-CT"R""'-US1~ ---+0 75"!)1--1l 0 
, RESUl TS Tf.ANSFERREO FPO" THE .CARQS. "OOEL VIA FILE .TRAN---•• '07 -01-80 
, - -C'" C( K Ll 5 T • 09-U-ltO 
, 11) SET PI\f911 '09-12-8Q 

I,) (HEC'" (O~I ROL (Al:;US ·U9..-rz"'8~ 

(2,11 ASSIGNINf FILE FPO" .CAROS. '09-1&-80 
IZ,ZI USING FILE FRO," .CAFlUS. vIA O~VI(E 26 'U9-1b40 

INTEGER ~ON[,NN,NNH,N 06-3u-80 
INiCEER NCASE 09 ~~-8U 

.I~TEGEl< "'HOP 09-Z5-80 
LOGICAL PREUl fl., l-z-ao 

!~IT!'L 06-Z&-80 
AKKI t tI "ON E" (~) ,AR RSX 1I2 0) t lRA$' I 12C) ,.WAS I AI 1Z0" A'''' IlZU),... G7----m-.;8tJ 

AC~~(12Q),~OUS1(120),AOUSZ(120I,AOUS3(1201,AOUSq(120) C9-1Z-80 
ARRlly Cd:OH1l2Cj,02tD"'U2UJ,02IAOI'!(1,CJ, 0"'1120) 09-?S-"'8'C 

'--SYSTE" INPUT P~RA"ETERS '06-2&-80 
CORSIAN' CIlONE - 0.01,0.001;0.01 06-3cr-su 
CONSTAhT CSI = 2.E3 07-01-8C 

-----rCU1'f!TJIiO I csn - 1'·OQ. -------ljT-Cl--8(l 
CONSTANT CS3 = 1500. (;7-01-60 
CONsTANt Csq - ,.E' 07-~1·80 

CONSTANT OTHPI = C. 06-:!J-80 
CONStllNI OIARCI - C. '--lJ6--:!Q-80 
COhS1ANT OYPI = O. 0~-30-80 

CCNSlANl uncI -- o. flf,-~-o--80 

CONSTANT 02THO! = u. 09-25-8~ 

CONstANY OZxOI a O. 09-2S-~t1 

CO~STANT OZYOI : O. 09-25-80 
CONSHNT EPS 1.~a6 ~-3t}-!lO 

CO~STANT G = 3~6.q 06-30-&0 
CONSTAN T IP - 8.S7E~ 06~~8tl 

CONSTANT LPF = 1aZ. 06-30-80 
CONSIIINY (pI; - HZ. 06~"'80 

~~XTfKVAl MAXT:J.OOI 06-26-80 
CONS I AN I MOFR - U .5 ~ ---------m-·:30-ao 
CONSTAhT NCASE' : 1 09-25-80 

----Cl"'"n'OKrN~STTI"N1 NS tOP _ 2 I ._u . ~-- ..1J9-25-ec 

CONSTANT NN~; = lIb ''INTEGEr VALUE" 06-30-80 
CONs IIlN' OR IH - Zl'U- "'6--~(j-8~ 
CChSTANT OMX = 5C. 06-3G-80 
CONSTANT O"t - lOCo 06--3~O 

CONSTANT PRE911 = .TRUE. 09-12-80 
-----,C..."Ow-s'AN' PRE911 .FAtS~. ---.--.----- 09-1Z-80 

CON~TANT RHS1Hl = a. 0~-3(j-80 

CONSIANY RASXI _ y. 06~~n 

CONSTANT RHSVr = O. 06-30-80 
' a_.aa.a••• ---SWITC"~S CO~T"CLLI"G 0 A"PI "b. lEI«)----vl'ftw-"1t1-17-·SQ 

UNDAMPED. ONE WHEN OA~PED. '07-17-80 
-----,CMO~NI<rS~T1rall:"l\-'tT-S.... .....'TC..,T""R"".D..--:-:---11~.~ St""...SlO"WI:tT'IT"1""C'I:l'p'~CT1U""N'""I"1:P""'Ortl'""C""'IMN-::1G~0'r1AIH"""P-I"NG'lN--n"O-1:-e11~----07-('2-80 

CCNSTANT swCXr = 1. "SwITCH CONTFOllING DA~PING IN XO EO'" 07-02-eO 
CON S I AN i S"DXOF' _ 1. ,vB ... T(" COIQJROLLIN6 f"It-T'i1m-i'H~'O'" IH-1lt-SO 
cOhSTAh T SwDYD : 1. "SWITCH CONT~OlLIN5 OA"PING IN YO EO~' 07-~2-eO 

------,C,.,OP'nr.""SIAN T T,.. ! 0.1 II Ot>--3U-ilQ 
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--- -TO~Tl\NT TAPI - oj. ..-.--------Ll6.--~O-!O 

CU~STA~T THFCI = ~. 06-30-80 
-_._- ~~1-"'1'rt-'fte - G.0 3 ---_.-._-- ----""0 f.-30--8 0 

CCNS~ANT TSTOP = 0.15 06-30-eC 
--~C~j-'tJ;Nr<S:-'IIr1"t1lN:-T"1~v[l"'X'r1>"F'''''I-~-~1-;''tlb;-,;.:--------------------------flC6-~{}~0 

COI~SlANT VJiRcI = 176. 06-3i)-eO 
,-ON5 UN T 'F' - e .Eq 06 30 80 
CO~STA~T XPI = O. Ob-3u-6G 

---t'C~c"'~Srlhln\N<:""TT-l()(.,RDf"e""I----':-~Jto.:--------------------------fC't1I6~-tlO...
CONSTANT YPI = O. Ob-:!0-80 

-----fC~"fOHo,..,..~~ThAHNrT't-~f~lH'"eTI-~_~Or-:.,....-------------------------fO'H6~30_&0 

CO~SlANT ZP = 31. Ob-30-80 
, a.aIHITIAL SF PLOT ·0' 11 80~.L~E! ~ANG~S 

CONSTANT XHX = -1.E3Q,XHN =1.(30 07-11-80 
COhS'AN' YMl( 1.~30,'"'" 1.E30 0'-11 80 
CONSTA~T TH~X = -1.E30,THMN = 1.[3~ 07-11-80 

--~C.,,0""Nr<:5:-'1TNI~r1<I't,...Tr-1C.,..jXI'"1~~,Xr---...._--=-..,1.......,,!"'!3~0r-:,cf'OhXHo~..,I'l--_~'t""1 .....f'-E"'t!..,.,O,....---------------fle.,.--u-~t)
 

CONSTANT DyMX = -1.E3a,OYHN = 1.[30 07-11-80 
CON~TANT OTAHX - al.Eso,DIAAN - 1.[!C 0'-11-80 
CONSTANT C2XMX = -1.E30,D2XHN = 1.[30 07-11-80 

--......,.C....O....N....S.....IH;\HtN,..I,.......~.,..Z-''''...."..X---l"'="• .."E"''3''''!;....,....D'''~...'...Ho-t,..--_-....I-.~E..!..,u,--------------~'-·U-80
 

COWSTA~T D2TH~X = -1.r3n,02TH~N = 1.[30 07-11-80 
--~e""o~1;1lrt eusx"x _ -I.ESC1,rlU!XMI< - 1.E:~ti --·~·12-80 

CONSTANT DU~yrx = -1.E3~,DUSY~N = 1.[:!O 09-12-80 

'--pA~AMrT[RS CHA~GEO FeR FILE *TRAN-- * ' 07-17-80 
----.--.. SWITCMr 5 CO,",UOltINB BAMP! N6. lER6 IH'£ff--e-T~T·-80 

UNOAHPED. ONE WHEN DAMPED. '07-17-80 
eO"'STANT ~.BTHfl - o. S'SNI1C" ca~TRell!NS DAHPYNS IN THO EOH· 07 1& 80 
CO~S TAN T Siol DTHO 1. ~'SWITCH CONTROLLING DAMPING IN THO EOM' 07-18-80= 
CONsn,.. T s'uxo - o. 
CONSTANT ~ .. DX 0 : 1 •
 
CONSIllN1 swDXOF - 1.
 
COt\STANT swDX['lF o.
= 
C6NSTAN 1 S. Of D - ::l • 
cnNSTA~T S>oi GYD = 1. 

'--INITltL COMPUTATIONS 'Ob-26-80 
-----iZ'"rO",NiI1[;----,-~t-1-'9'....·-fI"fl"':-1J..,T..."If-iArtl~I~zrfE~Z,..,S&I""~(F-""'&e~S""T"jAcflR'-'IT'-4'--------------&6-~O 

~P = ~P/G 06-30-80 
WF'l - -'72. -06-30-80 
WP~ = ~PI2. 06-30-80 

----..,.'j",XHL""'I~--~... ·.."v.,XrllF'..,I~----------------------...,06~-~-80v,.X"R~C"'l'I ..
XOI = XRCI-XPI 06-26-80 

----..,.r:.....)'r1D...Ir----_.....".O..,'''R~C'''l'I';-"1'O .....'rtlp..,!r--------------------------fO'H6------2'6--80 
YOI = YRCI-YPI 06-26-80 

---nO-l-TUHl'lD'"'T-~-:--rDt""TM"'"p"lC...lp---nDT'MotMt>-p.,..Y----------------------Q-6-l6-8D 
THDI = THRCI-T~PI 06-26-80 
CS2 _ e!2J 87 61 8n 
ZTAT~ = {{CS1+CS4)*7P**2+CS2*LPP**,+CS3*LPF**2)/IP 06-26-80 

----....R"'A...S-X.,.----Rr'r'aF1....S...X....I------------------.;-----'-------f0~6"- ~tl -eo 
RHSY = RHSYI 06-26-80 

----~... _ IHISTH! B6 2& eo 
,-----------------------R[AI' PESUlTS FROM THE *CAROS* MODEL '07-01-80 

!\IN - 0 Otl-!e-80 
qE~I~~ 26 ~~RE~I~D FILE 76 AFTER PREVIOUS RUN' 07-10-80 

11 •• C6NUl\Ul 66 2& 60 
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---

NN ::. :-<',.1 -- . - ---- ._--------------.---- 06-?t>-8() 
IF IPr-t?lll';CJ 10 J2 09-12-80 

• - ------ ---- ---- ...-...... --.::. ---If' ---.C ARn-s...--r-Itt _·C"Rt: ATE 0 AF HR 9 -11- ee 09-12-80 
°EA(;I.f,,1~:) ATI1Ir-,N),APHSX(NN),AQHSY(NN),ARHST H lNN),... C9 -12-80 

------~s71"4trt ,-1I0US"11"Nt.r,.-ottS?f-NN) ,il OUS3 f NN ) ,A OUS II( ~N t 09 -12 -BO 
~rG •• FORMAT(5[1?4/4E12.4) 09-12-80 
-- - -··GO· TCi··lT----· .- --- . ·---------·-----·~-12-80 

12 •• CO~TIr-,UE S·IF *CARDS. FILL CREAT~O BEFORE 9-11-80' OQ-12-BO 
f)E A0 (<:b t7~ J--A't?ltN~ ,-Amt"S"X f "'" ) ,A~ytttN-h·ARitS-iH t-NN ) ,II cS2 fNN) 09-12-80 

,~O •. FORMAT(5[1?4) G9-12-80 
1>0 Ie 1r---------··- -.----- ------- -- --.--- 09-12-80 

J3 •• CONTJ~U[ C9-12-80 
.....In 1·.-W.LT. N'nqmrlO I] .--------.-----tJ"6 - Zb-1l0 

,------------------------ARRAYS FILLED 07-01-80 
-E t\0 ,. or I NT TTAL-· - -.------------- .. -_.--- - -_ ..- -- .- . ----1)b - 2b-80 

OYN~MIC 06-26-S0 
<:I~T----=_{:_t~Nf"t-l'O"t'Irt -----.------------. - .. ---._- Ob-26-S0 

.-----------------. ------CAlCULATE RHS FORCING FUNCTIONS 06-30-80 
--,- -- 4 - ~N --····---=---0------ ----_._-_. --- ---~ ~-o6'-'30-BO 

AT'" (N"') = O. Ob-30-80 
ARMS)' (NN J-- -=0-. - -.-..--------------------.------ . -- -06-30-80 

ARHSY(NN) =c. 06-:!::J-SC 
ARHSTH(NNJ -=. D.·'- .- ----------------------- 06-3:J-80 

ACS2l"N) ::. CS2J _ ej7-01-80 
If (pJ:'("9rn~o-~'r- -------· ..09-12-80 
AOU51 (N:';) = G. 09-12-80 
ADUS2fNN) -=-l:'~--.----._. ---.--... 09-12-80 

AOU5JINN) = O. 09-12-80 
ACUS" (Nt, ,--= n·..---- -----.------ ..--- --- - - --.- -- 09-12-80 

I •• CONTINUE 06-30-80 
-.. -------_·---··-·--NN· -----=-~1'T+1 .._.--._--._-..-.- -----o~·-'3"O-80 

N = NN 06-30-S0 
I F·UT-r. tN1'i")··.t.-T-o-t-TUO----t-o-ll 06 - 30 -80 
IFfAHIINNJ.GE.T)GO TO 2 06-30-80 

4 •• ccP\r:r lrul---------- . ---.--- -. . - 06 - :30-80 

IF(~~.LT.NNH)GO TO 1 06-30-80 
- . r; C H'- .". ------- ---.---.- - --. at. -:!:J-80 

2 •• CO~TI~UE 06-30-S0 
RHSX·· _ -j!.0HSXI""N1';l ---- .--- --- ...-".- 06-30-80 
PHSY = ARHSY(NN) 06-30-S0 
qHSTJ-< = A"HSTHfP<N"l -_._---------------_0.- .._. 06-30-80 

C52 ::. ACS?(N~) G7-0l-8C 
-·:!T-ATH ..= -ftCS1...CSql·.7l' ••cHS2 ... PP•• 2+CS3.-t,'PF'...·2) lIP .. -_ .. --0. -, 07-01-80 
IFfP~L911)~0 TO ~ 09-12-S0 
OUSl -= AOUSnNNr---- o

----.-.-•• 09-12-80 
~US2 = AOUS2(NN) 09-12-80 
[1US3 -= A"Ous3tmn--------·-------- 09-12-80 
OUS~ = AOUS4fNN) Q9-12-80 

-_0-'-0' - "'5·..·;-cON TTrror- . ·__0 __•·•· ----------06-'30.80 

·------------------------ENO OF CAlC~ OF RHS FORCING FUNCTIONS 06-30-S0 
'orR I VAT :lYE-- ------..----.----- _.__._- .-.--.- .. --. -·--··--1)fJ--n-8 D 

·PROCEOU"AL TO CA,lCULA TE ZONf' 06-2&-80 
, E>ROC~OUR tL (Zc",r-=TJ -.-- .-.. 06-26-80 

If ".H.lLO.AND.l.LEeTHI) ZONE=2 06-2&-80 
.. If° (T'l r ••un·_o zn1-l£=-r- 0- ------ -_., ----.-. -.0 ·---1l6-26-80 

JFIT.(;T.lI-fIl ZONf=3 C6-2&-SD 
n:o ,'or PROCEOURAl- TO Clll-CUt.A'(7{)N-r- .- ... -- 06-Zb-SO 
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·~6COC Tr CO"'PtITf S lC,,< 

!"ACRO sc~.'rlp,AJ 

r>;OCFCllf\ 6L If< =A J 
YFIA.lT.C.J R=-1. 
I F I A • £C • G. J P =-1 • - 
I F I A • b T• l.. J P =+ 1 • 

fUNCTIO~··" _.---._...--.-.

- - -- •. - -.----------- 

£ NO ~ • OF PRO C£ OUP II L- of' O~,.._eRO-~-NN-FF-4O----

Io1AC"O ENe 
-0 ----~I ,.,GLE DEGREE OF -FRE:-Eeo-!'l--H~t1Al~5-"*--MOTI ON 

ARkAhGED TO yIELD RfLATIVE ACCELERATIONS 
WITH TwO I"'TE6RATIONS--T06-1Y-E-\lH.-~C-HJ-E-S AND 

=D2XD RHSX-XO*0~X**?-1 Cs1+CsQJ*DxD*SwOxO/HP •• o	 07-1il-80 
. -·--·.~UJ'R*-rwI-""'P1I , * s~NF I El XEl, *~WDXD F IMP -- --

OXO = INTfGlu2XO,DXDIJ 
XO = INH"G101fD-t~01t- -- -----..---. 
OZYO = RHSY-YD*0~Y**2-ICS2+CS3'.DYO.SWOYO/MP 

OYD = HIT fG f OZYO,oyor-r-- ----------- ---

YO = I~TEGIOYO,YOIJ 

U2 Tl-H:' --. --= -m'fSiH-T f'm -O"'im~ Anh0 THO't'Slltn"MD --
~THO = I~TEGI02THO,OTHOI' 
THO = INTEEfOTHO,THOIJ----···-----·--- -.. 

E ""(1 !i 'oF DERI VAll vE· 
·------------------------"'ax·--A~O_!'II1'i--VALUEsfOR PLOT 

XM~ = A~AX1IXMX ,XO J 
X~N  =··A"INr-t X~N" ·--,"'lrr---'l'c---------------- .-. 
YMX = AMA~lIY,"X ,YO J 
YMN = M'IN11yflN- ,-yo ---,------------ .. 

THIo1X = A~AX1ITHMX ,THO J 
TH"'t\ =A"IN1 I TH!'t!'l --·-.fHD---·.,..-----------· 
OXMX = A~AX110XHX ,DXP J 

-------.- -·u~",,,, ----=-J1'!"1?-l 1 (0 x"'~ ,:1IIT)Xr Orr--...,,------ 
~Y~X 

OyHN 
DTHH)( 
OTHHN 
OZXMX 
02'O"~! -..= A,..IP;1·10~X ...N"-,"1)2"Kt)--"""S~-.,..·· 

O,YHX = AMAX1(u2v~x ,02yO .RHSV ) 
OZytH' = A"IN1fD?Y'1"'- ,02VD-·-..,--RH·S-V _·-t-
D2TH~X = A~A~1102THMX,OZTHO ,RH~TH I 
02TH~~ = A~I~1IU2TH~~,DZTHO,RH~TH 1 
IFIP~£911JGO TO !:'1 

. OUSX '" X--=--A"ljl.XI f DUS X1"IX i~~Jtf)rt11:l""5ca:q""'J--· 

DUSXu~ = A~I~110USXMN~DUS1,DUSQJ 

OUSY,..X = A"'AX1(0t1s"",X.OUS-Z-,·1)~~"1----;---· - .. 
OUSp· ... = A"H-'110IJSYHN,OUS2,OUS3J 

-Ol •• CO!'HINU[ .--.----- 
JFIT.['T.~oJGO TO OY1 

--------. _.. ----------1-r-..,....~~-.-------------
D2XO~ = AA~(D2X['IJ 

D2Y[.rP =ABSfD2fflI-f 
~2THOP = A~~1[2THOJ) 

GO TO eVl 
uY1 •• CO~TI ... U[ "If T.Gr.o. 

DZxO .. tHCASf t -_-A"""'1(i;*e~~_ilbrflP'it-

D2Vo~·INCt.SEl = bMAXI IABsIDZvOJ,OZyOPJ 
02TH0t'1INCASE: J = bl'!hXt IASSlfl2THoJ·,t)2TlID-P1 

= A~AX1IUYHX ,OYD J = A"INIIDYl'IPt -,-nVo---,----------·---·-· 
= A"AX110TH"X ,OTHO J 
=-A"llo'ltoTH"'N- ,"OT-Ho--"1------
= A!"AX1102X04X ,02)('0 ,RHS)( J 

07-Cl-80 
06-2b-80 
0E:-26- 8 0 
06 -26-80 
06 -2b -80 
06-2b-60 
0E:-26-80 
06-26-8e 
07-01-80 
07-01-80 

['ISPLACEI4(NTS 07-01-80 

---..-.- ·'---"-07-18-80 
06 -26-80 
06 - 26 -80 
07-02-80 
06-26-80 
06-26-80 
07-02-80 
06-2b-80 
06-2&-&0 
06-2&-80 

SCALES	 07-11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
07 -11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
U7-11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
07-11-80 
09-12-fO 
QQ-12-80 
09-12-80 
09-12-80 
09-12-80 
09-1Z-80 
09-25-80 
0 9 -25-80 
09-25-80 
09-25-80 
09-25-80 
09-25-80 
09-25-80 
09-2:»-80 
0 9 -25 - 8 0 
09-25-80 
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---- -----------mqlil.lrSt:, _ ,,1'1 X -- _.._u__ o_·__ ··_·_ --_. - 09 -15 ·80 
~2XuP = A~S(92X[M(NCASE)) 09-25-80 

n __---------- ~lY[)!> = Af'S eEZ fE'I'IINeA~t,) ----- ---- ----C9-25-80 
PZTH~P = ~~S(02THOM(~CASE)) 09-25-60 
tIN E ! t 1 ) -09--2rBO 
DRI~T~Qu, CM(NCASE),02XO~(NCASE),OZYOH(NCASEJ,02THOH(NCASE)G9-Z5-80 

fER,..! ll.GE.ISiOPI 06~ 

END S'OF" OYNA~lC' 06-16-80 
TFRM!NAt fH-H~{l 

'----------------- RClUNOING OFF" MAX AND MIN VALUES FOR USE '07-11-&0 
ON PLOTS SC-L~S 'O~~O 

SCAlElXH~ ,XHX = XHN ,XMX 07-11-80 
SCAlr,f"K ,f~X - IAN ,iMA 0' 11 Be 
SCAlECTH~N ,THHX = THHN ,THHX ) 07-11-80 
SCAlECDXP.K ,tXl'll( DXMN ,0)(")( J OT-11-80 
SCAlf(OYMN ,OYHX = OYHN ,OYHX ) 07-11-80 
SCALE" (DIAI'IN ,DTA"'X - oT""1I1 ,0TRI'Il J 07-11--"8"0 
SCAl flO2 XHN ,[,Z XliX = OZXHN ,OZXMX ) 07-11-80 
SCAltluZfRN ,U~T~A - U~T"N ,DZYPX OT-11-80 
SCAlEl02THMN,OZTHHX = 02T~MN,OZTHHX) 07-11-80 
IftPK[91lJGO 10 11 09-1T-1ro 
SCA LE lDUSXHN ,CUSl':HX:OUSXMN,DUSXHX) 09-12-&0 
~C At r cDU Sf ''IN ,DtI S '1'1 X-UtlS f 1'1111 ,DU~ I 1'1 XI -----o-J~tl-80 

Tl •• CONTI~UL 09-12-80 
IF(IIOCASE.EU.fClSIOPIGO 10 iZ 09-Zs---sn 
G0 TO T~ 09-ZS-~C 

IZ •• C01IINOE S'NCAS!.tQ.NSTOP' ---~·~S-80 

NCASE = 0 09-Z5-80 
T3 •• CONTI~OE S'NCASE.tT.NSTOP' 09-25-80 

NCASE = NCASE + 1 09-Z5-80 
LINt.SUI 09-25""80 
WRITECZ7,300) OH(NCASE),02XOM(NCASEI,OZYOM(NCASEI,DZTHOHfNCAS[)09-15-80 

.5"C .. FOl{I'IIiI(4EIZ.4J 09-!5--1l0 
PRI~T3CO, OHfNCASEI,D2~DM(NCASE),OZYOH(NCASEJ,02THOHfNCASE)09-Z5-80 

• IF(NCASE.C T.I'ISIOPIGO 10 13 0 9 -25-80 
T~ •• CONTlhUE ,·NCASE.NE.NSTOP· 09-Z5-80
 

trw $'oF TtHI'11r.AL" Ol-II-lJO
 
END "or PROG~AH' 06-1&-80
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--~UrP't'l -f---·-----,.~......-••---------------------- -----{)6-?6-80 
C52 •••• 07-01-80 

---tOt-'Tf1H'!10~----=-.• ..,..-=- • ..,...-------------------------A06"-Z-~O 
_ 
_____""1Di1Ur."S~I-"':".":"."':"._:.------------------------..;0--9-,12 -80oG$ .: • • • • 09 rt7...."8t) 

DUS3 •••• Q9-12-80 
-------OUSq •••• 09 12-60 

DxD •••• 06-26-80 
-------flOr'ltrfOr---=-.:;-.-•..,...--------------------------if}t~--80 

D2THD ,... 06-26-80
-------wr":·..:-1Xt10n---:-,"':'•..,...~.~--------------------------6~"....,6--?tr_&tl 

o 7y 0 •• • • 06 -26-80 
N •••• 06-30 ..80 
RHS TH •••• 06-26-80 
R~SX •••• 06 26 80 
RHS Y •••• 06-26-80 
I AD ,.. • 06-2b-80 
X D •••• 06-26-80 

------"'Yt'-fOt---=-,.....-=-.-=.--------------------------iElFt,6--z-6--8-D 
ZTATH ,... 07-01-80 
ZE N D --0-6- 2-6-110 

PREP~R T ,.. • 06-26-80 
-------rD'r"T1~FI1'tfl--=,-=.~.:-:.:---------------------------i'lO.,.6-?to-80 

DUSl ,... 09-12-80 
DeS? •••• 0' 1~0 

DUS3 •••• 09-12-80 
---------jO:'l'"Utts<:-ttIl-••":".-=.-::.--------------------------A<El9-U-~0 

DXD ••• • Q6-26";80 
DtD •••• 06 26 80 
02THO ,... 06-26-80 
flaf'l ,... 06 2& 80 
o2YO ,... 06-26-80 
Rt'4~TH ,... El6 26 80 
R HSX ,... 06-26-80 
RAS' •• •• 06 -26-80 
THO •••• 06-26-80 

-------,jxHO'l------.•••-;;.-;.;-------------------------- ;}t,~26-80 

YL •••• 06-26-80 
Z~~DCRfl --{ltT-26-80 

PROCEC GO 07-02-80 
--~S,.,T"*Ailll....T'------------------------------~0}-11~e-r-eO 

RA~GE D21HO.D2XO.02YD 07-01-80 
-1tANGE OltiO.DXD.DtO 0' Ot-ao 

RAhGE THu.XD.YO 07-01-80 
-;ttr.t>t---;m-s"'f'~Hr..:1iR!"1I1~!i<rXlt-:1."htH~!I..,'~------------------ -1)1 0 1 ItO 

RANGE OUSl.0US2.0US3.0US~ 09-12-80 
'CHARGE peo, SIZE 'UR poeLIC_IION' bt !b en 
SET N~xppL=~n,~PYppL=50,NGXPPL=10,NGYPPL=IQ 06-26-80 
~tOT ·XAXIS'_T,·XLO'-O.,'XIH'-T5TOP 66 l& 80 
PLOT u2XD,'LO'=02XMh"HI'=02x~X,RHSA.'SA~E· 0 7 -11-80 

---1"~t-;ol'l-r Lzdl.'tO'_O<,tMI.,'MI'_02'1I1X,RriS,,'SAI'I[' 01 H--80 
PLOT u2THO.'LO'=r2TH~N,·HI'=02TH~X,RHSTH,·SA~E· 07-11-80 

---~~, LXO.OYfl,eT~~ 66 !6 80 
PLOT l\D.YO.THD 06-26-80 

---tlp>t-t"t)"-WS~lr.,;--''1L::-1e~,....=_flfl-t1lJ~S"'XHo~tf'Nto, 41'MrtT!"'-::_i:e~tI~5iiXHM't'l(x-.-, e-e1:jU~S"1lq,..,""'~SMAa-''44-1E:~'------ ----~)r-80 
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0L (\ T CU s:" • L O· =ut'S-y"!~;-·HT-. =DUSYl'IT,u(;ST'-· SA PE • 09-12-80 
F NO ! 'OF P:<O C(rUoE· 0 7 -02-8 0 
$E T N<.A~E -= i --- 09-25-80 
SlT (:t4X = ? 07-11-80 
~l T r~Y -= - ~ ~ .. _..... ----- -------_._. -. -_ .. --- 07 -11-80 
$[T rl",TH = l' • 07-11-80 

. r, 0 - -.-------- _ .... -- .-..--..- ...----.-- -"U1-11-80 

SET ~C~5E = ? 09-25-80 
SET OMX--=---~.-------- -----.. -.-.-•. -... 07-11--80 

SET C/,:Y = 5. 07-11-80 
-SET-o-t:'tH-=--!'-~----- .---.----- --- --------··07-11-80 
r,0 07-11-80 
··SE.T"-lrC~E _ :!! ----------·-·-~--Z5-80 

SET 0 tl X = 1 0 • 07- 11 - 8 0 
SE1 ('PlY -- --=~-C-;--- ---.-.--------------- - - -07-11-80 
SET Ot',TH = 10. 07-11-80 

-GO - --- ------- -------.- ----01-02-80 
SET ~LASE = 4 09-25-80 
srT -c''''X-'-=--~'-' ------- --- --.-_.• tl7-11-80 
SET (!t'lY = LO. 07-11-80 
SETN"TH=-"2lJ~.---.----------- ... --. ----. ----01-11-80 
GO 07-11-80 
SET ';CAS( -=-s -.. -- -..-..- ---.----------.---. -- 09-25-80 
SET 01')( = 30. 07-11-80 
$E T -O~., '-=~"D.---- -------------- --.----.-. --.-- ... -----.. - -07-11-80 
SET C'nH = 30. 07-11-80 
GO ------------.-------------.- -.• -- 07-11-80 

SET NLASE = 6 09-25-80 
~[T-CP'lX-=lIf'.---- .-.-- .. -.. -.--- -. - 07--11-8(! 

SETOI'IY =40. 07-11-80 
--SET--nPfTW-=-trn-. -----·------·--"'J7-~I-SO 

G~ 07-11-80 
S£ T""1-1 CA st:"- ---::--7 -------------------- ---.- -----.-- -- ----- 09 -25 -80 
SET O,.,X = 50. 07-11-80 
SE T OMT .. -=:>~;--- .---- -' - -- - --.- - .-- 01-tl-80 
SET rMTH = ~G. 07-11-80 

'-'GO -- -. -....------- .-.-.------ --- --··-------··-·07-1:2-80 

SET ~LAS[ = ~ 09-25-80 
Sl T('Y.X -=-EiC.--·---------- - .• - -. 07-11-80 
SET (\t',Y = bOo 07-11-80 
SET C'MTH = bD. -. -.- ----.-.--------... ---.-- 07-11-~0 

60 07-11-80 
sr:1' N(;ASr--~-·-·-------- ---- -- ---.- -- ...... - - 09-25-80 
SET 0 .... )( = 7C. 07-11-80 
SET NiT - -= 7:)". ---·-·----------------------·---07-11-80 
SET ('\I':TH = 7C. 07-11-80 

- GO -.- - -----------·07-11-flO 
SET ~!LASE = 10 09-25-80 
S£T -liP.X----su. ..-----.-----.-.. -oT··ll-8C 
SET OMY = 8~. 07-11-80 
-~[T Ol'in-l--=-~ --------- - ----··--·---07-11-8U 
GO 07-11-80 
~l T ~~ASf. --= 11 --..----- ------------.- - -- •... ---.--.- 09-25-80 

Sf T o1", X = liD. G7-11-80 
~ET -t'~T·- ~"-yr'~------- --..---.---- .. --.-----01-.11-80 

SET O.HH = c;c. Q7-11-80 
GO ---. - .. ---.---------------. --'" 07-11-80 
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S[ T f; CAS ( = t 2 ..-- 0~-:?5-8C! 

S~T C'r-.)( - loa. 07-11-80 
<iE T Ct'tY = 1 ce. 07-U-80 
SE. T o~'I TH - 1 0 [ • 07-11-80 
50 07-11-80 
SE T t-:CASE = 13 09-25-80 

... SET l:'/'I)(o,--:: 1 H;·.. --·'- 07-111-80 
SE. T CMY = 110. 07 -111-80 
Sf. T C/"ITH = 11C.-"···--· --.---------- 07-111-80 
GO 07-14-&(' 
SE T "'CASE =- 141 ---------.-------- 09-25-80 
SET 01',)( = 120. 07 -III-SO 

- ..	 sr"" OI':Y'---=-1£tiO- ·---------------·---·-·---·-------··--01-11+-80 

SE T OHTH = 120. 07-111-S(1 
GO - -.-.--.-.-  07-11+-80 
SET NCASE = 15 09-25-80 
Sf. T (\1', X . .= 1 !O ..· ..- - -----.---. 07-111-80 
Sf T OMY = 13D. 07-111-80 

-'--~f.T"'Cl'HH-_-~--------------- 07- J~-80 

GO 07-111-80 
SE T ~CA-S c- = "16 09-25-S0 
SET OI'lX = IIiD. 07-111-80 
SET ('MY = 1110. 07-111-S0 
SET N',1H = 1110. 07-111-S0 
GO --_..-- .-.---- ·0·-·-_ 07-111-8C 
SET NCASE = 17 09-25-80 
~E T 0/,\)( = 1-5(;.·- - .----.-.-..-.-------- .-.---..... 07-11&-80 
SET OMY = 150. 07-111- 8 0 
Sf. T OPHH -= 1 ~O-~·-- 07-llt-SQ 
GO 07-111-bO 

--·-st:-r-·"1'$e--<tS..,.r:~_---..,1Het------·------------ •._-.-- -.-- .._... -- ... ··-·09-25-80 

SE T CtiX = HO. 07-11+-80 
SE T·OMY ·=--1'6"0".-- ..------. 07-111-80 
SET OMTH = 160. 07-111-80 
GO - ..----.- .-------.----  07-111-80 
SET NCASE = 19 09-25-80 

··SET O"J(··-=-1~C_.··-··· 07-J5-80 
SET OI'Y = IFlO. 07-15-8 0 
Sf. T C'M1H= I1tO~· .....-..- .. ---.--....-- ..---  07-15-80 
GO Q7-15-80 
SE T ~'l.ASE. = 20 ._-- . 09 -25-80 
SE T O'-,X = 1 9C.	 07-15-80 
SET ·{l,.,Y--~TYO;·---·----------- - -- - . ·C7-15-8C 
SE T OI',TH = 190. 07-15-80 
r, 0 . - ...- ....--_.._-.-- ...---  07-15-80 
SET NCASE = 21 09-25-80 
SET Or-X ·=-ZftCo·-· ..-..------....--- 07-15-80 
Sf. T OHY = ZOO. 07-J5-80 

-·5E-T-··'{'Hf~-"?'C'~'.,..------------- 01-15-80 
G(, 07-15-80 

.. - SET ~ICAH-= -22-·------··---·---- 09-25-80 

SET n.-,x = 210.	 07-15-80 
SET OHY ·=·210•.---.--.-.---.----..---- .	 ()7-15-80 
SET OIHH = ZIO.	 07-15-80 

-·_·'6C .. ---.•--.------------------- -.-.--- _'--'-0 01-15-60 
SET ~)(.ASE = 2~ C9-25-80 
SET Ol":x· -= 220.·-- --- ... ----.--.----.- ..... 07 -15-80 
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_._-_. -- ---sE""-~rr-'=-77"'C-.--------------------·-'-'------ -- ..- '0""'" 1S-80 
SeT CMTH = '2~. 07-15-80 

--""'r,-"'C ----- ----- -- ----u-1- t 5 - 8D 
SET ~CASE = 2~ 09-25-80 

----srT' t'P,X - 2 :50. ---07-1S'"'1l0 
SET CMY = 23C. 07-15-8 0 
SC:T Cii',TI'l - 23U. G1 !!'J 8U 
GO 07-15-80 

--~T ";CASf: - '0; 09 !5-80 
SET NIX = 2~O. 07-15-8G 
SO eM, - 2 qc. --or-i7-fro 
SET OMTH = 2QC. 07-15-80 
bG 01· !~·!l0 

SET NeASE = 2b G9-25-80 
SE:t NIX 2~J. 07-15-80 
SET OMY = 250. 07-15-80 

---So:1E~TT-"""C'''''F.'Tl'''H-_---'2'''~'''or.-------------------------"'10.,..7,...-~O 

GO 07-15-80 
SE INCASE - Z I 09-25-80 
S£T OMX = 260. 07-15-80 
SET (1M' 260. 07-1S-atl 
SET OMTH = 260. 07-15-80 
"1:GCt'Or------------------------·----------10'7~15-_eC 

STOP C7-Q2-8C 
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LISTING OF FFT PROGRAM 
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C 

LISTING OF FFT PROGRAM 

SU~qOUTJNE giFTfXC.~H.NHN.IFlJGJ 
C • * .. SUB P C IJ T IP4 ( R r r T • r TN ••• 

C" • • SlJ !H~ 0 UTI N[.T " TAI( l 1 H( 0 FlO f A Q. [ Al 
Ce •• ~~N:NU"8t~ OF ~EAl POINT~=2.eMM 

CO~PlfX xCC J02bJ 
"m:NNII/;' 
H: r1M - I 
N VZ :NI' / Z 
Cl:3.141~9265·/FlO'TC~NJ 

TJ P'1 E F' Ufl C T JON * ... 

SO: SPI cr~ A • 
C(l:CO~COA' 

5:0.0 
c: 1.0 
JF CIFlAG.NE .eJ GO TO 
CALL rfTlXc.r..OJ 

5:	 CONTI"U( 
tCIN",olJ:xtclJ 
00 100 J=I,t:V2 

lc~a 

yP(:Rf AL Ilf( C1 J J .P(ll C"C lIlN-I .'], J 
Y~O:RlllCJCCr,,-p(~LIXCI~N-T'2" 

Yl(:'I~'GCXCfl'J'AIMArcXCCN~-!'~" 

YIO:AJMAGCXCfI'J-AIHAt-lX(lNN-I'?" 
AJ:Y~C·C·YI(-S.YRO 

Al=Y10-C·Y~O-S·YI( 

JCCI':t.5·C~PlXfAlt'2J 

11=lnE-C*YIE·S·YRO 
'2:-YIO-C·Y~O-S·YI[ 

XCCNh-lo:' : 1.5 • (HPlXfAI. A21 
l=C·CO-S.~(I 

S=S.CfIoC.SD 
( =T 

100 CONTI~U( 

XCCNV~'IJ='ONJGfXCCNV2'JI' 
Rf. Tug", 

1000 00 lloe l:l,NVZ 
Al:RUUHCI)) 
'2: A J H 1GCXCfltJ 
.3:R[AlCXCf NN-I·2IJ 
A·:'1~AGCXC(NN-J·2JI 

Y''':=''1'13 
YPO=-SeAI-C*4Z·S·'3-C·'~ 

YJE:C*AI-S.Al-C·,3-S·'Q 
YIO:'2-'" 
XCC~"-1·21=CHPlXfcyq(·YROJ.fYIE·YIOJl/f2.t·NHJ 

X(" C, I =CHPlX f fYR ( -Y R0 J • CVI E-Y 1 0 J JIf 2 • Q.H~ J 
T =C *CO -So ~D 

S=S"'CO·C.~O 
(=T 
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1100 CO'I TJ NUr 
)CC~V2·11=CONJGIXC(NV2·I",FLnATCNN' 

CALL f"fTfXC,I'1,J,
 
RETURN
 
(NO
 

irTN,Isro rJLTP.ffT 
~UBPOUTJN[ rFT(X,H,IFLGJ 

C••• SUPPOUTIN( FFT.rTN ••• 
c ••• SU!t~OUTINE CC"'PUTE~ OFT ••• 

C~H~LEX U,W,T,THP
 
COMPLEx )(11':'2~1
 

N=;"·"'I
 
NV~=N'2 

,..~I=N-l 

..1=1 
0=-).
 
Ir(!fLG.[U.~' GO 10 ~5
 

0:1. 
00	 51') J=I,N
 

)( f ! J ='I I 1 J ,,..
 
~O C(HlTJ~Ur 

~5 on 7 l~I,~HJ 

IrlY.GE.J' GO 10 ~ 

T=XIJ' 
'IfJ':,xfl' 
II I I I : t 

5 K=tIV; 
b Irn.r.(.J' GO TO 7 

J=J-M 
":"'/~ 

GO TO 6 
7 "=,, .... 

PJ=J.lq)592~~~6~979 

00 Zl' l: I, ... 
l~=Z··L 
U'l=L(/z
 
U=fl.0,O.OI
 
W=C~PlXICOSIPI/fLOATIlEl",O·SJNCPI/rlOATClElll' 

[)O 2r. J= 1 ,tf 1
 
(\0 10 J=J,N,lE
 

l"=l·Ul
 
T:).fJr,·u
 
XUPJ:x" '-1
 

10 XCI.:Xf!'.T 
20 U=U.W 

61 fO~HAT(IHl ,·X ARRAY rR[QUENCY OO~~IN DATA APDIL 10 TEST., 
62 fC~~AT(JX. JUr,IZ.5, 

R(TUPN
 
END
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